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1
THE POLITICAL CONDITIONS FOR
ECONOMIC REFORM

PREDICTING JAPAN'S ECONOMIC FUTURE
If permanent high growth characterised the Japanese economy in the 1980s
and permanent recession in the 1990s, then no one can predict what paradigm
will capture the dominant economic trends in the first decade of the 21"
century.' At the end of the 'lost decade' of the 1990s, the debate about Japan's
economic future polarised into tWO contending schools of thought: the
'structural pessimists' (or 'Japan's sun is setting' school) and the 'techno,
revivalists' (ot 'Japan's sun is rising') school. The structural pessimists argued
that Japan's inability and unwillingness to engage ill fundamental economic
reform condemned its economy to low or no growth and diminishing
international influence. 2 In contrast~ the techno-revivalisrs asserted that the

Japanese economy had teached a turning point and would soon ride the wave
of burgeoning IT industries to recovery.'
With the techno-revivalists discredited by Japan's continuing economic
malaise, the debate shifted to disagreement between those who remained
uniformly pessimistic about the future of the Japanese economy' and those
who were cautiously optimistic.' In 2001-02, economic trends in Japan tended
to favour the pessimists. In December 200 1, the Japa nese prime ministet
admitted that: 'The Japanese economy is still experiencing a period of
concentrated adjustment and the severe conditions will continue, with zero
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growth projected for FY 2002'." Only three months later, however, the Minister
of State for Economic and Fiscal Policy claimed that economic growth would
move to the plus side in the second half of 2002.' This positive outlook was
later endorsed by the Minister of Finance who claimed that the narion's
protracted economic slwnp had bottomed out, citing evidence of a business
recovery, a growth in exports, stabilisadon of consumer prices and the
unemployment rate, as well as other positive indicators.' Evidence of a cyclical
uprurn prompted some commentators to hope that improving economic
conditions might solve some of the long-term problems besetting tl,e Japanese
economy.' The prediction that the economy had bottomed out was supported
by official June 2002 flgutes for real GD P growth of 1.4 per cent in the JanuaryMarch quarter.)O The economic turnaround was attributed to 'the huge growth
in exports led by the recovery of the U .S. economy and other external factors'. J1
The question now is how sustainable the Japanese economic recovery will
be in the ligbt of continuing det1atioll (a continuous downward trend in price
levels),)2 financial system instability," and other negative factors for GDP
growth. The economic situation remains severe in spite of slight signs of
recovery.14 The government's 'Basic Policies for Economic and Fiscal Policy
Management and Structural Reform 2002' acknowledges that the economy
has 'entered the bottom stage in its cyclical changes [bur also cautions that]
buslness investment remains weak, employment and income conditions
continue to be severe, and recovery in household consumption ... [is] delayed
and hovering'." Even the cautious optimists argue that the 'much-hoped-for
recovery will likely be fragile, unless economic fundamental~ are strengthened'."
Others emphasise the need to get public policy settings right as well as
improving corporate governance. 17 In short, most concede that the key to
sustainable recovery is economic reform.

Understanding the likely Sllccess or failure of Japan's current reform program
is, therefore, important to assessing the future of the Japanese economy. It is in
rhis context that the dynamics of the so-called 'Knizwni revolution' loom so
large.

KOIZUMI'S 'STRUCTURt\L REFORM' REVOLUTION
In April 200 I, Prime Minister Koizumi Junichir6 stepped into tbe political
limelight vv-;th a bold slate of reforms to rescue the Japanese economy. Since
that time, he bas attracted a great deal of comment in both the academic and
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popular press." Much of the discussion has focussed on his unconventional
leadership style and on his mission to change Japan.
Koizumi has adopted the manU. of 'structural reform' (kl!zJ kaikaktt) to
encapsulate his agenda and to signal his commitment to radical change.
'Structural reform' is a rather rubbety concept that means different things to
different people. In a general sense it involves fundamental changes that have
the effecr of altering the fixed characteristics of economic, political, social and
administrative systems. It.} As Saw-a commenrs, H'structure,j means a mechanisnl
that does uot easily change, so changing that mechanism is "structural refotm".
For example, the systems and practices rhat define the mechanisms of Japan's
economy are "structures!» because they do not easily change'.20
In economic policy, structural reform means market-oriented reform, that
is, moving economies in the direction of freer and fnore transparent markets

by introducing Or strengthening the market mechanism. In more general policy
con tens, structural reform encompasses not only the idea of market reform,
but also notions of small et and more efficient government. In addition to reforms
such as deregulation, trade liberalisati011, strengthened competition policy and
financial sector resrructuring, ir also includes reforms of the stare sector such
as privatisation, fiscal and tax teform, and welfare and pension reform." In
sum, it refers to a package of interrelated policy 'correctives' aiming at more
efficient resource allocation, higher productivity and increased growth prospects
for states.

KOizumi's structural reform program embraces all these dimensions. In his
first major policy speech in the Diet in May 2001, he reirerated his pledge to
institute 'economic, fiscal, adminisrradve, social and political structural
reforms'.22 Structural reform in Koizurnrs view encompasses a raft of changes
designed to drive the economy in a more market-liberal direction, shrink the
public sector, make processes of policymaking more transparent and
accountable, and create a society that supports individual choice and cteativity.23
The 'Basic Stance for lvlacroeconomic & Fiscal Management in Fiscal 2002'
commits the government 'to the fundamenral reform of existing social and
economic structures and the construction of a new social and economic
ftamework thar will lead to the full realization of Japan's potentialities'. 24 In
July 2002, Koizumi called on six of his economic ministers to submit reform
proposals for regulatory reform, privatisation, oursourcing and ptivate finance
initiatives ftom the perspective of rransferring responsibilities from the
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government to the private sector; specific proposals to promote regional
independence and reform of systems to create employment opportunities in
newly growing fields and facilitate the movement of labour; measures to promote
a transition from policy means based on public works projects to those thar do
not depend on public works projects; and reviews of the involvement of central
government through subsidies."' Koizumi draws deliberate parallels between
his reforms and those of Margaret Thatcbet and Ronald Reagan,26 suggesting
that he is belatedly trying to introduce the nco-liberal economic agenda to
Japan. GeOl'ge Bush shares a similar understanding of Koizumi's program: 'Japan
has embarked on a new restoration-a restoration of prosperity and economic
growtb, through fundamental reform and the fuU embrace of competition',"
The fact that Prime Minister Koizumi peppers his public pronouncements
with the term kOz8 kaikaku does not mean, however, that structural reform
will automatically follow. The Japanese political system is not known for
engineering rapid change or fUI1da.-nemal transformations of existing systems.
In fact it is renowned for precisely the opposite: for delivering 'reform' that
represents 'no change' 28 and fur suffering a kind of structural paralysis or policy
immobilism,z'
In this context, two fundamental questions arise in relation to Koizumi's
structural reform tevolution. Firsr, how do Koizumi's bona fides as a reformer
compare with those of his predecessors) Is he a politician in the traditional
mould, or is he breaking rhat mould? Second, to what extent is Koizumi
delivering ",al change? Are his reforms little more than rhetoric, or is he effecting
substantial transformations in Japan's institutional and economic structures?

KOIZUMI AND THE TRADITION OF PRIl\<fE MINISTERIAL
'REFORMERS'
Koizumi's use of the term 'structural reform' as the battle-cry of his
administration is rather rypical of prime ministerial sloganeering in Japanese
politics. For Ikeda Hayato it was the 'income doubling decade', for Nakasone
Ya.mhiro it was 'settlement of the postwar accounts', and for Takeshita Noboru
it ')vas furusato Chomerownism'). In fact, most administrations have been
associated with an overatching policy theme. The question is whether such
slogans embellish constructive policy initiatives or merely substitute for them.
Evety Japanese prime minister from the mid 1990s onwards has pronounced
himself a cbampion of reform. Prime Minister Hashimoto Ryfttarll ptomised
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'walk through flames' to achieve his reform goals, Prime Minister Obuchi
Keiro vowed to 'launch major reforms with rhe hand of the devil and the heart
of Buddha:' while Prime Minister Mori Yoshiril committed himself to something
called 'Japan's economic rebirth'." Again, rhe question arises whether these
catch-phrases are just rhetoric or declarations of a commitment to genuine
to

reform.

Japanese prime ministers are prominent as putative reformers because their

office and long incumbency normally gives them the ILL'<liry of a relatively safe
,O"at in the Diet and predisposes them towards adopting a national interest
perspective on issues. 5t Prime ministers have been more likely to pursue policy
causes like dereguiation (kisei kanwa), administrative refotm (gyOsei kaikaku),
privatisation (mineika), internationalisation (kokusaika) and market
liberalisation (shijo jiyf'tka), which benefit the national interest at the expense
of special interests. This has generally been in respome to various pressures,
including fiscal and international pressures. Prime ministers have also led the
charge to subject the notoriously entrenched Japanese bureaucracy to stronger
political control and to strengthen me position of the prime minister as the
leadet of the government.
Several of Koizu mrs predecessors attempted key reforms. Prime Minister
Naka.sone Yasuhiro (1982-87) privatised the Japan National Railways UNR)
public cotporation,the Japan Tobacco & Salt Public Corporation and the
Nippon Telepbone and Telegraph Public Corporation (NTT) as well as
sponsoring a program of internationalisation that facilitated fmmer opening
of Japanese markets. A decade later, me Hashimoto administration pursued six
major reforms (rokudai kaikaku): administrative reform, fiscal structural reform
(zaisei kOzi! kaikaku), economic structural reform (keizai kflz/! kaikaku), financial
system reform (kinyft seido kaikaku), social security system reform (shakai hosh8
seido kaikaku) and educational reform (ky8iku kaikaku),32 Amongst Hashimoto's
greatest achievements were the so-called financial 'Big Bang' and the passage
of the Fiscal Structural Reform Law (Zaisei Ki!ziJ Kaikakuhi!)." His
administration also laid the groundwork for the path-breaking administrative
reforms that came to fruition in January 2001 when Hashimoto was serving as
Minister of State tor Administrative Reform, Okinawa Development and
Northern Territories Affairs in the second Mori Cabinet. These reforms
reorganised the central ministries and agencies, streamlined the administration,
and strengthened the execntive leadership of rhe prime minister and cabinet,"
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In many cases, prime ministers have used private advisory councils to provide

them with constructive proposals for policy change, to generate public imperus
for reform and to circumvent institutions and groups resistant to change.

'Council politics' began in a big way with Prime Minister Nakasone and has
been continued by most of his successors. Hashimoro, for example, used the
Administrative Reform Council (Gy6sei Kaikaku Kaigi), which he chaired and
directly controlled, as a vehicle for beginning the work of bureaucratic
reorganisation. 35

Advisory councils have also been used as window dressing to pur a 'reformist'
gloss on traditionalist feaders, like Prime Minister Obuchi. During the Obuchi
administration, three high-profile national commissions were set up to
recommend reforms-the Economic Strategy Council, the Industrial
Competitiveness Council and the Commission on Japan's Goals in the 21"
Century. Their reports contained numerous proposals for positive change in
existing policies. However, council members complained that their creativeness
was not backed by political will, resulting in 'no clear timetable or milestones
to implement majot elements of these proposals in a speedy and concrete
way'." Obuchi and his successor Mori latgely opetated in the shadow of the
Hashimoto administration. They both implemented Hashimoro-initiated
reforms, while themselves generating little more than reformist rhetoric to
disguise theit advancement of traditional LOP policies."
AB a reforming prime minister, Koizumi differs from his predecessors in nvo
principal ways. First is the nature and significance of his reform program.
Table 1.1 provides some indication of its scope and scale. It shows dearly that
the course on which Koizumi has embarked amounts to a structural reform
revolution. He is attempting to move across many fronts at once, touching on
some of the core problems of Japan's economic structure: its banking institutions
and problem loans, the fiscal deficit and wasteful public works spending, a
bloated public enterprise sectot, and a welfare and pension system inadequately
equipped to meet the demands of Japan's aging society. None of Koizumi's
predecessors have attempted such a reform revolution.
Second, in pursuing his reforms Koizumi has set his sights on the vested
interests that underlie his own party and the bureaucracy and has made them
a specific target of transformation. Koizumi's structural reform agenda has
thrown down an extraordinaty challenge to the politico-economic status quo in
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Japan by specifically targeting those groups with a vested interest in the
established order. Kolzumi's immediate targets are vested interests associated

with the construction of public work. projects, public sector enterprises and
the provision of POStal and medical services. Koizumi sees the wholesale divetsion
of private savings into 'notoriously inefficient public works projects''' through
the state-run postal savings and insurance system as symbolic of the distortions,
ioefl'idencies and rigidities in the economy. The tsunami of public debt that
tbteatens to overwhelm future Japanese governments and their public
expenditure programs also demands a sttong focus on fiscal and public sector
reform involving abolition or privatisation of public enterprises and cuts in
public expenditure and public works, In Koizumi's view, Japan can no longer
afford to subsidise loss-making public corporations or wasteful public works
spending, wbich represent an inefficient use of the nation's resources and which
selectively benefit rural and regional residents at the expense of city dwellers.
The implication is quite radical: the vision thar Koizumi tepresents calls
into question the emire politico-economic. system that has predominated in
postwar Japan. As the Managing Director of the Foreign Press Centre in Tokyo
comments: 'No ruling party leader has so forthrightiy and unequivocally called
for putting an end to that ,-yste111'." Koizumi's policies place him outside the
mainstream policy consensus rhat has held sway within the LDP and rhe
bureaucraey for decades. 40
This is all the more surprising given Koizumi's conventional background
and career track record in the LDP. The explanation lies in Koizumi's distinctive
modus operandi as a politician. In spite of his LDP credemials, Koizumi is the
antithesis of the archetypal LDP politician who uses positions in the party, in
the cabinet and in the Diet to obtain benefits for special interests in exchange
for vores and money. Hashimoto, for example, may have pursued reform as a
prime minister, but he retained his long-time connections with the specific
sectional interests tbat had backed him as an LDP politician. In contrast,
Koizumi has shown little interest in collecting money or building up a base of
support amongst specific industries and interest groups." He is not the standard
LDP special-interest Diet member. His perspective cuts across sectional interests
and challenges the pockets of vested interest lying within sectoral divides
cosseted and protected by LDP. This has given him both freedom and flexibility
in pursuing his reform program.
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POLITICAL CONDITIONS INFLUENCING REFORM OUTCOMES
To gauge whether Koizumi's structural reform revolution is likely to succeed,
one needs not only a more general understanding of the political conditions
(hat are conducive to economic refonn across states, but also an evaluation of
the prevailing political conditions in Japan and whether these are facilitating
or obstructing economic reform under the Koizumi administration. In all the
popular and scholarly discussions of Koizumi's refOrm efforts, no systematic
explanation has yet been offered to account for his policy achievements (or
lack of them). Nor has there been any attempt to examine the experience of
Japanese economic reform under Koizumi in the context of mote general
theorising about the political conditions for economic reform.
A specific literature in political economy nas targeted the politics of economic
reform. 42 Based on a series of case studies and cross~nationai cOITlparisons)
researchers have identified tne political conditions associated with failed, partial
and successful economic reform in countries endeavouring to effect a shift
from a nigh degree of state control to more market-based systems. A major
foens of this research has been the issue of political resistance to economic
reform and rhe conditions under which such resistance can be overcome. Much
of the analysis is based on standard political science assumptions about the
intetaction of institutions, and group interests. More fotmalised theory-bnilding
has relied on approaches derived from economics, such as collective acdon
theory and institutional economics, whicn reduce political behaviour to
incentives faced by self-interested individuals."
Drawing on a series of separate country studies, Wiliiarnson and Haggard
have devised a set of testable hypotheses that posit the political conditions for
economic reform in states making the transition from what they call 'the old
model-typically dirigiste, starist, ovcrly protectionist and inward-looking, and
often suffering from unsustainable macroeconomic policies-to the new-with
greater macroeconomic discipline, market-friendly, and outwardly oriented'."
The nypotneses are based on a set of loose empirical generalisations about
what kiud of political conditions have been conducive to economic reform in a
number of countries of varying political types." No strol1g claims are made for
the hypotheses in terms of robust theory-building. Tne conditions that are
necessary for reform to occur are not distinguished from those that are merely
advantageous. The hypotheses do not claim to specify the necessary and
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sufficient conditions for reform. Nor do rhey make any claims to being exhaustive
or mutually exclusive, Nevertheless, when taken together, the hypotheses form
a useful analyrical framework for studying the politics of economic reform in a
particular case.
The foHowing section builds on the work of Williamson and Haggard to
develop a set of hyporheses encompassing the political ronditions for economic
reform which are elaborated and applied to Japan under the Koizumi prime
minisrership:'6 Japan provides an ideal test case for these hypotheses because
Koizumi's pro~acrive structural reform agenda specifically targers 'old model'
characteristics of the Japanese economy and is designed ro induce 'new economy'
characteristics through processes such as privaIisation, public sector reform
and deregulation.

HYPOTHESISING THE POLITICAL CONDITIONS FOR
ECONOMIC REFORM
In an ideal world, politicians would choose economic policies that serve the
collective good, defined by John Swan Mill as 'the gteatest happiness of the
greatest number' and by economists as 'maximising aggregate welfare'. In the
real world, as every economist (and political scientist) knows, it is politics that
mote often than not determines what economic policy options can be taken
up and implemented. In short, many 'economic problems hoil down to political
problems'." Moreover, whole theoretical supetstructures have been built around
the overblown generalisation that politicians, interest groups and voters are
driven exclusively by rational calculations of self~interest.4' In short, political
selt~interest and political expediency all too often 'distort' economic policy
cltoice.
In spite of the strictures imposed by the economic theory of politics, there
are times when politicians can rise above considerations of short-ten;' political
expediency and think beyond the electoral cycle. Sometimes, rur example,
government leaders can become objectively convinced of the merits of economic
reform for national interest reasons or are simply committed to reform on
ideological grounds, even at the risk of their own political skins. For these
politicians, the main task becomes convincing others in policy communities
that reform is needed and, in democracies, convincing interest groups and the
wider public of the same thing. Successful reform in the lace of the inevitable
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political obstacles puts a premium on making the right moves and adopting
the right strategies in order to maximise the chances of successfully
implementing policy change.
Hypothesising rhe political conditions for economic reform assumes rhar
there are circumstances in which government leaders, policy ,mtes, special
interests and the public can be more easily persuaded of the need for economic
reform. Similarly, it assumes that there ate types of politico-institutional
strucrures which are more effec1:ive in delivering reform, and thar following
certain types of political and economic strategies will be more likely to deliver
refotm by helping to overcome the diverse political obstacles that stand in the
way. These are the kinds of political conditions that need ro be examined for
particulat stareS undergoing economic reform processes. Some of rhe variables
in the political environment can be manipulated by reformist governments,
such as choice of economic advisers and clever policies. Others are givens, such
as the structlm, of political institutions in which reformist leaders operate,
although even these may in some cases he adjusted Or manipulated to some
extent.

The problem that all political leaders face in embarking on a program of
economic reform is that there will be winners and losers. Anticipared change
will thus unavoidably bring forth political cost-benefit analyses as well as
economic cost-benefit analyses. Losers are those who obtain economic benefits
under the 'old economy' and who stand to forgo these benefits under the 'new
ecouomy'. In the parlance of political economists, they will bear the
'concentrated costs' of reform and therefore have a strong incentive to mobilise
against reforms and punish politicians who introduce them. The winners from
market reforms, on the other hand, are not usually specific groups, but large
social collecdvities like consumers and =payers, who will gain diffuse benefits
like cheaper prices for food. But the gains from reform are not sufficiently
cerrain, identifiable or significant on an individual basis to spur collective acdon
for reform on the part of these more amorphous social groupings. The imbalance
in economic costs and gains across communities thus poses a dilemma for
pollcymakers. Are the economic gains of policy reform worth the inevitable
political risks and costs? This question lies 'at the heart of the politics of economic
reform'."' It is what makes undersranding 'the political conditions that permit
successful policy reform''" so critical. In the Japanese case the dilemma of policy
reform is presented particularly starkly given the predominance of one party
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(the LDP) and the special interests that back it, as well as the sttong tradition
of economic interventionism by a powerful state bureaucracy. These
characteristics have intermingled to produce a 'vested interest state' which
makes the task of economic refotm singularly difficult.
Nevertheless, as Haggard has observed, in the light of the broad global shift
towards the market, approaches that emphasise resistance to reform from special
interest groups are inadequate to explain a process that is ineluctably taking
place. 51 The gtowing literature on the politics of economic reform is an attempt
to explain this worldwide phenomenon, including the conditions under which
reform-minded governments can overcome the vestt"Xi interests that have grm·vn

up around existing benefir programs. The following section elaborates the
hypotheses that posit the political conditions that contribute to successful
market-oriented reform in democratic societies.

- A backglYJund of economic crisis'2
Economic crisis can be a powerful motivator for governments ro pursue economic
reform because dire economic circumstances can radically alter political
conditions by creating an environment in which a window of opportunity for
reform opens up.53 Crisis delivers a shock to the existing system, genetating
widespread public demand for changes to policies that have patently failed,
prompting wholesale reviews by governments of traditional policy settings,
inducing intense debate in policy communities abour the best policy options
to overcome the economic emergency, and justifYing cuts in entitlements to

favoured secrors because of the pressing national need for change. Crisis can be
seized by political leaders as an opportunity to enact a pre-existing reform
agenda by giving them greater credibility and justification for pursuing their
reform goals. Crisis can also reduce political resistance to reform by alrering
the preference ordering of political actors and by temporarily knocking off
balance specific interest groups who would normally block change. The
weakening of the power of particular interest groups and even changes in their
policy preferences may be sufficient to clear a long-standing logjaru blocking
reform." Crisis can thus relax or remove the usual political constraints, enabling
reforms to take place. 55 [n extremis, crisis can create an opening for so-called
'extraordinary politics' or 'abnormal politics', where the customary rules of
politics can be temporarily suspended in order to devise an appropriate response
to an emergency situation." One manifestation of this is 'a greater willingness
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during times of crisis for legislators and publics to expand the discretionary
authority of the executive'." In short, it is from crisis-induced political ferment
that fundamental poliL)' transformations often arise.

- A political honeymoon
Reformist leaders enjoy the greatest freedom of manoeuvre for a period
immediately after they come to power because high levels of popular support
give them the latitUde they would not normally enjoy to make difficuh and
unpopular decisions. Honeymoons provide an opportunity to initiate new
programs and enact reforms before opponents have a chance to dig themselves
in to defend their interests. Other positives for new administrations are the
advantage of not haviog to face the electorate again for some time and, in some
cases, being able to blame economic problems on their predecessors. The impacr
of electoral victories can compound the honeymoon effect, empowering
governments and giving them a strong mandate for policy change. 58 On the
othet hand, the major problem of political honeymoons is that they do not
last and their durability differs from administration to administration. Leaders
need to move quickly to capitalise on the wave of public popularity that
accompanies their accession to powet because the judgement of the public
and the rest of the policy community is temporarily suspended. The imperative
fot quick action is particularly strong if refonns are difficult and fuce entrenched
obstacles. "

- Strong and visionary leadership
Because economic refotms often entail fundamental change to established
policies, norms and srtuctures, the need for leadership is greater. Indeed,
economic reformers have to offer strong and visionary leadership to bring a
program of refonns successfully to fruition, because only this kind of leadership
has the capadty to bring others along bebind it in support of new policy
directions. Above all things, political leaders 'need ... a strong determination to
change history, as well as the power of imagination and action ... A grand plan
is needed-to move mountains instead of small hills'.5D Thus. leadership
capacity needs to be complemented by strong political will and a degree of
personal conviction to effecr change. The greater the resistance to reform, the
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more robust leadership needs to be. Decisive leadership can he an advantage
in producing the necessary firm action on the part of government. It can
compensate for the absence of public support for reform and it is imperative in
helping to stare dawn the opposition.

- A s()cial consensus
While strong leaders may have the luxury of being indifferent ro rheir political
environnlents, in genera.!. refonIlS cannot move fOr\vard without at least 'some
degree of social consensus around the need for reform'. 61 Although governments
should not be constrained by the need to obtain majority supparr for all their
initiatives, there is no doubt that a substantial body of public support provides
a solid political base on which reform-minded governments Can advance their
programs. Reform potential is optimised in cases where (here is 'a coherent
and determined government with adequate political support'." A social
consensus can empower leaders and help to neutralise pockets of resistance
amongst special interest groups. Moreover, the existence of a social consensus

on the desirability of reform can be a powerful factor driving policy adjustments
and making them stick. 63 Even if no prior consensus eltists in favour of reform,
the effort in building such a consensus usually repays political leaders in terms
of assisting the process of consolidating reforms through greatet public
acceptance. 64

- Use of the media
Reformers need to make effective use of the media in order to mould,
manipulate, educate and mobilise public opinion in favour of reform. Csing
the media correctly can help to build public support for reform, ot at least
carry it along. Conversely, £ailing to make a convincing public case for reform
via the media may 'nurture ... public antipathy' .65 Resorting to the media
involves 'taking the case for reform to the general public, over the heads of the
politicians with their vested interests and the professional journalists with their
hostility to serious economic argument'." Through the media, the government
can vocalise the interem of the 'silent majority', who stand to gain from reform
but whose difIuse interests are otherwise unrepresented through the interest
group process.
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- A fragmented and demoralised opposition
A reformist government wii! be able to proceed further and faster if rhe
opposition is in disarray rather than presenting a concerted and well organised
coumerforce in parliament. Generally speaking, 'a weak and divided
opposition ... [makes] the task of a reforming government easier'.'7 The absence
of strongly mobilised opposition patties can also help to compensate
governments for lack of general public support for a reform program." The
government can proceed without criticism or the need to expend effort and
resources in countering arguments from their opponents, Conversely; a well

mobilised opposition can potentially serve as a pivot around which more
generalised resistance to reform can organise. It can vie competitively for the
Sllpport of undecided groups as well as of disgruntled gtoups bearing the
concentrated costs of reform who might normally support the government,

- A coherent economic team
The prospects of economic reform being implemented ate greatly enhanced
by the existence of 'a coherent and united economic team'." As Williamson
and Haggard argue, 'a good and united team is a precondition for reform to
have a chance'." Moreover, '[iln the early phase of a reform, key decisions
about the desigu of policy and political and legislative strategy are llwally
taken by the president or prime minister on the basis of counsel from a hand·
picked team of advisors ... usually operating outside normal bureaucratic
channels' 71 However, what is decisive in carrying reform through to the
implementation stage is 'support from the rest of the government that was
needed to he able to act effectively' /'\ and institutional reforms that strengthen
'rhe political position of the team vis-a-v;s interest groups, competing ministries,
the legislature, and even the rest of the executive, to a point whete the team
was capable of launching and sustaining reforms'." In other words, the
'competence of the economic team cannot compensate for a lack of authority,
some(hing that typically requires institutional change within the decisionmaking structure'?'

- The presence of a technopol
It is advantageous for reform if the coherent and united economic team is led
by a 'te(hoopoL that is, an economist-turned politician or, in the \Vitliamson
and Haggard definition, an economistltechnocrat who has accepted a position
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of political responsibility." In this context, it is important to distinguish
between a technocrat (an economic adviser responsible to the executive) and a
technopol (an economist who exercises independent political authority). As
WilIiamson and Haggard point out, it is 'important to successful reform to
have economists in positions of political responsibility, rather than merely
serving as technical advisers'.76 Although there is no guarantee that a technopol
will apply mainstream economics once in office,n it can be generally assumed
that 'technopols would have a positive influence on economic policymaking
and performance were their advice to be followed'.78

- Rapid and comprehensive reform
Prospects for successful reform are considerably enhanced if 'reformers ... design
a comprehensive program capable of rapid implementation',7' A comprehensive
program of reform enables its various elements to be mutually reinforcing
which has the effect of accelerating the process of economic change. The optimal
strategy may be a 'Big Bang'-type reform, which 'makes reversion to the old
order infeasible'.Bo The advantage of speed is that there is insufficient time for
an anti-reform coalition to mobilise effectively. Rapid reforms may also yield
concrete benefits quickly to the public and to specific interest groups, which
may help to build a pro-reform coalition and which may present a political
impediment to any reversal of reforms. 81 In addition, 'acting swiftly at the
outset of an administration allows the government to absorb transition costs
prior to the next electoral contest and increases the likelihood that politicians
will be able to profit from recovety'. 82

- External help
External help in the WilIiamson-Haggard schema is conceived as strong external
support in the form of intellectual help and (conditional) foreign aid. Intellectual
help manifests in the form of intellectual influences from abroad and the
generalised wave of pro-market, pro-liberalisation models that can be found
around the world. It also extends to the positive growth impact of economic
reform on states which exerts a demonstration effect. Another form of external
help which can be important is the training of home-gtown economists ovetseas.
These individuals become inculcated with pro-market attitudes in Western
universities and in international organisations like the IMF and World Bank.
Some of them may later rise into the upper echelons of government where they
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can have a direct role in making policy as technocratic advisers or even as
technopols. B3
The impact of foreign aid can chiefly be felt in terms of strengthening the
hand of teformers through the securing of external resources, reinforced by
conditionality which mandates certain reforms as an incentive and/or reward
for instituting pro-reform policy measures." Conditional;ty may also help to
arrest the diversion of external resources to economically non-productive goals,
or to the politicised or personalised interests of government leaders."

- Compensating losers
The chances of successful reform increase if potenrial losers can be bought off
with compeosation. Compensation has the effect of facilitating reform by
helping to neurralise resistance from gronps whose interests would be mOSt
disadvantag;ed by reform or by even engendering their suppOrt for it. As Haggard
elaborates, 'if a reform will raise aggregate welfare but harm certain groups,
compensatOry schemes can transform the reform into a Pareto·improving one'."
On the other hand, compensation carries the risk of undermining the very
reform programs governments are endeavouring to accomplish if it prevents
the losers from making the necessary adjustments. Compensating losers is exactly
the kind of strategy that ends up not reforming at all because it involves 'buying
out rent seekers, or at least rent receiver5~) 87 when in fact economic refonn is

supposed to be 'an attempt to move away from a rent-seeking society''' and 'to
get away from fitvouring specific groups altogether' g9 It is important, therefore,
rhat compensatory measures micigate the impact of reform on specific groups,
but at the same time harmonise with the overall direction of economic reform
and generate posirive benefits of their own." As Haggard concludes, the 'key
issue is guaranteeing that pork is distributed in a relatively efficient way'."

- Accelerating the gains to winners
In contrast to direcr compensation, which simply switches the kind of benefits
paid to customary rent receivers, accelerating the gains to winners ensures

that

quick benefits accrue to those sectors and groups in sociery which are most
likely to benefit from liberalisation, deregulation and other kinds of market
reforms. The idea is to hasten the emergence of winners by instituting proactive matket-conforming policy gestures. Such an approach can be useful
politically because it helps to build support for reform by demonstrating thar
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there are positive aspects to the economic transformation process. In this way,

an expanded coalition of supporters who are beneficiaries of reform can be
created. The existence of such a coalition may assist the process of economic
reform by allying with the govcmment to facilitate the spread of reforms to
other groups.

- A solid hase of legislative support
If reform has proceeded beyond the technical-adminisuative stage and requires
enabling legislation, then parliamentary approval is mandatory. As Haggard
points out, 'legislatures must ultimately pass the supporting legislation to
ratifY reform decisions and guarantee that they are implemented and sustained
over time. In many cases, even the initiation of reform requires legislation, and
thus suppOrt from some coalition of legislators'." A reforming government
therefore needs a majority in the national political assembly to enact new laws
or amendments to existing laws. The stronger this majority, the srronger the
base on which to legislate its reform program.

KOIZUMI'S SCORECARD
Table 1.1 provides the empirical data on which an objective assessm~nt of
Koiznmi's policy intentions against his policy delivery can be based." Koizumi's
goals include
• privatising postal services
• cleaning np the banks' non-performing loans
• radically reforming the taxation, medical care and public pension sysrems
• reducing wasteful spending on public works
• redirecting expenditure into areas that will support economic growrh and
enhance efficiency in the economy
• reining in public debt by limiting new governmeot bond issues to ¥30
trillion in 200 \-02
• dimin.ating the practice of earmarking special tax revenues (petroleum,
LPG and motor vehicle weight taxes) for specific projects (road
construction)
" granting local governments more autonomy over revenue raising and
,,-xpenditure
• freezing the remaining work on the national expressway project
• restructuring (abolishing, privatising or converting into independent
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administrative agencies) 163 special public corporations (tokushu Mjin)
and approved public corporations (ninka Mjin)
• deregulating the Japanese economy to encourage the growth of new
industries.

Table 1.1 teveals, by any teckoning, that the ftuits of Koizumi's structural
reforms after morc than a year in office have fallen far short of his original
goals. They are limited to
• moderate fiscal consolidation (a 1.7 per cent cut in the 2002 94 General
Account budget)
• a cut in budgerary outlays on public works by 10 per cent in 2002
• the shifting of some public works funding to seven priority areas designed
to facilitate structural reform and more efficient allocation of expenditure
• teducing government subsidies to public corporations by 20 per cent or
¥! trillion in 2002
• freeing up some road funding for general revenue purposes
• nominal observation of a '1'30 trillion ceiling on the annual issuance of
government bonds in 2001
• accelerated bad-debt disposal by the banks
• several changes to health care policy such as cuts in doctors' fees, a lowering
of pharmaceutical price schedules, raising the co-paymenrs of salaried
employees for medical bills and an increase in premiums for public health
insurance,
More changes are anticipated or are in the pipeline, such as
• introducing a pension-indexing system that ties pension levels to prices,
resulting in Cuts to pension payouts to subscribers of the state-run pension
scheme
• restructuring seven special public corporations through merger and
abolition"
• reviewing tbe national higbway project
• continuing fiscal consolidation (Iimiring tbe 2003 General Account budget
to below 2002 levels by bolding down policy spending and taX grants to
local governments)
• preserving the ¥30 trillion cap on the issuance of government bonds
• consolidating priority spending into four ateas
• further cuts in public works expenditure and transfers of tax revenue
resources to local govern menrs
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• implementing scheduled tax cuts and new corporate tax incentives
• converting the Postal Services Agency (YOsei Jigyocho)% into a public
corporation in April 2003 to run the three postal services comprising
postal savings (yucho), postal life insurance (kanpo), and mail collection
and delivery??
• privatising mail delivery services.

On the other hand, many reforms remain at the recommendation rather
than implementation stage such as full-scale reform of the taxation system and
the transfer of fiscal powers from central to local govcmments. Others like the
cleanup of non-performing loans are widely regarded as insufficiem 98
Furthermore,
• no comprehensive strategy for combating deflation has been put in place'"
• non-tax revenue sour= have been used to suppOrt budget expenditure 'OO
• maintaining the ¥30 trillion cap on the issue of new national bonds is a
very limited goal in fiscal structural reform terms but, at the same time, it
is an extremely large sum given the parlous state ofJapan's public finances'"
• there have been no significant reductions in fiscal spending
• the diversion of road ta.xes to road construction and maintenance goes on

• no visible progress has been made toward creating jobs and nurturing
new industries through deregulation 102
• the sodal securiry retorms tall far short of the major overhaul that economists
argue
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necessary

• most of the budget remains unreconstructed in terms of abolishing rigid
spending frameworks and tedirecting expenditure to more economically
efficient projects
• the terms under which the new postal corporation will operate and mail
delivery services will be privatised are highly resrtierive and fall well short
of ftdl privatisation of postal services
• the second supplementary budget for fiscal 200 I as well as some elements
of the February-March 2002 anti-deflationary packages and the June 2002
ecollomic revitalisation package l " have simply been disguised economic
stimulus packages,"'" including public works spe.nding. 105
The record shows unequivocally that the initially high expectations of
Koizumi's ability to effect a radical economic transformation are not being
realised, or if they are, only in a partial and piecemeal fashion. Some observers
have been scathing, claiming that Koizumi's policy achievements amoum to
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little or nothing. Japanese political analyst Morita Minoru, for example,
comments that: 'le won't take long to reveal the true character of the Koizumi
administration, which does a good job of creating the illusion of retorm, but
not the reality' .'Oli Another Japanese journalist describes Koizu.tni as a 'sheep
in wolf's clothing', intimating that Koizumi gives the appearance of being a
radical reformer, while in practice being a tame underperformer.!07 The Western
press is hardly more flattering: to 'many advocates of reform ... the prime minister
has achieved little in his first year save frittering away his political capital'.108
Cerald Curtis has come up with the lahel 'Mr NATO'-that is, 'No Action;
Talk Only'--to describe Koizumi's accomplishments, Others have put Koi1.umi
on a par with former Prime Minister Mori: 'Even though Koizumi says "I will
do it, I will do it" (yaru yaru)-meaning structural reform-he has realised
almost no policies, and in this there is virtually no change from the Mori
Cabinet'.'"' The President of ltochu, Niwa Uichir6, commented that 'the
outcome of Knizumi's first yeat is zero. Ifhe were a manager of a private company,
he would be fired' Y"
In May 2002, Moody's Investors Service downgtaded Japanese government
bonds to ill. from Aa3, the lowest amongst major industrialised nations and
below Botsvvana and Chile,' II because, as one Japanese neV'lspaper put it, 'thete
has been little progress in structural reforms', 1;2 In the same month, the Japanese
media were universally in agreement that the Koizumi administration had
'lost momentum' with 'the open seam in the Koizumi reform
agenda .. ,spreading wider'.m On balance it would appear that Koizumi's
credibility as a reformer is based more on good intentions (what the Japanese
call 'making efforts') and on generating reform proposals rather than on concrere
policy performance. Certainly the Koizumi administration is big on reform
rhetoric, but its actual accomplishments come up somewhat short.
Such an outcome is paradoxical. Japan under Prime Minister Koizumi,
particularly during the first 10 months of his administration, met mOSt of the
political conditions fat economic reform either partiaUy or completely (many
of which not been met befote, Why have apparently positive political conditions
undet Koizumi not produced the desired economic reforms? Is the Japanese
Case anomalous? If so, why? Are there necessaty political conditions fOr reform
that the Koizumi example has thrown up which ate not covered by the
\VilIiamson-Haggard schema?
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THE ARGlJMENT
The book argues that the outcome of the Koizumi revolution as a case of only
limited, partial Ot indeed 'failed' reform is entirely predictable. The explanation
for the mismatch hetween Koizumi's policy intentions and his policy delivery
lies in a more nuanced understanding of Japanese political conditions,
particularly the difficulties Koizumi faces in overcoming structutal obstacles
in the policymaking process. These obstacles can be found in what I call Japan's
'traditional policymaking system, a dual structure of institutions comprising
the ruling LDP and the bureaucracy. In this system, the executive-namely,
the prime minister and cabinet-is telegated to a subordinate, rather than a
superordinate role in the policymaking process. In this respecr, the Japanese
policymaking system represents a clear deviation from the Westminster model
on which it is based.
Koizumi's difficulties are compounded by the fact that forces opposed to
reform are embedded in these traditional poHcymaking structures. Moreover,
they form the core of wider coalitions of anti"reform interests amongst industries
and sectors that srand to bear the concentrated costs of srructural reform.
Koizumi has been unable to build a coumervailing coalition of pro-teform
interestS to counterbalance and ultimately defeat the anti-reform coalition. As
leader of Japan's executive, he does not exercise sufficient power to overcome
the opponents of reform and enact his program.
The book further argues that, with the passage of time, some of the political
conditions for economic reform which were previously positive have turned
negative. The upshot is that Japan under Koizumi is meeting fewer and fewer
of the political conditions for reform. The fuet that the political road to reform
is becoming harder, not easier, will cement the failure of Koizumi's structural
reform revolution.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
The major conclusions of the book have a number of implications for the
WiIliamson-Haggard framework. First and foremost, they highlight the
importance of whar Haggard calls 'rhe constitution of executive authority'. 114
A reforming executive must have authoriry sufficient to override not only the
resistance to reform that can be expected from particularistic interest groups
who stand to lose benefits, bur also to overcome the 'barriers to
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reform ... [within] the state apparatus itself: the political leaders, bureaucrats,
and party functionaries that loom ... large'.'" It is assumed in much of the
literature on the politics of economic reform that opposition to reform resides
exclusively in interest groups and electorates and therefore the solution lies
with 'stronget' government and more decisive leadership that can 'suhdue'
opposition through tesolute action. In the Japanese case, however, the most
formidable obstacles to reform lie within the very structures of the state-in
the ruling parry and in the bureaucracy.'" This PUtS a premium on the strength
of the executive. For radical reform to occur, the executive has to be able to
exercise sufficient authority to neutralise the forces of resistance within the
governing apparatus itself.
The weakness of the executive also highlights the importance of informal
political conventions: the way in which political institutions actually operate
irrespective of constitutional attributions of power. Informal political
conventions may in practice impose procedural requiremenrs on policymakers
and thus present so-called 'veto points' (ot what Haggard caUs 'veto gates') for
reformers which are nor immediately apparent ro outside observers. While
political system rype will clearly influ.ence economic reform processes,'" fotmal
institutional arrangements are not necessarily indicative of the actual power
distribution amongst different political structures. In democratic systems,
certain formal policymaking procedures are mandatory, such as parliamentary
approval of legislation, yet other processes may also be mandatory and in practice
be more important than the formal requirements of the legislative process.
Understanding the political conditions for economic reform therefore needs a
more sophisticated appraisal and understanding of the actual power relarionships
amongsr various srructures within the governing apparatus.
The case of attempted economic reform under Koizumi throws up two
additional political conditions for economic reform that are underdeveloped
in the original Williamson-Haggard model. 1!8 The first political condition is
the construction of a strong pro-reform coalition. Koizumi has not achieved
what Haggard has identified as the sufficient (if somewhat tautological) political
condition for economic reform: 'a minimum winning coalition and me defeat,
or at least acquiescence, of those groups opposed to reform' .'19 Apart from
Koizumi and some other elements of his economic team, the Cabinet Office
Council on Economic and Fiscal Policy (CEFP) for example, the institurions
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at the centre of Japanese power consist of groups opposed to reform. In contrast,
groups in favour of reform, such as big business., have had their political and
organisational clout significantly weakened, while consumers and middle class
salary e'J.Tners are amorphous groupings and politically under-represented (and
in some cases relatively disenfranchised). Salary and wage-earning consumers
in the cities have provided much of the popular support that Koizumi has
tried to 'leverage' to push through his economic tefotms,120 bUt they do not
amount to a minimum winning coalition.
Tbe second political condition is an executive with sufficient authoriry to
push reforms forward through to the implememation srage. As Haggard

comments, 'centralized executive authority plays a pivotal role in overcoming
the collective action problems and distributive conflicts associated with the
initiation of comprehensive econoruic reforms ,121 Japan's fatal flaw is the absence
of strong executive authority, which is a necessary condition lor reform in
Japan because of the de form power of the LDP and bureaucracy, institutions
that in theory should be subordinate in a parliamentary cabinet system.
Normally the acquiescence of these institutions to executive-led reforms can
be taken for granted in Westminster systems, \){'here executives arc weak in
these systems, it is typically because of coalition cabinets and unstable coalition
l

majorities in the parliament. However, the constraints and limitations on

executive power in Japan come from unexpected quarters. They lie in rhose
aspects of the political system whose compliance ill a parliamentary democtacy
can normally be taken for granted, namely the bureaucracy and ruling party.
In the Japanese case, rhe LDP and bureaucracy form completely separate political
structures that are informally empowered to block change. They typifY exactly
the kind of 'multiple Veto gates .. ,divided government and policy deadlock'122
characteristic of examples of failed reform. In other words, they represent
additional veto gates to those that one would normally expect in a patliamentary
democracy centring on the legislature and the configuration of parties wirhin
it. l23 Issues of strategy and tactics-that is, 'how quickly to reform, how to
build suppOrt from "~nners, and how to compensate, at finesse loser5'124count fot little in the face of such institutional obstacles, unless reform strategies
somehow target these institutions themselves. These observations suggest a
prohlematic conclusion for Japan: economic strUCtUral reform is predicated on
pdor reform of political structures,
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The following chapters of the book apply tbe analytical framework outlined
above to Koizumi's attempted structural rcfonn revolution. Each chapter groups
a n umber of interrelared hypotheses drawn from the framework under a
cotrunon heading: Koizumi>s power base; Koizutufs reform team, its policies

and approach; opportunities lost: party-bureaucratic government; policy
stalemate; and team weaknesses, tactical flaws and policy defecrs. The analysis
reveals that, in spite of all his shortcomings, Koizumi genuinely intends to
achieve a structural reform revolution in Japan. This alone marks him out as
different from his predecessors. In terms of outcomes, however, the Koiznmi
administration is not all that different from those that have gone before.
Explaining this puzzle is the rationale of the book.

previous administrations]

Limited achievement: stop-gap policies

June 2001 CEFP Basic Policy Outline for
Economic Reform; September 2001 CEFP Reform
Schedule; January 2002 Basic Stance for
Macroeconomic and Fiscal Management in Fiscal
2002; February 2002 CEFP Report; February
2002 Emergency Countermeasures to Deflation;
Koizumi's April 2002 policy speech to the Japanese
Diet

Banking reform: accelerate the disposal of
non~performing loans [ongoing issue from

by March 2005).

to expedite
the disposal of non-performing loans; 2-3 years as
an 'adjustment period' in which to dear bad bank
debts; expansion of the role of the Resolution and
Collection Corporation (RCC) to resolve banks'
bad-loan problems by the end of 2003 (that is,
March 2004) and measures for the rehabilitation
of corporations through the RCC; special FSA
inspections in order to encourage financial
institutions to categorise borrowers appropriately,
undertake write-offs and generate sufficient reserves;
resolve the bad loan problem in fiscal 2004 (that is,

Umited achievement: transfer of three postal
services-mail, pOStal savings and insurancefrom Postal Services Agency to a new postal public
corporation on 1 April 2003. Simultaneous
privatisation of mail collection and delivery
business bur under highly restrictive conditions.
No provision fot eventual privatisation of the POStal
public corporation and other postal services.

Koizumi policy pledge; June 2001 CEFP Basic
Policy Outline for Economic Reform; December
2001 Immediate Action Program for Structural
Reform

Privatisation of postal services (savings, insurance
and mail delivery) [law requiring postal services
to be transferred to a public corporation in 2003
already passed in 1997 by Hashimoto
administration]

Policy commitments and achievements

Relevant policy documents/source

SUMMARY OF MAlNKOIZUMI ECONOMIC AND FISCAL POUCY lNmATIVES AND
OUTCOMES

Content of policy pledge

TABLE 1.1
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2002

co-payment for extremely expensive medical
treatments; raising health insurance ptemiums for

Cost savings only: cuts in reimbursement payments
to medical service providers; 1.3 per cent teduction
in doctors' consultation fees; loweting of price
schedules for pharmaceuticals; fixed rate (10 per
cent) co-payment system adopted for medical
services for the people aged 70 or older from
October 2002; co-payment for wealthy seniors aged
70 or older raised from 10 to 20 per cent from
October 2002; review of ceiling on amount of

Koizumi plan; June 2001 CEFP Basic Policy
Outline for Economic Reform; CEFP December
2001 Immediate Action Ptogram for Structural
Reform; Guidelines for Formulation of the FY
2002 Budget; Basic Policies for Economic and
Fiscal Policy Management and Structural Reform

Medical system reform

2002 Tax Commission reform blueprint; Basic
Policies for Economic and Fiscal Policy
Management and Structural Reform 2002;
Koizumi proposal to CEFP

Not achieved: proposal for tax reform to be initiated
in fiscal 2003 and completed in fiscal 2006
covering income, residential and corporate taxes
from the viewpoint of pursuing 'broad, thin and
simple' taxation (that is, more people should pay
tax, but the burden on each taxpayer should be
lighter); Proposal for January 2003 ahead-ofschedule tax reform embodying tax incentives to
promote corporate R&D expenditure and capital
investment (starting with IT), and a teduction in
inheritance and gift taxes for individual taxpayers;
proposal fot tax cuts of more than ¥l trillion
in 2003-04 balanced by tax increases in later years.

June 2001 CEFP Basic Policy Outline for
Economic Reform; December 2002 Government
Tax Commission Report for FY 2002 Tax System;
April 2002 CEFP proposed schedule for tax
reform; May 2002 CEFP tax reform draft (Heisei
Tax Reform-Fairness, Vitality and Simplification);
June 2002 CEFP final tax reform policy plan; June

Tax refotm [scheduled introduction of the
consolidated taxation systems in fiscal 2002]

Partial achievement: deposit insurance cap of ¥1 0
million placed on term deposits on I April 2003;
deposit insurance cap of ¥10 million on demand
deposits scheduled for 1 April 2004, but deposits
may place funds with new non-Interest-bearing
accounts that will attract a full government guarantee.

Koizumi commitment to carry out the scheduled
reforms

Banking reform: withdraw government's full
guarantee on term deposits and demand deposits
at banks [prior commitment under 1996 Deposit
Insutance Law]
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Partial achievement: introducing a pension-indexing
system linking pension levels to prices, resulting in
cutS to pensions paid from the state-run scheme;
reduction in unemployment benefits; planned
reform of pension system in 2004,

Partial achievement: 2002 (General Account) budget
cut by L7 per cent on 2001 initial budget; general
expenditure (policy-related spending) cut by 1,3 per
cent to ¥47,5 ttillion, but government used non-tax
revenue sources to support level of budgetary
expenditute; 2003 (General Account) budget and
general expenditure to be held at or below 2002
levels, although budget guidelines allow an increase
in general expenditure of L3 per cent to ¥48.1
trillion,

June 2001 CEFP Basic Policy Outline for
Economic Reform; Guidelines for Formulation of
the FY 2002 Budget; Fiscal System Council 'Basic
Views on Compilation of Fiscal 2003 Budget';
Basic Policies for Economic and Fiscal Policy
Management and Structural Reform 2002

Koizumi policy pledge; June 200 I CEFP Basic
Policy Outline for Economic Reform; January Basic
Stance for Macroeconomic and Fiscal Management
in Fiscal 2002; Koizumi directive to CEFP; MOF
new target for fiscal management in 2003; Basic
Policies for Economic and Fiscal Policy
Management and Structural Reform 2002

Pension system teform

Fiscal structural reform: cut overall public
expenditure and make government spending
mote efficient

members of corporate-sponsored insurance schemes
in April 2003 but based on total annual income
including bonuses; lowering the rate of increase in
health insurance premiums scheduled to begin in
2003 for individuals belonging to government-run
health insurance programs; raising the proportion of
medical care expenses borne by salaried workers,
public servants and their family members aged
3~69 from 20 to 30 per cent in April 2003,
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Partial achievement: prioritisation in public
investment-funding allocated to priority areas
indicated in June 2001 CEFP Basic Policy Outline
for Economic Reform. 2002 budget identified as
'Budget Committed to Refotm' with bold measures
taken to shift budgetary allocations in order to
promote the transformation of the economic
structures; 2002 budget includes decreasing budget
allocation by ¥5 trillion in non-priority fields while
increasing the allocation to seven priority fields by
¥2 trillion, as a 'special quota for structural reforms'
to promote efficient use of funds. Priority given to
development of waste disposal facilities,
improvement of urban infrastructure, investment in

June 2001 CEFP Basic Policy Outline for
Economic Reform; Guidelines for Formulation of
the FY 2002 Budget; Basic Policies for Economic
and Fiscal Policy Managem.ent and Structural
Reform 2002; Basic Policies for Economic and
Fiscal Policy Management and Structural Reform

Fiscal structural reform by tackling the problem
of rigid spending frameworks: review spending
on public works

2002

Partial achievement: in 2002 budget, public works
outlays reduced by 10.7 per cent ot roughly ¥1
trillion; but 2001 second supplementary budget
devoted to public works for economic stimulus
purposes; spending on public works in the 2003
budget cut by 3 per cent on 2002 fLScal year.

Koizumi slogan; June 2001 CEFP Basic Policy
Outline for Economic Reform; Guidelines for
Formulation of the FY 2002 Budget; 2003 budget
appropriation guidelines

Fiscal structural reform: reduce (wasteful)
spending on public works

Partial achievement: the issuance of government
bonds limited to below ¥30 trillion in total 2001
budgetary outlay (that is, the initial and
supplementary budgets). Honoured in first 2001
supplementary budget; nominally observed in
second supplementary budget but only by using
'hidden borrowing', that is, using non-bond
sources of funds; tax cuts in 2003 funded by sales
of government bonds, effectively lifting the ¥30
trillion cap.

Koizumi policy pledge; June 2001 CEFP Basic
Policy Outline for Economic Reform; Basic Policies
for Economic and Fiscal Policy Management and
Strucmral Reform 2002

Fiscal structural reform: reduce government
dependence on the issuance of government bonds
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Not accomplished: Ministry budgets remain

plans

divided between public works and non-public
works expenditure.
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resources together with with long-term public works

rigid spending frameworks: abolish the fixed
distinction in ministry allocations between public
works and non-public works

and Fiscal Policy Management and Structural
Reform 2002

petroleum, LPG and motor vehicle weight taxes)
for specific projects (that is, road construction)

taxes to general revenue (that is, budget General
Account expenditure); review all earmarked fiscal

billion out of ¥672 billion in automobile weight

Partial achievement: 2002 budget diverts ¥224.7

public works plans

and efficient; review existing projects and long~term

urban and rural communities, measures to deal with
the aging society and declining birthrate, and the
environment. Make public works more prioritised

Fiscal structural reform by tackling the problem of Koizumi proposal

the FY 2002 Budget; Basic Policies for Economic

CEFP June 2001 Basic Policy Outline for
Economic Reform; Guidelines for Formulation of

of rigid spending frameworks: eliminate the
practice of earmarking special tax revenues (that is,

Fiscal structural reform by tackling the problem

,

S
Cl

adopt a priority policy for long-term public works
projects. In 2003 budget, seven priority areas
reorganised into four area~-science and technology,

§'"

~

and fisheries. But 90:10 ratio for engineering
projects versus building of facilities not changed;

housing, local port projects, local airport projects,
trunk road development, and agriculmre, forestry

investment in water works, sewerage development
projects, flood and landslide COntrol, public

for the elderly; Conversely, review of public

universities and other national research facilities,
nursery and childcare facilities, and nursing homes

Partial achievement: freeze downgraded to 'review' of
entire ongoing expressway construction program
(2,400km yet to be completed), but no decision
whether to cancel the New Tomei Expressway; cost~
benefit analyses of planned expressways and
prioritisation of projects according to importance;
state-administered road construction projects to be
considered during annual budget compilation
process; independent committee to make
recommendations on future road construction.
Partial achievement: slightly more than ¥1 trillion
cut in fiscal disbursements to special public
corporations in 2002; in 2003, planned merger of

Koizumi slogan

Koizumi proposal; June 2001 CEFP Basic Policy
Outline for Economic Reform; September 2001
CEFP Reform Works Schedule; December 2001

Eliminate wasteful spending on public works:
freeze remaining work on the national

Restructure (abolish, privatise or convert into
independent administrative agencies) 163
public corporations (77 special public

expressway project

Not achieved: 2002 budget cut the total amount of
expenditures to local government, but reforms
remain at proposal stage only-proposal to transfer
¥5.5 trillion worth of tax revenues to local
governments; review of expenditures in Local Fiscal
Plan; review of State Subsidies and Local Transfer
Tax with a view to encouraging autonomous and
discretionary fiscal management by local
governments; cut in specific purpose subsidies of
several trillion yen and transfer of tax revenue
resources to local governments in 2003 budget;
possibility of a cut in local tax grants in 2003
budget; eliminate ¥14 trillion fund shortage faced
by local government and establish local government
flScal independence thereafter; Cut central
government subsidies to local governments by
several trillions of yen by fiscal 2006.

Koizumi proposal; June 2001 CEFP Basic Policy
Outline for Economic Reform; Guidelines for
Formulation of the FY 2002 Budget; CEFP
December 2001 Immediate Action Program for
Structural Refotm; May 2002 CEFP proposal;
June 2002 Prime Minister and &onomic
Ministers' Agreement; June 2002 Koizumi
Statement; Basic Policies for Economic and Fiscal
Policy Management and Structural Reform 2002

Fiscal structural reform by tackling the problem of
rigid spending frameworks: grant local governments
more autonomy over revenue raising and
expenditure; streamline central government grants
to local governments
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38 public corporations into 36 independent
administrative institutions (entities whose operating
costs will be borne by the government-still
eligible to receive funds from the Fiscal Investment
and Loan Program, or FlLP and other public
funds); in principle abolition of 17 public
corporations; in principle privatisation of 45
public corporations

Prospective achievement: privatise road corporations
by 2005; from 2002, annual ¥300 billion in
budgetary transfets to corporations terminated
leading to a 40 per cent reduction in planned
highway projects; terminate government funding to
Japan Highway Public Corporation reducing
outlays by 40.8 per cent to ¥305.2 biHion in
2002; debt repayment period of road corporations
limited to a maximum of 50 years, but privatised
body will build more highways by ,borrowing
from the FILP; independent comminee established
under legislation to draw up plans by end of 2002
on privatisation of four road corporations.

Reorganisation and Rationalisation Plan for Special
Public Corporations

Metge then privatise four road construction special November 2001 Direction of Advanced Reforms
public corporations (Japan Highway Public
for the Seven Special Public Institutions;
December 2001 Administrative Reform Promotion
Corporation, Metropolitan Expressway Public
Headquarters (Basic Administtative Reform Plan)
Corporation, the Hanshin Expressway Public
Corporation and the Honshu~Shikoku Bridge
Authority); terminate annual ¥300 billion
($2.5 billion) in fund transfers to finance
construction of nationwide expressway system
admin.istered by four corporations; debt repayment
period of road corporations limited to a maximum
of 30 years

corporations, or tokushu hojin and 86
approved public corporations, or ninka
hojin) [December 2000 plan proposed a
thorough review of 78 special public corporations
with a view to their abolition, privatisation or
conversion into independent public organisations
by 2005] (April 2001 Hashimoto proposal to
review 160 public corporations with a view to
downsizing and privatising them within five years
beginning in fiscal 2002J
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November 2001 Direction of Advanced Reforms
fot the Seven Special Public Institutions:
Administrative Reform Promotion Headquarters
December 2001 Basic Administrative Reform Plan

Koizumi proposal

Koizumi policy pledge; September 2001
Headquarters for Industrial Structural Reform and
Employment Measures Emergency Jobs Package;
December 2001 First Repon Regarding Promotion

Abolish Housing Loan Corporation, Housing
and Urban Development Corporation and Japan
National Oil Corporation ONOC).

Review of eight financial special public
corporations, including Development Bank of
Japan

Deregulation

Recommendation stage only: proposals for
deregulatory reform (including the entry of private
sector firms) in 15 fields (priority areas are medical
services, elderly and child care, personnel training

Put off until CEFP considers proposal in late 2002

Prospective achievement: JNOC will stop
developing oil fields and storing oil in 2003 while
limiting its operations to liquidating and
supervising its assets; eight oil-stockpiling
corporations operating under the JNOC umbrella
dosed; JNOC's financial function of extending
loans to assist oil-field development transferred to
Japan Bank for International Cooperation, a public
corporation; almost all of ]NOC's other operations,
including suppOrt for oil-field development and
stockpiling integrated into the Metal Mining Agency
of Japan under the jurisdiction of METL But
the special oil account-the corporation's primary
source of money-will be retained. Housing Loan
Corporation's lending business scaled back in
stages, termination of ¥300 billion in government
transfers to corporation annually to help repay its
debts, corporation abolished within five years, but
new firm set up to help securitise loans; Housing
and Urban Development Corporation's new leased~
housing projected halted, corporation dismantled
by 2005, but new corporation established to handle
urban renewal projects
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Services Agency": Which is the Bad Guyn, Bungei ShunjiJ, October 2001, pp. 118-25; Nihon Keizai Shinbun, 12 June 2002; 14 June 2002, 7 June 2002;
Nikkei Weekly, 1 April 2002, 25 February 2002, 29 July 2002, 6 May 2002; Prime Minister of Japan and his Cabinet, 'Basic Policies for &onomic and
Fiscal Policy Management and Structural Reform 2002 (Summary)" <http;llww,kamei.go.jplforeign/policy/2002/0621kouzoukaikaku_e,htmb; <http://
www.kantei.go.jp/foreign/ po !icy/20021 0 125 mitoosi_ e. h tmb, <http://www.kantei,go.j pi forel gnl policy12001 / 1211 kisei_s3.h tmb, <http://www.kanrei.go.jp/
foreign! policy/200 I I 1204yosan_e.htmb, <http://www.kantei,go,jp/foreign/policy/2001/1] 27kaikaku_e.htmb, <http://www.kantei,go.jp/foreign/policy/
2001/12/18kaikaku_e.htmb; The Japan Times, 27 June 2001, 9 August 2002; Yomiuri Shinbun, 21 November 2001,22 May 2002,7 June 2002, 9 July
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and employment, education, the environment,
revitalisation of urban areas, agriculture, and
energy and finance) 'shaH be respected as far as
possible', and are included in the March 2002
'Three-Year Program for Promoting Regulatory
Reform' which each ministry will be required to
implement; establishment of 'structural reform
special zones' aimed at easing or scrapping
regulations in designated area..~; establish a basic law
in order to materialise the special wne initiative; set
up a special body in the Cabinet Secretariat to
promote the initiative; revitalise governmentcontrolled markets by permitting the entry by
private jointstock companies into the medical
services, welfare, education and agriculmral sectors
based on the principle of consumer sovereignty;
open 64 government-controlled sectors to private
firms

Sources: Asahi Shinbun, 21 November 2001, 21 December 2001, 5 February 2002, 7 March 2002; asahi.com, <http://www.asahi.com/english/politics!
K200200900389 .htmb, <hrtp:www.asahi.com/english/politics/K2001112800385 .htmb, <http:www.asahi,com/ englishl politics/K2002032800392.htm>;
Cabinet Office, Government of Japan, <http;//www5.cao.go.jp/keizai1/2002/0125mitoshi-e.htmb; Daily Yomiuri On-Line, <http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/
newsef20020 106wo02.htm>, <http://www,yomiuri.co.jp/ newsef20020509wo31.htm>, <http://www.yomiuri,co.jp/newse/20020612wo03.htm>, <hup:1
lyomiuri.co.jpfnewse/20020614wol1.htm>;·Heiz6 Takenaka, 'Japan Takes on Challenges', pp, 4-5; Japan Times Online, <http://www.japantimes.co.jp/
cig~bin/getartide.p15?nb20020325b5.htm>; Kimura Takeshi, "'Nichigin" "Kinyuch6" Warui no wa Dotchi Da' ["'The Bank of Japan", or the "Financial

of Regulatory Reform from the COWlcil for
Regulatory Reform; May 2002 CEFP deregulation
plan; June 2002 Koizumi economic revitalisation
proposal; June 2002 Council for Regulatory
Reform outline of July interim report; July interim
repot[
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NOTES
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Jesper Koll has characterised the 19805 as the 'permanent high-growth paradigm' and the 1990s

2

See Aurelia George Mulgan, 'Japan: A Setting Sun?', Foreign Affairs, Val. 79, No. 4, July/August

as the 'permanent recession paradigm', See his comments in The Daily Yomiuri, 4 April 2002.

2000, pp. 40-52. In this essay, I argued that Japan was unable to engage in fundamental reform

of its economy because interests opposed to change were institutionalised in various political
and bureaucratic structures and practices like politicians' personal support groups (kiJenkat) and
hereditary politics, the special interest cliques or policy 'tribes' (zoku) in the LDp, and the 'descent

from heaven' (amakudart) of bureaucrats into the institutional infrastructure of economic
intervention constituted by government-affiliated agencies, including public corporations.
See Diana Helweg, 'Japan: A Rising Sun?', Foreign Affoirs, Vol. 79, No. 4, July/August 2000, pp.
26-39. In arguing that the IT revolution would prompt economic recovery, writers such as Helweg
have failed to take into account that the IT contribution to Japan's economic growth only stands
out because other sectors are not doing their share, and that IT does not have such a large effect
in Japan because of the need for more deregulation and greater corporate effort. Nikkei Weekly, 15
January 2001. As the Japan Research Institute Chairman has emphasised, the government needs
to institute policies to support the IT revolution like deregulation. Nikkei Weekly, 8 January 2001.
4

Aure1ia George Mulgan, 'Can Koizumi Save Japan', paper prepared for the Office of National
Assessments Roundtable on Japan's Economy and Its Impact on the Region, Canberra, 28
September 2001. See also Paul Sheard, japan: Crisis or Reform-Or Both?, Center on Japanese
Economy and Business/Columbia Business School, 20 February 2002, pp. 2-6. Another pessimist
is Okue Kunji, Senior Economist and Managing Director at Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein
(Japan) Ltd., who said in April 2002 that 'foreign investors view the Japanese economy as hopeless,
as the government has failed to turn it around'. Quoted in N£kkei weekly, 1 April 2002. Japanese
economist Morinaga Takura has argued equally pessimistically that the Japanese economy is in
a terminal stage of illness and therefore economic medicine with side effects will be unavoidable.
Morinaga Takura, 'Seifu no Sago Taisaku de Defure wa Tomaru ka?' ['Will the Government's
Comprehensive Policies Stop Deflation?']' Genda£, May 2002, p. 44. See also works by David
Asher, 'The Bush Administration's Japan Problem', American Enterprise Institute, March 2001,
<http://www.aei.org/otilotiI2763.htm>. Couldjapan's FinancialMount Puji Blow its Top?, MIT
Japan Program, April, 2000, andjapan's Key Policy Challenges for the 21st Century, John Hopkins,

SAlS, 1998 < http://www.sais-jhu.edu/pubs/policyforum/asher.html>. For regular commentary
on the terminal state of the Japanese economy, see the briefs compiled by George Friedman for
<stratlor.com>.
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Japan·s Council on Economic and Fiscal PoHcy (CEFP) attached to the Cabinet Office approved
a mid~term economk and fiscal outlook in November 2001 which provided policy vislons for
five years through fiscal 2006. It predicted that the Japanese economy would show near-zero

growth for the foUowing wo years, bur said growth of about 15 per cem in real terms could be
achieved in fiscal 2004 and thereafter,
5

Prime Mnister ofJapan and his Cabinet, <http://www.kamci.go.Jp/foreign/koi1.umiphotoI200 1/
12!l9kcizaLe.btrob. A similar view-was expressed by the !vflnister of State for Economic and

Fiscal Policy, who in a December 200 1 speech said: 'As, the intensive adjusuuent period continues
in FY 2002, it is unavoiciable that prolonged severe economic conditions

win persist'. Heizo

Take-naka, 'The Economic and Fiscal Policy of the Koizumi Administr.1tlon: Achievemems of the
Council on Economic and Fiscal Policy and Policies Ahead'. Reference, 27 Decembel' 2001, p. 4.
Takasugi RyO, 'Takenaka Keizais8 wa Gaishi no Tesaki kaf ['Is'Iakenaka, the Minister of State
fur Economic and Fiscal Policy, a Tool ofForcign Capital?'], Bungei Shun}", May 2002. p, 126.

Daily lomiuri On·Lint!', <http;/!www:YQmiuri.co.jp!newsc!20020515wo12,htm>.
9

Austra.lian Broadcasting Corporation, Newsradio, 13 May 2002.

III

The statistical method used by the Cabinet Office inflates the GDP figure. According to the NU
Re.searcn institute, 'the main reason rheupcomiug Gune 20021 reportv.<:ill show aspike in economic
growth is that the govcrnment's method for calculating GDP data is flawed. NU Research
questions the reliability of rhe data the government uses, and argues that the method for making
seasonal adjustments is also flawed'. Nikkei \Veeko/, ,3 June 2002. The 1.4 per cent rise in the
GDP figure for rhe first quarter of 2000 was descrihed by one economic commentator as not
'rubbery', but 'rubbish', and the trend 'I.vas a <re.<;pite' not a 'real recovety'. i\ustralian Broadcasting
Corporation, Newsradio. 7 June 2002, In August 2000,

me Japanese gavernment adopted a new

GDP c;alculatinn method which reduced the 1.4 per cent first-quarter growtb to zero.
1!
!:;

Daily Yomiuri

On~Line,

<hup:!!v.'WW.yomiuri.co.jp!newse/20020608woll.htm>.

The Japanese frequently use cile term 'deflation recession' (tf1Urefoky~) to describe meir economic
stare.

13 Sce, for example, the rCl:narks by Glenn Huhbard, Chairman of the US Council of Economic
Advisers, reported in Daily Yomiuri On-Line, <hup:l/www.yorniurLcQ.jp/newse/

200206 I3wo 1Lhtffi>.
t4

Editorial, Nihon &izai ShinbufJ., 18 June 2002.

\5

Prime Minister of Japan and his Cabinet, 'Basic Policies for Economic and Fiscal Policy
Managemenc and Structural Reform 2002 (Summary)" <hnp:/lw"Ww.kameLgo.jp/fo(eign/policyl
2002/0621kouzoukaikaklLe.htmi>.
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Takenaka Heiz6, 'Japan Takes on Challenges of Structural Reform', Speech delivered to the
National Economist Club, Washington, DC, 7 January 2002, p. 2. Elsewhere he was quoted as
saying: 'As far as cyclical movement is concerned, we are going in the right direction, but the real

problem is the fundamental growth trend, or the potential growth'. Financial Times, <http://
news.ft,com/fr./gx,cgi/ftc?pagename=View&c=Artide&cid=FT30GVY6BZC&!ive=true>.
17

This was the view of lames K Glassman, who delivered the 2002-03 Mansfield AmericanPacific Lecture, jointly sponsored by the Keizai Kah6 Center in Tokyo on 4 April 2002. He
argued that: 'Improved corporate governance at Japanese firms coupled with better public policy
can "lead to a magnificent revival" in the country's economy' ... He added ... that he is an optimist
and that there is no serious impediment to a revival'. The Japan Times Online, <http://
www.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin!getartide.p15?nb20020408al.htm>.

18

In the academic press, see for example, Shillichi Kitaoka, 'Can Koizumi the Demagogue Become
a True Leader?' ,Japan Review oflnternationalAffoirs, Vol. 15, No. 4, Winter 2001, pp. 278-90,
and Gerald 1. Curtis, 'The Koizumi Administration: Its Significance and Prospects', in the same
issue, pp. 291-303. See also Clyde Prestowitz and Ed Lincoln, 'Abandoning the Old Guard:
Helping Koizumi Out of the Box', Asian Wall Street Journal,S April 2002, p. A9, and David
Kruger, 'Japan: A Political Phenomenon', Far Eastern Economic Review, 2 May 2002,
<http:www.feer.com!artidesI2002/0205_02!pO 17region.htmb.

19

It has also been equated with 'systemic reform' (seido kaikaku). See Kanbara Eiji, 'Koizumi
Honebuto Kaikaku wa HaSSall Shita!' ['The Big-Boned Koizumi Reforms were Bankrupt!'],

Bung,i Shunju, April 2000, pp. 94-11 O.
20

Professor Sawa Takamitsu, Professor of Economics, Kyoto University, quoted in The Japan Times

Online, <http://www.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/getartides.p.15?eo20020204ts.htm>.
21
22

<http://www. unm.edu!-russian!structuralreform.htmb.
BBC News I ASIA-PACIFIC I Koizumi outlines vision for reform <http://www.bbc.co.uklhi!
english!world!asia-pacificlnewsid_1317000!1317045.stm>.

23

This last aspect ofKoizumi's structural reform program refers to reform of the Japanese education
system, which will not be the specific focus of analysis in this book.

24

Cabinet Office, Government ofJapan, <http://www5.cao.go.jp/keizai 1!200210125roitoshi-e.html>.

25

Intensive Discussion on the Reform of Systems and Policies-Prime Minister's Instruction,
Informal Cabinet Meeting, 19 July 2002, <http://www.kantei.go.jp/foreignlkoizwnispeech/2002/
07/19sijLe.html>,

26

Opening Statement by Prime Minister Junichir6 Koizumi at the Press Conference on the Passage
of the fiscal 2002 Budget, 27 March 2002, <http://www.kantei.go.jp/foreign/koizumispeech/

2002/03/27kaiken_,.hunb.
27

asahi,coro, <http://www.asahi.com/english/politics/K2002022000611.htrol>.
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This is starkly illustrated in highly suPPOrted and protected sectors such as agriculture, where a

spare of agricultural 'reforms' in the 19905 failed to al(Cf the underlying principles of intervention
and the bureaucradcaHy-mediared framework of agricultural support and protection, See my
forthcomingvolume,Japans Interventionist Stare: MAFF and the Agricuiturt.d Policy Regime, Vogel

has also commented that Japan 'structured regulatory reform to maintain critical government
capacities and protect valued institutional arrangements', Steven K Vogd, Freer Markets, Afore

Rules: &gulatoF)' R~fonn in. Advancet/.·/l1dustrifl/ LOuntrieS, Ithaca and New-York, Cornell University

Press, 1996, p. 256.
1? Sce the author's forthcoming artide enrjt1ed <Japlln's Un-Westminster System' in Governrmmt

tlnd OppOSition, WInter 2003. For a discLlssion ofJapan's polit]' irnmobiJism, see J.A.A, Stockwin
et al., Dynamic and ImmtJbilist Politics in Japan, London, MacmiHan, 1988; and Robert W
Compton Jr., 'Polirical Culture as a Source of Japanese lmmobilism', in Robert W. Compton Jr.

(ed.), TraftJforming Eiift Asian Domestic and International Politics: the Impact of Economy and

Global,sation, Aldershot, Ashg1lre, 2002, pp. 68-82.
N

This v,>as embodied in the 'PoJicy Package for New E·conomic Development towar<t.. the Rebirth

31

Stockwin, for example, refers to the exercise of prime ministerial 'leadership able to think about

of Japan', promul1S-ated hy dlC Mori administration in October 2000,
the national interest unconstrained by special interests', J.A.A. Stockwin, 'A Comparative
Perspective on Japanese Po!i.t~cs', paper presented to the Tokyo dub, 15 September 2001, p. 6,
.)2

The cabinet that launched the refOrms was known as the 'Reform Creation Cabinet' (Kaikaku
SOZO Naikaku),

H

According to Hashimoto's former private secretary, Eda Kenjf. for the first one and a half years
arrer his appointment as p{ime minister, Hashimoto was 'brimming with desire' to reform
economic and social S)'''SteInS. Eda Kenji, 'Koizumi Shusho, Hashimoto Sdken Tokaku no Wadachi
o Fumu na' (,Prime Minister Koizumi! You Must Not Fall Into

me Same Rut as the Hashimoto

Adminismnion'J, Gendai, May 2002, p. 128, Based on his experiences, Eda, together with
journalist Nishino Tomohiko, has written

it

book on the parallels between the KOlzumi and

Hashimoto reform ,agendas and why the Hashimoto administration ultimately failed in
acrompiishing iD) full reform program, See Eda Kenji and Nishino Tomohiko, Kaikaku Seiken ga

Taoreru Told (When Reform Administration Falls}, Tokyo, Nikkei BPsha, 2002. Eda was ahiO a
failed LDP candidare in t.t:te 2000 Lmver House elections.
;14

The laws effecting these administrative reforms were actually

passed in 1999 by the Obuchi

Cabinet, which succeeded the Hashimoto Cabinet.

" Kawaklta TakaQ and Onoue Yukio, Naik4k4fi< [The Cabinet Office;, Tokyo, lntamedia, 1001, p.
H

96.
The Japan Times, 5 February 2000,
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Mizuno, for example, comments that 'the Obuchi and Mori administration only instituted
recession countermeasures without giving any consideration to structural reform'. Mizuno
Takanori, 'Takenaka Daijin no Nanatsu no Daizai' ['Minister Takenaka's Seven Major Offences'],

Politico, May 2002, p. 13.
38

Nikkei Weekly, 26 March 200 1.

39

Ishizuka Masahiko is a regular 'Writer for the Nikkei. See Nikkei Week{y, 13 May 2002.

40

Stockwin also talks about this 'mainstream consensus over policy', which he traces back to the

41

Endo K6ichi, in 'Koizumi Seiken no Shin no Teiko Seiryoku wa Kokumin de am' ['The People

19505. 'A Comparative Perspective', p. 8.

are the Real Resistance Forces of the Koizumi Administration']' Seiron, No. 5, May 2002, p.
244. At the same time, End6 argues that what Koizumi is trying to do is definitely not epochmaking. It is only a copy of what previous cabinets have tried to do. (p. 247)
42

John Williamson and Stephan Haggard, 'The Political Conditions for Economic Reform' in
John Williamson (ed.), The Political Economy of Policy Reform, Washington, DC: Institute for
International Economics, pp. 527-96; Anne Krueger (ed.), Economic Policy Reform: The Second

Stage, Chicago and London, University of Chicago Press, 2000; Julian Weiss, 'Structural Economic
Reforms: What Strategies Really Work?', <http://www.cipe.org/ert/eOl/3 jweiss.php3>.
43

See, for example, the exposition of theoretical approaches in Stephan Haggard, 'Interests,
Institutions, and Policy Reform', in Krueger (cd.), Economic Policy Reform, pp. 21-57.

44

Williamson and Haggard, 'The Political Conditions', p. 532.

45

The countries were Turkey, Brazil, New Zealand, Peru, Poland, Australia, Chile, Colombia,
Korea, Mexico, and Iq,donesia, but not Japan.

46

Not all the Williamson-Haggard hypotheses are utilised because they are not applicable to
Japan, for example, 'voodoo politics' and 'an authoritarian regime'.

47

Nikkei Weekly, 13 May 2002.

48

See the vast rational choice literature, for example.

49

Williamson and Haggard, 'The Political Conditions', p. 531.

50

Ibid., p. 529.

51

'Interests', p. 36.

52

Williamson and Haggard posit the 'crisis hypothesis' as an 'economic condition' of reform, but
their discussion of this hypothesis is all about the political effects of economic crisis, and hence
it should be considered as one of the political conditions for economic reform. See their discussion
in 'The Political Conditions', pp. 562-65.
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Williamson and Haggard, 'The Political Conditions', pp. 562-63. See also Haggard, 'Interests',

p. 22 et passim.
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Haggard, 'Interests', p. 36.
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2
KOIZUMI'S POWER BASE

The discussion in this chapter centres on the core political conditions conducive
to successful economic reform under Koizumi, particularly during the initial
months of his administration. Political factors supportive of strucrural reform
included a favourable political environment shaped hy economic crisis, the
positive impetus provided hy a political honeymoon period, Koizumi's
demonstration of srrong and visionary leadership, his skilful use of the media,
the social consensus supporting his reforms, the strong base oflegislative support
for the Koizumi administration in the Diet, and conversely, a fragmented and
demoralised opposition.

- A background of economic crisis
Japan certainly meets the test of economic crisis. The state of the Japanese
economy represents a crisis in slow motion, punctuated by periods of heightened
criticality, particularly with respect to the viability of the Japanese financial
system. Japans array of economic woes includes depressed stock prices, deflation,
a banking sector overwhelmed by non-performing loans, depressed consumer
spending, the highest unemployment rates it has evet experienced, 1 a budget
deficit that makes the Japanese government the most heavily indebted of the
major industrialised nations, 2 sliding government bond prices, declines in
industrial output and falling business investment. During 2001, Japan also
suffered sharp declines in expons and outputs, worsening trade figures with
43
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the rest of the world,' and 20,000 corporate bankruptcies with aggregate
liability exceeding ¥16 trillion in fisca! 2001. 4 The upshot of all these negative
facrors was 'disma! growth performance fot the Japanese economy.'
Despite the cyclica! upturn in mid 2002, there is no guarantee of a sustainable
recovery, The improvement in industria! production has largely been due to
increased exports, while, significantly, 'twO major pillars of economic activitypersonal consumption and corporate capital investment-remain stagnant'. 6
Nor can financial system coUapse be ruled our.7 The permanent recession of
the 1990s may well spill over into the 2000s. Even the administration
acknowledges rhar 'the overall pace of rhe recovety is moderate and rea! GDP
growth in FY 2002 is expecred to remain flat. The economy is expected tu be
on [sic] the genera! recovery phase during FY 2003. but this recovery may be
fragile as the improvement of the employment and income environment might
be mild if eliminating anxiety regarding the financial system is delayed'.' Indeed,
some analysrs predict relentless economic dedine for Japan if something is not
done soon to meet the prolonged and severe economic crisis.'
Japan's economic crisis has helped to shape a political environment in which
the public has become more receptive to a radica! policy agenda and ro the
need for government to chart a new course under a fresh long-term vision. The
crisis vaulted Koizumi, a politician who cut an unconventional figure within
the ruling LDP and who held omspoken views on reform, into the prime
ministership, The biggest change on the Japanese economic scene was, therefore,
political.
In Koizumi many Japanese saw hope for change and a leader who would
supply strong, creative leadership at a decisive moment in the nation's histoty.
In their view, the economic crisis demanded rough action to restore the economy
to growth even if it meant sweeping change to established systems of economic
governance, As Williamson and Haggard point out, the chief value of economic
crisis is in moving whole societies to the realisation that the existing order is no
longer tenable.'" On Koizumi's assumption of the prime ministership, Japan
appeared to revea! such a point of societal consensusY According to Miyauchi
Yoshihiko, Chairman of Koizumi's Council for Regulatory Reform (Sago Kisei
Kaikal<u Kaigil, 'consensus for painful reforms ... [had] finally emerged among
the public after a series of government efforts failed to rebuild the economy
over the past decade'.'2 Associate Editor of The Times, Anatole Ka!ersky, also
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observed that Koizumi was 'part of a consensus in lavor of a "comprehensive
package" of economic reforms that was dearly spreading through Japan's civil
service, political system and industrial establishment', 13
The public's willingness to accept Koizumi's argument that short-term pain
was needed for long-term gain was evidence of widespread agreement rhat the
status quo was unsus'tainable,14 A November 2001 opinion survey revealed that
46 pet cent of respondents believed that structural teforms should be catried
out even if they were accompanied by pains sucb as corporate failures and an
increase in unemployment, Moreover, even 45 pcr cent of those who believed
they would suffer negative effects supported tbe structural reforms, ,5 In
advocating reform, Koizumi directly addressed the public's concerns about
the need for comprehensive change, rhus identifying himself closely with the
Wants, needs, aspirations and expectations of the Japanese people, His appeal
was not based on a slavish pursuit of public popularity but on his expression of
the public mind, particularly rhe need for decisive action to solve Japan's
economic problems, The public mood was 'disgusted with past LDP politics
and longed for a regime dedicated to reform',16 Koizumi was able to capture
this mood and use it as a source of political power,
Crisis also lent legitimacy to Koizumi's long-term advocacy of specific reforms
such as privarising post office services, wbich was the centrepiece of his structural
reform program, As Curds comments: 'By the time Koizumi ran for the party
presidency in 2001, there was a much greater willingness on the part of rhe
electorate to accept that fundamental change, as risky as it might be, was no
longer avoidable', 17 Koizumi came to power on a wave of popular revolt at the
gtassroots level of the LDP against the conventional method of selecting the
prime ministe.r, whicb is by means of a backroom consensus amongst LD P
powerbrokers followed by an election fought along lacrional lines amongst the
LDP's Diet membership."
The 2001 LDP presidential election was somewhat unusual. In addition to
the LDP parliamentary party (with 346 votes), three fank-and-file members
from each of the party's prefectural chapters were also allowed to vote in a socalled 'popular' elecrion, The grassroots of the party thought that Koizumi
would be the saviour of the parry, which in their view faced certain defeat in
rhe upooming Upper House elections unless they voted for someone with greater
popular appeal and a strongly reformist stance,19 Their overwbelming SUppOIt
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for Koizumi effectively launched him imo the prime ministership. 11,e factions
at rhe centre buckled in recognition that Koizumi had picked up 123 votes of
the 141 available from the prefectural branches.2C The votes from the local
chapters pur pressure on the Diet members from those constituencies also to
vote for Koizumi regardless of their factional affiliation. Many LDP Diet
members 'had little choice but to endorse the desire for change among rankand-flIe party members'. 21 This is despite the facr thar only one momh earlier
many coalition pany members regarded Koizumi as too radical to be prime
minister even though he was believed to be popular amongst the public."
It was the first time in the party's history that the leader of the largest
faction fuiled to be elected president (namely, Hashimoto).23 Indeed, it was
the first time tbat a professed anti-faction politician had won the presidency.
Koizumi was previously a senior faction membet (he ",,",s chairman and secondin-command of the Mori faction) who declared his open opposition to factions.
He left the Mori faction when he entered the race for the LDP presidency in
an attempt to win cross-factional votes?' In the final tally, Koizumi obtained
298 votes. garnering an additional 175 votes from fellow LDP Diet members,
almost exactly half of the party. Hashimoro gained a total of 155 votes. As6
Tar6 31, and Kamei Shizuka three. Koizumi won the support of some younger
LDP Diet politicians who disobeyed instructions ftom their faction elders,
although most LDP Diet members did vote along facriMal lines and it was
the Eta-Kamei faction's move to support Koizumi that put his victory beyond
any doubt. "One young LDP member, Yamamoto Kazuta, commented tllar
becoming a faction leader had ttaditionally been conditional on providing
money at election time and allocating positions such as minister, parliamentary
vice-minister 26 and committee chairmanships, but ~the younger generation

wanted to work with politicians who had knowledge and a poliq philosophy,
not with politicians who had money. By working with these kinds of politicians,
there was an expectation that young politicians could leave something
meaningful to the world'. 27 Moreover, Yamamoto underlined the fact that
Koizumi had succeeded to the presidency of the parry and the prime
ministership without having money to maintain a faction or buy followers to
support his bid for power." His victory was interpreted by one leading Diet
member 'as a sign that the feudalistic system of control of the patty by faction
bosses may be ending'." The LDP's prefectural branches and younger LDP
Diet politicians have continued to express dissatisfaction with the faction system
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because it promotes iron-fisted control by the ruling gerontocracy over members'
freedom of speech and action.
Moreover, even though Koizumi was chosen by the parry, he was undoubtedly
'the people's choice' for Prime Minister. 30 The way in which he came to office
with heavy grassroots support behind him meant that, in contrast to his
predecessors, he was not beholden to LDP faction leaders and elders,3l and
not bound to do their bidding. In particular, the fact that he received almost
half of his majoriry votes in the LDP presidential election from parry prefectural
branch members liberated him from acting only with the consent of parry
leaders.
- Koizumis political honeymoon

Koizumi enjoyed a rather long and potentially productive honeymoon period
which lasted from April 2001 until February 2002. This is longer than the
administrations of prime ministers Uno Sosuke, Hosokawa Morihiro and Hata
Tsutomu. In his first few months in office Koizumi benefited from
unprecedented approval ratings of more than 80 per cent, and even after six
months these remained at over 70 per cent. With these levels of support,
Koizumi had an ideal political basis from which to launch his reform program.
He was poised to achieve a great deal.
Koizumi's honeymoon period encompassed and overwhelmed the July 2001
Upper House election. Riding on a wave of popular support, Koizumi almost
singlehandedly won the election for the LDP. Without Koizumi and the abiliry
of all LDP candidates to tap into his populariry, the parry would have almost
certainly failed to win a majoriry of seats up for re-election." Just prior to the
election, the Koizumi Cabinet registered an approval rating of 88 per cent, the
highest since Kyodo News started polling. The rating for the LDP also hit 51
per cent, the first time in la years that the figure had topped 50 per cent.
Clearly public support for Koizumi translated into support for the party,
although the dispariry between Koizumi's support rating and that for the LDP
suggested that his coattails were not long enough to make people automatically
back the LDP. In fact, the Japanese press observed that many Japanese voters
were caught in a dilemma berween their support for Koizumi personally and
their aversion to the LDP." Nevertheless, the election results clearly
demonstrated that Koizumi attracted a large personal vote that flowed to the
LDP and LDP candidates.
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The Upper House elecroral system gave every voter a chance to make a
symbolic vote for Koizumi by endorsing the LDP in the national constituency,
which is fought along party-proportional lines." The LDP's share of the total
vote in this constituency shot up from 25 to almost 40 (38.57) per cem, with
20 seats won, up from 14 in the 1998 Upper House elections, and the highest
number since the 1986 double election. This was interprered everywhere as a
result of the Koizumi facror, with organisational candidates competing as
individuals winning about one-half ro one-third of their usual number of votes,"
In yet another testimony to Koizumi's electoral prowess, the LDP's support
rate also doubled in metropolitan Kanagawa Prefecmre, Koizumi's home district
just outside Tokyo, while gains in the vast conurbations of1okyo and Osaka
were not fat behind this, A similar pattern could be seen in prefectural
electorates, where individual LD P candidates' vote tallies surged in all but a
handful of consticuendes."

Koizumi's strong and visionary leadership
Koizumi's charismatic leadership style has led lnany Japanese to believe that
rhey have a prime minister who has the ability to plug Japan's cbronic political
leadership deficit and restore their faith in government. Koizumi's leadership
has been bolstered by his unasbamed willingness to stand out from the crowd,
a capacity for political individualism captured in such descriptions as 'maverick',
a 'wild horse', 'lone wolf', 'a bit of an odd ball' (henjin), a 'lone reformer', a
'pied piper' and 'Koizumi the Lionheart'.
In the !eadup to the July 2001 Upper House elections, Koizumi spawned
what can only be described .s a 'cult of personality' or 'Koizumi fever', He
attracted a frenzied level of personal adoration usually reserved for popstars.
This was typified by Hayashi Kenji, a 24-year old company employee, who
was interviewed by tbe press during a visit to the LDP headquarters Qiminto
hotlbu) in Nagatacho, Hayashi said he never imagined he would visit the LDP
parry headquarters, He had never voted, never supported a political campaign,
yet he found himself at the party's gift shop during his lunch break to buy 20
posters of Koizumi. As he explained, 'I'm not an LDP supporter, but 1 want to
put up a poster of this lnan of the moment in my room',37 He bought in bulk
because his relatives and friends had asked him to get them posters too."
This phenomenon is even more unusual against a background of prime
ministers with charisma bypass who have been inflicted on the Japanese people
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by ruling LD P factions regardless of popularity considerations. 39 Koizumi's
immediate predecessors-prime ministers Mori and Obuchi-epitomised this
phenomenon. Very few winners of the LDP factional races have also been able
to claim a de foeto popular mandate. So, if leadership requires followetship,
Koizumi is like no other leader in Japan's postwar history.
Koizumi also displayed policy leadership by offering a clear vision for change.
His credibility as a reformer was bolstered by his consistent advocacy of a
reformist platform within the parry over a number of years prior to gaining the
prime ministership. He had previously published four books on the need to
reform various parts of the bureaucracy and to privatise postal services. 40 He
also campaigned for the presidency of the LDP in 1995 on a platform of
privatising the postal services, and did so again in 2001. Clearly, a reformist
posture was not a cloak Koizumi donned temporarily for political convenience.
He appeared genuinely convinced of the merits of small government, the
economic efficiency-inducing benefits of competition, the advantages of an
economy led by the private sector, the need to eliminate wasteful government
expenditure and the imperative of cutting down Japan's bloated public works
industry.
Unlike some of his predecessors, Koizumi did not resort to the familiar
device of advancing traditional LDP policies in the guise of reforms. Koizumi
was a parry leader whose policies ran directly counter to those of his parry, and
a prime minister who acted like a leader of the opposition in rejecting many of
the mainstream interests of the LDP'41 On taking office, he declared that 'his
plans for reform would be tantamount to the destruction of the Liberal
Democratic Party'. 42 Even Koizumi's 'structural reform without sacred cows'

slogan was an implicit challenge to LDP policy traditions.
On assuming the prime ministership, Koizumi publicly vowed to abolish
all the traditional LDP policy axioms: heavy public spending, over-regulated
industry," a huge public sector, pork-barrel construction projects and the
ptotection of special interests. He also rejected the tired formulas of the LDP
in dealing with Japan's prolonged economic stagnation. He made it clear that
he disapproved of old-sryle, pump-priming measures, the LDP's standard
prescription for overcoming economic downturn which has played into the
hands of vested interests in the parry and in the bureaucracy. Koizumi also
reversed long-standing LDP policy which advocated tackling the problem of
economic recovery before reform. This was a strategy that equated economic
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recovery with economic stimulus in the hope that it wnuld make reform
unnecessary. The recovery scenario envisaged by successive LDP-Ied governments
ever since the economy first plunged into recession had not transpired. A
combination of fiscal stimulus with a modicum of relatively painless economic
structural reform had not restored Japan to growth." Koizumi turned this
approach on its head, substituting radical stmctural reform as the basis of
economic recovery. His position was simple: 'No reform, no growth'. With
this stance, Koizumi ended the procrastination of the LDP, which perpetually
postponed reform because of the threat it posed to its major support networks.
Ten years of'reform' under the LDP meant no or little reform at all. Koizumi's
vision of Japan's economic futute was economic growth 'led by private
demand ... by unfolding the potential through the further acceleration of
structural reforms' .45

The task of developing and amplifYing Koizumi's reform agenda was allotted
to a diverse array of prime ministerial-led advisory councils. Within weeks of
its inauguration, rhe Koizumi administration moved quickly to develop the
momentum for change, initiating rhe formulation of blueprints, guidelines,
policy packages and reform schedules to flesh out the derails of Koizumi's core
proposals, instead of displaying the foot-dragging immobilism that had been
the hallmark of earlier LDP-led administrations." In its fever of relentless
reform initiatives, the Koizumi administration was demonstrating the political
will to transform Japan that had been consistently missing from previous
administrations.
In endeavouring to carry out this Structural reform program, Koizumi
projected an entirely new style of prime ministerial leadership. He was Japan's
first prime minister to lead from the front in a single-minded pursuit of his
own agenda. He took the initiative and went on the policy offensive, firing off
orders and instructions in all directions, with his party and public officials
playing catchup. He abandoned the orthodox approach of previous prime
ministers, whose main role was articulating an agreed consensus achieved
through a painstaking process of bottom-up consultation and compromise
amongst bureaucratic and party elites. Koizumi was nobody's mouthpiece:
not the LOP's and not the bureaucracy's. He acted like a top-down leader who
made decisions and who expected them to be followed through.
Koizumi's leadership style embodied widespread public suppOrt in Japan
for a S(fong, popularly elected prime minister, an idca that he had proposed
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himself. but which wa'" not supported by either his party or the opposition
parties. Previous Japanese leaders with presidential aspirations like Prime
Minister Nakasone were still beholden to the factional coalitions that put them
in office. Koizumi's public popularity was such that he did not have to be
concerned about a factional power base within the party. The primary source
of his political power was his large personal following amongst rhe Japanese
public, not his party or his facrional base.

- A social consensus supporting Koizumis refolmS
In Japans case, the social consensus in favour of reform has been ,",pressed in
terms of public suppOrt for Koizumi whose political persona has been
inseparable from his reform agenda. The skyhigh approval ratings that Koizumi
enjoyed during his first 10 months in office were one of the main factors
leading observers to believe t.l,at Koizumi had the public backing he needed to
effect a radical reform program. Like",~se, the July 2001 election offered strong
public endorsement of Koizumi's reform program and was interprered as
providing Koizumi with the public mandate he needed to power his reforms
fonvard. A vote for KoiZUml was considered equivalent to a vote for reform. As
rhe secretary-general of the LDP's chapter in Miyagi prefecture commented:
'Thanks to Koizumi's image itS a refOrmer, we were able to attract voters who
were fed up with the old system and longed for structural reform'
In the elections, Koizumi was backed by almost all pro-LDP voters, who
under different circumstances might have supported other parties.'" He was
also supported by many opposition party voters"? and importantly by many
independent or non-aligned voters. One-third of the 22 per cent of voters who
described themselves as without parry preference in the election said that they
voted for the LDP or its candidates in the proportional representation
constituency, according to a Ky6d6 News exit poll of 72,000 people. 50 The
proportion of voters without party preference who hacked the LDP was up
threefold from II per cent in the 1998 Upper House election. In gaining the
support of one-third of unaffiliated voters, the LDP outpolled all the other
parties." Koizuml'~ great coup in this election was to win the support of many
of these voters, who but for him would have deserted the LDP.
Non-aligned or floating voters make up an increasingly large segment of the
Japanese voting public. Survey respondents who claim that they suppOrt no
political party regularly tepresent over one-third of voters in public opinion
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polls. They contribute to the volatility of the national electorate and can sway
an election outcome. They can even make the difference between victory and
defeat for the LDp"'Under Prime Minister Mori, they formed the largest bloc
of eligible voters, comprising more than a third of the total munber5l [n the
2000 Lower House election, 38 per cent of these votes went to the Democratic
Party of Japan. 54 This is despite the advice from Prime Minister Mori, who,
'like a deranged addict. . .implored just before the elections "I want independent
voters to sleep all day"'."
Furthermore, as the recent spate of Independent candidates elected to various
local government positions showS,55 Japanese voters are not only increasingly
non-party affiliated, they are anti·party. Koizumi was able to tap into this kind
of political disaffection. Even though he was the leader of the LDP, Koizumi
managed to portray himself as being anti.party by projecting an anti·LDP image.
The anti·party vote would have deserted the LOP without Koizumi. Indeed,
Koizumi's extraordinaty personal popularity was partly based on his rejection of
JUSt about evetything the LDP stood for. Koizumi was the leader of the LDP but
in the popular mind he was not identified with it. Even his manner and hairstyle
projected an anti· LOP image because they were so far from the norm for LOP
leaders. Koizumi himself acknowledged that his public support was based on
the fact that he was 'the most un-LDP·like of the LDP'," At one point Koizumi
said he was even prepared to 'demolish the LDP' (jimintli 0 bukkowtlSu), which
made the public support him even more strongly. 58 According to former Prime
Minister Nakasone, it was this 'statement that crystallized the pent·up
grievances of the public and swept him to power'.59 Indeed, Koizumi's campaign
cry in the July 2001 Upper House election was 'change the LDP, change Japan'.6G
The combination of an anti·LDP stance with a strongly reform posture was a
powerful electoral combination rhat appealed particularly to anti·party, anti·
LD!, voters." Koizumi capitalised on the public's growing sense that LOP
politics was 'largely responsible for Japan's economic malaise's, by building an
alliance between himself and the Japanese people against the political
establishmenr. This was expressed in the slogan on one of the Koizumi T·
shirts which said: 'Challenge of Koizumi-Give Me Power' and 'Come on!
Let's Change--Liberal Democraric Party'. As one foreign journalist commented,
'he is using his personal mandate for change to take on the enemy within'."

KOIZUMI'S POWER BASE

The major significance of the 2001 elections for Koizumi's policy leadership
was that it liberated his administration from deferring to the vested imerests
that had sustained the LDP in power over many decades. In obtaining the
support of many non-aligned voters, Koizumi altered the composition of the
LDP's support base to give greater voice to unorganised urban voters based on
more diffuse policy appeals over special interests reliant on LDP-style distributive
politics. The LDP's traditional formula for winning vOtes was a mixture of
reliance on pork barrelling and garnering support from organised interests
operating in sectors such as agriculture, forestry; fisheries) education,M culture,
sportS, religion. postal and medical services, distribution, manuJicturing, land
development and constrnction.
In contrast, Koizumi stood up for Japan's long under-represented votersurban rather than rural dwellers, the young rather than the old, the more
highly educated ratber than the less educated, younger working women rather
than older house,,~ves, consumers rather than producers, salaried workers rather
,han the self-employed, and so on. In short, Koizumi atrracted support from
those voters who would most benefit from his reforms. In his policies, Koizumi
was prepared to trade suppOrt from the LDP's traditional support networks
for that from a potentially much larger constituency of unaffiliated urban voters,
salaried workers and working mothers. These large amorphous groupings were
only prepared to back the LDP and its endorsed candidates because of Koizumi.
Koizumi reversed the marked erosion in suppOrt for the LDP in urban areas in
line with his long-term view that the LDP needed to realign itself with urban
voters·' and attract many floating voters to the party66 Significantly, Koizumi
is one of the few LDP prime ministers to represent a metropolitan electorate-Kanagawa {I I)-making a strong contrast from the rural and regional support
bases of his predecessors."
Koizumi's major support base continues to be found in the dties; rural and
regional areas are much less receptive to his reform plans because of the likely
impact of some of his proposals on the public works projects and subsidies
they have enjoyed over a long period. Public works not only provide improved
infrastructure for the local residents, they also generate government contracts
for construcdon companies and jobs for local workers, especially in rural areas
where jobs are scarcer and part-time farmers need non-agricultural employment
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to supplement farm incomes. Public opinion polls show that respondents living
in majnr urhan districts view the refotms differently from other Japanese.
Support for Koizumi's proposals are at least 10 percentage paiats higher in
city as opposed to regional ateas.ss

- K(}izumis use of the media
Ever since ordinary Diet sessions were uanslnitted on television in Japan a few
years ago, the significance of TV as a medium for political communication has
risen exponentially.69 So has public interest in TV broadcllsts of Diet proceedings
with the presence of Koizumi and his feisty Foreign Minister Tanaka Makiko.
Japanese Diet has been consolidated by the newer
TI,e public interest in
phenomenon of the TV 'Wide Show' (Wttidosbol on which politicians and
commentators appear, exchange gossip and debate various issues for several
hours. Koizumi, Tanaka and Finance Minister Shiokawa Masajuro consistently
provide topics for 'Wide Show' discussions.
Koizumi has paid carefnl attention to his media strategy and possesses
excellent communication skills. He has the ahility to cteate a positive image in
a way that resonates with public opinion and people's interestS. He is a master
ofTY politics as a means of getting his message across. One of Japan's noted
drama directors, Ben Wada, has given Koizumi a perfect score for his public
performance and for cranking up the entettainment value of Japanese politics."
Even the debut of Koizumi's son as an actor has been used to iucrease Koizumi's
public approval rate?' As Masuzoe contends,

me

Konumi has deployed his mew;;! technique to run for prime minister. the uppt;( house election and
even in the conduct of bis administration. Ai> a result, the
to

mllSS

media has undoubtedly- contributed

the Koizumi cabinet's high levels of support .amongst the puhlk. 71

Koizumi also takes advantage of the internet to commllnicate with his
supporters, producing an email newsletter called the 'Koizumi Cabinet Mail
Magazine', which he uses to advance his views and those of other members of
his executive at taxpayers' expense. In the inidal months of his prime
ministership the magazine had spectacularly high rates of circulation.
Koizumi presents a simple and direct message to the Japanese people that is
usually centred on pithy phrases and slogans that are easy to understand and
designed to appeal to the public. 73 In addition to his 'structural reforms without
sacred cows' slogan, other phrases that have been the hallmark of the Koizumi
administration include 'from the public sector to the private sector', 'what the
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private sector can do, it should do' (minkan de dekiru koto wa, minkan de), 'no
fear, no hesitation and no constraint', 'equal pain for three sides' (sanpo ichiy~Zf)n),
'no growth without rcfonn' (kiJzlJ kaikaku nakushite ,eichO rldShr)," 'no pain, no
gain', and so Oil ....'\5 Kitaoka comments; one of Koi7...umi's great strengths is that
his 'speeches make ordinary people feel that he is speaking directly to them',"
Whilst puffing up his own achievements, Koizumi also has a capaciry for honesty
in explaining the harsh economic realities to the Japanese people, He repeatedly
asserts that the process of structural reform will not be easy, but if Japan is to
have a good future, it has to go through a period of painful change, Through
the media, Koizumi has been able to portray himself as just the right kind of
leader needed to lead Japan through difficult times to a new and brighter
future with personal qualities like 'integrity, dignity and the public's trust',"
During the 2001 election campaign, Koizumi's ability to articulate his vision
and comnlitment to reform in terms of a dear message was particularly effective

in gaining the support of non-parry voters outside the networks of suppon
that have sustained the LDP in government over many decades. In this respect,
his campaigning style contrasted markedly with the norm for LDP politicians
who have traditionally relied on vague generalities and unclear policy messages
combined with organised bloc votes and pork-barrel promises, In the 2000
Lower House election, for example, the LDP's election platform relied on vague
promises to lift the economy out of recession, It was matched by equally abstract
coalition pledges to 'revitalise the Japanese frame of mind' and 'realise a state
where people can live safely and at ease',n
Koizumi has also incorporated the media into his political manoeuvring to
gain leverage within policymaking circles, His tactic is to initiate a proposal
with an oft-repeated slogan and then use the tailwind created by public support
to give him strengrb in negotiations against opposing forces within ti,e political
establishment, In this way he uses public opinion as a means of breaking down
the resistance of diehard LDP politicians and bureaucrats to his proposals, By
portraying himself as an embattled leader ranged against anti-reform forces in
his own party, Koizumi aims to gather public support for his cause and generate
opposition to his opponents, This strategy explains his confrontationist style
(buchimakushigata 110 MM) in dealing with the recalcitrants in his own pafty
on particular issues." Ero Takami, who leads onc of the factions that supported
Koizumi's bid fOf the prime ministership, has criticised Koizumi's hostile stance
toward the old guard in the LDp'79
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- A fragmented and demoralised opposition
The opposition parties in Japan-the Democratic Party of Japan, or DPJ
(Minshut6), rhe Liberal Party Oiyut6), the Japan Communist Party or JCP
(Nihon Ky6sant6) and the Social Democratic Party, or SDP (Shakai
Minshut6)-have been unable to form a unified front to oppose the Koizumi
administrarion. 80 One of their main problems is that, issue by issue, they take
positions ar vatying distances from the government's. The parries also disagree
on whether and to what extent rhey should cooperate with the ruling coalition
if they support a particular policy or piece of legislation. At regular intervals
fissures open up in the opposition camp when the DPJ decides to cooperate
with the ruling coalition in order to 'normalise' Diet operations behind the
backs of the Liberal and other opposition parties.
From rime to rime the DPJ and Liberal parties toy with the idea of forming
a coalition to take government, although their numbers are insufficient to
form a majority (they have a combined 144 seats in the Lower Honse and 66
seats in the Upper House). They would, therefore, need to form the core of a
much wider grouping of parries as well as to entice the LDP's present partners
to abandon the coalirion. The leader of the Liberal Party, Ozawa lchir6, proposed
a seven-party coalition in early 2002, bur the idea proved unworkable. In the
Lower House, the LDP now has a majority in its own right,S! which means
rhat even if every single non-LDP Diet member joined in a coalition, rhe
numbers would not be sufficient to overcome the LDP. Given the numerical
realities, the opposition parties have neither the pulling power nor the incentive
to sustain a unified stance for long enough to pose a successful challenge to the
Koizumi government.
In the first 10 months of Koizumi's administration, the opposition was
significantly demoralised by Koizumi's stratospheric public approval ratings
as well as by the LD P's victoty in the July 2001 Upper House election, which
put the dominant ruling party in a much stronger position in that house. In
fact, opposition party leaders who debated with Koizumi in the Diet were
cautious in their attacks on both Koizumi and his policies in the face of his
narional popularity. A DPJ official commented that 'This is not normal ... We
are in limbo because Koizumi's support rate with the public is so high'. 82
The opposition also finds it difficulr to confront the ruling coalition because
of fundamental agreement between Koizumi and some opposition groups on
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the main issues of reform, To some extent they have to 'manufacture' points of
difference such as the pace and scope of KOlzumi's re/Drms, They question why
he does not take his economic initiarives furrher and faster, and demand more
dear-cut commitments to reform,83 but essenrially the disagreements with
Knizumi are nuanced when it comes to the major items of his policy program,
Ozawa, for example, consrantly criticises Koizumi for his under-performance
on suucrural reform policies and is a strong advocare of deregulation, S4 but he
supports the move to privatise postal services, The Liheral Party's July 2001
Upper House election manifesto displayed significant areas of overlap with the
Koizumi structural refurm agenda,"
The fundamental problem for opposition parties like the DPj, which prides
itself on its reformist orientation, is that the administration's agenda leaves
them little leeway to project rhemselves as reformers, Because the prime mioister
himself acts like the leader of the anti-LDP opposition in advocating refotms
that ate contrary to the interests of his own party, he has usutped the role of
the opposition and occupied their policy space, In mid 2001, Diet memhers
from the DPJ commented to members of a visiting Australian political
delegation to Japan that 'Koizumi was "stealing their political clothes" as
reformers of the political process and the economy' ,86 The main opposition
party has long been an advoClte of cuts in wasteful public works spending and
of policies such as deregulation to reduce Japans high cost industtial structure
and to encourage international investment) as well as decentralisation of
government and greater local autonomy, The D PJ is particularly opposed to
centralised bureaucratic power. In an article entided 'I Will Bring Down the
Cabinet', which appeared in a monthly periodical, leader of rhe DPJ, Haroyama
Ynkio, expounded his long-held intention of 'destroying the huteaucracydependent administration'
A close reading of rhe DP}'s policies for the 200] elections under the title '7
Refurms, 21 Key Policies' reveals little difference from Knizumi', own structural
reform manifesto," Hatoyama later featured administrative and fiscal reforms,
industrial and local government restructuring, and further reorganisation of
government rninistries in his June 2002 'Ivlanifesto of 10 Policies for Revitalising
Japan',89 Some young DPJ Diet memhers have even come up with their own
formula for Japan's economic revival, particularly for expanding demand in rhe
economy.9C
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In snatching the structural reform initiative from the DPJ, Koizumi has
successfully been able to take the steam out of its anti-Koizumi campaign."
To compound the difficulties of the DPTs position, the party has been criticised
for lack of clear policy contrasts between it and the Koizumi administration. 92
The differences are so muted as to prevent the party from presenting a clear
alternative message to the electorate. The DP] has tried to finesse its position
by taking the view 'that it agrees with the need for reforms but doubts those of
the Koizumi cabinet because real reform requires a change of government'." It
has also tried to distinguish itself by asserting that it is the 'real reformer', by
questioning Koizumi's credibility and effectiveness as a reformer,

by criticising

the compromises he makes with elements opposed to reform in his own party,"
and by arguing for 'warmhearted structural reform' with safety nets for the
unemployed and other people hard hit by reform." Koizumi himself has
complained that because he wants to accelerate the disposal of non-performing
loans, the DP] has called him a 'callous reformer' and a 'cold-hearted reformer'.96
In the DPTs view, any acceleration or expeditious disposal of non-performing
loans risks higher unemployment. The party frequently expresses concern about
the impact of structural reform on employment and workers. The DP] advocates
unemployment insurance, re-education programs and worksharing as measures

for dealing with high unemployment,97 arguing that liquidating businesses is
not the same thing as reforming. 98 It has also proposed taxation reform to
lower the tax threshold for salaty earners and corporations.
The DPTs concern with employment and workers' issues is partly a reflection
of the former socialist party" and labour union connections of some of its Diet
members. Such politicians represent some of the most anti-market reform groups
in Japanese society. Labour unions in the public sector, for example, are
vehemently opposed to reforms like the abolition of public enterprises. 100 Not
surprisingly, the DP] opposes the privatisation of postal services,lOl because of
the possibility that it would threaten the jobs of postal workers who are members
of the Japan Postal Workers' Union (Zenteishin R6d6 Kumiai, or Zentei),
whose Diet representatives are affiliated to the D PJ.I02 This organisation boasts
almost 150,000 members throughout the country who work in postal services
(mail, postal savings and postal life insurance) at post offices, business centres
for postal savings and life insurance, regional postal service bureaus and postal
hospitals. Other members work in private firms specialising in mail
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rransportation, and at the Posral Life Insurance Welfare Corporation. The DP]
also has links with the i\ll Japan Postal Labour Union (Zennihon Yl1sei R6d6
Kumiai, or Zenyl1sci), which is affiliated to the Japanese Trade Union
Confederation (Rengo)103 and which represents just under 88,000 union
members working for the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications proper
(now the Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs and Posts and
Telecommunications) or Somusho), regional postal service bureaus, counter
clerks, mail processing employees and non-mail processing employees as post
offices. 104 As Matsubara comments, the DP] is 'as constrained by vested interests
as the LDP. Among the OP]'s main supporters are the postal workers' unions
and NTT employees' unions. 105 Although rhe OP] likes to portray itself as
much more of a reformist parry than the LOP in general terms, on some of the
policy specifics it is in fact quite anti-reform, at least in terms of market reforms,
The particular policy mix of the DP] reflects the composition of the party as
a schizophrenic compound of politicians from the former right and left of
Japanese polities, This has been further revealed by the issue of postal reform,
The OP],s leading advocate of postal reform is Matsukawa Shigefumi who coauthored a book on postal reform with Koizumi, On the other hand, in May
2002, the reception to celebrate the publication of a book by Ito Mototaka, a
postal policy specialist in the OP], brought together anti-privatisation lobbyists
from both the ruling and opposition camps,l06 Furthermore, a number of DPJ
Diet politicians joined a large group of Diet members in a bipartisan group
opposed to Koizumi's postal ptivatisation drive. w7
The policy commonalities between the DPJ and the Koizumi administration
have militated against its adopting a srrongly confrontationist srance with the
ruling coalition. Tbe DP] has often come out in support of Koizumi against
opposing fotces within the lDP and voted with the government on legislation
in the Diet, In this respect it operates like a de focto mling coalition memher
committed to cooperation with the cabinet and working with the ruling
coalition on a regular basis, Bills that appear on the floor of the Oiet regolarly
contain clauses that the DPJ has requested be inserted in exchange for voting
with government legislation,
Such behaviont is not unusual in rhe ttadition of Japanese parliamentary
politics, Opposition parties frequently operate like satellites around the
dominant ruling party, voting with LOP legislation as a result of having been
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brought into the political consensus formation process as part of the Diet
management strategy of the ruling party(ies).IOB In this fashion, the opposition
parties share power with the ruling party(ies) and expect to do so as the price
of eschewing disruptive tactics during the passage of legislation. When the
Koizumi administration ignores the DPTs objections, as they did over the bill
to revise medical treatment fees for salaty earners, the DPJ resorts to obstreperous
behaviour during the voting on the legislation in the Diet.
The informal alliance between Koizumi and the DPJ is not only underwritten
by the coincidence in their views on many reform issues, but also by Koizumi
himself, who has courted support from the DPJ because he has, from time to
time, been at odds with the New K6meit6 lO9 within his own coalition. In fact,
Koizumi has been willing to play the DPJ card against the New K6meit6 on
several occasions, hinting that he would not mind if the DPJ replaced the New
K6meit6 in the coalition if the latter found it difficult to agree with his
policies. 1lO He was reported as saying to a New K6meit61eader, 'if you complain
to me, I will team up with the Democratic Party'.lll The DPJ, unlike the New
K6meit6, incorporates a number of ex-LDP members.
Nor has Koizumi been loath to use the threat of support from the DPJ
against recalcitrants within his own party, seeking Diet votes from the opposition
party in defiance of resistance from LDP members objecting to his reform
plans. For many months into his administration, Koizumi's chief weapon against

foot-dragging within his own party was the threat to dissolve the Diet and call
an election and, with the ensuing public backing, side with the opposition.
The DPJ's intermittent cooperation policy with the government has caused
internal dissension within the party between those supporting an
accommodationist approach with the ruling coalition versus those advocating
a more confrontationist approach. Hatoyama has been willing to continue
support for Koizumi's reform drive, but Secretary-General Kan Naoto has
favoured confronting Koizumi's administration as a better strategy for winning

rhe next Lower House election, which must be held by 2004 112 In practice,
this duality boils down to policy cooperation on some issues, but not on others.
As already noted, members of the DPJ also cooperate informally with members
of the LDp in resisting Koizumi's reform initiatives.
Ultimately, the well entrenched convention of policy cooperation with the
LDP and its ruling coalition undermines the role of Japan's opposition parties
as serious alternative contenders for power. Japan continues to lack what has
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been described as a unified and effective excluded opposition. lI3 As Kitaoka
argues, the most important task for the OP] is to take the reins of
power. .. Publicly expressing dissatisfaction with the plans of the party leadet
or cozying up to the LOP because you suppOrt Koizumi's reforms are the acts
of people wirh low ambitions, Making efforts to unite and seize the reins of
government should be far more of a priority than peuy point scoring' n4

- Koizumis solid base of legislative support
Koizumi has acknowledged the need for all the reforms he has proposed to go
'through proper procedures-that is gaining majority support in the Diet' ,m
The LOP with Koizumi as leader ruling in coalition with twO smaller parties,
the New Kiimeltii and Conservative Party (Hoshmo), has a legislative majority
in both houses of the Diet. This, in theoty, gives him guaranteed passage of
cabinet-sponsored bills. I "
The underlying question concerns the stability of the Koizumi
administration's legislative majority because coalitions are inherently less stable
than single patty governments. Coalition governments are an indicator of party
fragmentation, which as Haggard comments 'creates impediments to rhe
cootdination required both to initiate and to sustain policy changes; more
cohesive systems, by contrast, are more likely to generare the stable electoral
and legislative suppOrt rhat are a prerequisite for consolidating economic
reform' ,m Hence the shiEr from single-party government to multi-party
governmeut which Japan has experienced since ]993 should in practice have
produced less assuted legislative majorities for LDP~led administrations
including Koizumi's.
What is critical, as Haggard emphasises, is the nature of rhe deavages amongst
the parties. A polarised party system with clear left-right cleavages is likely to
present greater difficulties to a reforming administration because of highet levels
of partisan conflict and a more highly mobilised anti-reform movement from
leEr~wing interest groups such as cl,e labour unions. In contrast, a non-polarised
party system which is 'chatacterized by a low level of ideological distance
amongst pardes'1l8 is more open to rhe formation of policy coalitions based on
purely pragmatic and instrumental considerations, As Haggard explains:
'Nonpolarized systems rest on "pragmatic" parties in which ties between leaders
and followers are largely instrumental and rest on shared interests in obtaining
political office rather than strong ideological commitments', 119
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In the Japanese case, the distinctions amongst the policy platforms of the
governing and opposition parties have historically been and remain much clearer
on issues relating to the Japanese Constitution, defence and secutity policy
than on issues of domestic economic policy, An axis of political confronration
has yet to emerge between the ruling and opposition parties on economic
policy, The most logical axis in an environment of structural reform is between
what one might call the state-interventionists versus the free matketeersYo
This is certainly not Dccuning in Japan along lines that parallel major party
divisions, Even though the LOP has traditionally been closer to private sector
business interests and the OP] is doser to workers' and salaty earners' interests,
the two major parties both contain a spectrum of views on the central issue
posed by Koizumi's reform program-market-liberal reform,
Fundamentally, many Japanese politicians, including Diet members in the
LOp, are ambivalent abour nea-liberal philosophy, '" Supporters of government
intervention to protecr wbat are described as weak or vulnerable (rhat is,
uncompetitive) sectors and to provide basic levels of social welfare can be found
across the board in all Japanese political parties from the LOP to the JCP. For
example, ptotection of favoured interests by LOP members makes them
inherently opposed to market reforms and requires them to take an anti-market
position, The majority of LOP members, a1rhough pro-capitalist (that is, they
believe in private ownership of the means of production), are not necessarily
pro-market (that is, allowing demand·supply factors to determine production
and prices). 111ey f= the havoc tbat market competition would wreak amongst
the weaker industry sectors that form their main organised suppOrt base, and
disguise their politically self-interested, anti-market position with a philosophy
that is purported to oppose US or Anglo-Saxon, laissezjd.ire-sryle capitalism.
Tbeir views and policies have been variously described as 'conservative socialism,
'financial sodalism',122 'mass democratic socialism system'i23 and "'quasisocialisric" protection of strategic or politically influential interests' .12{ In teality,
,heir anti-marker views are mainly an ideological cover for political self-interest,
although ethnic pride may also be an element. Because a belief in the inherent
superiority of the so-called 'Japan economic model' is now difficult to maintain,
rheir lingering belief in this system is expressed as a form of antipathy towards
Anglo-American capitalism,
Members of the OP] also believe in state intervention, but for somewhat
different policy purposes, The group is Strongly in favour of intervention to
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promote housing to meet social needs, to assist the unemployed and job seekers,
to ensure environmentally friendly policies in industry and energy, and to
provide tood safety for consumers.'" Their economic ideology is more srrongly
oriented towards concepts of sodal welfare and redistribution, and regulating
industry ror consumer and environmental protection. Thus, they embrace a
&miliar clutch of Jefi:-()f-cemre purposes for the state. They accept the basic
principle of a market economy, provided that it is regulated in the interests of
the citizens. A group of young DPJ members that styles itself the 'Society for
the Study of Frontier Policy' maintains that it supportS healthy competition,
but its members also argae that market principles and small governmem will
not solve Japan's economic problems. They opposed President Bush's
endorsement of the Koiz.umi administration wi,h his expression of support tor
US-style market principles predicated on the belief that 'competition is
everything' (ky6s6 koso subete)."6
In general, younger members of both the LDP and DP] tend to be much
more positively predisposed towards Koizumi's structural reform program than
do more senior Diet members.'" For example, a group of junior LDP Diet
members who support Koizumi's reforms have called themselves the 'Reform
to the Death Squad'. On the other hand, whilst many Diet members in the
government and opposition parties support structural reform in principle, they
oppose it if it poses a threat to the vested interests they represent.
The most unashamedly pro-market party is the Liberal Party led by Ozawa.
However, it is a small rump in the Diet sustained by the force of Ozawas
personality, policy ideas and energy which, in most cases, are used in a negative
and destructive fashion rather than as a positive and constructive force. Ar the
other end of the spectrum (to the extent that there is one), are the SDP and
the JCP. They are anti-reform parties, which, it is suggested, is the main reason
why they have <Jone so badly in recem elections. us
No Japaneseparty unequivocally represents the interests of salary-earning,
urban consumers who fall between the cracks of all the parties and whose
iorerests would be best served by increasing competition in the economy for
goods and services. The organisation of a party committed to such policies
'would create a political divide that would be comprehensible in policy terms.
It would lead to real policy choices being presented to the electorate'. m
The blurred lines of cleavage on economic reform issues assist Koizumi by
providing unclear lines of division in the Diet, which, as already noted, enables
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him to enlist support from various party sources, both inside and outside the
ruling coalition. Koizumi can take advantage ofJapan's non.polarised party system,
which enables flexible parry coalitions ro form around particular policy issues.
In some instances, policy coalitions have crossed the government·opposition
divide, as already noted, with the DPJ supporting government legislation.
Moreover, the failure of the opposition parties to present a clear and viable
alternative to the LDP has contributed to the latter's sclerosis as a ruling parry,
its complacency about Japans economic fate. and its obduracy in the face of
Koizumi's attempts to implement rdorms that look beyond the special interests
to the national interest, even at a time when Japan's economic circumstances
cry out for a radical change in perspective. As Stockwin observes, if a government
knows that it faces the very real prospect of losing power at the next election,
this (is a really potent stimulus for governments to consider very· seriously
indeed the interests of the electorate in a broad sense---what may be called the
national interest'.'''' Curtis makes much the same poim, stating that
[y]ou cannot really expttt a society to bring about fundamental and painful political reform it! a
system in 'Which the ruling party really does not worry about losing power

to

the oppositi<m. The

absence of a powero.,ll opposition party in Japan is the political tragedy of rhjs country .. ,The LDP
politici,,", who rue opposing KOlzumi's refurms are not shiling in their boots, worried t!ut they arc

going to lose the next el.oction to the DemocratL . .In the absence of 11 truly competitive party system
you are nOI likely to get much fundamental reform,ul

The fault lies with the opposition side as well. They have been too busy
themselves which
doing deals with the LDP to carve Out electoral niches
would provide the alternative policy choices that could lay the foundations of
victory ovet the LDP. Moreover, the shift from single·patry dominance under
the LDP to coalition rule has served fnrther to entrench accommodationist
forms of behavionr amongst the opposition parties. As Stockwin argues,

ror

political parties outside the LDP ... Me either brougbt into walition arrangement:l with the WP, or see
their confrontati.mal impact blunted by arrangements made m their &vour. ..Today, the 1l1inshuro is
the

party ot).tside the LDP-centred coo1ition, but it seems to find difficulty in deciding whether

it wants to grow into a patty Cipable of replacing the LDE or whether it might be tempted intO a

coalition with Jx iuelf.l;l2:

For the LDP to be willing to contemplate revision of its entrenched policy
predilections, the political system needs a powerful, excluded opposition that
could present an alternative vision for change to the Japanese people.
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Sumu Hi''', Politico, May 2002, pp. 47.
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J.A.A. -Stockwin. 'Reshaping Japanese Politics and the Question of Democracy'; paper presented
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'Reshaping Japanese Politic,>', p. 19.

3
KOIZUMI'S REFORM TEAM, ITS
POLICIES AND APPROACH

This chapter focuses on the phalanx of refurmers who have assisted Koizumi in
the pursuit of his program of economic change and on the endorsement this
program has received from exrernal sources. it also examines those aspecrs of
his policies and programs that are conducive to their successful implementation
and to engendering support for strucrural reform amongst affected groups.
- A coherent economic team

The Japanese administrative reforms ofJanuaty 2001 esrablished a formal system
underpinning the formation of a coherent governmenr economic team led by
the prime minister. The prime minister is head of a new Cabiner Office
(Naikakufu).' The first and most important task of rhe Cabiner Office is
'[hlandling basic issues regarding the state-economic and fiscal policy, science
and technology policy'.1 It 'conducts policy planning and policy coordination,
such as every year's publishing [sic] Economic Outlook and organising economic
policy packages ... in order to manage the economy in a consistent and flexible
way'.3
In the Cabinet Office, the prime minister is assisted by an execurive team of
politicians consisting of five ministers of state in charge of administrative reform,
economic and financial policies, and other matters; three deputy ministers
(Naikakufu fokudaijin); and three parliamentary secreraries (Naikakufu
seimukan). From the perspective of structural reform, the two most imponanr
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ministers of state are Takenaka Heiz6, Minister of State for Economic and
Fiscal Policy and Minister of State for IT Policy (Keizai Zaisei Seisaku Tantll
Daijin/Kagaku Gijutsu Tanto Daiiin), and Ishihara Nobuteru, Minister of
State for Administrative Reform and Regulatory Reform (Gyosei Kaikaku Tanto
Daijin)4 They are officially called 'ministers for special missions' (tokumei tantiJ
daijin), whom the prime minister is able ro appoint at his discretion, 'when he
considers the appointment highly necessary for the cohesiveness of the policies
of administrative branches',5 According to the official ""planation, the 'Ministers
for Special Missions have a diffi:rent mandate ro ministers at other ministries
and agendes and are established at the Cabinet Of!:1ce, in order to pnt all their
energies into the prompt implementation of key government policies',6 In
fact, going by their titles and missions, they are ministers of reform, which
means that their missions cm across the interests of the established rninistries,
Moreover, these ministers do not lead ministries and hence are not bound to
the interests of the established ministries? As Haggard has observed, ptospects
for reform can be enhanced by 'the development of insulated agencies with a
mandate to be responsive ro broad interests in such areas as monetary policy,
trade policy, and the budget process',' Instead of ministries, the ministers of
state in the Cabinet Office are served by various administrative components of
the Cabinet Office, For example, the Minister of State for Economic and Fiscal
Policy is served by three newly created directors-general and their staff.
The main vehicle for structural reform and the primary locus of policy
discussion and formulation by Koizumi's economic team is the Cabinet Office
Conncil on Economic and Fiscal Policy or CEFP (Keizai Zaisei Shimon Kaigi),
It is modelled on the US White House Conncil of Economic Advisors' and 'is
in charge of economic and fiscal policy','" As Takenaka claims, it plays 'a key
role in the formulation of economic and fiscal policies'.n It is concerned with
basic policies for 'overall economic management, fiscal man~ement and budget
preparation", [as well as] affairs concerning comprehensive national
development plans and other economic and fiscal policy for the purpose of
ensuring policy consistency and integrity from an overall economic point of
view',l2 It is chaired by the prime minister, has a maximum of 11 members,
and includes the Minister of State fur Economic and Fiscal Policy, 'ministers of
ministries concerned' (the Minister of Finance, the Minister of Economy, Trade
and Industry, and the Minister of PnbJic Management, Home Affitirs, Posrs
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and 1eJecornrnunications), the Governor of the Bank ofJapan, and four members
from the private sector. 13 It aims 'at adequately reflecting opinions by privatesector [sic] in policy formulation. More than 40% of the members are supposed
to be ftom [sic] private sector'," The academic world and the economic world
each have two members, currently two academic economists and two business
leaders from tbe car and electronics industries respectively,15 The CEFP thus
brings a private perspective directly into public policymaking, As Eda pnrs it,
the policy formulation process now takes into consideration public sentiment
and the true nature of the economy. Hl
The CEFP is the chief promoter of Koizumi's reform campaign and makes a
significant contribution to the process of preparation of economic policy
packages. For example, the June 2001 'Structural Reform of the Japanese
Economy: Basic Policies for Macroeconomic Management' (also called the 'Basic
Policy Outline for Economic Reform') w~s the Koizumi Cabinet's first
comprehensive reform manifesto (the first round of the so-called 'big-boned
reform agenda', or honebuto no hOshin) and the 'key document setting out all
rbe basic direction of the Koizumi reform [program], Y It was compiled by
Takenaka and tbe four private-sector members of the CEFP following the lines
of many of the reform proposals Koizumi advocated shortly after becoming
prime minister, According to Takenaka, it 'clarified the basic concept underlying
the Koizumi reforms: "No growth without reform"'," Takenaka also claimed
that the 'Basic Policies'
formed the foundation for formu1ating the FY 2002 budget. Specifically, under a policy of
limiting the issuance of government bonds to no more than ¥30 trillion, seven priority areas
wete identified, and issues for reforms in public investment, social security systems, and local

public fin.ances V,icre presented. Based ou these, the guidelines for budget requests were compiled
in August. It was decided that the IT 2002 budget should be drafted based on the principle of
'decreasing budget allocation by 5 triUion yen ltl non-priority fields while increasing by 2
trillion yen in priorjty ones'. j~

In addition, the CEFP was directly involved in capping the annual issue of
government bonds at ¥30 trillion, reviewing the use of revenues from taxes
collected mostly for road construction and improvement, reducing expenditutes
for puhlic works projects 20 and mapping out rhe 'special zone concept' for
structural reform (k{}ziJ kaikaku tokku). These are special geographical areas
where the usual resrricrions on economic and other activities will not apply,2l
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Takenaka has described the initiative as 'a showcase measure ... a bold decision
and a great achievement'. 21
The CEFP was also ilhltrumental in proposing flexible policy measures in
response to the deterioration in rhe economic situation after the 11 September
attacks in the United States and the continuation of the IT recession, both of
which impacted negatively on the global economy.23 Takenaka listed the
~A.dvanced Reform Progtam' of October 2001 and the 'Immediate Action
Program for Structural Refonn' of December 2001 as containing rhe requisite
measures, wirh rhe CEFP leading
discussions to provide direction Dn the specific coments of those rne,asures. The Council
proposed various measures to contribute to the disposal of non-pertorming loans, the
strengthening or safety nets for the unemploye..1. and for small and medium-sized companies,
and the ac;..~leracion of struclural reforms,14

Subsequently, the CEFP was directly involved in working out the dralt of
the second round of Koizumi's so-called 'big-boned reform agenda' in June
2002 (designed to clarify the second stage of reform and known as 'Basic Policies
No. 2'),25 Japan's economic and fiscal policy blueprim for the second year of
the Koizumi administration, entitled the 'Basic Policies for Economic and
Fiscal Management and Structural Reform 2002'. This policy document
combined two separate packages that the CEFP had earlier adopted26-for
economic revitalisation and tax reform-iuro a larger package that also included
local governmem refotms and the framework fat compiling the 2003 budget. 27
The CEFP is onc of four C{)uncils established under the auspices of rhe
Cabinet Office to execute state strategy.].' Others are the Council for Science
and Technology Policy, tl,e Central Disaster Management Council and rhe
Council for Gender Equality. Each is structured along the same lines as the
CEFP and is headed either by rhe prime minister or the chief cabinet secretary.
They are part of the Cabinet Office and are on quite a different legal and
institutional footing from the private advisory groups used by prime ministers
so often in the past to try and bypass vested interests in the bureaucracy and in
the LD P. The CEFP, for example, was established under the Cabinet Office
Establishment Law (Naikakufu SetrhiM), and the others were set up under
various orher la"". The new councils are rhus formally part of rhe government,
not just ad hoc groupings established by prime ministers."9 Theit legal status
gnarantees them policy authority not normally available to prime ministers
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private advisory bodies. As Williamson and Haggard point out: 'The competence
of the economic tearn cannot compensate tor a

lack

of authority, something

that typically requites institutional change within the decision-making
structure' .30 This change had already occurred prior to Koizumi's acce'iSion to
the prime ministership, bm, in contrast to his predecessor Mori, Koizurni has
taken full advantage of the new system as a mechanism to advance his policy
goals.
Second, the Cabinet Office councils are part of the formal policymalring
process at the executive level. The assigned duties of the CEFp, for example, ate
to investigate and deliberate (chOsa shingi).3 1 It 'decides its agenda for
deliberation on prime ministerial initiative. Decisions OIl this agenda pass
through the decisionmalring of the cabinet, which is the ultimate decision
organ, and then they become the official policy of the government'."
Third, these councils are composed, by and large, of members of the executive,
that is ministers of various sorts. This is vital to the achievement of economic

reform because decisions in the CEFP ultimately have to be blessed by cabinet
if they are to become government policy.
Fourth, as part of the executive, the Cabinet Office councils are positioned
above rhe mainstream advisory councils (shingikar) attached to the bureaucratic
ministries, although their formal functions are the same." The most prestigious
and long-standing examples of ministerial advisory councils have been the
Industrial Structure Advisory Council attached to Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITT), the Financial System Advisory Council attached
to the Ministry of Finance (MOF), the Advisory Council on the Economy
attached to the Economic Planning Agency, (he Employment Advisory Council
attached to the Ministry of Labour and the Social Securiry System Advisory
Council attached to the Ministry of Health and Welfare.,4 However, these and
similar groupings attached to other ministries have a well earned reputation
for being simply mouthpieces and legitimating bodies for ministerial policy
proposals.
The coherence of the economic team is also supported by the interleaving of
the Cabinet Office and the CEFP to the point where they are almosr
indistinguishable. For example, with respect to the 'Basic Principles of Budget
Formulation', rhese are 'formulated under the leadership of the Prime Minister
and based [sic] on the resuh:s of the research and deliberation of the Council
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on Economic and Fiscal Policy'." At the same time, the Cabinet Office indiGltes
'a mid and long-term model of fiscal management and also the basic direction
of the next year's budget. .. [The] Cabinet Office, as the secretariat of the
Advisory Council, suppons the operation by providing assistance'. 36
A major source of political strength for the new executive ad,~sory councils
is rheir power of publicity and status. The authoriry of these bodies is
underwritten by the transparency of their proceedings, which are widely
disseminated in both printed and electronic form. As Kawakita and Onoue
point out, rhe operating principles of the CEFP are prime ministerial leadership
and transparency." These features add to the council's policy influence by
publicising the direction in which the administration proposes ro go, and
forcing other party and buteaucratic elements to react and respond." As
Takenaka himself claims,
[clle!iberations at the Council have been disclosed through publiclLing documenrs and
discussion summaries soon afrcr the meetings. This procedure emures the transparency of the

poh<:-), formulation process. As a result, HriOUS policy furmulatIon processes, including those
of budget formulation, are changing to become clearer:and more easHy unaersmJldable for the
general public. 3?

Making public the content of the CEFP's delibetations is also a deliberate
tactic on Koizumi's part to try and comain 'behind-the~scenes manoeuvring
by central government bureaucrats and Liberal Democratic Parry members
working on behalf of vested interests'."
In addition to the advisory councils that are formally part of the Cabinet
Office, Ko.izumi has established multiple vehicles through which to advance
his reform initiatives. Some of these are private advisory cowlCils like the Advisory
Council on the Three Postal Services which is charged with presenting specific
plans for privatising the Japan Postal Public Corporation, the Society for
Discussions with the Premier which was set up to propose innovative economic
and industrial policies, and the Local Government System Research Council,
which was established to examine issues relating to the decentralisation of
governmen t.
Others are groupings in which Koiznmi can personally ditect the process of
structural reform. They comprise various execurive policy headquarters such as
the Headquarters for Industrial Structural Reform and Employment Measures,
the Urban Reviralisation Headquarters, the Special Public Institutions Reform
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Promotion Headquarters, the Municipal Merger Assistance Headquarters, the
IT Strategic Headquarters and the Cabinet Headquarters for Administrative
Reform. 41 The task of these hodies, on which Koizumi and the relevant cabinet
members sit, is to underwrite executive initiative and centralise control of the
structural reform process in Koizumi's hands. The Cabinet Office also has a
series of advisory councils attached to it in the manner of other buteaucratic
ministries, including the Council for Regulatory Reform and the Social Policy
Council.

The significance of previous administrarive reforms in creating new
components of the executive-tbe Cabinet Office, ministers of state for special
missions, as well as the Cabinet Office councils and other new prime ministerial
advisory groups as well as tbeir attached administrative units-is that they
have developed alternative and even rival sources of policy information and
ideas to tbe established ministries. The CEFP, for example, draws on the expertise
of academics and the private business sector. These bodies have helped to make
tbe Japanese policymaking process more pluralisric and have also injected a
greater degree of transparency and accountability into this process.

The presence ofa technopol
The Koizumi team has a technopol in Takenaka who holds politically responsible
office as Minister of State for Economic and Fiscal Policy and who is 'in charge
of steering tbe Council [CEF]'],." Sucb an appointment is unprecedented in
Japan." Takenaka, a former Professor of Economics at Keio University, was
appointed as minister when Koizumi came to power.+! Koizumi also graduated
in economics tram Ke;o University, and not, like so many of bis predecessors,
in public law. Koizumi is only the second such case of an economics graduateturned-prime minister," whicb may help to explain his commitment ro market
reforms.
Takenaka is Koizumi's top economic adviser and right-hand man in devising
reform scenarios. Previously a strong advocare of privatising the former state
monopoly NTf' corporation in order to bting competition to Japan's information
technology market, he was handpiclted by Koizumi as a key player in his reform
initiatives."' Takenaka's views fitted perfectly with Koizumi's cherished policy
goal of privatising the postal services. Moreover, since Takenaka is not a professional
politician, he can strive for reform without wortying about special intetests.
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- A comprehensive program
The details in Table 1,1 attest to the all"encompassing nature of Koizumi's
reform program, The comprehensive menu of reforms that the Koizumi
administration has adopted is also encapsulated in the rubric of 'structural
reform wimout sanctuary' (seiiki naki kIJ:dI kaikaku),47 which implies that no
special interest will be able to find refiige from the wide-ranging and nonnegotiable nature of the reforms, This concept was formally incorporated into
the 'Fiscal 2002 Economic Outlook and Basic Stance for Macroeconomic &
Fiscal Management' decided by the cabinet on 25 January 2002, which reJetred
to 'Funher Promoting the Process of Structural Reform Leaving no Sanctuary
Untouched'," The policy document claimed that 'the government has
endeavoured to promote a full range of structural reforms coveting the economy,
the fiscal system, government administration and various aspects of society',"
As rhe Nikkei commented, 'if implemented", [Koizumi's reforms] almost add
up to a revolution in corporate management, public finance , administrative
system, the educarion system and so forth. 50
Koizumi's approach to structural refotm is to talk of reform on every front at
once: 'forcing the crippled Japanese banks to write off rheir huge burden of
bad loans."ending pork"barrel construction projects; privatising much of rhe
government; and deregulating rhe whole economy' ,51 Ben \Vada, in response
to an observation rhat mere did not seem to be cohesive link between Koizumi's
policies, claimed that Koizumi's ideas made him Seem as if he had just come
from 'The Planet of the Apes', Explaining the analogy, he said
humans walk using two legs, leftwright, left-right. But monkeys jmnp all over the place, to the
from, to the back, to the left Otto the right, using both legs. He may not cherish the comparison,
but Koizurni comes close to that kind OftreedOffi. It must beW1.lgh rorold-fashioned politicians
and bureaucrats to understand his thinkjng. 51

In reality, rhe rubric of structural reform encompasses an agenda rhat is not
only mnltidimensional but also interlinked. For example, proposals for a drastic
overhaul of the social security system, the adoption of a pdority policy for
long-term public works projects and a whole raft of proposals to reform rhe
fiscal relationship between the central and local governments were integral
elements of me CEFP's June 2002 final plan for taxation reform."
Similarly, reforming public corporations and privatising postal services are
part and parcel of rhe same goal. Koizumi's plans to reform public corporations
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are linked to his push to privatise the three key postal services (savings, insurance
and mail delivery) because this would help arrest the diversion of personal
financial assets to prop up expenditure by the public corporations. In an
interview with the Financial Times, Koizumi commented that '[alddressing
this issue of postal related services is the most effective way of trying to
fundamentally refotm government corporations'." The total amount of postal
savings and postal life insurance funds is ¥360 trillion, 'the world's largest
savings pool'," and about one quarter of the nation's personal Hnancial assets
of ¥lAOO tritlion, It places enormous funds at the disposal of bureaucrats as
fund managers," distorts capital distribution, generates publicly subsidised
competition for private banks and insutance companies," and facilitates the
flow of money into inefficient sectors.

The most significant aspect of the postal savings and lite insurance system,
however, is that it facilitates the use of private funds for public and political
purposes, Postal savings and life insurance are the major soutce of funds for the
Fiscal Investment and Loan Program, or FILP (zait6) which in turn provides
financing for public investment in housing, livelihood environment
infrastructure, health and welfare facilities, educaTional fadlities, small and
medium enterprise, agricultute, forestry and fisheries, land preservation and
disaster prevention, roads, transport communications, regional development,
industry and technology, trade and economic cooperation, and capital
employment." Most of this investment is allocated to loss-making public
corporations as iow-interest loans for their various government~sponsored
enterprises, including the construction of public infrastructure,59 As KQizumi
stated in the Lower House in May 2002, privatisation of postal services was an
initial step towards drastically reforming government loans and investment
programs as well as public corporations.'"
Moreover, given the prominence of public wotks as a target of FILP
investment, this funding program dOllbles as a huge pork barrel for politically
mategic distribution by the LDP. This is why privatising postal services is so
politically significant. Privatising postal savings and insurance will potentially
turn off One of the major public funding taps for the FILP, the public
corporations and the LDP. As the Nikkei observes, 'Koizumi has had the ultimate
ambition to stop the postal savings system ... from funnelling money into porkbarrel projects that have bolstered the ruling Liberal Democratic Party',6l
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Additional supporting policy objectives include fiscal reform, which will
reduce the quantities of government funds available to public corporations as
direct subsidies, whilst the policy of eliminating public corporations (either
through privatisation, mergers or abolition) will reduce the need to divert
public funding to these entities either as loans or subsidies. Attacking wasteful
public works will also undermine the activities of many of these bodies.
Koizumi's core policy proposals have been fleshed out as action plans, starting
with the June 2001 'Structural Reform of the Japanese Economy: Basic Policies
for Macroeconomic Management', which announced seven reform platforms:

privatisation and regulatory reforms (including the postal system and public
corporations related to roads, cities and housing), support for challengers/
entrepreneurs (including relaxing regulations and taxes in growth areas),
strengthening the insurance system (including creating individual accounts
for social insurance and reforming the pension system), nurturing of human
resources (including promoring educarional reform, science and technology
development, and 5 million jobs in 5 years), renovation of the living
environment (including a commitment ro solving environmental problems
and revitalising urban areas), promoting regional independence, including
simplifYing the system of grants ro local governments and creating more local
tax revenue), and correction of rigidity in fiscal policies (including reviewing
the use of special-purpose government funds, long-term plans for public works
and reducing the share of public works projects in GDP)."
Later programs and reform schedules have built on these core proposals.
The CEFP's June 2001 'Basic Policies for Macroeconomic Management and
Structural Reform of the Japanese Economy' was followed by
• the September 'Reform Schedule', which took the 'Basic Policies' forward,
provided a clear timetable for the specific contents of the 'Basic Policies'
and demonstrated 'a public road map for reform to the people'"
• the October 'Front-Loaded Reform Program' for accelerating the pace of
structural reform, which included 'measures for new job creation, safety
net formation concerning job security and SMEs, and measures addressing
the NPL problems'64
• the December 'Immediate Action Program for Structural Reform', which
was accompanied by the second supplementary budget for fiscal 2001
and which was designed to accelerate structural reforms and prevent the
economy from slipping into a so-called 'deflationary spiral' in which
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'economic conditions deteriorate at an accelerating pace through the
interplay of falling prices and contracting ptoduction'"
• the January 2002 'Fiscal 2002 Economic Outlook and Basic Stance for
Macroeconomic & Fiscal Management' which outlined futther steps for
dealing with nOll"performing loans, commitments to regulatory reform
and reorganisation and rationalisation of special public corporations
incorporated into a 'Structural Reform and Medium-term Economic and
Fiscal Outlook' which 'showed an ideal economic society Japan aimed to
achieve and a future vision of medium"term economic and fiscal
management including structural reform ro realize it'"
• the February 2002 'Emergency Countermeasures ro DeHation'
• the Apri! 2002 'Tbree Basic Principles for the Formation of the Economic
Policy Guidelines to be announced in June 2002'
• the June 2002 'Basic Policies for Economic and Fiscal Policy management
and Structural Reform 2002', a prescription according to Miznmi, 'for
overcoming deRation and creating a srrong economy,'?
The June 2002 'Basic Policies' feature ",-hat Koizumi has called a 'trinity' of
measures: economic revitalisation strategies (keizai kasseika senryaku), basic
principles of tax reform and structural reforms in major government
expenditures,·' The next step in Koizumi's reform schedule is the 'Koizumi
reform vision', including administrative and fiscal reforms, which will be
compiled in early September 2002,
In addition, the other Cabinet Office councils and prime ministerialsponsored headquarters, as well as the more traditional type of private advisory
panels to the prime ministet, have generated proposals for specific areas of
policy in terms of more detailed recommendations and implementation
timetables, They all help to maintain the structural reform 'industry that the
Mizumi administration has initiated,

- Fxternal help
Given the dire circumstances of the Japanese economy, external help has taken
the form of advice, counsel and support for the Koizumi administration from
the United States, President Bush gave Koizumi strong backing during his
visit to Tokyo in February 2002, enthusiastically endorsing both his leadership
and his reform agenda, The US administration has seen advantage in throwing
its considerable weight behind Koizumi as offi:ring the best chance for reform.
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In fact, the Bush administration sees Koizumi as the only person who Can
reform Japan." President Bush remarked that: 'Thanks to my friend, the prime
minister, Japan is on the path to reform. He is a leader who embodies the
energy and determination of his country'.7° He added that Koizumi was a
'great reformer' and that he had 'great confidence in his ability to lead the
country'. 71 He even offered to support Koizumi by bringing the 'forces of
resistance' to the White House and working on them in order to convince
them of the need for structural reform. 72 Although officials in the Bush
administration subsequently became more sceptical of Koizumi's ability to
bring off his reforms, they have remained uncritical in public because they
want him to succeed.?3
For the most part, the United States has eschewed traditional-type 'foreign
pressure' (gaiatsu) as a lever to force the Koizumi administration to deliver more
rapidly on structural reform. In the past, gaiatsu has usually targeted changes
in Japanese policy and economic structure which are going to be of direct
benefit to US interests in terms of increased marker access and other gains for
US business. This kind of gaiatsu has been effective in inducing Japan to reform
some of its economic policies and trade postures. Gaiatsu does this by generating
tailwinds for domestic reformers to overcome local opposition, exciting Japanese

fears of international isolation by being left out of multilateral agreements,
and by implicitly or explicitly raising the spectre of retaliation from economic
partners if the Japanese government does not concede on specific demands. 74
This time, the United States has not been seeking narrow commercial
advantage for specific industries by issuing a set of official, detailed requests in
bilateral negotiations. The tailwind the United States has tried to generate for
Koizumi has been to provide positive support and assistance rather than to
chide, criticise and pressure, at least at the executive level. To some extent, the
US government has been defanged by its need for Japanese support for the war
on terrorism, with the Bush administration preferring quiet dialogue to the
kind of overt and strident gaiatsu that has characterised the US approach to
dealing with Japan in the past on economic and trade issues?' As Ayukawa
puts it, 'US officials just want Japan to crawl out of the problem and it does
not matter how long it takes',76
In sum, the United States has played a relatively low key role in Japan's
attempts to right its faltering economy. Pressure has been informed by a more
general perspective: the health of rhe Japanese economy is important for the
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region as well as for the United States, President Bush commented during his
visit to Tokyo that: 'It', important for the world's second-largest economy ro
grow, It will help the region, and it will help the world' 77 Japan is the weakest
of the world's major economies and there is great concern about the potential
fallout from a possible Japanese economic collapse for the United States as well
as for the regional and global economies, The United States is also worried that
Japanese weakness will ultimately alter the balance of power in East Asia and
undetmine Japan's leadership in the region." The US administration sees Japan's
weakness in strategic tetms and is concerned abour the rise of China in the
context of Japan's decline, The Bush administration has taken the stance that:
'If Japan's zero growth continues for the next 30 years, China will become a
veritable big power, However, sl1ch a sitUation is nor desirable botb for its
neighbors and the U.S, in geopolitical terms. The United States hopes for
Japan to be strong' 79
In this context, Koizumi has faced pressure from the United Stares to get his
reform agenda going and to deal more quickly ,,~th some of the more intractahle
issues like non-performing loans and deflation, Bush has urged action on these
issues, although he was 'careful during his visit to avoid prescribing a remedy
for Japan's economic ailments, a break from the Clinton administration's
policy', so
Other Bush administration representatives have been more pointed in their
remarks about the need for the Koiznmi administration to deal adequately
with the bad loan problem and have, in fact, provided detailed advice and
prescriptions for reform, The US Treasury Secretary, who visited Japan in January
2002, laid out a detailed blueprinr for how Japan should reform its economy,
including aggressive action to clean up bad loans, 'a loose monetary policy to
stem deflation, and a comprehensive programme of deregulation to introduce
more competition into the country's domestic economy'. 81 Similarly, the
Chairman of rhe US Council of Economic Advisers made calls for specific
policy adjustments such as tax cuts, In addition, the American Chamber of
Commerce in Japan advocated a course of action that included forcing banks
to sell non-performing loans (something that US officials have also
recommended), recapitalising the banks and then imposing striCt conditions
forcing them to lend on the basis of objective financial critena,"
At times, individual US commentators and governmt'llt representatives have
even hectored Japan and from some quatters there has been outright criticism,
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Former United States Trade Representative Charlene Barshefsky accused Japan
of continuing to prefer short-term comfort over long-term reform and argued
that if Japan continued in the same fashion, it would remain on a road
characterised by stagnation. She added that 'if Japan fails to implement reforms,
the rest of the world would simply "move on''' 83 US business executives have
also criticised delays in the implementation of Japan's structural reforms. Whilsr
Bush was giving his endorsement of Koizumi's reform drive and expressing
confidence in the prime minister's ability to accomplish his mission, at a meeting
of Japanese and American business leaders in the United States, a number of
participants gave vent to their frustration over the Koizumi administration's

lack of progress in dealing with the bad debts of the banks. 84 Similarly, the G7
finance ministers and central bank governors meeting in March 2002 grilled
Finance Minister Shiokawa about Japan's inadequate structural reforms and
about the banks' continuing non-performing loan problem, as well as urging
the Japanese government to accelerate its economic reforms. The Koizumi
administration has also received requests from the other Group of Eight major
powers, led by the United States, that it inject public funds into the banking
sector.

US policy requests are now more formally incorporated into the Japanese
policymaking process through its advisory council system, and especially those
bodies that directly advise the prime minister. In October 2001, for example,
representatives from the US Embassy attended a meeting of the Cabinet Office
Council for Regulatory Reform, and requested that Japan promote competition
in its telecommunications and medical services markets. 8s The Japanese and
US governments also hold regular vice ministerial-level negotiations to exchange
views on deregulation and competitive policy. This is a means for the US
representatives to proselytise their model of economic management and to
pass on the benefit of their own experience in dealing with economic issues
and financial problems. These discussions are most reminiscent of traditional
gaiatsu in holding out prospects of direct commercial advantage to US companies
in fields through increased access to Japanese markets.
From time to time the Koizumi administration also reverts to an orthodox
gaiatsu response in dealing with the United States. 86 For example, it resorted
to a form of 'package diplomacy' prior to President Bush's visit to Tokyo in
February 2002. Package diplomacy entails the Japanese government coming
up with a set of measures it knows will please the United States prior to high-
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level leaders' meetings, The February anti~deflationary policy measures
announced by the Koizumi administration were motivated by such diplomatic
considerations, given President Bush's impending visi" Indeed, the Japanese
government was under specific pressure from the US Embassy in Tokyo to
deliver something in this area, The US administration reportedly sent a secret
letter to Koizumi urging action on the deflation issue immediately prior to
BILSh'S Japan trip, As Masuwe puts it, the February anti~ddlation package was
directly due to the gaiatsu of President Bush's visit to Japan: 1'\lthough I had
been grappling to put the need for anti-deflation measures across to the cabinet
and the Bank of Japan, as a member of the House of Councillors, I had to wait
until to wait until gaiatsu, called the US government'.87
Similarly, at the G7 finance ministers meeting in Canada in June 2002,
Finance Minister Shiokawa spelt out the Koizumi administration's economic
revitalisation package. The Japanese ptess also noted that the June tax reform
plan was hastily put together in preparation for the G8 summit in Canada at
the end oOune," Prime Minister Koilumi took the plan to Canada in order to
seek US 'understanding' of Japan's 'efforts' for structural reforms by conveying
the details of reform of the tax system incorporated into the 'Basic Policies for
Economic and Fiscal Management and Structural Reform 2002'.89 Pressure
from abroad reputedly encouraged a Koizumi about~face on tax cuts because
of calls from the United States to stimulate the economy by lowering taxes.

- Compensating losers
In the Japanese case, direct compensation for losers is a standard tactic for
fucilitatillg economic reform, particularly in response to gaiatsu. It has been a
stock accompaniment of policy changes that expose favoured sectors to
restructuring and greater market competirion9il and often ends up delaying
the ptocess of reform'l by merely substituting one form of government benefit
lor another. Moreover, it represents what is widely tecognised in Japan as an
outdated 'save the weak' social policy antipathetic to market reforms.'2
Compensation politics of this type hardly figures on the Koizumi agenda
because his structural refurms, and specifically fiscal consolidation, have taken
direct aim at the compensation-type policies that have benefited special interests
in the past. Thete have, however, been some measutes to relieve the pain of
structural reform in tbe form of unemployment relief and financial support for
small and medium~sized businesses, Both sets of measures are linked to bad-
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debt disposal by the banks. For example, one of the problems of the banks'
bad debts is that lending is falling continuously 'as institutions put all their
efforts into provisioning for bad loans' 93
One of Koizumi's policy pledges in the race for the LDP presidency was tbe
proposal to prepare tor the pain of stmctural reform by establishing a better
unemployment safety net: 'If Japan paid a full year's benefits to 1m new
unemployed, at 70 per cent of their current avetage ¥5m salary, this would
'onli cost ¥3,000bn ... [wj,Jch] is less than the country spends on construction
projects each year'." In September 2001, the Headquarters for Industrial
Structural Reform and Employment Measures drew up a package of emergency
measures designed to prevent the jobless rate from worsening as stmctural
reform proceeded. It aimed for the creation of 5.3 million jobs over five years
through deregulation, overcoming the mismatch in iabour supply and demand,
and establishing a safety net for the unemployed." Expenditure to support
some of these measures was incorporated into the first 2001 supplementary
budget. Tbe ¥2.99 trillion budget included ¥1 trillion in extra spending mostly
to deal with increased unemployment and provide extra funds to support small
and medium-sized companies. The funds went to improving safety nets, such
as subsidies to companies that hired unemployed workers and implemented
job training.
It was followed by the October 2001 'Front Loaded Reform Program' which
was designed to strengthen safety nets and generate one miliion jobs over three
years: 500,000 by new types of public services., about 170,000 by supporting
employers in newly growing ateas; about 190,000 by supporting
reemployment; and the rest by utilising internships for the younger generation
and through other measures. Furrhermote, in the job training area, 80,000
opportunities were provided for displaced workers'% Both sets of employment
policies were basically market-conforming and in line with the broad thrust of
structural reform, rather than buying off customary tent-seeking groups.
The Februaty 2002 anti-de!hdon package included more financial support
to small and medium-sized companies tbat were suffering as a result of banks
unwillingness to extend new loans. 97 The measures offered an expanded safety
net guarantee and a loan scheme. This policy meant that rhe government
would step in to keep companies mnning in lieu of tbe banks performing their
usual function of business lending.
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- Accelerating the gains to winners
The Koizumi administration's approach to accelerating the gains to winners
began with its 200] fiscal teform program, which endeavoured to redirect the
allocation of fiscal resources away from favoured sectors to those that could
contribute to the recovery and reform process (such as the IT industry), and
public works projects that might enhance efficiency and productiviry in the
economy. The cabinet guidelines for the formulation of the 2002 budget
incorporated the fiscal structural reform program announced in the June 200]
CEFP 'Bask Policy Outline for Economic Reform'. It involved redistribution
of some public works spending away from traditional areas like local porr
development, airport projects and sewage works ro informarion technology
and infrastructure projects for urban redevelopment and improvement of living
standards.
Tbe January 2002 'Fiscal 2002 Economic Outlook and Basic Stance for
Macroeconomic & Fiscal Management' developed rhis approach further by
including measures to promote the development of sdence and technology."
In addition, new industries with potential for growth via deregulation, as well
aB small businesses that reorganised at the manageriallevd, were winners from
the employment measures package incorporated into the October 2001 first
supplementary budget."
These policy strands were subsequently advanced in the technology, new
industry development and regional power strategies in the June 2002 'Economic
Reviralisation Strategies' (incorporated into the 'Basic Policies for Economic
and Fiscal Management and Strucrural Reform 2002'). The technology and
new industry development strategies proposed a greater transfer of resources
into life sciences and the promotion of research and development (R&D) as
well as encouraging the development of environmental technologies and
biotechnology. The regional power strategy focused specifically on advancing
deregulation of business. It gave mote impetus to the idea of structural reform
spedal zones where, 'government regulations will be drastically telaxed and
corporations could be given favourable tax breaks' .'00
Tax reform has also offered some potential gains to winners. It holds out
prospects for generating growth by providing incentives for corporations and
individuals, including tax relief measures for corporate capital spending in
specific arenas.'o! According to Koizumi, his government 'would like to develop
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a comprehensive tax system that would help revitalize the economy and reward
taxpayers for their efforts, and not merely devise tax cuts or increases' .'02 The
June 2002 :Agreement between the Government and the Ruling Parties' on
'Present Economic Revitalizing Policies' established an R&D promotion tax
and a priQritised investment promotion taX as measures to revitalise corporate
activities effective as of 1 January 2003.
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OpPORTUNmES LOST

As the previous twO chapters have argued, the Koizumi administtation bas
enjoyed many of the political conditions that are widely accepted as contrihuting
to processes of economic reform in societies seeking to make the transition
from being interventionist to market-liberal economies. Koizumrs apparent
lack of success in engineering such a transition is, therefore, paradoxical. Surely,
given the combination of Koizumi's commitment to a genuine program of
refotm and a fuvourable political environment, be should bave mucb more to
sbow ['Or his efforts? The discussion in this and subsequent chapters will provide
an extended explanation of that patadox. It shows how Koizumi failed to
capitalise on opportUnities for reform that were initially present and idemifies
those policy choices tbat might have provided positive impetus for reform. It
also isolates political conditions that should have been conducive to reform
but which turned our to he negative or became negative over time. Finally, it
attributes the major cause of Koizumi's lack of success to a set of critical political
conditions that are necessary for economic reform to occur in Japan. but which
have been almost entirely absent under Koizumi and which are not likely to be
present under any furure prime minister.

- Japans economic crisis has not produced a state of extrfUJrdinary' or 'abnormal'
politics
The key to the political effectiveness of an economic crisis is that it produces a
sense of crisis amongst those in government, the broader policy community
96
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and the general public. The Koizumi administration has ttied to exploit a
sense of crisis to effect its radical reform programs. However, as 2001 turned
into 2002 and the much-anticipated 'March crisis' in Japan's financial system
did not materialise, 1 the government's sense of crisis dissipated and it relaxed
its reformist zeal. 2 The modest rise of stock prices' and other good news also
dulled policymakers' sense of urgency. 4 The more upbeat view was bolstered
by signs of an economic turnaround in April and May, confirmed by the June
GDP figures for the first quarter of 2002.
Economic crisis opened a window of opportunity for reform in Japan by
making the public more receptive to the Koizumi phenomenon, but it did not
bring about an equivalent political crisis. It made the Japanese people feel
disillusioned with the government's ability to revive the economy, but it did
not produce the widespread social unrest that might have prompted those in
positions of power in the LDP and in the bureaucracy who are committed to
the status quo to be more open to innovative policy solutions or to share Koizumi's

commitment to change. Nor did the economic crisis discredit existing power
structures sufficiently to undermine their authority.' Although the executive
led by the prime minister has endeavoured to seize the policy initiative and
enact broad-ranging reforms, it bas continued to face obstruction from resilient
and well-entrenched power centres that actively resist change. Crisis may,
therefore, provide political leaders with a strong rationale to overturn existing
systems, but it does not necessarily incapacitate traditional power centres.

LDP 'RESISTANCE FORCES'
LDP politicians, whom Koizumi has labelled 'resistance forces' (teikO seiryoku),
are actively campaigning against those elements of his economic reform program
which most directly impact on their political interests.' They are being led by
the largest faction in the LDP-the Hashimotcr faction-which will not follow
Koizumi's leadership. The split between Koizumi and the Hashimoto faction
is an open rift that has unfortunate policy consequences. As it plays out through
party policymalting processes,' it is a major factor preventing Koizumi from
implementing his reform plans.
The resistance forces continue to push for economic stimulus measures, to
frustrate banking reform and deregulation, to protect publicly owned businesses
from privatisation and to demand that public works spending be maintained.
Their influence can be seen in numerous policy battlegrounds where Koizumi
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and the anti-reform farces have locked horns. For example, in the wake of the
terrorist attacks on the United Stares in Sep(ember 2001 and the synchronised
global economic slowdown that followed, Kaizumi was placed under
tremendous pressure from members of his own part}' to abandon his pledge to
limit rhe issue of new government bonds to ¥30 trillion in 2001 and to change
his priorities from structutal reform policies to measures to revive the economy.
Koizumi managed to maintain the cap, but only by using non-bond sources of
funding for tbe second supplementaty budget.
Similarly, the proposals to free up taxes used exclusively to fund road
construction for general revenue purposes and to CUt road construction programs
have heen openly attacked by various LDP politicians who use government
expenditure on roads as a hnge pork barrel for obtaining votes and political
funding linked to road construction. Two days after Koiznmi announced his
road policy initiative, Dier members representing road construction interests

(the so-called road 'tribe', or daro zoku)' rallied more than 2,000 local
government leaders in a hall near the party's headquatters in Tokyo.' This ad
hoc 'National Conference for Promoting Road Expansion' condemned Koiznmi's
plans, claiming that they would hurt local government independence. Many
of the politicians belonged to the Hashimoto faction which specialises in road
policy and in representing road-related interests. Nonaka Hiromu, SecretaryGeneral of the Hashimoto faction, former LDP Secretary-General, and former
Chief Cabinet Secretary under the Obuchi administration,w also installed
himself as chairman of an important LDP policy committee on highways"
from where he could directly influence party policy on road construction reform.
The effortS of the LDP's internal road lobby prevented the Koizumi Cabinet
from undertaking a thorough review of the allocation of revenue from roadrelated taxes for road construction and maintenance scbeduled for early 2002.12
This group continues to battle Koiztlmi's attempts to freeze highway
construction and privatise the four road-related public corporations," including
the Japan Highway Poblic Corpotation (see Table 1. I). Koizumi agreed under
pressure to establish all independent committee to supervise the privatisation
process, but the LDP road tribe is pushing behind the scenes for their own
privatisation program that 'would take the teeth out of Koizumi's initiative'. "
As a group of young DP] Diet members observed, in spite of the existence of a
third-parry committee to oversee the process of privatisation, in reality the
snccess of rhe reform remains in the hands of the dJ;ro zoku. I ' The major issue
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discussed by the committee is the fate of a 2,400 kilometre portion of
the planned 9,342 kilometres of highways that have not yet been buik The
comminee is due to report by November 2002, On its report hang a
considerable number of potential pork-barrel projects which the road 'tribe'
can use to please their supporters,16 In late July 2002, the road tribe established
its own league of parliamentarians to promote the construction of highways.'?
Nonaka, who has been made an influemial advisor to the league, commented:
'We can never give in to the prime minister"s assertion that construction of
highways be frozen and tax revenues now earmarked specifically for road
construction be widely used',"
The road corporation issue is part of a much larger battle over privatising
public corporations, The initial vehicle for the resistance forces' campaign against
privatisation was a special-purpose task force on administrative reform
established within the party, which conducted its own review of public
corporations, It was stacked with anti-reform politicians led by Hashimoto.
Ironically, as State Minisrer for Administrative Reform in the last Mori Cabinet
of 2001, Hashimoto rook exactly the opposite tack, saying that aH special
public corporations should either be dissolved or privatised." In April 2001,
he unveiled a set of crireria for reforming public corporations. They affected
some 160 special corporations and their 1,200 subsidiaries and were almost
identical to those later used by the Koiztuni administration, Given Hashimoto's
to

record as an administrative reformer, his about-face on this issue suggesrs an

act of pure political expediency. Narrow political purpose (undermining
Koizumi with a view to replacing him with a member of the Hasbimoto faction)
has overridden larget policy purpose. Hashimoto's behaviour epitomises the
fact that policy has always come a poor second ro politicking in the LDP,
particularly when it comes to securing fuctional fortunes,
In November 2001 an even more overt anti-reform LDP lobby took shape
in rhe form of the 'Alliance to Save Japan' with well over 55 members, The
group pulled in politicians from several different LDP factions with a view to
presenting it, own proposal for the reform of public corporarions to counter
Koizumi's proposals.'o
In December 2001, another informal lobby-this time consisting of Upper
House members-mobilised against Koizumi's plan to privatise postal services,
The group, which organised Diet members from both the LDP and opposition
parties, boasted a membership of 146, more than half the total complement of
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247 Upper House members. It was led by former Minister of Justice, Jinnouchi
Takao, a member of the Hashimoto faction, which also has strong links to
postal interests. Luer in May 2002 a 'Postal Services Ronndtable Conference'
(Yilsei ]igy6 Kondankai)21 was established inside the LOP to oppose the fuur
bills to refotm postal services submitted to the Diet in April-May 2002.22&
the leader of LOP Diet members whn support and are supported by postal
service interests, :-.Ionaka chaired the grouping. The bills included a law defining
requirements ro be met by private corporations seeking to enter the mail
collection and delivery business, and another to establish and define the
organisational structure of a new public corpocation (the Japan Postal Public
Corporation, Of Nihon YCisei Kosha) to take over from the Postal Services
Agency" in April 2003. 24 No provision was made in the bills for the eventual
privatisation of the new postal public corporation,
Koizumi has also had to fight hard against LOP Diet members representing
the health care lobby within the party, who tried to force him to give up his
deadline of April 2003 for inttoducing a new policy requiring salaried workers
to increase their contribution to medical tteatment costs ftom 20-30 per cent."
The so-called welfare 'tribe' (kOsei zoku) resisted the date because of doctors'
fears about losing patients because of the hike:'" Although Koizumi succeeded
in overcoming the opposition on this issue, he won at the price of pntting off
tackling the serious srmctural problems in the medical care industry such as
refurms to the health insurance system and the COSt of medicine.27
In late 2002, the battle shifted to the Koizumi administration's prior
commitment under the 1996 Deposit Insurance Law to abolish the full-deposit
protection for demand deposits at banks (that is, ordinary deposits, cheque
accounts and other types of liquid savings) on 1 April 2003. An internal lobby
group entitled the Select Commission on Policies for Deflation (Defure Taisaku
Tokumei Iinkai) took up the issue. Its chairman, Aizawa Hideyuki, teamed up
As6 Tar6, the LOP's policy research chief, to push fot the guarantee to be
extended indefinitely. Their political interests were shaped directly by concerns
for the fate of the smalier banks and credit unions that might be exposed to a
flight of deposits in the event that the government', full guarantee on tora!
savings amounts was removed. This might in turn cteate further difficulties in
the small business lending market. Their call was backed ditectly by the Second
Association of Regional Banks and the National Association of Small Savings
(Shinkin) Banks. Ranged against these groups were the prime minister, his
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senior cabinet aides and the Financial Services Agency, all of whom were
committed to the plan in order to encourage further bank consolidation and
management reforms as well as to avoid the potential fiscal costs of bank rescues.
The pressure from the party was sufficient to force Koizumi to propose a loophole
in the reform plan allowing for a new type of non-interest-bearing account
that would be fully protected by the government."

BUREAUCRATIC OBSTRUCTIONISM
In addition to well-mobilised a!lti-reform lobbies in the LDI~ Koizumi also
has to contend with strong resistance from the bureaucracy.'9 His initial proposal
to restructure 163 special and approved public corporations elicited rhe classic
bureaucratic rejoinder that almost all such corporations 'would be difficult' to
privatise or abolish. Favourable responses such as 'would abolish' or 'would
study abolishing' were offered for only three special public corporations which
were already slated for integration into other organisations. 30 Tbis number
was expanded to seven (see Table 1.1) through political negotiations involving
the administration, LDP policy executives and the ministries, a figure that feU
fax short of Koizumi's original objective.
Similarly, the severe conditions surrounding the issue of postal privatisation
reflect not only the objections of the LDP but also the demands of the Ministry
of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, which
battled K01zumi over how extensively the postal services should be privatised.'l
The minisrry imposed such highly restrictive terms and conditions under which
the privatisation of mail services would take place in April 2003 that it put
itself in the position of effectively sabotaging the intention of tile bill by making
it virtually impossible fOr privare sector companies to participate. As the Nikkei
commented$
[uluder rhe bills, only businesses with approval from the ministry and the postal corporation
would be allowed to deliver postal mail as wen as all other types of maiL But to win approval,
companies would have to offer unironn services- narionwide,n something some private parcel
firms deem impossible.,':l

The concept of 'uoiversal service' was code for a highly restrictive privatisation
regime requiring companies to install mailboxes throughout the country,"
and provide the same services in dry and rural areas. Such a move was intended
to make rheir participation much less profirable and therefore much less likely.
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Koizumi also caved intO demands that the Minister of Public Managemem,
Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications appoint the presidem and vicepresidents of rhe new postal public corporation," and that the corporation's
employees would be public servants, Finally; the ministry retained the right to
define exactly what constituted pOstal mail after the postal services legislation
pas>ed the Diet, so that it could effectively determine the rules under which
private companies would participate and thus stack the conditions in £lvou! of
the new postal corporation.
In spite of all the bureaucratically-imposed stdctures, Koizumi told the
Lower House that 'government regulations on private mail-delivery businesses
would be limited to minimal levels. "I've instructed the public managemem
minister to ensure that private firms will be able to emer the mail-delivery
market by any means"'." He also made the assurance that at least one private
company would enter the 'privatised' postal business. However, none of the
private delivery companies in fact showed
... any interest in !2unching fulj-scale letter delivery sen11ces... private companies have many
conceros with the govenunent's plans,.,In particular, they are worried that the Public
Management Millistry; which would be hnked to the envisioned public postal corporation,
would regulate their operations. ')J

Japan's largest parcel delivery company, Yamato Transport, was considered
the most likely candidate, but its president reiterated that his company had
already decided against participation. He objected to the 'overregulation' of
privare sector entry into the mail delivery bnsine"," and to the prospect that
private corporations entering the business would be 'under the government's
thumb'. '" Meanwhile, some motorcycle delivery companies showed interest
in breaking into the express mail delivery market, which would exempt them
from having to set up mailboxes. 40 Concerns were raised, however, that
government rules and guidelines would inevitably burden them with other
costS, potentially wiping out their profits,4t When the postal bills finally passed
the Diet in July 2002, critics were unanimous in condemning the bills as 'a
setback for both the liberalization of the mail business and the privatization of
the postal services' ,42
Public corporation reform and privatisation of postal services ate not the
only issues over which bureaucratic ministries have dug in rheir heels. The
Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications
is highly resistant to the notion that public-investment subsidies to local
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government should be cut, whilst the Health, Labour and Welfare Ministry
(Kosei ROd6sh6) has objected to the proposa,! that part of the governmentmanaged pension progtam for corporate employees should be privatised,43 It
has also opposed the idea of constraining social security spending through
pension reform. In June 2002, Minister Sakaguchi Chikara stressed that his
ministry would only grant conditional agreement to the MOF/CEFP proposal
to index pensions, which would enable them to tall in line with price declines,
As part of a strategy to block the proposal, which was strongly opposed by
ministry officials, the ministty demanded a simultaneous cut in the salaries of
government employees. 44

The structural reform special 'wnes that pose a parricular threat to the
interventionist authority of the bureaucracy have also elicited objections from
various ministries. They have argued against the coocepr to the Council for
RegulatOry Reform, which failed to Hnd any common ground with the
bureaucracy in its July 2002 interim reporr on deregulation." Specifically the
Health., Labour and Welfare Ministry and the Education, Culrure, Sports,
Science and Technology Ministty (Monbu Kagakusho) objected to the prospect
of deregulated areas where existing laws, ordinances and administrators'
discretionary authority would be curtailed.
Other recommendations in the council's interim report drew similar

opposition from the ministries concerned. The report called for the restrictions
on private companies entering certain fields-medical treatment, welfare,
education and agriculture-to be lifted. The council's view was that diversified
management bodies would increase options for consumers and lead to imptoved
quality of services and lower COSts. The relevant ministries' responses were
immediate. The Healrh, Labour and Welfare Ministry rejected the idea of
corporate access

IO

the medical service area; the Educacion, Culture" Sports,

Science and Techllology Ministry was opposed to the notion of privare
companies running schools, and the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries, or MAFF (N6rinsuisanshtl), raised a number of objections to
corporations running farms. 46

ANTI-ADJUSTMENT INTEREST GROUPS
Economic crisis has not made interest groups who stand to bear the concentrated
costs of reform any more willing to contemplate it. Crisis has not, as Haggard
puts it, silenced 'the distributional demands coming from anti-adjustment
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interest groups) ,47 Organisations representing various kinds of sectional interests
have not been lmocked off balance by economic crisis bur have organised their
defences and are still vetoing change.
Representing Japan's doctors, the Japan Medical Association QMA)," has
campaigned againsr KOITumi's plan to reform the medical care system. Not
only has the JMA come up with its own healthcare reform plan, but it has
strongly objected to specific medical refonn proposals presented by the Koizumi
administration. For example, it opposed a suggested new system for managing
the increased rate of medical expenses for the elderly with the result t:l41t Koiwmi
abandoned the proposed reform. 49 Koizumi's medical reform package also
yielded to pressure from the JMA in abandoning the plan to narrow the gap
between the amounts charged by large hospitals and small clinics for repeat
visits, which favours private practitioners.'" Similarly, the proposal from the
Council fot Regulatory Reform that private, profit-seeking shareholder firms
be allowed to enter areas such as medical care wa.s rejected by the JMA."
In conttast, Koizumi has been more successnd in medical system refotm
where he has heen able to put more of rhe financial burden on to patients
tather than on to medical service providers. Koizumi successfully obtained the
JMNs consent to his proposal ro raise the oUt·of-pocket burden for medical
care on salary earners from 20 to 30 per cent, although the JMA objected to
the deadline of 1 April 2003 for the reform."
In the postal sector, several organisations are leading the charge against
privatisation. The most politically influential is Taiju no Kai, the group
representing retired postmasters (so-called 'OBs', or 'Old Boys') and their
families from the 19,000 specially designated post offices (tokutei yitbin kyoku)
nationwide." These post offices are located in rural and onen remote areas and
are operated as a side-business by retailers and others under Contract to the
government. Taiju no Kai is the largest occuparional grouping backing the
LDP'54 It has organisations in each prefecture, boasts 240,000 registered LDP
members, reputedly mobilises around 1 million votes" and generates large
quantities of funds for election candidates. These resources provide tbe basis
fur bureaucrats from the former Ministty of Posts and Telecommunications, or
Yilseisho (now Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and
Telecommunications), to stand for election in the National Constituency of
the Upper House on an LDP ticket, because Taiju no Kai's members are
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conveniently scattered throughout Japan." The group that styles itself the
'postal services family' IytJsei ikka) opposes privatisation of postal operations
because it argues that such a move would lead to the scrapping of many post
ofHces in sparsely populated rural areas. 57 In reality, privatising pOStal services
would abolish the privileged status of the postmasters of government-designed
post ofHces and diminish the means of their influence over the LDP, <C5 well as
potentially eradicating an important social institution in rural areas.
Other organisations opposing postal services privatisation are the lahour
unions that organise postal workers. For these unions, the manna of 'universal
service} represented the main baLtleground over the privatisation issue. 58

- TIle honeymoon effect has worn off and the social consensus in fil1!our of reform
is fracturing

The honeymoon effect that Koizumi was able to employ greatly to his advantage
in the early days of his administration to maintain public support for his
strucrural reform program and [0 silence critics of his reform policies has
evaporated, The Koizumi bubble burst in February 2002. following his
dismissal of popular Foreign Minister Tanaka Maltiko. Koizumi's public approval
ratings plummeted overnight by about 30 percentage points to more 'normal'
Jevels in the range of 40- 50 per cent, In dramatic fashion, the so-called 'Koizumi
boom' bnst. As Eda puts it, with the dismissal of Tanaka, the public's feeling
of distrust towards Koizumi became extraordinarily strong. Up to that point,
the public had believed Koizumi shared their perspective, but following the
Tanaka dismissal, they thought Koizumi had reverted to the traditional LDP
view of politics." This was the principal cause of Koizumi's 'approval deHation
spiral'.60 Because Tmaka stood for reform, Koizumi implicitly adopted an amireform stance in dismissing her.6! Even Koizumi complained that he was
regarded as having become a member of the LDP 'resistance forces'.62
In May 2002, a public opinion poll showed that the Koizumi Cabinet's
non-support rate topped its support rate for the fitst time since its inauguration
in April 2001, with a disapproval rating of 47.7 pcr cent and an approval
rating of 41.8 per cem."' In the light of this trend, Hatoyama Yukio of the
DP] commented that 'the Koizumi Cabinet has become just an ordinary
Cabinet'." Inoguchi went even further, observing that 'after losing public
support, his sttongest political weapon, the Koizumi cabinet is only one step
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away from being a lame duck'.·' Ensuing political scandals did not help,
including that involving Kato Kilichi, Koizumi's closest political ally,'" 'giving
the public rhe impression that Japanese political circles ... [werel handcuffed
to tradition and that notbing ... [had] been changed by Koizumi's reform
drive'
So while Koizumi began with a large quantity of political capital or political
stock, some of it was subsequently dissipated or squandered. Koizumi had a
full 10 months to move quickly and efficiently to enact a radical reform agenda.
His honeymoon period was longer than the norm for new administrations in
Japan. As Curtis observes, with these skyhigh approval ratings, Koizumi 'could
have gone far'." Because such levels of support turned out to be untecoverable,
a premium was placed on Koizumi's moving quickly to achieve radical refotm.
The question that Koizumi now faces is whether his diminishing public
support provides a sufficient political base from which ID enact fundamental
retorm. Koizwni does have some political capital left. A 40 per cent support
rate fur a cabinet is acceptable by Japanese standards and may possibly provide
a political base from which to move forward. Koizumi's predecessor, Mori, was
lucky to get into double figures. As Ende. points out, amongst the 20
administrations since Prime Minister Kishi Nobusuke, only 10 cabinets secured
more than a 40 per cent approval rate 10 months after inauguration and approval
ratings were ofren irrelevant in tetms of what these cabinets were able to
accomplish. In short, public popularity and cabinet capability are not necessa.rily
directly linked.
The cabinets that were capable of relatively more significant policy
achievement, however, wete tbose led by prime ministers with a strong power
base within the parry, who were thus able to impose changes on the populace
regardless of their popularity. G9 The more successfi.ll prime ministers have been
willing to play the party power game in order to get theit policies successfully
implemented. Koizuml, in contrast, is a maverick independent who refuses to

play by the party rules. Indeed, he has endeavoured to push his policies through
by going outside party processes and using his executive power as prime
ministc-r.70
Koizumi is, therefore, vulnerable because he operates without a strong,
personal base of support inside the LDP and because he has never really ([ied
to build one. He once declared: '1 don't want to become a follower and I don't
want anyone else to become my follower'.7l His only power base has been his
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public popularity, which he has tried to use as an instrument within his own
party to move his reforms forward. As Curtis comments: 'His only hope was to
leverage his eighty percent public support to force feed policies down the
throat of his own party that did not want to swallow them'.n
In the longer term, this approach has turned out to be one of Koizumi's key
weaknesses, It has left him exposed in the event that his public support rate
came crashing down. Any leader that only relies on public opinion becomes
vulnerable and ineffective when tbe people desert him, As Endo argues, Koizumi
put too much faith in public opinion as the driving force (gendfJryoku) of his
administration. He was too reliant on public opinion for taking on LDP
resistance fotces, instead of concentrating on achieving his refotm program
regardless of public opinion. Following a results-based strategy would have
produced greater achievements, and this, in turn, would have brought public
opinion in behind him. Instead of building public support through action,
however, Koizumi showed excessive consideration for public opinion, which
made him servile and diminished his detetmination to complete his structural
reforms," As End" concludes, what a nation needs from its leader is to
demonstrate outstanding leadership, not to share banal interests with the
common people. The citizens are the people politicians should trust least but
want to trust the most. A leader must have the courage of his own convictions
and act accordingly. He must persuade the people to his view and have the
courage to confront them."
In an effort to retain public suppon and his political credibility, Koizumi
insists that he will continue with his reforms regardless of his approval ratings.
However, what was possible with 80 per cent support lIlay not be possible at
lower levels." Koizumi could have strengthened his power base in the party
had he acted to dissolve both houses of the Diet early in the piece. A resounding
electoral victory might have enabled him to construct a strong mandate for
reform and huild a basis fur a longer term administtation."
As time has passed, the slide in Koizumi's approval ratings has shown no sign
of halting, with levels of support in rhe 30-40 per cent range emerging in June
2002. One report claims that 'the Japanese people seem to have given up on
Koizumi. The viewing rate for the live Diet session broadcast by NHK has
decreased to half the amount of time ar the start of his administration' ,77 Likewise,
the circulation of the Koizumi Cabinet Mail Magazine on the internet has
dropped to around one-third of what it was at the beginning of his administration.
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Without the armOUf of his public popularity, Koizumi is more vulnerable
to attacks from his opponents. The decline in his popular support has
emboldened those LDP politicians who were temporarily disarmed by fears
that attacking Koizumi would undermine their own public standing. Indeed,
some of the support Koizumi enjoyed amongst members of bis own party was
purely opportunistic. It was due solely to Koizumi's public support and to the
calculations of many of his fellow LDP Diet members that Koizumi was good
for the party's popularity. Koizumi's high public standing thus had a
bandwagoning dfect inside the LD P itself With 'clear public SUppOIT for
change, Koizumi ... won time and the benefit of the doubt'." AI; Curtis observes,
Koizumi, .. fwas] in a fight against time [0 act while his opponents in the LDP". [were] on the
defensive. Tney could nOfsayanything against him during or immediately alter the July Upper
House election, 'When his popularity W<1S at its zenith. Now, however, these opposition forces
are becoming increasingly bold in speaking Out against him and in opposing his poHciesJ<;l

Koizumi is surviving latgely by default both from the perspective of his
party and the Japanese people. Rival factions do not seem to have any obvious
candidates to replace him" and public opinion polls reveal that the public
only supports Koimmi because they perceive the likely alternatives as worse.
Factional manoeuvring is constantly going on in the background, however)
and Koizumi's ability to last remains one of the big question marks hanging
over his administration. Four veteran politicians from different factions who
have each been elected to the Diet seven times and who can be considered the
group 'most likely' to succeed as prime minister at some point, meet regularly:
Koga Makoto, formet LDP secretary-general, Aso 1ar", Koizumi's tival for the
LDP presidency in the 2001 race, Hiranuma lakeo, Minister of Economy,
Trade and Industty, and Komura Masahiko, former Foreign Minister.
Koizumi's popular support is likely to dissipate even more quickly in the
absence of immediate and palpable payoffi from his economic reforms. Koizumi
simply has nor delivered sufficiently to convince the public that he is able to
achieve reform. Si Indeed, profound public disillusionment and even a sense of
betrayal are setting in. Koizumi's credentials as a reformer and his commitment
to reform are being questioned, while his reform policies are also losing their
credibility. Public opinion polls in early 2002 indicated that very few
respondents believed that government measures would help the economy
recover.82 In one sntvey, 46 per cent of those who did not back the Koizumi
Cabinet said that it had not achieved enough to warrant public support." In
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May 2002, 41 per cent of those who said that they did not support the Koizumi
Cabinet gave their reason as 'its failure to achieve noticeable result', whilst 65
per cent thought the Prime Minister could not carry our his strucrural reform
plans." Of rhose who did not support the Koizumi Cabinet in June 2002, 47
per cent said that the prime minister lacked leadership." The Japanese economic
press described Koizumi', impending fare in ominous terms; 'F"ith in his ability
to catry our structural reforms wanes, his power base within the coalition
crumbles and his previous political weapon, public support, heads south on
the bullet train'. '6
In the light of his dwindling popularity ratings, Koizumi attached great
importance to pushing tbe four bills to reform postal services through tbe
Diet. Privatisation of postal services was not only Koizumi's signature plarform
but the successful passage of the postal bills became a crudal test of his ability
and commitment to reform. As one Koizumi insider commented, 'the prime

minister emphasises his appearance, but he does nor have a political philosophy.
His own policy is only privatisation of postal services'."
The longer Koizumi stays in power without restoring Japan to growth, the
shakier his political position will become. The social consensus in favour of
refonn is fractUring because the Japanese economy continues to stagger along
without the promised gain being realised by Koizumi's reforms. Moreove!', the
problem with a weak economy is that structUral reform is harder because its
side-effecrs, such as intensifying deflation and rising unemployment, arc
potentially more serious. s, What was achievable under previous administrations
is now more difficulr because of the .considerable deflationaty risks and the
possibility that structural reform might set off a deflationary spiral. Key pillars
of Koizumi's structural reform agenda~.fiscal contraction and disposal of nooperforming loans-are inherently deflationary. In tbe view of some
commentators, Koizumi's fiscal reforms have already aggravated the so-called
'deflationary recession' (deforefuky8),89 If structUral reform proceeds unhindered,
the prospects are for considerable short-term pain (from bank collapses, higher
unemployment, larger numbers of corporate bankruptcies and depressed
consumer spending) for little immediate benefit," Economic revival and
srructural reform in this environment may be mutually exelusive. For example,
defhtion renders the financial rehabiliration of companies more difficulr and
hence makes dealing with banks' non-performing loans significantly more
troublesome. The cure for deflation is an increase in demand, but this requires,
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anlOngst other things, tax cuts and tax breaks, which make fiscal consolidation
more difficultY' The result is that the Koizumi administration oscillates between
murually irreconcilable goals: between being tough 011 structural reform and
providing not so covert economic stimulus. This gives an overall impression of
vaciUatjon~ indecision and under-achievement.

Economic stimulus helps to explain the second supplementary budget for
fiscal 2001 which, according to Takenaka, was to 'cope with ... short-term
demand shortage'" resulting from rhe posr September 11 global economic
downturn and accelerated write-downs of non.performing loans. The additional
government expenditure had 'a posirive impact on GDP growth by abour 1
per cent' It involved public works spending designed to boost demand and
simultaneously facilitate structutal reform." Unlike the first supplementary
budget, it focused on public works projects relaring to urban renewal, the
environment and social welfare. In reality, bowever, these amounted to structural
reform in name only, and, as public works, they risked being hijacked by
special-interest politicians for their own purposes. Moreover, because they were
widely petceived as archetypal pork-barrel projects, the credibility of Koizumi's
fiscal reform program was open to quesrion. Such a move was bad politics
because Koizumi's public support rested on his reformist stance and on his
commitment to fiscal rehabilitation, including CUtS in government expenditure
on public works.
A coven economic srimulus goal also helps account fur the 'ami-deflationary'
packages of early 2002, which were designed to exert a positive effect on GDP
figures in the first half of 2002. As Japanese commentators observed, after
George Bush's visit to Japan in February 2002, the Koizumi cabinet appeared
to place more emphasis on preventing the economy from falling into a
deflationary spiral." The economic revitalisation strategies announced in June
2002, including proposed t<LX cuts, were also seen as potentially giving the
economy a shot in the arm. As Takahashi observes, Koizumi 'is now leaning
toward stressing economic revitalization rather than true reforms including

fiscal reconsolidation, which would be painful in the immediate term'."
Each of these moves appears to reflect a weakening of Koizumi's resolve to
accomplish his structural reform program regardless of the pain it might inflict.
Takenaka has rationalised the change in emphasis by describing the first year
of the Koizumi administration as a prepatation period fot structural reform,
but the second and third years as a period of concentrated adjustment in
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which emphasis will be placed on economic revitalisation. The required policies
during rhis latter period are deflation countermeasures in order to strengthen
rhe financial system and measures to establish the foundation for rhe Japanese
economy to return to a stable growth track. Fot revitalisation purposes, t;n
and regulatory reforms will be tackled along wirh the provision of measures to
encourage the employment of talented people working in domestic IT and
other industries.:n

w'hen rhe tlrst~quarter 2000 figures of 1,4 per cent growrh in GDP were
released, Takenaka said: 'The statis~ics underscore our understanding that the
economy has hit bottom. Compiling and sticking to solid guidelines for tax
reform and other policies on the economy and fiscal management will help the
economy energize'." The Koizurni administration thus signalled its intention
'w use the tax: system to reinvigorate the economy." Koizumi himself observed
that: Tax reform is vital for economic revitalization and has become a majot
concern of the public' .100 1akenaka also acknowledged: 'We all agree on rhe
necessity for tax: reform rhat stimulates economic activity'. iQ) The CEFP 'plans
to recommend tax reforms in three time frames-short-term steps to rejuvenate

the economy, medium~term for more radical changes and long~tetm to regain
sound flsc,u health'.:02 In short, ir emphalises the positives up front and leaves
the harder parts for later.
In July, in response to continuing concerns about the overall direction of the
economy and corporate earnings, particularly in the wake of a sharp drop in
the stockmarket, Koizumi moved towards an even more aggressive ta.'t~based
economic stimulus strategy. He directed the CEFP to considet tax cuts of
more than ¥1 trillion In 2003 which would be firumced by special government
bonds and which would be revenue neutral Over three years, but which would
violate the principle of revenue neutrality on a year~by~year basis. lV., Hitherto,
the Koizumi administration's flexibility on tax reform had been thought limited
because of the ¥30 trillion cap on the annual issuance of government bonds,
which had restricted the potential for tax curs.
The July t:LX Cllt proposal and its subsequent incorporation into the CEFP's
overall budgcr outline is indicative of the premium the Koizumi administration
is now placing on maintaining the recovery trend within government growth
forecasts in the second half of fiscal 2002. It also suggests that the goal of
reviving the economy is gradually displacing the structural reform goal as
Koizumi's top prioriry, although he maintains that his 'passion for structural
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reform has not cooled by even one degree'.l04 Moreover, he still genuflects to
his original fiscal structural reform objective by stating that the tax curs will be
accompanied by expenditure curbs 'aimed at correcting fiscal imbalances' .105
This is code for cuts in public works spending and other areas of past LD P
profligacy.
Nevertheless, the implication of the tax cuts is a lifting of the ¥30 trillion
cap on annual bond issuance because the curs will be financed by sales of
government bonds. The 2003 budget guidelines approved by the Koizumi
Cabinet reflect a similar retreat from his 2002 position. They call for a mere 3
per cent cut in public works spending (compared with 10.7 for the 2002
budget) and push neither for structural reform nor fiscal consolidation.
Economists doubt that policies like tax reform are the panacea for the ailing
economy that Koizumi and Takenaka claim. In some respects, such measures
should be perceived as a default option-a substitute for some of more needed
but more politically fraught structural reforms like drastic deregulation,
privatisation and a slimming down of the public sectot. 106 These were the
policies adopted by the United Kingdom and United Srates in reviving their
economies in the 1980s.107 Nor does tax reform do anything to solve the issue
of non-performing loans, perhaps the most critical issue facing the Japanese
economy today. Tax reform under these circumstances 'is nothing but a desperate

measure taken under the ptessure of necessity ... Why is the government rushing
to debate how to jazz up economic activities while scores of companies and

banks are still bogged down with a pile of dud debts and nonperforming
loans?'108
Reorienting policies more towards economic stimulus also poses political as
well as economic risks for Koizumi, because the various policy measures can be

hijacked by vested interests. In some cases, LDP groups have been only too
willing to see political benefit in those aspects of Koizumi's reform program
that suit their own interests. For example, tax cuts are supported by LDP
executives as a surrogate economic stimulus policy.109 They are a morc popular
form of 'structural reform', because they hold out the potential for direct benefits
for individuals and businesses.
The displacement of the structural reform goal by the economic revival goal
is largely politically inspired. Koizumi is seeking to shore up his stocks amongst
the Japanese public in the wake of the dive they took in early 2002. As the
Koizumi administration becomes more unstable politically, it has become just
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as important to grow the economy as to reform it. In fact Koizumi's slogan 'no

growth without structural reform' is increasingly being perceived borh inside
and outside the administration as 'no growth with structural reform'. Koizumi
has shifted to a 'recovery first' mode, which has reversed his initial position
which trum peted a srrucrural reform approach over rhe LD P's traditional
economic stimulus approach to fixing the economy. Polls reveal that the vast
majority of Japanese think that 'economic boosting' is the priority task fur the
Koizumi administration. HO Thus, turning around the GDP figures is being
attempted as much for ifS political effect as for in; economic significance.

- Using the media cannot substitute for the right political and policy strategies
Koizumi's teliance on public support to leverage his reforms through the
policymaking process and his growing need to husband popular support have
placed a premium on skilful political communication and getting the tight
message across to the public As time has gone by, however, Koizumi's policy
explanations in both the Diet and in press conferences have become more and
more vague, which gives the impression that he is both feeble .od
untrustworthy. He has even been accused of sounding JUBt like former Prime
Min;ster Moti and criticised for responding to serious questions about policy
detail with just his customary slogans about 'no economic revival without
structural reform', 111 Sloganeering can no longer substitute for constructive

and reasoned arguments about the various steps and stages needed to achieve
structural reform and how each of Koizumi's structural reform goals will
contribute to Japan's economic recovery. Koizumi has been criticised for shouring
about 'suuctural reform without sanctuary bur in practice lacking the ability
to explain the way forward logically and in detail, and for taking no accoum of
process. t12 A, Eda observes, compared wirh former Prime Minister Hashimo(Q,
who held twice as many ministerial portfolios as Koizumi and prided himself
on his polky expertise, Koizumi is known to be weak on derails.lI3 His policy
explanations have been insufflciem to dispel public fear and uncertainty about
the litre of the Japanese economy, sentiments that ate compoUI1ded by Koizumi's
unvarnished truth about the need for the Japanese people to endure the pain
of reform associated with the destroction of the old order. Although such
Msertions comribute to Koizumi's reputation fot honesty, he still needs to
convey to the general public a clearer message about the link between strucrural
reform and economic revival, and what they can expect UI1der the new order,
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in short, his 'ultimate vision after reform ... [and the] concrete policies to achieve
it'.1l4 Only the
pain associated with reform has been emphasized in public., . Prime Minister Koizumi should
talk more about his vision after reform to the general public in his own plain words ... [i]t is
important to make it dearer how such a vision is related to certain concrete policies. Especially

important is to clarify the relationship among tax reform, fiscal reform and comprehensive
social security reform. 1l5

Koizumi's reliance on public support to leverage his refotms through the
policymaking process and his growing need to husband popular support have
placed a premium on skilful political communication and getting the right
message across to the puhlic.
Moreover, even if the prime minister successfully 'sells' his policies to the
puhlic through the media, as Masuzoe puts it, he still has to deal with party
politics. This makes the deployment of professional politicians' techniques
like building a consensus (nemawash,) and adjusting interests mandatory. Such
skills became even more necessary after Koizumi's approval rate went down
and the level of opposition to his policies in the party went up because he
could not rely on media techniques as before. l16

- There has been limited compensation to losers and little acceleration ofgains to
wznners

The Koizumi administration finds it extremely difficult to provide funds to
sectors hurt by impending reform because reductions in public spending are
an integral part of its structural reform program. The potential for substantial
compensation to losers has been restricted by moderate fiscal consolidation,
by declines in tax revenue and by the need to redirect budgetary spending
into areas that are designed to assist the structural reform process. Even where
the Koizumi Cabinet has made attempts to soften the impact of structural
reform, the measures have been criticised as insufficient. For example, the
February 2002 anti-deflation package, which instituted various measures to
encourage the speedier disposal of banks' non-performing loans, was criticised
as falling short in the area of measures to deal more positively with side-effects
such as unemployment from corpotate bankruptcies and to assist with the
liquidation or rehabilitation of troubled companies. ll7 Koizumi himself is said
to 'lack recognition that employment measures are a social safety net'.1l8 As
the Chairman of Fuji Xerox commented, the 'strengthening of tbe employment
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safety net can be appreciated, although it is not yet sufflcient,.J made an
appeal to the Koizumi cabinet to strengthen the social safety net because I was
convinced that reform could not be advanced without a sense of security among
the pnblic', 1"
Company managers also complain that the government has provided no
support to companies through the budget or the taxation system to assist their
restructuring efforts,l2u In their view, the government's efforts to ease the pain,
such as retraining and developing new industries to absorb the jobless, have
been woefully inadeqnate,121
The Koizumi administration has also been criticised for placing insufficient
importance on public investment and improvement of R&D to help emerging
industries tbat would create new jobs, m Some corporate executives and tbe
economic press have argued for allocations to give more money to growing
industries as a priority.123 TI,e Nikkei has proposed a review of corporate taxes
to allow for accelerated depreciation, tax incentives for R&D spending and taX
initiatives to encourage start-ups."" In June 2002 it also pushed for tax breaks
to bolster the international competitiveness of companies by lowering corporate
tax rates,'" The general evaluation of Koizumi's taX reforms, however, is that
the gains in this area are too slow, toO insubstantial and yet to be realised, For
example, the tax incentives to boost R&D expenditure by companies due for
implementation in January 2003 will in practice allow corporare taxpayers
only to reap the benefits in fiscal 2003 and anerY' Many other tax reforms
that will provide gains to companies and individuals are only on the drawing
board or at the recommendation stage and face a fraught policymaking process
in which contending interests will effectively hlock teforms. m
At a more general level, the administration has not been able to accelerate
the gains to winners significantly because insufficient reforms have been
implemented and because the reforms that have been accomplished, and even
those envisaged, will take too long to deliver meaningful gains to the economy.
Most of the potential gains to winners are simply proposals tather than economic
reality,
Where gains to 'Winners might have been delivered most expeditiously and
without the need for fiscal outlays is in the area of detegulation, The Japanese
economic press has tepeatedly stressed that deregulation and microeconomic
policies are needed to support business fields with growth potentiaL 12B This
view is generally shared by Japanese economists, who argue that deregulation
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is central to strengthening Japanese industry. However, the Koizumi
administration has not achieved sufficient deregulation to help create new
industries and businesses that would provide jobs to those made unemployed
as a result of corporate restructuring and increased deflationary pressures. 129
As Eda observes, Koizumi does not have any ideas for 'non-budget-using
deregulation'.I30 As he elaborates,
three or four big deregulation items could have been expected from the Council for Regulatory

Reform's 'First Report Regarding Promotion of Regulatory Reform' in December 2001.

However, Ishihara just listed small reforms. Minister Ishihara Nobuteru in charge of
administrative reform and regulatory reform scated 'anything already coordinated in each
ministry and agency is good enough'. Even though regulatory reform takes time, economic
policy and structural reform without depending on the budget should become the centre of
Koizumi's reforms. For example, 10 years ago, deregulation allowing mobile phone over-thecounter sales created a ¥10 trillion industry, and a 2 per cent rise in GDp'131

One of the June economic revitalisation proposals-establishing srrucrural
reform special zones132 under which specific areas for deregulation and business
revitalisation will be created in regional areas-is an implicit acknowledgement
that Japan has a 'managed' or 'controlled' economy, in the same way that
communist countries created 'special economic zones' where experiments in
capitalism could be conducted without 'contaminating' the rest of the economy.
The structural reform zones are restricted areas where experiments in
deregulation can be conducted whilst keeping the 'old economy' quarantined.
They represent an attempt to achieve simultaneously the 'dual targets of opening
a hole in the hard wall to regulatory reform and activating the economy'133
Their rationale has been explained in terms of 'front-loading deregulation and
showing the results of structural reform to the opposition through local
experiment' ,134
The idea smacks of the failed schemes to create 'new industrial cities' and
technopolises which were just another excuse to pump public money into
economic and social infrastructure and which relied heavily on government
financing and tax incentives to attract industry.l35 Indicatively, the special reform
zone concept was positively supported by one of the LDP's official policy
groupings, the Cabinet Division (Naikaku Bukai)136 The Cabinet Office and
CEFP also 'received a blizzard of inquiries from ruling party members
who ... [were] willing to establish such a special zone on their home turfs'137
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The LO P subsequently established a Structural Reform Special Zones Promotion
Committee (Koza Kaikaku Tokku Shinko linkai) to advance the idea. Local
governments have also jumped 011 the bandwagon as a means of getting central
government supporr to revive loea] economies. OB

The question whether the zones will receive any kind of financial assistance
from the central government is shaping up as yet another battle ground between
dIe Koizumi administration and the LDP. Although the structural reform special
zones are predicated on the easing of various regulations and restrictions, they
may become just as heavily dependent on government fInancing and favourable
tax treatment. m The risk is that they will evolve into 'mooey·scattering
(baramaki) regional economic promotion measures'.'40
Because of the state of government finances, Koizumi wants to avoid the use

of conventional fiscal measures in setting up the zones. The final draft of an
interim report on regulatory reform issued by the Council for Regulatory Reform
in July 2002 categorically states that rhe basic gnidelines for the regulatory
reform zone sysrem will not include state-funded assistance such as tax breaks
and subsidies. '41 The LOll, on the other hand, thinks rhat financial assistance
to local governments is essential in materialising the zones. It held its firsr
meeting of the Structural Reform Special Zones Promotion Committee in July
2002. Chairman of the committee, Norota Hosei, 'blasted the prime minister,
with the comment that 'Giving no assistance to spedal structural reform zones
is unreasonable". 142 As the Nihon Keizai Shiriburi comments; A dereguhtory
plan that lacks principles and power might turn inro a timely prey for the
forces that are trying to protect their vested interests. The plan was initially
aimed to take away vested inrerests from the government and bureaucratic
circles but could lead to producing new inremm:' 143 Moreover, ,he proposals
will take years to come to fruition and will hardly assist Japan's economic state
in the short term. Put simply, spending government money has always been
easier than reforms that reduce assistance and protection to favoured industries
because it obeys the political logic of ,he LOP.
The lack of quick gains to win nets from a very partial and incomplete
structural reform process has meant that Koizumi has had to resort to bolstering
his reform credentials by exaggerating the importance of his modesr
achievements and by continuously churning out new reform proposals and
economic measures. This explains the verirable reform proposal industry to
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which his administration is prone. )rew ideas for teform are constantly being
advanced before those already on the books have been accomplished. Koiznmi
began with a heavy emphasis on public sector reform, particularly reducing
wasteful government spending on public works and public corporations. He
then shifted the focal point of his priorities to the privatisation of postal services.
Subsequently, he touted reform of the taxation system as a panacea for the
ailing economy, particularly because of the opportunities it provides for
economic stimulus in the name of structural reform. The focus of his teformist
zeal thus shifi:s from one policy objective to another.
The overall impression is that of a scattergun being constantly fired without
hitting its desired target. As Takagi comments,
Koizumi is torn on policy, maybe because of his sagging popularity. He sends trial balloons
flying with plenty of fanfare, but before you know Jr, he brings rhem down again. People are
getting more displeased wim him because they have: Hule idce: ahout what he wants to
accomplish. And the more his ratings drop> the more desperate he'll get to float more trial
balloons, but he won't ddiver. It's ;1 vicious circle, Hi

- The opposition party forces are poised to take on Koizumi as his approval
ratings slide
As Koizumi's public support has flagged, the opposition panies have regrouped
and judge that there is mote scope for disparaging Koizumi's lack of policy
delivery. They have become much more critical of the administration because
Kotlumi's sliding popularity means that they can attack him without becoming
tbe objeCt of public antipathy themselves. For example, Kan Naoro has likened
Koizumi's cabinet to a 'reform resraurant' which has a big sign outside declaring
that 'we are a good restaurant') but inside no food is served. i4:';
Following Tanaka's dismissal, Koizumi Viias no longer able to play the OP]
card as effectively against the New Kllmeitll because the OP] made it dear it
would squarely confront the Koizumi administration over scandals in the Foreign
Minisrty.'46 After months of tacit support, the OP], sensing a shift in the political
wind, 'shitted its dforts toward toppling the Cahiner' At the fourth anniversary
of rhe OP]'s founding in April 2002, Hatoyama said in a speech 'Mr. Koizumi,
you've failed to carcy out refonns. We had hope fOf a year. But now we are
strongly disappointed and convinced that Japan can't revive in a real sense without
a change in government'.HS The OP] had cooperated with Koizumi because of
the {li,~sions in the LOP which left some opening for the OP] to portray itself
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positively as a reformer, But when Koizumi compromised with resistance forces
in dismissing llmaka, the DPJ switched to a strategy of confrontation with the
LOP. 159 The Japan Communist Party also adopted a more confrontational srance
againse the Koizumi Cabinet, noting that '[tlhe failure of Koizumi politics is
now apparent. His responsibility for deceiving the public is beavy',l5o The
opposition camp thus strengthened its efforts to face up to the ruling bloc,
which, in the OPTs case, has meant withdrawing its cooperation from various
pieces of legislation, thus hindering the smooth conduct of Diet business,
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5
PAR1Y-BUREAUCRATIC GOVERNMENT

This chapter details the structural obstades in Japan's poiicymaking process
which are preventing Koizumi from realising his stated reform goals and from
capitalising on the positive political conditions for reform which he has enjoyed.

- Koizumi has a strong legislative base ofsupport, but in practice this is
insufficient as a political basis of reform
The LOP with Koizumi as leader tuling in coalition with two smaller parties,
the New KOmeito and the Conservative Party, has a solid majority in the Diet,
which should in theory provide a strong base for the administration to enact
its legislative program. Indeed, Koizumi', parry, the LDP, is in a position where
it might even regain its majority in the next Upper House election in 2004.
Howevet, the LOP-ruling coalition's majority of seats in both houses of the
Diet is in practice an insufficient political base because the strongest opposition
to Koizumi's reform is not coming from the opposition parties in the Diet, but
from institutions within the governing apparatus which should in theory
suppOrt rum. These are the ruling LDP and the bureaucracy, a dual structure
of institutions that dominates Japan's traditional policymaking system. The
executive comprising the prime minister and cabinet thus faces the de focto
Veto power of the LOP and the bureaucracy.
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THE EXECUTIVE AND THE PARTY L'\T THE TRADmONAL
POLICYMAKING SYSTEM
The LDP represents a veto point for the prime minister and cabinet because all
major policies, including those requiting legislation, must be Stlbmitted to the
'advance scrutiny' (yot8 shins,,) and 'prior apptoval' Ijizen sMnin) of the party's
policymaking machinety before they even reach the cabinet or the Diet. l This
machinery comprises the Policy Mfairs Research Council, or PARC (Seimu
Ch&sakai),2 which is composed of a large number of policy committees,' and the
organ that acrs aJl a clearing-house fot the PARC, the Executive Council
(Somukai)4The PARe's operations are extensive, formalised and instirutionalised.
Approval is a three-stage process. Bills need the approval of the relevant
committee, then the PARC itself (its chairman, acting chairman, vice-chairmen
and members of its Policy Deliberation Commission, or Seiche Shingikai) and
finally the Executive Council. As Kato observes, '[ulnder the current process
of making policy decisions in Japan, the most intensive discussions rake place
in the LDP's policy~re!ated committees and the parry's Executive Council'.'
The ""ecutive in Japan's governing strucrure is bound by this advance
screening-cum-prior-approval system. It makes the LDP and its PARC a vital
veto point for major policies and legislation even though the policymaking
process of the LDP has no legal status whatsoever in government. Officially
the party has no power to make policy decisions.c The prior approval system
was put in place because LDP policy leadets demanded it. The system dates
back to 1962 a.nd the Ikeda administration, when LDP Executive Council
Chairman Akagi Munenori tendered a written request to Chief Cabinet Secretary
Oh ita Masayoshi for the government to have cabinet-drafted bills referred to
the Executive Council in advance of cabinet decisions on the bills. The practice
became entrenched in the 1970s with draft bills screened, modified and
approved first by PARC committees and then by the Executive Council before
they were finalised for presentation to [he Diet? Subsequently, the LDP was
able to mould the system into a powerful mechanism for shaping policy in the
interests of the party's Diet members.
The LDP's considerable de foeto power over government polky means that
the party is nOt subordinate to the executive as is customary in a parliamentary
cabinet system. Because of its right of veto, the party represents a parallel
structure ,'vith equivalent if not superior powers, As Yamato points out,
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k3abinet policies, new lam, and the budget by which they are implemented are, .. introduced
to

the Diet only after review and debate by the ruling party."The LDP conducts prior

deliberations on all poligr proposals called fur by the cabinet, and if that deliberation process
is not complete the proposals win not be approved for imroduction to the Diet. Thus, behind
the goverrunent stands the ever-present restraining force of the ruling liberal Democratic

parry... The LDP is the de facto P0\o''ef behind the cabinet.1!

In other words, the party mechanism has 'the ultimate power to determine
whether the bills pass or die'.' The LDP thus functions as a discrete entity
that is quite separare from the executive.
No orher parliamentary system has a well-established convention in which
the ruling party(ies) must approve all legislation including budgets."
Admittedly a potential ruling party veto ro cabinet policies exists in any
parliamentary system H Approval of government legislation is not necessarily
guaranteed. Backbenchers sometimes disagree with the cabinet in politically
sensitive policy areas that will cost them votes in their electorates. But for most
part, this power is latent and exercised informally through anticipared reactions
rather than formally in policyrnaking contexrs within the party. In the Japanese
case, party policymaking power is both overt and regularisedY Moreover, with
the emergence of coalition governments in recent years, the two other ruling
parties have 'simply adopted rhe LDP's prior screening procedures. Thus
the ... practice has pUt down even deeper roots and Diet deliberations have
increasingly developed into nothing more than a mere formality'13
The primary political function of the PARe is to enable LDP politicians
acting as representatives of special imerests to put their stamp on policy through
their activities in PARe committees. Indeed, this is the purpose for which the
PARe exists. It provides a medium for LDP Diet members to get the credit for
delivering policy benefits to their supportets and thus gives effect to the special
interests that LDP Diet members represent.:4 Tbe PARe is the main, formal
channel for representation by LDP Diet membets of particular industries and
groups like the farmets, doctors, small retailers, truckers, postmasters and
construction companies on policy issues of concern to their interests like rice
policy, doctors' fees, de regulating retail stores, privatising the postal service,
toad construction and so on. In the PARC committees, LDP Diet members
can inHuence policy decisions and the content of legislation. They amend,
modifY and extract concessions from any policy or legislative proposal subject
to PARC scrutiny."
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What makes the PARC and its committees a really potent influence on
policy is the fact that LDP membets futm an independently strong group.
The LDP collectively represents an independent set of interests from the
executive and has the power to make these interests effective. In other words,
prior approval is important because d,e parry is independently strong, rather
rhan the parry being independently strong because its prior approval is tequire&
LDP members form an independently srrong group becau,se the survival of
the parry in government requires tbat LDP Diet members are effective in
servicing their individual support networks. LDP politicians have their own
individual interests that are defined by their resource needs and electoral
incentives. PARC activities ultimately translate into votes, funding support
(including campaign donations) and organised backup for individual politicians.
These are viral resources for Dier members in dreir quest for power and position
within their own party and in the government, as well as important
determinants of their electoral forrunes. 16 IvIoreover, these reSources are
insufficiendy provided by the srate via parry organisations." They are supplied
by interest groups, public and semi-public organisations, companies and
individuals who gain political influence and access by aligning themselves with
individual politicians and by enlisting them as direct and indirect representatives
of their interests." Accordingly, there is a very high level of dependency on
extra-party generation of electoral, organisational and personal resontces and
consequently high levels of policy debt on the part of individual Diet members
to outside interests. The PARC provides a locus in which individual LDP
politicians can bring these interests to bear in policymaking contexts. The
long-term success of rhe LDP as a political machine in postwar Japan is
testimony to the enduring nature of the support networks centring on special
interests carefully culrivated by individual Diet members and maintained by
liberal quantities of policy benefits.
The most influential members of the PARC committees are their executives.
These are the directors, special directors, acring directots and deputy directors
of PARC divisions (buka,), including d,e directots of divisional subcommittees
(shoiinka,), the chairmen, acting chairmen, advisors and deputy chairmen of
investigation committees (ch/ha iinkal) and special committees (tokubetsu iinkat),
including the chairmen of their subcommittees. Committee executives represent
the leading members of the infOrmal policy cliques Ot 'tribes' (zoku) of LDP
Diet members who specialise in particular areas of policy. " Specific zoku groups
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also indude politicians who have previously held executive positions in PARe
committees, bur who have moved into more seniot positions in the party and
in the government. An executive position in a PARC policy committee and
'ttibe' Diet membet (zoku gii,,) status require seniority in the patty (defined in
terms of numbers of election victories), policy experience gained through LOP
committee service over a long period, policy specialism acquired through policy
experience inside or outside the Dier (a fotmer career in the relevant ministry,
holding a political position like parliamentary vice-minister (seimujikan)-now deputy minister lfukudaijin) and parliamentary secretary (seimukatl)20,-and execUtive positions in Diet standing committees), and well-established
connections with relevant indusrry groups. Such attributes mayor may not be
complemented by policy starns as a minister or former minister.
PARe committee executives and policy zoku are the most influential
representatives of specific industry imerests within the LDP and the most
influential politician-decisionmakers on policies for these industries, They are
considered to be 'persons of power and influence' (kenryokusha), In the
agricultural policy sectot, for example, a small clique of PARe agricultural
committee executives-the so-called "ann zow1-who number between eight
and 10 politicians are the principal policymakers for the party on agriculturerelated issues." They meet daily for breakfast during parliamentary sessions
and act as gatekeepers to PARe agricultural policy committees, effectively
deciding all party policy On agriculture, with the votes of the larger membership
of PARC agricultural committees and party fol!o"~ng rheir leadership,
Tbe role of the nOnn zoku is similar to the zoku representing all the other
policy sectors in which the LOP's majot supporting interests are located, and
which in many cases correspond to the divisions within the PARe." In addition
to agriculture and forestry, policy 'tribes' exist fur fisheries (suisan zoku), postal
services (yUsei zoku), transport (katsf< zoku), telecommunications (tsilshinzoku),
fiscal policy (zaiseizoku), finance (okurtt zoku) , tax (;;;elsei zoku) , education (kyoiku
zoku), welfare (klJsei zoku), defence (bad z,f)ku), banking (ginkf} zoku), foreign
affairs (gaiM zoku), construction (kensetsu zoku), road constmction (dOro zoku),
tobacco (tabako zoku), and commerce and industry (sMM zoku)-meaning
small and medium-sil,ed entetprises of all kinds, including those in retail,
distribution, manufacturing. Others have included inter-party relations (giun
zoku), Diet coordination (kokurai zoku), administrative reform (gy8kaku zoku),
national railways (kokutetsu zoku), energy resources (enerut} shigen zoku), space
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(uchu zoku), private sector promotion (minkan sekutli shinkO zoku) and new
media (n)'11 medeia zoku). As the list reveals, not all the zoku represent specific
industries backing the LOP. Some are organised around specific kinds of policies
like the gy6kaku zoku, or a function like the kokutai zoku, or even a ministry
like the bkura zoku. The membership of these groups varies from three to 10,
with most averaging around eight. 24
Many of the industries represented by zoku are laggard sectors long used to
government protection and large infusions of public funds, with the 'big three'
zok" found in the agricultural and forestry, commerce and industry, and
construction sectors, The zoku are the strongest in these sectots because,
traditionally, they have been ateas of policy where large quantities of benefits
and concessions have been available for distribution to supporters, and where
these supporters have been crucially important for LOP Diet members. The
foundations of LOP power thus rest on uncompetitive and unproductive
domestic sectors, which are highly organised to defend rheir interests, and
which provide LDP politicians, patticularly thdr most influential representatives
within the parry, with indispensable political resources. As Stockwin observes,
the LDP exhibits 'interest network dependence [which) creates a skewed patrern
of representation of interests, in that the special intetests are predominantly
those in the more "backward" ateas of the economy ... which press for State
intervention in order to survive' ,25 It is not surprising that Koizumi~s reforms,
which strike at the very heart of this system, elicit such a storm of protest from
politicians in his own patty.
The position ofPARC committee executives and zoku bas been strengthened
by rhe new arrangements put in place following electoral reform of the Lower
House in 1994, which allow LDP Diet members to attend the meetings of
any PARC divisional committee they choose. In shott, the memberships of
these committees are no longer fixed,16 The executive.>; remain fixed, however,
and they control the entire business of the divisions, bringing the larger
membership into line and thus acting effectively in the role of party whips
wirhin the parry (because all decisions must be unanimous) and thus ultimately
the Diet.'? As Krauss and Pekkanen ohserve,
[olne of the most neglected and ignored function..~ of the PARe division;; has been to allow
the LDP to maintain party discipline on legisladon by an instJtutionali'/Ml structure that
mak("s it virruaUy impossible ror back-heuc:hers to oppose a poiicy or have influence over
legislation thar the specialised zokt..! giil1 wamedY
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Nonwexecutive members of the comlnittees attend meetings as gestures to

their supporters outside the Diet and to act as cheer groups for the executives.
However, the broader membership wields only marginal influence over final
outcomes except in rare and much publicised cases." In general there are
powerful disincentives for members to present unorthodox or dissenting views,
because their future careers can depend on pleasing the policy leadership. The
unifurm view of the commirtee is then presented as a 'consensus'. despite the
fact that it hides a lack of influence by those outside the leadership group. As
Sugimoto observes, 'it is the leaders of the division and bureaucrats who make
the final decision. In the end, because the right to make policy belongs to
these executives and bureaucrats, 'junior' politicians lose their enthusiasm and
ability' 30 Moreover. Japan's much vaunted consensus policymaking process in
practice disguises the faCt that the real decisiorunaking takes place infotmally
amongst a small group of people in senior positions who then impose their
views on the rest. Consensus actually equates with control by those in leadership
positions who use their power to enforce their views. This makes the position
of a few policy kingpins absolutely pivotal in each sector of government policy.
Modification by the party of executive and bureaucratic policy proposals
accounts for the ubiquitous use of the term 'intervention' (kainyu) to describe
tbe activities of LDP politicians led by P.A.RC executives and iWku in directly
influencing the policy formation process." The party is said to 'intervene' in
policymaking. This refers to the intervention of LDP politicians representing
special interests, with party policymaking processes providing the medium
through which these interests can be expressed and represented. Party interests
must, therefore, be distinguished from rhe interests of the executive. In the
Japanese system, backbenchers have independent interesrs and thus weak
incentives to unite behind the government leadership. They respond to a
separate set of incentives and thus operate in a srance of negotiation with the
executive, rather than showing qllasi~automatic support for it as is nornlal in
parliamentary cabinet systems.
Koizumi has reputedly eschewed zoku statns in the sense of acting as a
political representative for specific industries. which, as already noted, makes
him unusual in the WP. As Endo explains, one characteristic of Koizumi is
that, even if he takes a position in government or in the party, he does not
stick to it and llse it to expand his personal connections. 32 Koizumi was
Parliamentary Vice-Minister of Finance in 1979, Minister of Health and Welfare
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four rimes (in 1988, 1989, 1996 and 1997) and Minister of Posts and
TelecomrnuniClrions once (1992). He has also held executive positions in the
PARC and Dier policy committees on financial policy as Director of the Fiscal
Policy Division (Zaisei Bubi) and Chairman of the Lower House Standing
Committee OIl Finance (Okura Iinkai), and on health and welfare policy as
Chairman of the Basic Medical Care Problems Invesrigation Committee (Ity/)
Kihon Mondai Chosakai). Widl this kind of background, Koizumi should, by
rights, be a fiscal policy (zaisn), finance (8kura) and welfare (k8m) zoku.
Certainly, some commentators consider him as such. 33

Although Koizumi did become au expert in policy in rhese fields, he did
not become a ZfJku in tbe true sense of the term. That is, he did not accumulate
power in the relevant bukai as a representative of health, welfare or financial
interests. He retained his independence from the industries operating in mese
sectors and did not use his policy power or specialism to build connections
with established interest groups and privare companies for his own political
advancement. As End6 notes, when Koizumi was Minister of Health and
Welfare, he did not establish strong contacts with medical associations or
pharmaceutical companies. Because he kept his distance from these interests,
he was able to stick to his own views, disregard their opposition and mount
reforms that were antipathetic to them. 34
On the other hand, Saibwa argues that one of the reasons why Koizumi
supports postal savings reform is hecause it would benefit private sector financial
institutions. 35 According to Saikawa, not only does Koizumi get financial
support from me Bank ofYokohama," but he pulls back from injecting public
funds into the banks because this would mean that the presidents of ,he banks
would have to resign without their retirement allowances. 37 In Saikawas view~
mis makes bim a representative of banking interests (ginka zokul. 38 On top of
that, there are veI}' few designated pOst offices in his electorate, and therefore
his advocacy of postal privatisation does not influence his electoral prospects."
These hCwrs help to explain Koizumi's consistent line on postal policy along
with his closeness to the MaR" Wnen Koizumi was first elected in 1972, he
belonged to the Lower House Standing Committee on Finance, from where he
took the MOP's and private banks' line against the Ministry of Posts aod
TelecommuniCltions in the postal savings versus bank battle in me late 1970s.
His advocacy of privatisation of postal services would be in the interests of me
MOF, because it wants to control postal savings. 4l Koizumi's pro-MOF Stance
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also makes sense of his policy of attacking the special public corporations
including the road corporations because postal savings and insurance are a
source of funds for these corporations, On the other hand, when Koizumi
became Minister of POstS and Telecommunications he was unable to accomplish
any reforms in these areas because of obstruction from zoku giin and the ministry,
This is behind his animosity towaIds the dfjro zoku and yusei zoku,"
AB already noted, however, Koizumi has not operated as a banking zoku
within LDP policymaking circles and is not a covert supporter of sectional
imerests, A number of commentators have pointed to Koizumi's lack of interest
and understanding of the banking problem (on which he takes lectures from
experts) and the seriousness of the mountain of bad debt plaguing the financial
sector."3 Koizumi's position on the banks and on postal savings and related
issue, is consistent with his overall neo-Iiberal agenda in favour of shrinking
the public sector, curtailing wasteful government expenditure, transferring lossmaking public businesses to the private sector, lifting productivity and efficiency
in the economy, and maximising the free play of market force" Furthermore,
as ,ome economic commenrators point Out, speeding up bad deht management
may precipitate a financial crisis~ as well as spur more bankruptcies and
unemployment which would only aggravate deflation," Although Koizumi
has said that unemployment will increase as part of the pain of structural
reform," it is possible that he also shares the fears of many of his fellow LDP
Diet members about the consequences for the party and for Japanese society of
widesptead joblessness consequent upon the bankruptcies that would inevitably
accompany a radical clean-up of non-performing loans in the banking system,
The problem fot Koizumi in trying to enact his program of economic reform
is that, while his parry in coalition has a working majority in both houses of
the Diet and thus the executive agenda should, in theory, catty the day, me
prime minister does not necessarily carry the LD P policymalcing machinety
with him, In the LDP's policy committees, individual LDP Diet membets
acting on behalf of supporting intetests block those refotm proposals that
directly attack the vested interests of their snp porters before they even reach
the Diet or can be submitted for Cabinet approval. For example, in Decembet
2001, the Execnrive Council vetoed the administration's plan on medical reform
which set a target year of 2003 for increasing the portion of medical expenses
paid by health insurance policyholders. Koizurni's plans to scale back me nation's
expressway projects met a similar fate. The PARe's Land, Infrastructure and
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Transport Division (Kokudo Kotsu Buk.i), the Highways Investigation
Committee (DOlO Ch6sakai) and the Housing .Ild Land Policy Investigation
Committee Outaku Toehi Taisaku Ch6sakai) rejected the ptoposed freeze on
the highway construction plan and demanded that construction proceed as
scheduled.'" They adopted a combined resolution calling for full
implementation of expressway construction, whilst agreeing to privatise four
road-related public corporations and two housing-related corporations. Their
intervention resulted in the freeze being downgraded to a review at the same
time as permitting Koizumi's restructnring plans for the road and housing
corporations to go ahead (see Table 1.1).47 Their pressure also resulted in the
revival of a road construction project of the Japan Highway Public Corporation,
one of the public corporations slated for privatisation. Furthermore, while the
government's independent committee on privatisation of the four road-related
public corporations has been sitting, a study panel of the Highways Investigation
Committee chaired by Koga has been generating counterproposals, includiog
one for making highways toll-free and for restatting at an early date the pending
construction of 2,400 kilometres of highways.
On the separate issue of privatising postal services, the Koizumi Cahinet
submitted the fout bills for postal services reform to the Diet in April-May
2002 with our the approval of the PARCo The division formally in charge of
scrutinising the POStal bills was the PARe's Public Management, Home Affairs,
Posts and Telecommunications Division (Somu Bukai). Chairman Arai Hiroyuki
and many of the division's members were ppposed to the bills. Aral personally
criticised the prime minister for the cabinet's submission of the bills to the
Diet in disregard of the divisions views and for Koizumi's comment that the
passage of the bills would be a milestone on the path towards privatisation of
all postal services." Many of the division's members claimed that the bills
should be aborted and subsequently waged a campaign against them in the
Lower House Standing Committee on Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts
and Telecommunications Committee (Somu Iinkai),4' which had the formal
task of discussing and passing the bills on to the plenary session.'o The prime
minister was also advised by former Chief Cabinet Secretary Nakagawa Hidenao
'not to irritate LOP members excessively' over the issue." Koizumi, however,
bracing himself 'for a showdown with antirefurm forces ... said, "This is going
to be a batde in which either the LDP will destroy the KoiziUni Cabinet or the
Koizumi Cabinet win destroy the LDP"'."
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Strong resentment has thus surfaced within the LDP towards Koizumi's
attempts to upset the 'natural' order of things by seizing the policy initiative
and undermining the party's policymakiug power. Members of the LOP have
resented Koizumi's attempts as leader of the executive to dominate the party.
Aoki Mikio, the LDP Secrerary-General for Upper House members expressed
concern about the dominance of the Koizumi government's leadership ovet
the ruling party.53 He lambasted Koizumi's style, asserting: 'This is party
politics. He should openly discuss things with the party'," He was followed
by a member of the Mori faction who commented that discontent was growing
over the prime minister's 'independent decisions) In a similar vein, the
Chairman of the PARC, &0 Taro, suggested that Koizumi was making too
many unilateral mOves: 'He should give us some due as to what he plans to do.
He can't just say, "This is how it's to be done'''.56 Likewise, Suzuki Muneo,
ousted from the LDP in early 2002 over a money-for-favours scandal, but
formerly a prominent member of the Hashimoto faction, called Koizumi a
fascist, while Nonaka, a vehement opponent of the privatisation of postal services
made two striking comments about Koizumi's speech accompanying the
submission of pOStal reform bills to the Diet in May 2002: 'He thinks in a
manner entirely different from our thinking. If he undermines our effortS to
form a consensus on the bills (within the LDP), I have no reason to work
responsibly (for the passage of the bills)';" 'Although I made efforts, he lacks
consideration. Under such a sitUation, I cannot undertake responsibility; A
matter cannm be decided by a dictator'." These remarks are not surprising
given that Nonaka is the boss of the LDP's postal policy 'tribe' Iyusei 2;oku),
former Chairman of the Posts and Telecommunications Divisioll (prior to
adminisrration reform, the main LDP policy committee concerned with postal
policy issues), and the leading representative within LDP policymaking circles
of the Association of Special Postmasters," The yCisei zaku opposed privatisation
on the grounds that it violated the clause in the Central Ministries and Agrncies
Reform Basic Law (Chuo ShOchato Kaikaku KihonhiJ) which stated that
'privatisation will not be reconsidered'.6' They threatened to revise the bill
privatising mail collection and delivery services in order to minimise the
potential number of commercial firms able to enter the business by restricting
the definition of the word 'letter' or 'postal mail' (shinsho) in rhe title of the
bilL61 Other suggested revisions included exempting the new postal corporation
from paying taxes equivalent to the corporate taJ< rate and allowing the
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corporation to invest in subsidiary organisations."' Nonaka commented thar if
these revisions were incorporated into the bills, the majority of LOP members
would vote for tbem. 63
The LOP's ptior approval system thus produces a separation of powers between
the executive and the ruling party, rather than a fusion of powers which is
customary in a parliamentary cabinet system. The majority parry normally
delivers strength to the executive because the executive can rely on the support
of backbenchers, but in Japan the executive cannot expect the party's automatic
support. It has to negotiate policy outcomes with it. The upshot is that, despite
a swathe of reform initiatives coming from the executive, Koizumi cannot
necessarily count on the acquiescence of his own party and hence the successful
execution of his reform plans. 64 Koizumi is in the anomalous position of being
leader of a party rhat elected him as president, but which does not necessarily
snpport him." The factions that may have supported Koizumi as reluctant
realists in the 2001 LDP presidential election do not necessarily support bis
policies. In ,he absence of strong backing from his own party, Koizumi faces an
uphill battle in implementing his administration's policies.
In this respect, the Japanese political system departs quite significantly from
some key aspects of rhe present-day Westminster model'" on which it is based.s7
Historically, the Brirish \'V'estminster parliamentary cabinet system with its
fusion of powers was chosen for Japan by the Occupation authorities over the
American separation of powers system in order to centralise government power
and create an unambiguous line of authority and responsibility." As Stockwin
comments: 'A British-style cabinet government structure fitted much better
with the aims of tl,e Occupation than an American separation-of-powers system,
and was entrenched as the centrepiece of politics and government. 1'0 my
mind, this is the gteat paradox of the Occupation, that the Americans should
have left Japan with the Westminster model, rather than with the Washington
model;'" As it has evolved in practice, however, the Japanese political system
under the single-party dominant system led by the LOP has metamorphosed
into an 'Un-Westminster moder,7°
Arguably, the central feature of Westminster systems is strong executive (that
is, cabinet) governmem n The executive is drawn from the parliament and
exercises strong decision making power in the form of a cabiner. Westminster
systems in which single-party majorities prevail in a dominant Lower House
(which Japan has had with the ruling Liberal Democratic Party in powet from
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1955 right through until 1993 and between September 1997 and January
1999) are normally associated wim strong executive government because the
lattet can count on its parliamentary majority to enact its legislative program.
The cabinet under the prime minister conducts substantive polic'}' debare and
rakes charge of policymaking. Ministers both collectively in cabinet and
individually as heads of ministries are me source and aumority of all major
government policies. The prime minister is the first amongst equals in the
cabiner and exercises powers of ministerial appointment and cahinet agenda
setting. Providing prime ministers carry their cabinets and majority parry with
them-usually by force of leadership and political argument-they can
successfitlly enact theit own poticy agendas. The line of policymalting authority
is top-down: prime ministers normally carry their cabinets, cabinets nearly
always carry the parliamentary parry and the parliamentary parry counts on
carrying parliament. The prime mioister also contrnls the majority party as its
le"der and me cabinet controls the bureaucracy because ministers control their
ministries. The majority party follows its leaders in cabinet and buteaucrats
follow their ministers in cabinet. As Haggard comments, 'Prime Ministers and
their cabinets in parliamentary systems are typically quite powerful. In contrast
to presidents, who must rely on securing the support of a separate branch,
parliamentary governments can in principle legislate at will'.
In Westminster systems, ruling-parry backbenchers act only as a sounding
board and potential constraint on the cabinet through me party room or caucus.
They are not formally part of the pulicymalting process insofar as meit hlVolvement
is normally limited to consideration of policy after it has been developed and
considered by me cabinet machinery. Party approval is sought before proposed
policies and legislation are finalised, but is not required in all cases. The butlget,
for exanJple, is submitted to the patty as afoit accompli. Party policy committees,
to the extent that they exist, do not operate as an alternative, formalised site of
policymaking to challenge the role of cabinet. Theit policy discussions are
generally at the ditection of the party leadership and they are subordinate to
this leadership. In short, they are not alternative foci of parry power.
In Japan's case, the ruling party forms an independent and separate locus of
policymaking authoriry and in this sense is disconnected from the executive?'
In a \Vestminster system, the ruling party's policymaking functions are
performed within the cabinet. In Japan, they are performed outside it in an
entitely separate policymaking apparatus.
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THE EXECUTIVE AND THE BUREAUCRACY IN THE
TRADITIONAL POLICYNIAKING SYSTEM
Executive power in Japan's traditional policymaking sYStem is also compromised
by the power of the bureaucracy, whose suppOrt is needed for executive initiarives
to be implemented. Because the bureaucracy is normally considered part of
the executive) its complia.nce with executive.-sponsored reforms is not even
identified as a separate political condition for economic reform, In most systems,
and certainly in Westminster systems, the bureancracy's supporr for the
administration can be taken for granted. The ministries are assumed to line up
behind the cabinet and to operate under the authority of the prime minister
and individual ministers. A politically subordinate bureaucracy, as the
adminisrrative arm of the executive, is generally expected to follow ministers'

instructions and conscientiously implement executive polky as formulated in
the cabinet.
In Japan, however, the reverse is true, The individual cabinet ministers operate
under the authority of thdr ministries, which renders cabinet policymaking
functions almost meaningless. Bureaucrats in the various ministries and agencies
of government, even though unelected, function as an independent source of
policy authority and are not completely accountable to their ministers."
Ministers have great difficulty imposing their policy will on bureauctats who
mn their own agendas, evade or even defY their minister's (and the prime
minister's) instructions. Ministries independently make decisions and
announcements on national policy. Based on his previous experience as Minister
of Health and Welfure, Kan Namo also observed that all ministers' public
speeches from inauguration to resignation arc prepared by buteaucrars, and
ministers receive 'lectures' from bureaucrats in a process that can only be
described as 'brainwashing' (senntl kytliku),75 In the Westminster COntext, 'Yes
Minister' was always an overdrawn picmre of bureaucratic power, In Japan, it
represents undistorted reality.
The foundarions of bureaucratic power in Japan are beyond the scope of
this analysis." Suffice it to say that rumours of the demise of the Japanese
bureaucracy have been greatly exaggerated." The power and autonomy of the
Japanese hureaucr-acy in the policymaking process are based on its formidable
control over the functions of policy advice, initiation, formulation, development
and implementation. They are further buttressed by bureaucrats' informational
dominance, their 'capacity to strategically utilize information to influence
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policies'," their mastery of the technical details of policy, their legal powers to
draft legislation and to make rules comprising various kinds of administrative
ordinances and regu1ations~ and their right to exercise wide powers of discretion
in the implementation of these rules as well as in the administration of
legislation.
Bureaucratic power in the policymaking process also derives by default from
the insufficient non-bureaucratic, informational and advi'iory support structures
for the prime minister and ministers. Key institutional shortcomings have left
the prime minister and cabinet ministers without a cadre of independent policy
advisors and the requisite authoriry to initiate policies. Indeed, the Prime
Minister's Official Residence (Kantei),79 which is the equivalent of 10 Downing
Street, as well as the Cabinet Secretariat (Daijin Mnbo), have been significantly
penetrated by hureaucratic appointees, Similarly, minister's offices in the
ministries are under the scrutiny and control of officials from those ministries.
Individual ministers' small support sraffs are almost exclusively drawn from
the ministries they head. The lack of a substantial number of independent,
non-bureaucratic staff for the executive has underwritten a system in wbich it
has largely been a mouthpiece of and manipulated by the bureaucracy.
In addidon, bureaucrats preside over systems of econonlic intervention in

which they exercise substantial discretionary powers of regulation (granting
licenses, permission, and approvals) and allocation (granting subsidies for
particular projects, including public works projects and public works contracts),
Ai; part of their administration of interventionist systems, they also employ
powers of discretionary economic decisionmakiog.'o In addition, each ministry
presides over an auxiliary infrastructure of public corporations and quasi-public
bodies that considerably expand its interventionist reach, None of these
bureaucraric powets has been compromised by the Wdves of corruption and
incompetence scandals that have beset the Japanese bureaucracy since the mid
1990s.
Koizumi has found that he can effect the most change when he works with
established ministries rather than against them, For example. his pledge to ent
public expenditure and to reduce the government's reliance on deficit spending
has the strong support of the MOF becanse it amounts to budget cuts in
another guise and because it advances the MOF's long-standing quest to tebuild
the nation's finances through a policy of fiscal al1Sterity, Koizumi has been able
to achieve some fiscal reforms because they have had the full force of rhe MOF
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behind them. 81 As one Japanese commentator observed, 'the policy line adopted
by the Council on Economic and Fiscal Policy fits the goal pursued by Finance
Ministry bureaucrats, whose priority is to replenish depleted state coffers'."
For example, the cut in general policy spending in the fiscal 2002 budget was
the largest general spending cut ever. Similarly, the reduction in public works
investment of 10.7 per cent, or roughly ¥l trillion, was 'one of the deepest
cuts in memory. No wonder budget officials describe it as a "Draconian
reduction'''.'3 The influence of the MOF can also be detected in the ¥30
trillion cap on the annual issue of new government bonds, reform of the special
public corporations and the February 2002 anri-deflation policies." Then, in
June 2002, on the same day it was revealed that the prime minister would
order a cut in subsidies of several trillion yen over four years in 2003 General
Account budget requests, Finance Minister Shiokawa announced yet another
10 per cent cut in public works spending in the 2003 budget, with zero
growth in General Account expenditure. Later, Koizumi gave a directive to
reform the tax system at a meeting of the CEFp, bur the content of his directive
'turned out to be loyal to the logic of the Ministry of Finance, as can be seen in
the implication of tax hikes'. 85
The close alignment of Koizumi's policy achievements with MOF interests
has been criticised as reflecting an unexpectedly narrow sphere of policy
influence on Koizumi's part." As Nakamura explains, although Koizumi aspires
to a very broadly based reform program--encapsulated in his slogan 'structural
reform withour sanctuary-in reality his reforms have been limited to just
those supported by the MOF and the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare
with increased charges for medical treatment.'7 In fact, the sum total of
Koizumi's reforms amounts to little more than cuts in government spending.

In contrast, in those areas that throw down a direct challenge to bureaucratic
power, like reform of public corporations, change is much slower. The ptocess
is fundamentally flawed because it gives virtual veto power to the bureaucracy
itself. 88 The prime minister announces his targets, but the ministries have to
agree to any reorganisation of public corporations because they are integral
elements of bureaucrats' administrative fiefdoms. Ministry officials mount the
arguments about whether each public entity is necessary or not, and what
form any changes might take. Thus, whether and how these bodies should
be restructured has to be negotiated with the ministry concerned via its
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bureaucratic head. In this fashion, each ministry in practice decides the fate
of the public corpotations within its jurisdiction. All Koizumi and his economic
team have been able to do is apply concerted top-down pressure to this
process.
The Administrative Vice-Minister of the Ministry of Economy, 1l:ade and
Industry, or METI (Keizai Sangyosh6), openly defied Koiznmi on the issue of
tbe dmft bills for abolishing the Japan National Oil Corporation ONOC). As
the press reported,
ld]uring a meeting at dle Prime Minister's official residence ... Economy. Trade and Industry
Vice Minister Karsusada Hitose empharica1ly told Koizumi that revisions to a set of hilts
designed TO abolish the Japan National Oil Corp. were not necessary ... 'I don'rsee it as necessary
to revise the biHs: he reportedly said. A confrontation regarding the ministry.-dra.fred bills
broke out between the prime minister and his aides, who sought a revision of the biBs, and tbe
ministry, which has so far defied meir calk 39

Other ministries whose public corporations have been under specific attack,
such as the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (road corporations)
and the Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and
Telecommunications, have also the advantage of being able to enlist the support
of LDP zok" to their cause."
Deregulation is a similar story, with Koizurni grinding through the same
process as his predecessors, using regulatory reform councils to churn Out lists
of recommendations, which individual ministries can then decide to implement
at a pace and in a fushion that suits their own interests. And where there are
opportunities to advance and preserve bureaucratic interests in the name of
structural reform, the ministries never fail to do so. For example, government
ministries and agencies with a stake in 'structural reform (deregulation) special
zones' have endeavoured to widen their spheres of influence 'by revising only
governmental and ministerial ordinances'" in relation to the zones in ord.er to
preserve the ministries' discretionary powers over the ways in which these zones

will operate, rather than by cltanges in the relevant laws.
Strong evidence of bureaucratic intervention can also be observed in the
economic revitalisation cnmponenrs of the June structural reform package--'Basic Policies for Economic and Fiscal Management and Sttuctuml Reform
2002'. The package was described as 'no more than a gathering of the policies
so far drawn up by the government offices at Kasumigaseki'
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PARTY-BUREAUCRATIC INTERDEPENDENCIES
The ruling party, not the executive, is the only political institution with
sufficient power to bargain and negotiate with bureaucrats on an equal basis.
In this system, policy is made in the interaction between the party and 'the
government', which, in reality, refers to the bureaucratic ministries, a
combination uniformly referred to as seifU-Jimint6. Government policy has
represented the end product of this interaction process. The system does not
produce strong cabinet government with a prominent leadership role played
by the prime minister, but a dual power strucrure of party-bureaucracy
policymaking in which the prime minister and cabinet play a subordinate,
rather than a superordinate, role. The result is that Japan does not have cabinet
government,93 it has party-bureaucratic government. It is a system in which
the executive is left out of the loop.
The perennial debate about who exercises power in policymaking in Japan
has been almost exclusively a debate between proponents of a bureaucracydominant model versus those proselytising a party-dominant model. In other
words, this has been a debate over the question of which instirution-the
bureaucracy or the politicians-is in the ascendancy in the policymaking
process. In more recent times, the argument has been restated in an ultimately
fruitless search for a single locus of policymaking authority, a quest to establish
who, in rational choice parlance, is the agent of whom."
In this debate, the fundamental question of why the executive did not
predominate, given Japan's parliamentary cabinet system of government, has
been almost completely overlooked." Indeed, the discussion of bureaucratic
versus party-dominated policymaking assumed the irrelevance of the executive.
The prime minister and cabinet were simply not facto red into extant models
of Japan's policymaking system. This neglect has been partly a reflection of the
weakness of the executive structures in themselves, but it is also due to a lack of
familiarity with parliamentaty cabinet systems amongst the majority of foreign
scholars working on Japan. For the most part it is assumed that the prime
minister and his ministers are somehow included under the ruling party
umbrella. In fact, the role the executive plays in the policymaking process is
quite distinct and separate from the ruling party itselE
Moreover, as to which institution in the dual structure of power-the party
or the bureaucracy-is in the ascendancy, the reality is that neither exerts
predominance over the other. Although the balance of power between them may
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vary depending on the policy sector and even the poliq issue,'" the bureaucraq
and the party are func.tionally interdependent. Policy is made in the interaction
between these two structures operating in an interdependent fashion.
Politicians rely on ministries for information, particnlarly fur matters of policy
detail. The major reason for this is that the policymaking staff of individual
Diet members is woefully inadequate. Each Diet member has three statesubsidised secretaries whose job is to arrange the schedule of their sensei, to
greet visitors and to make tea, to receive petitions from various supplicams and
to handle communications with supponers'7 Officially, one of these secretaries
is called a 'policy aide'," whose official job it is to assist politicians to draft
policy measures and other legislative activities." Their salary and qualificarions
are higher than for the other aides. 100 In practice, policy assistants are usually
concerned with other things, like fund-raising and maintaining useful
connections wiTh other politicians.
At the party level, the administrative support structure for the PARC is
similarly inadequate. Research officers are limited to virtually one per major
policy sector, with their main task that of Hasing with the relevant ministry,
rather than policy development. The effect of these deficiencies is to make
Diet politicians and parties almost entirely dependem on rhe bureaucracy for
policy information, formulation and development. In a survey of LDP Diet
members in late 2000, 73 per cent admitted that they relied on bureaucrats
when drawing up policies. 'Dl This dependence has been encouraged by the
parallel stmcturing of PARC divisions and bureaucratic ministries.
Politicians also rely on bureaucrats for drawing up policies favourable to
their imerests. In this process, the ZlJku play a key, intermediary role between
party policymaking processes and those of the ministry. During the policy
formulation process, ministry officials relate direc.ly ro the ZlJku in order to get
an idea of what the party wants. This prior consultation process takes place in
the initial stages of policymaking, befote bureaucratic policy proposals are
formally submitted to the PARC process.
For their part, the ministries rely on LDP politicians and particularly the
ZlJku for help in protecting sacred ground-ministry inrerests,l02 including
their budgets, their organisational integriry,'·3 their administrative empires
including public corporations, and, most importantly of all, for getting policies
and bills past other ministers and ministries such as the MOF, and through
the PARC poliqmaking process and the Diet. Ministries and agencies need
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the support and assistance of senior members of conunittees in order to ensure
that the policymaking process runs smoothly. "4
Where ministries preside over highly regulated and protected sectors that
generate large quantities of benefits and concessions to LDP supponers, the
zoku are more motivated to cooperate with ministries. For example, the decline
in the ,MM zoku and in the numbers of politicians prepared to defend MET!,s
intero.sts in policy making have been traced to the ministry's changing role in
the economy and to the fuct that, as a result of promoting deregulation, it 'has
gradually lost the important concessions it once enjoyed in energy, foreign
trade and other indusuies. The minisrry has become less attractive fot the
commerce and industry policy clique' .105
In summary, the zoku face in a mytiad of different but pivotal directions:
they represent the interests of specific industries within party policymaking
processes, they seek to defend their own and the parry's electoral and survival
interests vis-a'vis the bureaucracy and the executive, they act as a voice for the
ministries in LDP policymaking contexts,'" thcy function as coordinators and
mediators between tbe party and the bureaucracy, and between rhe party and
rhe executive, and they act as gatekeepers for the ministries to the legislative
process. The PARe, where the zoku operate, therefore acts as a veto point for
the bureaucrats as well as the executive.
Bureaucrats work around the prior approval system by accepting the demands
of LD P politicians in return for having bills and budgets pass rhrough the
Diet without amendment.'Ol In fact, a lot of bureaucratic energy and effort is
expended on anticipating and accommodating zoku wishes in the policy
formulation process in advance ofPARC committee deliberations and discussion.
As a result, the political interests of the LD P permeate down to the lowest
levels of the ministries, because only those bureaucratic policy initiatives that
are politically acceptable to the LDP will be successfully processed by the
PARe and become government policy. This has the effect of discouraging
reformers within the ministries because bureaucratically generated proposals
for change rarely reach the implementation stage. Bureaucrats also want to
please influential LDP poliricians because favourable personal connections can
contribute to their promotion within the ministry. 10'
Party, bureaucratic interdependencies form the basis of substantially
cooperative relationships that border on symbiosis amongst bureaucrats and
LDP parry politicians. 100 Some commentators go as far as to call the relationship
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incestuous.';o Ministries maintain offices in the Diet itself staffed with 5-10
bureaucrats who can serve politicians! informational requests, 1 I 1 while ministry

officials regularly attend deliberations of PARC committees. For example, the
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport jointly promotes public works
projects with the construction zoktt in the LDP. And when the three PARC
committees dealing with the nation's e>.pressway projects passed a resolution
that opposed the freezing of the highway construction plan, officials of the
Land, Infrastructure and Transport Ministry attended the combined meeting
of the three committees and supported the resolution, saying that the 9,342
kilometre construction plan needzd to be realised one way or another. m These
arrangements typify rhe implicit contract between bureaucrats and LDP Diet
members whereby bureaucrats enahle politicians to reap side-benefits from
the ministries' regulatory and alloc.~tory activities and public sector busi.nesses.
These side-benefits take the form of patronage for distribution to politicians'
constituents and supporters. Politicians thus have a vested interest in the
preservation of bureaucrats' powers of intervention in the economy, As Tanaka
Shusei, a private Koizumi adviser and former LDP Director-General of the
Economic Planning Agency comments, 'lawmakers who lobby for specific
industries and ministries depend on the bureaucratic system for their
existence'.'" The vested interests of the bureaucracy and rhe LDP are, therefore,
direcrly linked, and when politicians and bureaucrats unite against the execurive,
they can effectively block any reform sponsored by the prime minister.'14
Parry-bureaucracy interdependence is 110r only cemented by shared interest
but is revealed in the direct lateral connections benveen individual politicians
and individual bureaucrars in areas subject to the exercise of bureaucrats'
discretionary powers. Politicians lobby bureaucrats in order to obtain porkbarrel &vours for their constituencies, as well as regulatory and a1locatory &vours
for individuals, companies, semi-public organisations, interest groups, and
local government officials and politicians within their support networks. m
This deal-making is conducred behind the scenes and lacks both transparency
and accountability on the part of both politicians and bureaucrats. Acting as
intermediaries for constituency and special interests in this fashion translates
into mnch needed political backing and financial support for individual
politicians in the same way that PARe activities do.
LDP politicians apptoach bureaucrats for favours and policy concessions in
those areas that are within the purview of ministry officials to grant. The
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bureaucrats can deliver the requested policy benefits because they have the
power ro do what the politicians ask without requiring ministerial approval.
The strength of the politicians is thus tied to the srrengrh of the bureaucracy
independeurly of the executive. For example, individual bureaucrats have the
power to decide what gets built where with public subsidies and which company
gets what government contract. The result is a plethora of strong horizontal
connections between LDP politicians and ministry officials which bypass the
executive (and the Diet) altogether.
For politicians, lobbying bureaucrats for specific policy favours is a separare
funcrion from policy deliberation within the PARe. All LDP Diet members
operate as special-intereSl politicians in both ways-in PARe macro-policy
COntexts which deal with what Nakano calls 'fundamental policy frameworks', il6
as well as in micro-policy areas where individual bureaucratic decisions can
impact on specific constituencies, and within these constituencies, on speciHc

grOllps of voters, organisational and interest gtoup leaders, local government
offidals, companies and individuals. Thus, decisionmaking processes for macro
and micro-policies differ. Macro-policies are collective and centre on issues
that ultimately become government policy, micro-policies involve policies 'at
the point of acrual policy execution'. m They require individual, discretionary
decisions by bureaucrats, usually about positioningl18-that is, what project
is to be nnderraken where--an arena in which Diet members, acting on behalf
of local interests, become petitioners to ministry officials who are charged with
making the actual decisions on such matters.
Individual politicians carve our their own policy fiefdoms by combining
both dimensions of the,r activities. They accumulate personal credit by acti11g
independently to secure various policy favours in the role of 'autonomous
political entrepreneurs'. where they attempt to do policy favours for small
groups, companies and individuals in order to obtain money and votes, and
also by participating in more general policy-related activities in party
committees. Nevertheless, the two policy-related functions of Japanese
politicians need to be distinguished: one is policy 'interference through direct,
personal intercession with individual bureaucrats, the other is policy
'intervention' through the PARe.
The policy 'interference' dimension of special-interest politics has become
the target of much public and media criticism in Japan because of the potential
for corrnption, for breeding cosy and collusive relations between individual
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politicians and individual bureaucrats,119 because it is widely regarded as
meddling by individual politicians in administrative affairs, and because of
the lateral connections bet\veen individual politicians and individual bureaucrats
which circumvent formal policymaking processes. Such connections do not
normally occur in Westminster systems, where bureaucrats are subject to strict,
vertical, hierarchical lines of authority through department heads to ministers.
Bureaucrats are nOt permitted to meet with politicians other than cabinet
ministers. It would be unthinkable for bureaucrats to respond to backbenchers'
requests for specific policy favours behind the back of a minister. l\s for the
allocation of public works, it is typically decided centrally eieher by cabiners
or ministers or by arm's length public authorities, according to transparent
and public interesr criteria. Pork barrelling is not unknown, especially in
marginal dectorates, but it is centrally determined by and in the interests of
parties as a whole rather than in the intetests of individual members.
Electoral reform of the Lower House in 1994 altered the relative importance
of the policy interference and policy intervention functiolh' for individual Diet
members. In creating 300 single-member distticts (SMDs) ftom what were
previously multi-member districts (MMDs), '20 it weakened the incentive for
policy specialisation corresponding to the interests of a narrow political support
base that centred on well-established ties with specific industty groups (the
original, core incentive for the creation of the w/tu).'" At the same time, it
strengthened the incentive to maximise benefits for the constituency as a whole
through activities such as pork barrelling in order to win a plurality. m If
anything, the need for a plurality acted as an even stronger incentive for LDP
candidates to use the advantage of incumbency to promise pork-barrel benefits
to their districts, whilst simultaneously encouraging a stronger focus on local
constiruency service amongst all candidates. Such a development hardly realised
the original intentions of the electoral reformers, who hoped to replace intercandidate pork-barrel competition with greater inter-party competition and
debate over policy issues.
The 1994 Lower House electoral refurms also placed restrictions on political
funding and provided for a sysrem of government subsidies to parties.l"
However, candidates remain reliant primarily on personally generated electoral
resources on personal vote mobilisation" on personal connections with local
l

leaders and on their own political machines centred in their electorates (koenkat)
for drumming up political support. In fact the kOenkai have become even
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more important as vehicles enabling politicians to expand their political reach
by building direct connections with voters (including oooealigned and even
anti-LDP voters) outside the organised blocs of voters that form the core of
their support base. In many cases, candidates find ir necessary to expand their
support network in this fashion in order to win a plurality. As noted above, the
electoral reforms were designed to encourage inter-candidate competition on
the basis of party affiliation rather than on the basis of the personal attributes
of candidates, but party competition remains underdeveloped in the SMDs124
given the strength of well-established candidate-centred patterns of support
gathering and voter behaviour.125 Politicians are still pursuing the personal
vote, although they are no longer able to rely on purely 'niche' srrategies as in
the past. Typically, the personal vote is built on the basis of the 'instrumental
promises to followers and the provision of personal services rather
than." [standing] up for the public good'.'26 Voters continue to expect their
political representatives to channel benefits back into their constituencies and
to vote for candidates in the SMDs rather than for parties. m Correspondingly,
Diet representatives still 'believe that a politician's work is to ensure the nation's
budget for public works projects in the prefecture'128 In short, personal voting
goes hand in hand wirh parricularistic, pork barrel-type policies. Politicians'
personal votes are being built on constituency service with a strong focus on
providing constituency-wide pork-barrel benefits, with candidate differentiation
occurring primarily on locality-specific issues. The new SMD system has
intensified pork-barrel competition amongst candidates and encouraged
politicians to become fierce defenders of their local districts' interests in all
policy spheres, ,Iv; Haggard comments: 'Where politicians have incentives to
cultivate the personal vote, they are more likely to seek to develop narrow
constituent bases of support and to press for parricularistic policies at the
expense of party platforms ... These particularistic policies take the form of
patronage, pork, and the drafting of statutes that are cast in general language
but are in fact designed to appeal to narrow constituent ... bases of SUppOft'Y9
The ahsence of strong inter, party competition can also be traced to the
blurring of policy differences amongsr the panics, rhe vague generalities
characteristic of party policy platforms,"o and pronounced trends towards the
de-alignment and anti-party sentimem of many voters. In addition, split-ticket
voting in Lower House SMDs enables voters to line up for patronage trom the
local district member by joining his or her koenkai at the same time as expressing
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a preference for another party in the regional proportional representation
constituencies. l3l In Japan, voters can hate the LDP but still vote for individual
politicians who are members of rhe LDP (and even join their kaenkai)132 because
of a particular politicians ability to serve special interests and his or her
constituency. The fact that VOters still choose politicians as individuals rather
than in terms of their party affIliation reinforces incentives to cultivate a personal
vote and weakens incentives ro identifY strongly with the party platform. The
same applies to other electOral resources like campaign finance. When individual
Diet members have to raise theit own funds, tht'J have an additional incentive
'to cultivate personal reputations'. m
In this way, electoral relotm has gradually altered the nature of special interest
representation by the LDP, putting much greater emphasis on pork-barrel
favours, on lateral connections between bureaucrats and politicians, and ou
the lobbying role of politicians vis-a-vis bureaucrats. It is not surprising that
Koizumi's reforms, which artack the potential for pork barrelling in areas such
as public works as well as the public corporations that oversee rhem, have met
such stiff resistance from members of his own parry. His proposals undermine
the potential for special-interest politicians to do their work in delivering porkbarrel payoffs to their key supporters and electorates.
The two dimensions of Diet members' reptesentation of special interests are
directly connected. Individual Diet members' leverage over ministry officials
increases in line with the status and influence they exercise within the LDP
policymaking machinery. One of the main ways in which Diet members gain
personal influence is by rising up througll the execurive hierarchy of PARC
committees, Because, as already noted) the committees are structured along
broad sectoral and policy lines, such advancement requires a degree of
specialisation in particular areas of policy. Over the years, the PARC has been
the primaty locus and training ground for LDP policy specialisrs. Its committees
provide an arena in which LDP Diet members become experts in particular
areas of policy as a means of gaining influence in the government and party.'"
Long-term specialism and influence bestows the status of m/m, and it is the
zoku who represent the most influential politicians within the LDP in both
the policy intervention and policy interference dimensions. Becoming a mku
lends weight to a polirician's influence over bureaucrats. Zoku status has thus
become important in the delivety of pork-barrel benefits to electorates. In the
19805, the z.t)ku started to involve themselves in subsidy projects even at town
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and village leveL But after the introduction of the SMD system in 1994, their
pressure on bureaucrats intensified and, in Nakanishi's view, became
'unreasonable;.155 To bear their opponents, the zoku instructed bureaucrats

not to embark on any projects in a particular town, or not to offer public
works contracts to any companies associared with their opponents. l36
The rising importance of the pork-barrel hmction for the zoku has to some
extent changed rhe meaning of the label 'ttibe' Diet member. It once referred
exclusively to the representational agents concerned witb the main body of
regularised policies--the passage and amendment of laws, tbe formulation or
alteration of major policy programs and budgetmaking I37 -all centring on
tbe PARe. These days, however, tbe LOP's pre.eminent policy specialists are
criticised for having degenerated into little more tban 'lohbyists for special
interests in return for campaign donations'. !3S Their role IS merely to 'serve as

a conduit for passing on rhe requests of various business sectors to bureaucrats
while also accumulating political donations'
In fact, the mOSt powerful
members of the zoku cliques do not even have to lobby ministry officials. They
simply request or direct them personally on matters of both policy and personal
favours. Ministry officials comply with these requests and directives in exchange
for operaring under the general patronage of the powerful zoku, who take care
of the organisational interests of the ministry, in policymaking and in other
contexts including the Diet. According to one report, some 'powerful LOP
kingpins keep the top officials of a specific ministry under their thumb, virtually
controlling their decision· making functions' .''''' As one Foreign Ministry official
said of Suzuki, he 'not only controlled personnel affairs but was also on the
verge of directing Japan's Russia and economic cooperation policies'.'"
Much of the electoral performance of cl,e average politician in Japan thus
continues to depend on the delivery of benefits to theit supportets and
constituencies, whether through activities in the PARe or by interceding witb
the bureaucracy. This contrasts with the Westminster model, where
backbenchers' re-election chances depend almost entirely on their party identiry,
which, in turn, is largely determined by general considerations such as
governmental and leadership performance. Under a Westminster system, electors
vote for tbe nationwide parry and its leader, making the local candidate simply
a carrier of this preference. This feeds into the weakness of the hackbencher visa-vis the parry and its leader, and underpins executive power. The party leader!
prime minister can always say to a dissident hackbencher: 'they voted for me,
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not you, with divergence from the government line sometimes pnnished widl
expulsion from the party. 142
The situation in Japan is completely the reverse. In,,,,ntives remain strong
'for individual politicians to engage in pork-barrel spending, rent seeking, and
other forms of particularism'. 143 Although party leaders remain strong because
of the internal patronage system within the factions, the authority of the party
leader/prime minister is undermined by the interests of the individual
politician-members of the party. The latter currently present a formidable
harrier to reform because the ptime minister, who is also leader of the party
has difficulty in imposing his policy preferences on the party membership.
In Westminster systems, the assumption is that the ruling party and its
leadership (namely the prime minister and cabinet) form a cohesive, united
force because only by acting as such can they guarantee their continuance in
power and the automatic passage of legislation. Normally, strong centripetal
forces operate in a Westminister system. It is also assumed that the leadership
and the patty not only share views on policy bur shate a similar ideological
worldview. At least the differences are not such as to create dysfunctional
ideological cleavages in the party. As has been demonstrated in the Japanese
case, however, unity at a poliey and ideologkallevel cannot he assumed. Knizumi
was supported by a majority of the party electorate in the LDP's presidential
election, but his policies which embody market-liberal philosophy are not
necessarily supported by the party's Diet members.
The key political oondition, as Haggard emphasises, 'is the relative strength
of the party leadership "is-a-vis the individual politician. Where parry leaderships
are Strong, there is greater prospect of enforcing programmatic discipline on
followers and less likelihood that programs will be dominated by geographic
or other constituent interests'.144 He argues strongly in favour of'systems ... that
increase the discipline of central parry leaders over backbenchers'. 145

THE ROLE OF THE EXECUTIVE IN JAPAN'S TRADITIONAL
POLICYMAKING SYSTEM
In the traditional polieymaking system, the prime minisrer and cabinet have
traditioruilly come in at the end of the polieymaking cycle rather than at the
beginning. They act as ratifiers of policies that have emerged from the partybureauctatic polieymaking process. The direcrion of policy is not from the top
down, but from die bortom up. Not only is prior approval from the PARe
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mandatory, but before policy reaches the cabinet, the management of the cabinet
requires that policy matters are coordinated through the administrative viceministers' conference (jimujikan kaigz) before they are decided at the cabinet
meeting. 146 All policies and draft legislation must be given the stamp of approval
by the meeting of the heads of the various ministries (the administrative viceministers), which talres place the day before the cabinet meets. Nothing comes
before the cabinet for a decision unless it has already been passed by the viceministers. This well-established convention, which has no legal foundation, 147
means that the buteaucracy actually inserts itself into the formal decisionmaking
process of the executive. The result is 'buteaucratic control' (kanryo tom)I48
The upshot is that the cabinet does not malre government policy in Japan.
It is not a collective decisionmalring body or the central locus of policymalring
that one would expect in a Westminster system. It is not like Britain or
Australia where the critical decisions are talren in cabinet after discussion and
debate amongst the prime minister and his ministers. There are no strong
discussions amongst ministers; cabinet approves what is put before it with
meetings normally lasting less than half an hour. Kan Naoro, former Minister
of Health and Welfare and previous leader of the opposition DPJ, was quoted
as saying 'I must have attended nearly 90 Cabinet meetings. They lasted an
average of 10 minutes each and all I did was sign documents' .150 In his view,

1"

cabinet meetings are nothing whereas the administrative vice-ministers' mettings

decide everything. 151
The role of the prime minister in this system has not been to lead and
impose his will on the party and the government, but to atticulate the agreed
consensus reached in party-bureaucratic negotiations. Prime ministers have
largely been figureheads for the political and bureaucratic forces operating
outside the cabinet who exercise the real power. They have exercised weak
powers of policy direction and leadership, including within the cabinet itself,
where they have lacked explicit legal authority under cabinet law to propose
items for debate on the cabinet agenda. They have chronically had no views on
matters of policy. Former Prime Minister Mori's reply during a 2000
interpellation session in the Diet is indicative. Responding to a question from
a member of the DPJ about giving foreigners the vote, he said simply: 'This is
a very important issue having relevance to the basic structure of the state. I

have my own ideas about it. But, as the prime minister and the president of
the ruling party, I think I should not say what I think about it' .152
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Prime ministers who have wanted to seize the policy initiative and challenge
vested interests embedded in the party and in the bureaucracy have had to
deploy bypass strategies, namely initiating pnlicies through prime minisrerial
advisory councils. building public suppOrt for these policies, and then, on the
hasis of reports and recommendations from these bodies, trying to hend the
LD P and the bureaucracy to their will on a top-down basis, usually with
mixed results.
In trying to impose their own agendas, prime ministers have often had to
contend with opposition from ministerial colleai,\ues. The role of ministers in
Japan's traditional policymaking sysrem is not to direct their ministries with
the full force of cabinet decisionmaking authoriry hehind thein, but quite rhe
opposite, to act as spokespersons for their ministries, to voice their ministries}

position on policy and to advance their ministries' line in any policy dlscussions
inside and outside the cabinet. This means that bureaucratic resistance to
KOlzumi's reform agenda is articulated within the executive itself, which acts
as a strong constraint on cabiner unity and which prevents the cabinet from
imposing its view as the highest executive decisionmaking body. '"
In the Koizumi administration, cabinet ministers also continue to atgue
their ministries' position in policy negotiations with Koizumi in the CEFP
and in other newly established structutes of executive decisionmaking, with
the policy agendas of ministers largely run by ministry officials. For example,
the Health, Labour and Welfare Minister, Sakaguchi Chikara, has been strongly
defensive of his ministry's interests in negotiations on medical polic"}' teform,
asserting rhat 'reform of the medical system mighr be put off depending on
the healrh of the economy'. ""' He has resisted Koizumi's ambitious reform
plans for the medical sysrem and has tried ro make it conditional on reviewing
the entire medical insurance system. AB Curtis com:ments, 'cabinet ministers

and LDP party officials are too ready to express views that contradict those of
their own prime minister' .155

In other conrexts, individual ministers still find it difficult to impose their
own policies on their ministries. The Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries, Takebe Tsutomu, advanced his own proposal fur structural reform of
agriculture in May 2001, involving the introduction of direcr income suppOrt
for 400,000 full-time farmers and allowing greater participation of joim-stock
companies in agricult<lre. The initiative died amidst resistance from the
agriculture ministry because it ignored the imerests of the remaining majoriry
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of part-rime farmers, which more nearly coincide with the interventionmaximising objectives of the ministry. 1%
Those ministers who actively try to reform their ministries from within like
former Foreign Minister Tanaka Makiko face active sabotage by their own
ministry officials. Tanaka's dismissal lends credence to the assertions of
bureaucrats who insisr that they can bring down any government or any minister
simply by releasing confidential information. m Former Prime Minister Mori,
who criticised Tanaka. Makiko for ttying 'to force hct way since her administrative
vice minister does nor act the way she wants'l53 revealed the typical mindser
that somehow minisrets should remain subordinate to their ministries. Mori
evinced what Curtis calls the 'traditional attitudes about the role of cabinet
ministers [which] remain strong'.l59

THE ROLE OF FACTIONS IN THE TRADITIONAL
POLICYMAKLN"G SYSTEM
The executive has also been weakened by the LOP's factional system insofar as
prime ministers are largely creatures of factional power braking, particularly
amongst party elders'60 and faction leaders in the LDP, who decide the
candidates for prime ministetial succession (rhe contendets are either faction
leaders or their chief lieutenants). The process of choosing a prime minister
has consistently been conducted by means of elections amongst the party's
factional membersbip for tbe post of LOP president (who becomes the prime
minister}.'" Thus, the 'insider politics' of the LOP, which are dominated by
considerations and processes internal to the party, have dictated the selection
of prime minister, who has subsequently been imposed on the populace
regardless of their preferences. 162
The system has produced a very high turnover of prime ministers so that
different faction leaders can take their turn at the top job. Koizumi is the
twenty-second prime minister since the Liberal Democratic Party rook power
in 1955, with only two short-lived non-LDP prime ministers in almost half a
centllty. In contrast, Britain has had 10 prime ministers and two major parties
alternating in government over the same period. Nor surprisingly, Japan has
been derisorily described as having a revolving-door prime ministership.
Ministets' weakness vis-a-vis their own ministries has been compounded by
their selection as factional nominees rather than on the basis of their ability
and policy experience in the portfolio which they have been allocated. Like the
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prime minister, they also suffer from a very high turnover in office. Prime
ministers reshuffle their cabinets frequently to give posts to as many senior
parry Inembers as possible, which means that not many cabinet ministers
hold their POStS fur more than a year. Faction leaders oeed to provide ministerial
positions for their followers as an incentive for members to remain loyal, and
so there is tremendous pressure from faction leaders for the prime minister to
change his cabinet line up at regular intervals. As the Nikkei comments,
[sJuch frequent replacement of ministers undermines politicallcadership in poHcymaking.
Newly appointed ministers are usually replaced before they finish studying the basic tasks and
operations of thejr ministries. Despite the obvious defects, the tradition has been upbeld for
decides because of the strong pressures from t.lCtion bosses who must ensure t'hat their followers
get a cabinet portfolio after serving several terms in the Diet. 16'}

THE llvlPACT OF COALmON RULE ON POLICYMAKING
In more recent years, the traditional policymaking structure has had to adjust
to the realities of coalition government, making consultation and concession
amongst all parties to the ruling coalition mandatory. Coalition polieymaking
has involved a separate inter-party prior coordination phase in which party
leaders, party executives (secretaries-general) and party policy executives (policy
research council chairmen and Diet affairs committee chairmen) may variously
participate. Under the Obuchi administration, for example, the secreraries
general and Diet affairs committee chiefs of the three ruling parties met every
day for discussion.lQ<
Formally speaking, the bulk of inter-party coalition negotiations under the
Koizumi administration are conducted by the secretaries-general and policy
chairmen of the three parties. The televant minister(s) and the chief cabinet
secretary may also be involved. For example, Chief Cabinet Secretary Fukuda
Yasuo and State Minisrer for Economic and Fiscal Policy Takenaka met with
the policy chairmen of the three ruling parties, including PARC Chairman
Aso, in order to secure agreement amongst the parties on the basic policy
measures for tax reform and economic revitalisation in June 2002. Their meeting
was followed by a gathering of the three coalition party leaders, who formally
adopted the policy package.
Ministers from coalition parties are also involved in executive-level policy
negotiations in the various cabinet policy headquarters while governmeot-nding
coalition liaison meetings sometimes take place at the Kantei, often prior to
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legislation being submitted to the Diet, These meetings variously draw in
coalition party leaders and secretaries-generaL Such a meeting occurred, for
e"ample, just before the submission of the postal reform bills to the Diet in
May 2002,
In practice, however, the New K6meit6 relies heavily on transmitting its
policy wants and concerns through Nonaka, who was imporrant in managing
coalition affairs as chief cabinet secretary under the Obuchi administration,
and through Koga, also from the Hashimoto faction, who played a central role
in inter-party negotiations under the Obuchi administration as former
Chairman of the LDP's Diet Affairs Committee (Kokbi Trusaku Iinkai) , The
distance between the Hashimoto faction and the Koizumi administration,
however, does not facilitate the communication ptocess, particularly berween
Nonaka and Koizumi. 165

Koizumi's willingness to compromise with his coalition partners has directly
reflected his political standing amongsr the public, In particular, when his
support ratings plummeted in early 2002, Koizumi had to try and rebuild
relations with the New Mmeito, the largest non-LDP grouping in rhe coalition,
As one New Komeito official commented: 'When Koizumi's approval rating
was extremely high at 70-80%, the prime minister acted as he liked without
paying us any attention, But the time has come for us to speak out because his
popularity is waning and his power base wirhin the coalition governmenr is
also weakening .'66 This commenr echoed a similar remark hy Conservative
Party Presidenr Noda Takeshi who commenred that '[tlhe prime minister has
started raking our advice lately, even though he wouldn't listen to us before'.'"
Genetally speaking, Koizumi has made tactical concessions to his coalition
pattners in areas that engage their primary interests (that is, defence policy for
the Conservative Parry and social welfare policy for the New K6meiro)
sufficieutly to retain their support for the coalition, But LDP-bureaucratic
policymaking predominates in areas of primaty interest to the LDP such as
agricultural policy and regional public works,'" Generally speaking, it is the
big macro-policy issues that need agreement withiu the coalition, leaving
evetyday, bread and butter micro-policy issues decided by the traditional system,
In other words, coalition government has nor threatened The prevailing norm
of ruling party-bureaucratic policymaking, It has certainly not shifted the locus
of policymaking to the Diet. The Diet remains a formalised arena for voting
on legislation, not for debate amongst politicians from different parties arguing
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clearly differentiated policy positions, Individual Diet members do not speak
at length on legislative provisions in the manner of parliamentary members in
other Westminster democracies, in spite of the passage of the Diet Revitalisation
Law in 1999 which was supposed to enhance policy debate amongst politicians.
At most, the law has enhanced the oppottunity for some geode sparriog between
party leaders (ioeluding the prime minister) usually in the context of standing
committee (usually the Budget Committee) delibetations. Even here, Diet
members' roles are limited to asking questions, for whicb the answers by tbe
minister or his deputies are scripted beforehand by policy specialists ftom the
relevant ministry. Politicians as members of the Diet, as opposed to their other
political and policymakiog toles, do not determine the direction of policy in
Japao,
The major impact of coalition rule has been to iosert another layer of
adjustment at the party level, which preserves the dual LOP-bureaucratic
policymaking structure intact. Indeed, coordination amongst the coalition
parties on policy is simply a more advanced aod transparent form of the dealmaking between the LOP and the opposition which has characterised LOP
Diet management since 1976, when the illP suffered significant setbacks in
the Lower House, and particularly afrer 1989, when it lost irs majority in the
Uppet House,169 Counterintuitively, the New Kilmeito and Conservative Patty
do not exercise a veto power over the decisions that come out of the traditional
policymaking process, That is because they are prepared to trade long-held
policy positions and priorities for a power-sharing arrangenH'!flt. 170 Moreover,

as already ooted, because parties are oat genetally ideologically hide-bound,
pragmatism and instrumemalism predominate as the primary determinants
of policy choice, This makes party groupings flexible on matters of policy
choice aod reduces the distance amongst the coalition members on policy
issues. The coalition parties are concerned less with ideological issues than
with policies that will imp.cr on their electoral prospects, In this respeer, the
Conservative aod New Kilmeiro Diet members find themselves sharing a lot of
ground with the LOP. The main divide on policy tends to lie between the
executive on the one hand and the ruling parties on the other, The New Komeito
and Conservative Party have simply lined up with t.l-,e LOP on a wide range of
issues. For this reason, they ate frequently opposed to structural reforms,
preferring economic stimulus and other economic revival packages instead,
PARC Chairman Aso criticised rhe Koizumi administration's February ami-
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deflation package 'as lacking stimulus measures to rev up rhe economy', 171 at
the same rime as teaming up wirh his New Komeito counterpart Kitagawa
Kazuo calling for fresh steps to tackle deflarion and agreeing to present a series
of jointly formulated stimulus proposals ro the government. m
The prospect of rhe Lower House being dissolved and an election being
held provides Koizumi with a weapon to bring all the parties into line. Chief
Cabinet Secretary Fukuda, for example, told a senior official of the New Komeito
that if the postal liheralisation bills passed only the Lower House, the 'prime
minister would dissolve tbe lower house and call an election'. 173 The coalition
parries would not be keen on any election that gave Koizumi strong public
endorsement of his pro-reform position against their anti-reform posture. In
the New K6meit6's case, calling a qnick election would put it ar a disadvantage
because the party requires considerable time to prepare for an election. l74
The advent of coalition government has undoubtedly complicated the
executive's relationship with the ruling parties. Koizumi not only has to negotiate
around the dominant LDP, he also has to take into account the views of the
leaders and members of the New Kilmeit6 and Conservative Party. On the
orher hand, the prior coordination process amongst the three ruling parties
has been considerably devalued by Koiwmi's more top-down style of
decisionmaking. Just as he has tried to bypass and limit the influence of rhe
LDP in policymalting, so has he rried to pass over the other parties in the
ruling coalition. In fact, he 'has been determined to throw off the ruling coalition
in order to carry out his reform program'. '" The executive led by Koizumi and
the CEFP does not always consult with the coalition parry leaders prior to
annouocementB of new policy directions, particularly in areas of fiscal policy.
For example, Koizumi ordered the CEFP to incorporate the ¥30 trillion cap
on the issuance of government bonds and trim public works expenditure in
the 2002 budget without prior consultation with the ruling coalition panies,
who had to give their approval afi:er the fact.'" A leading New Komeito member
rather derisorily described the communication between his party and the LDP
as being 'a case of LDP Secretary-General Taku Yamasaki going into the Prime
Minister's Office and delivering us Koizumi's will' .1'7 The Japanese press has
also reported that the coalition is not functioning well and rhe relationship
between Koizumi and his coalition partners is rather cool. 178 One commentator
has even gone as far as to label this state of affairs as the 'myth of coalition
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Where the partners in the ruling coalition may he more significant is in
aligning with one or other of the power blocs within the LDP for or against
the prime minister. l80 They can, in short, he brought into internal power
plays within the LDP. In this way, the junior parties in the coalition might he
able to exert some influence oYer the direction of leadership within the LDP
and thus the fate of the administration. As already noted, the New Komeito is
known for having closer relations with certain members of the senior hierarchy
in the LDP, such as Nonaka, and is doser to the Hashirnoto faction than to
other factions. This may generate some influence at a crucial moment in
swinging the balance of power within the party in one direction or another,
and thus a potentially decisive role in hringing down the administration. One
has to consider, therefore, the coalition parties' role not only in policymaking,
but also in the politics of Nagaracha.
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polidci:rns' consensus'. <http://ww'W.dpj.ocjp/t:oglishihewsi020106i070603.hrml>.
64

Curds makes a similar point that: the requirement for party approval of cabinet~spon50red
legislation before it can be presented to the Diet prevents the prime minister from exercising his

strong leadership, Sce Gerald L. CurDs, 'Tokushu: ShidOryoku Ftlky6: Kono Mama de wa Nihon

wa Jimetsu Sum' [,Special Feature: Leadership Recession: Japan Will Destroy Itself Soonet 0;:
Lard], Chfid KJron, May 2002, p. 81.
6;,

Ibid" p, 80.

"" Arendt Lijpharc, DemtJtracies: Rlttef7U olAfqjoritarian and Consensw Government in Twentj-One

Countries, New Haven, Yale University Press, 1984, pp. 4-9,
(,7

The discussion of the so-called 'Unr Westminster' aspects of Japans policyrnaking system in this
chapter is based on my forthcoming article entitled 'Japan's t;n~Wcstminsrer System', 1n

GotNmtment and Opposition, Winter 2003,
6B

Stockwin, G{JtJemingJapan; p. 44, See also Ray A Moore and Donald L Robinson, Partnen for

Democlacy' Lreating the New Japanese State under ;1JacArthur, Oxford, Oxford University Press,
2002, pp, 98-103,
69

1\ Comparative Perspective', p. 7.

7(l

As Stodnvjn agrees, 'once the Occupation ended in 1952, It gradually became dear that Japan

71

Lijphart's list of descriptive characteristics includes concentration of executive power, fusion of

was significantly di\'erging from the classic British pattern',

~i'\

Comparative Perspectivel, p. 7,

power between the executive and the legislature and executive dominance, asymmetric
bicameralism (:a stronger Lower HQuse), a two~party sysrem, a oue~dimeusional party system,

electorates in which candidates seek a pluraHty, a unitary system of governmem, an unwritten
constitution and parliamentary sovereign.ty. DemQmu:ies, pp. 4-9, Japan has all these features
ex-cept those relating to the concentration of executive power and executive dominance, a two-
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party system (it conrinues to have a onc and a half party system, that is, the LDP plus the rest)·in some GO per cent of seats Diet members seek a pluraliry-""..and

<l

\vritten (onsrlruuon. The

main Westminster examples ate Brirain, Canada. Australia and New Zealand, Only the United
Kingdom has a pure Westminster system ;:tcA:ording to Lijphart's modd, although even this
observation is now contested. In all of the countries except Japan, there is executive domlnance

and a concentration of executive power.
72

'Interests', p. 41.

73

Even though the LDP President (and top executive) becomes the prime minister, it is the latter
role that is integral to the executive, not the former, which not only has a separate ride bur

separate powers and functions. The executive leadership of the LDP should not be confused

with the executive. Although the latter is drawn from the LDP it has separate functions and
int-erests. It is the f<1ilure

to

make this distinction that reveals not only a misunderstanding of

parliamentary cabinet systems but also leans

to

much misleading analysis of the poIic.ymaking

process in Japan, See, for exampk:, Leonard ScllOppa, 'Zoku Power and LOP Power: A Case Study
of the Zoku Role in Education Policy', Journal (ljJapan.esY! Studir:r, Vo1. 17, No, 1, WInter 1991,
pp. 79-106. This was a story of the tension between party interests represented by ,he LDP

zoitu and the interem of the executive led by former Prime Minister Nakasone, not the LDP.
74

Some ministers exercise greater policy authority than other.$, The competence and authority of
minIsters in relation to their minimies depends on their abiLity, previous expericr..ce, policy
expertise,

poljC}~ st3nding

within the LDP (as: zoku) and personality;

75

'Kono Naikaku wa Watashi gaTaom', p.337

7ii

It is one of the most analysed aspens of Japan's poli1::icllJ system. The seminal work in English is

ChaJmers Johnson, iWITl and the Japanese Miracle, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1982.
7., This is a common theme amongst scholarly analysts in the 2000s, See, for example, Curtis'

comments in 'The Koizumi Adminb.1:raUon', pp. 297-98, and in Japan: Crisis ay Reform, p. 9.
l~

Amyx, <From Breakdown to Breakthrough', p. 28.

!<J

This is also some1::imes translated as the prime minister's residential ofitce.

lH}

The bureaucracy's powers of economic imervendon and their policymaking power need

81

Indeed, some c,ommentators argue that Koizumi is acting in his traditional roJe as a fiscal policy

to

be

differentiated.
(zaise<) Zflku in pu.<;hlng these policies. See, for example, Kawachi Takashi, 'Koizumi W'ho?',

Japa" Echo, Vo!. 28, No. 4, AUgWl' 2001, p. 12.
n Dttily Yomiuri On-lin(:, <http://www.yomiuri.co.jpinewse/20020106wo02.htm;>. Another has
argued: 'J believe that the ministry's belt-tightening Stance has not changed since Hashimoto's
tenure, Although the minisuy had

to

accept pump-priming econDmic stimulus policies during
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the administration of [the late Keizo] Obuchi, this time it suc<:essfUlIy jumped on the bandwagon
of structural rcrorms sought hy Koizumi', QUOted in The Japan Times, 16 August 2002,
lG

The Japan Times, 17 August 2001.

84 Editorial Department. '~KoiTumj wa 41 ten"', p, 96.
85

Nihon Keizai Shinbun, 12 June 2002. See also the comments abOut Koizumi -and the influence of
the Finance Ministry in Chapter 6 ott 'Poll\.)' Stalemate'.

86

Nak..mura, 'Igai ni Scmai Shubi Haui', p. 113,

S7

Ibid., p, 113,

"a A similar point has been made by Edward J. Lincoln in 'Arthritic Japan: The Siow Pace of Economic

Reform',JPRl W"orking Paper, No. 81, Japan Policy Research Institute, Ocwber 2001, pp. 5-6.
On~Li1U', <hnp:flwww.yomiurj.CQ.jp/newsc/20020425woOl.htm>.

i9

Daily Yomiuri

911

See also below.

~l

Nihon Keizai .)'hinbun, 26 May 2002.

J1

Nihon Keizai S'hinbun, 22 May 2002.

93

Personal communication, Professor ElIis Krau:ss, University of California, San Diego.

94

See for example, J" Mark Rrumeyer and Prances McCalI Rosenblmh, Japans PoliticalJ1{frrketplace,
Cambridge, Harvard Univ--efsity Press, 1993,

95
)£

It was posed by the author in 'Japan's Political Leadership Deficit', for example.
Bureaucratic organs tend to dominate in areas where policy decisions require high levels of
technical expertise or have marginal or lcss political impact.

'J7

Sugimoto, A Study of LDP Pol£cymaking, p. 32. AnOther role is to solicit and collect political
fJ.udti, and in some cases, act ss a fall-guy fur Diet member in the event that violations of the
Political Funds Control Law come

)8

to

light.

The system of statcAunded policy aides fur Diet members was set up in January 1994 at the
same time as the pa.\:$age of the electoral refonn

laws.

~9

3sahi.com, <http:www.asahi.com/englishipoHtics/K2002032600442.htmb.

l(l{)

Sev-eral Japanese politicians have been prosecuted for nll1ndling the W;:u:ies of their poiicy aides
for personal use. asahi.com, <http:wwv..·,asahi.comienglish/polltics/K2002032600442.htrr'J>.

101
It,2

The}apan Times, 2 De<::ember 2000,
A senior MET! official re...-endy bemoaned the filer that 'in furmer days, there were influential
LDP members who worked to hold down [those against MITI policies], and ;:-he commerce and
industry policy clique in the Diet offered cooperation'. Quoted inAsahi Shinbufl, 31 May 2002.

103

Influential LDP politicians reportedly protected the Foreign Ministry, the Juscice Ministry and

the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries from restructuring during the reorganisarion
of the bureaucracy which took dfe<.'t on 61anuary 200 L
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This: explains why someone like Suzuki Muneo has been able to wield so much influence over
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (GaimL:sho). Not oniy did he caU the 5101:5 in the LDP committee

on diplomacy (Gaiko Bukai), he vras also an influential member of the

Lm,'iter

House Standing

Committee on Foreign A1f,l1rs (Gaimu Iinkai). His positions in the party and in rhe Diet allowed
him to extract favours from me Foreign Ministry, lVikkei lVeek(y, 25 February 2002.
HI5

A"ahi Shinbun, 31 May 200L

,06

Some younger Diet members have crltkised the zoku as lacking their own opinions and policies
'so all they can do IS act on behalf of the bureaucrats, Not surprisingly, they 'try to etthance L.~e

bureaucracy's authority and hjuder private-sector activities', K6no Taro, quoted in The Japt.tn
Times Onlitlf!, <http://www.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin!gerartide.p15:n020010207aG.htm> ,

'" Nikk,i lv",kly, 18 March 2002.
lOB

Nikkei'l'Vetkl:;, 25 February 2002.

;()') The norion of symbiosis was obtained from Sugimoto, A Study ofLDP Policymaking, p, 25.

o See, for example, the commentary by ;;he political news editor of the Nihon Krizai Shinbun in

Nikkei !\reekiy, 25 February 2002.
1J i

Their role fOcuses on providing answers for mimrers, deputy ministers and parliamentary

secretaries to provide in response to questions in tbe Diet and in its committees. Personal interview,
MA1'F official, Apri12002.
asahi.com, <http://wwv.·.asahi.comlenglish/politics/K2001101i00969.html>.
ll3

Quoted in Susumu Okamow, 'Mandarins: mo's the Boss?', AERAJ <http://vy-ww.asahi.comi
engUshlfeaturelk2002011200261. hrml> .

; 14

Of course. politicians and bureaucrats represent two sides of the notorious iron triangles Qf
vested interest that operate in key industry sectors in Japan. See Gevrge Yfuigan, Japan lm/ in

the Agricttltttml Sector, pp. 4-8.
115

This activity is tbe key interHnking mechanism underpinning the much criticised 'iron triangles'
of corrupt interdependent relations amongst politicians, bureaucrats and businessmen,

The Policy-llfaking Pro-CfS,f, p. 94.

t 16

Naka110,

W

Ibid., p. 94.

m
j

19

[bid., p. 94.

See, for example, the IVih,m Keizai Shinbun editorial of20 June 2002, TheAsahi Shinbun editorial
on 5) July 2002 asserted that 'politicians' inappropdate ,or excessive involvement in public
administration compromises fair government and contribntes to politicaJ corrupcion. The
unseemly cozy relationships between politicians and bureaucrats must be dismanded', asahi.com,
<httpdlW1fVW'.asahi.com/engligh/op-ed/K2002070900264,otml>.
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The balance of Lower House Diet memb.:-ts (200) were chosen from 11 regional disrricrs, elected
ona proportional representation b;uls. The number ofsears from these constituencies \\'as reduced
to 180 prior to the 2000 Lower House eiIXLioll.

!1!

l:nder the new system, 41 per cem of Diet members represent Lower House SMDs, Taking this

proportion together with the numbers effectively representing SMDs in the Upper House (because
of the half mrnover of the house in each election which reduces dual-member prefectural
constituencies to single-member districts in eaG:~ election), che total is JUSt under half (that is,
48 per cent) of the current tot;;;l Diet membership of 727 (480 members in the Lo-v;rer House

and 247 in the Upper House),
In The MMD S}'litem also encourngecl pork-barrel competition amongst contenders for parliamentary

seats, particularly those from the pcrmanemly incumbent parry- (th-atis, the LDP), The ineenrives
under rhe new SMDs thus $etve merely

to

entrench the tendencies that had become weH-

established over the years under the MMD system.
12,

The current total is ¥30 billion per year.

m Even candidates in the proportional representation districts of me Lower House build voter
support on the back of connections with specific interest groups. The- $ame is true of the Nacional
Constituency of the Upper House, whkh is also run along proportional representation lines and
where candidates elicit support from a particuLu mnionwide intetest group, such as postmasters

or doctors. The newly legisiated ability of voter.$ to hack indivjduals in this conscituency as well
as parties, has served furrhet to entrench candidate-based voting in Japan.
125

Peroonal communkation, Pwftsi.or EHis Krauss, University of San Diego, June 2002. Krauss
describes this as a form of 'path dependence' in which 'poHcicians have both "sunk costs" On
economic sense of prior and costly investments) as well as ways of thinki,ng connected

to

me

older

system organizatJonai forms and behaviour and rhus tend first m try and adapt the older patterns
to the new needs of the new ~}'Srem) rather than starting from scratch with new forms'. Personal
communication, June 2002,
126

Haggard, <Jnterests', p. 46.

1:/'1

NikleeilWek&" 1 April 2002,

I 28

Independent Diet member, Konci6 Morohiko, quoted i.n The Japan Times Online, <hrtp:/I
",,"\vw,japamimes,co.jpi dg-binJ gC(J.rticle.p 15?nn2QO 10214b6.htm>,

J2j

'Interests', pp. 46--.7"

;;HI

The June 'comprehensive polk:yguidelines' of the DP], For example, referred (0 'rebuildingJapanese
society based on the spirit of ftaternalism'. Yomiuri Shinbun, 7 June 2002.

l}l

This point is also made and developed by Kram;$ and Pekkanen, '''The '94 System''', pp, 10-11.

174
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Kranss has emphasised the amount of split voting in the Lower House. As he elaborates, 'many
tend to vote for the incumbent, whatever his/her party and save their party support vote for the

proportionai representation section. We interviewed several LDP and former LDP Diet
members, .. who told us mac they kept their koenkai because lots of their supporters now under

SMD bate the LDP but iike them. so they have supporters in their kOcnkai from many different
parties, even the 1CPl' Personal communkatton, June 2002,
,,,,, Haggard, 'Interests', p. 47.
\34

As Krauss and Pekkanen also note, this is one of the main reasons why the mku did not fade

away wich the introduction of me SMDs, wbkh getterate disincentives for policy specialisation.

POlicy specialisation is stili a medium for advancement within the PARe committees and the
parry. Moreover, not aB zoku correspond directly and simply to ~he sectoral interests that
pl'edomjnate in a Diet member's support base. Those for administrative reform, inter-party
relations and Diet coordination are good examples. The existence of zoku in these areas underlines
the importance of specialisaxion in non~sectoral areas as- a means of carCff advancement. Former
Prime Minister Hashimoro, for example, was ""el! known in the 1980s as <lleading gyokaku mku.
!J5

'Suzuki Muneo', p. 105.

'" Ibid" p. 105.
lJJ The Pulic:rivfaking Process, p. 94.
!38

Editorial, Nikkei Week(YJ 11 :M:arch 2002.

1}9

asahi.com, <http:wvvw.asahi,com/engiishlpoHtks/K2002062000416,htmb.

1;0

Nikkri Weekly, 15 February 2002.

14!

asahi,com, <http:www.as:ahLcom/english/poiiticsJK20020G2700306.htmb-.

• 41

Krnuss and Pekkanen also quote Richard Rose (The Prime Minister in a Shrinking W1QrU,
Cambridge, UK, Poiity Press, 2001) in pointing OUt mat in mntrast to the system in Japan,
where 'there is no centralized party leadership wirh complete control over district~leve1
nominatiom."British Prime Ministers have quite substantial po';.vets over re-nomination even
of incumbents and have been known to warn back-benchers not to "bark"

toO

much or "get

vicious" on opposing the government on votes, because sucb a politician may find that <'He may
not get his license renewed when it falls due''', '''The '94 System"', p. 29.
11J
j

44

Haggard} 'lmeresrs', p. 46.
Ibid., p. 46.

"'Ihid., p. 48.
146

<http://www.kantei,go" jp/foreign!constitutiou_and_governmencoLjapan! nationaCadm

_e.hrmb.
147

Quoted in Tawara et al., 'Koizurni go. To.oreru mae ni', p. 119.
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14~ Shi02i1ki YasuhisJ, a young LDP Diet member, quoted in Tawara et al, 'Koizwnl ga TaQreru

mac ni', p. 119,
i4\!

See also Chapter 6 on 'Policy Stalemate'.

150

Quoted in Yomiuri Shinbun, 30 June 1999,

;~l

'Kono Kaikaku

\\'3.

Watashi ga Taosu', p. 337.

In QUOted In The Japan Times, 2 February 2001.

m CurttS arrrlbutes this lack of uni.ty to a cabinEt 'culture' in which ministers 'do not belteve that
thelr: job is to support the prime minister'.Japan: Crisis or Reform, p. 8. In rcallty, however, this
'culture' has in; origins in bureaucratic power and the rdative weakness of cabinet ministers vis~
a~vis

their own ministries.

1$4

Asdhi Shinbun, 20 November 2001.

15';

'The Koizumi Administration', p. 302.

1%

Sce my forthcoming volumeJapan;' InterventiMtst State,

157

Personal interview. Ministry of Foreign Affairs officiru, April 2002.

15,

AsahiShinbun, 31 January 2002.

m 'The Koizumi Adminisuatlon', p. 30 L
160

This group consists of those who have already taken meir turn in occupying leading positions in
the patty and in government, such as fonner prime ministers, former faction leaders, former top-

level executives in the LDP (secretary-general, PARe ch;):!rman, and so wrrh) and former chief
cabinet se<:fetaries. These politicians retain their Diet seats and much of their influence in the
party (particularly in relation to the allocation of high-level executive posts in the LDP -and in
the government) and over maiters of poliC'!" Horte has also drawn attention to the mle of former
prime ministers who, he contends, <keep controlling the government behind the sccn~, opposing
the current prime minister's policy and forcing their own ideas on the incumbent', Borie Fukashi,
Presidem of Shobi University, quoted in TIu Japan Tinu:J, 7 December 200L See also ,l\ureli<l
Georgc Mulgan, 'Japan's Political Leadership Deficit' J Australian Political Science &rlicw, Vot 35,

No. 2,July2000, pp. 193-4.
ltll

The factions still form the primary coHstituencies ofLDP Diet member';.'Oters for the presidency

Qf the parry, in spite of e'vidence of cross-facdo:na1 voting in recent years, and the opening of the
presidential elections in some lnstances
1$;

to

the wider parry membership.

This occurred in the 1998 LOP Presidential etecciou) for example, Former Prime Minister Obuchj
got the most votes, Kajiyama Seiroku gOt the second highest number of Votes and Koizumi came
in third, even UlOUgh public opinion poUs at U1C time showed that he wa.s the publk's first
choke for the job.

163

Niklui \"Vt-ek,ry. 12 i'-Iovember 2001.
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164

Mainichi Shinbun, 24 July 2002.

165

But see also the comments about Koga in Chapter 7 on 'Team Weaknesses, Tactical Flaws and

Policy Defects'.

Nikkei Week(y, 25 February 2002.
167 Ibid.
166

16B

For an explanation of the impact of coalition government on agricultural policymaking, see
George Mulgan, Japan Inc'in the Agricultural Sector, pp.

67~8.

169

See George Mulgan, 'The Dynamics of Coalition Politics', p. 45.

170

This point is elaborated in George Mulgan, 'The Dynamics of Coalition Politics', p. 40--2.

171

The Japan Times Online, <http://www.japantimes.co.jp/cig-bin/getarticle.p15(

172

Ibid.

nb20020309al.htm>.

173

Daily Yomiuri On-Line, <http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/newse/20020525wo04.htm>.

174

Okamoto, "'Sutemi"', p. 8.

175

Mainichi Shinbun, 24 July 2002.

176

Daily Yomiuri On-Line, <http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/newse/20020612wo03.htm>.

177

Daily Yomiuri On-Line, <http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/newse/20020520woOl.htm>.

178

Mainichi Shinbun, 24 July 2002.

179

Ibid.
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See also Chapter 7 on 'Team Weaknesses, Tactical Flaws and Policy Defects'.

6
POLICY STALEMATE

This chaptet wi1l pro,~de an assessment of recent reforms designed to buttress
executive authori,,/ in Japan, It concludes that the changes have served merely
to prodnce a policy stalemate] between revamped structures of executive power
and the party-bureaucratic complex,' ratber than eliminating ,be traditional
policymaking system, An emergent trilateral system comprising the executive,
the bureaucracy and the party portends even greater immobilism in the
policymaking process,

- The executive does not exercise sufficient authority to o,)erride the de fleto power
of the LDP and the bureaucra,'Y
Japanese prime ministers who have been effective agenda-setters and policyinitiators bave been the exception rather than the rule, despite a numbet of
factors that have served to strengthen the position of prime ministers in recent
years.' These factors include attempts by Japanese prime ministers to proliferate
advisory councils in order to bypass the traditional policymaking system' and
evidence suggesting that the ptime minister is becoming more and more
important as a determinant of the electoral fottunes of tbe LDP. 5 Japan's
prolonged economic slump punctuated by periods of heightened crisis have
certainly placed a premium on more active and decisive leadership by tbe chief
executive, The need to bolster the prime minister's powers to deal with economic

177
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emergencies, to act quickly and decisively in a crisis and to overcome institutions
and interests resistant to change culminated in the administrative reforms of

2001.

BUTTRESSING THE EXECUTIVE
Strengthening the hand of the executive and making it less a creature of the
dominant tuling party and the bureaucracy requires increasing executive control
and authority over those political and administrative entities that should
rightfully be subordinate. Various institutional remedies have been pursued to
enhance policy leadership by the executive branch.
The government reorganisation that took place in January 2001, three
months before Koizumi came to power, modified the dual party-bureaucracy
policymaking sttucture to some extent. In his mission to remodel Japan and
exert all the formal power of his office, Koizumi has been able to rely on a
beefed-up executive and to tap into a much more substantial institutional
support structure for prime ministerial initiative, with a corresponding reduction
in the power of the party and the bureaucracy. As Eda points out, in contrast
to Hashirnoto's time, it is now much easier for the prime minister to show
leadership because of changes to the executive system. 6
The Central Ministries and Agencies Reform Basic Law clarifies the leadership
of the prime minister over the management of state policy and emphasises
that the prime minister is the head of the cabinet.' This point is further driven
home by the Law to Amend the Cabinet Law (Kaisei NaikakuhO), which also
aims to elevate the position of the prime minister. s The prime minister's right
to initiate policies (soridaijin no hatsugiken) within the cabinet has been legally
recognised. An amendment to Paragraph 2, Article 4 of the Cabinet Law clarifies
that the prime minister may submit to the cabinet proposals on such issues as
'basic principles on important policies for the cabinet'.' Cabinet functions
have also been strengthened by the Law to Amend the Cabinet Law and the
Law to Establish the Cabinet Office. Both provide measures to bolster the
executive role of the cabinet.lO
Prime ministerial policy leadership has been additionally reinforced by a
more potent executive support structure. The Cabinet Secretariat (Naikaku
Kanbo), which directly assists the prime minister, has been expanded, granted
greater powers of policy coordination and made more independent of the
bureaucracy. Paragraph 2, Article 12 of the Cabinet Law was amended to
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clarify that the Cabinet Secretariat. which directly assists the Prime Minister, take." charge of
drafting and planning the basic principles mentioned. in the preceding section, and now stipulates
that the Cabinet Secretariat drafts and plans 'basic principles on important policies of the
Cabinet'. I \

The functions of the Cabinet Secretariat were thus expanded to include
planning and drafting (keikaku ritsuan)l1. in addition to comprehensive
coordination (sogo chom). The purpose of assigning these additional functions
to the secretariat was to ensure directly the prime minister's leadership." New
positions within the secretariat based on prime ministerial appointment were
created to underpin these functions, with the jurisdiction of each of the new
pOstS made more general and flexible, In addition, the positions were opened
up to individuals from both inside and outside the government, 'eliminating
the inflexible method of assigning particular posts in the Cabinet Secretariat
to ollkials from particular ministries'
The change was designed to eliminate
the entrenched practice of mainstream ministries colonising the Cabinet
Secretariat. The secretariat now has a number of offices fjimukyoku) and rooms
(shitsu) with largely non-bureaucratic staff devoted to developing and advancing
specific policy initiatives of Koizumi's Structural reform program. Examples
are the 'Pour Road-Related Public Corporations Office', 'Privatisation Promotion
Committee Preparation Room'" and the Administrative Reform Promotion
Office',
The Kantei has also been expanded." The number of stafF personally assisting
the prime minister has been increased and made subject to political
appointment, The prime minister is still supported by the chief cabinet secretary
(naikalm kanbiJ chOkan) and three deputy chief cabinet secretaries (naikaku
kanM fokucbIJkan), but, in addition, there are now three assistant depury chief
cabinet secretaries (naikaku kanbo fokuchakanho) as well as up to five cabinetappointed special advisors (si3l'idaijin hosakan). These positions were established
'as part of the consolidation of direct assistance system provided for the Prime
Minister'. 17 The number of private secretaries (hishokan) to the prime minister
has also been made more flexible.
Perhaps the most important administrative reform was the creation of a
much more powerful Cabinet Oflice to replace the former Prime Minister's
Oflice.18 Regarded as the 'jewel in the crown' of bureaucratic reorganisation,
the Cabinet Office was established specifically to achieve a strengthening of
prime ministerial leadership. " The Cabinet Office is a body directly controlled
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by the prime minister to coordinate overall government policy and to 'reinforce
the support system for the Cabinet and the Prime Minister'," According to its
official rationale, it was designed to bolster the cabinet's functions and to provide
a special mechanism that enables the prime minister 'to draw upon his full
authority .. , [which] was considered essential to building an administrative
system capable of dynamic and strategic decision-making'," It 'assists the overall
strategic functions of the Cabinet Secretariat, carries out planning and overall
coordination regarding key Cabiner policy, and is engaged in administrative
work deemed suitable for management by the Prime Minister from the
standpoint of the government as a whole',22 As Kawakita and Onoue point
out, there are no LDP bukai or zoku giin who protect the interests of the
Cabinet Office, and it has no political interests attached to it, so a dependency
relationship between politicians and buteaucrats is not seen in the Naikakufu's
caseJ3 This factor assists the Cabinet Office's elevation above the other ministries.
In addition to providing backup for the prime minister, it conducts
comprehensive coordination from a position of superiority that is one step
higher than the ministries. 24 Moreover, in conducting its coordination function,

the Cabinet Office provides 'prior proposals for policy directions rather than
posterior coordination',25 According to a former METI official: The Cabinet
Office has become the chief player in drawing up policy measures'," In short,
it is a policy-initiating rather than a policy-reactive body,
As one of its mandates, the Cabinet Office assumes responsibility for the
implementation of economic and fiscal policy, because, as the official explanation
goes, this requires 'high-level political decisions .. , under powerful leadership'."
It 'enables cabinet-led operations of finances because it is positioned above
other ministries', 28 The Cabinet Office thus represents the very core of
bureaucratic reforms designed to effect a shift in power over economic

management from the MOP to the cabinet." Other major policy briefs of the
Cabinet Office include science and technology, gender and the national lifestyle,
disaster management and nuclear safety, matters relating to Okinawa and the
so-called 'Northern Territories', 30 international peacekeeping and public
relations. 31

In terms of the division of roles between the existing Cabinet Secretariat and
the new Cabinet Office, the former 'is in charge of final coordination at the
highest level', 32 It performs 'comprehensive and strategic functions and conducts
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the final coordination at the highest level as an organ of the Cabinet'," As
already noted, it is also the location of developmental unirs for bringing ro
fruition and giving specificity to some of the grand proposals advanced by the
CEFP in the Cabinet Office. For example, 'on the proposal for establishing
structural-reform special zones, the CEFP has decided to set up a promotion
office in the Cabinet Secretariat in an effort to give specifidty to the plan'
The Cabinet OtTice, on the other hand, is a body to assist the Cabinet
Secretariat and also ha; a broad range of coordinative functions. It is the prime
minister's 'brain' and draws our his leadership." It oversees ministries and
agencies, and is empowered to coordinate their policies. 56 .As Ktauss and Nyblade
point out,
whereas the prime minister had

to

act through unanimous cabinet action to direct the

bureauctacy previously. the Cabinet Office Establishment Law allows him to more directly
control the bureaucracy, New provisions allow him to use the Cabinet Office to direct other
ministers and bureaucrats in policy areas requiring coordin<lt1011 among multiple ministries.
Even on issues that are solely within the: jurisdicuon of one minil>'tty; the prime minister may
ordet reports and explanations from the ministries.;ll

Key differences distinguish the ministers of state in the Cabinet Office and
other minisrers at the head of established ministries and agencies. The former
ate part of a single, integrated executive structure, and do not operate at the
head of ministries or agencies representing domestic economic and other sectoral
constituencies like agriculture, business or finance. They are, therefore, without
a vested imerest in a particular industry and can formnlare policy rrom a wide,
non-sectoral viewpoint.
The fOCllS of executive leadership in economic and fiscal affiirs cenrees on
the CEFP wirhin the Cabinet Office. It is the 'council that decides the
macroeconomic frame and the basic framework of the budget under the
leadership of the Kantei and the prime minister',-" According to the oftlcial
description, it supports 'the Prime Minister in the exhibition of his leadership
in a sense that it is possible ior the Prime Minister to take the initiative to
decide the policy of the Cabiner...[Its role is1 to discuss important policy
issues under the leadership of the Prime Ministet'," The Cabinet Office
Establishment Law grams wide powers of coordination to the prime minister
as the chairman of counciL40 The majority of irs members are also cabinet
ministers} which also underpins Its identity as an executive organ.
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The CEFP has come to play a vital role in invigorating prime ministerial
direction in the areas of economic management, fiscal management and budget

preparation,'! Since Koizumi took office, it has 'enhanced its identity as the
core of economic management of the prime minister's official residence',42

Takenaka describes it as providing Koizumi 'with "machines" for his
leadership'," and sees his own role as steering the CEFP 'to make sure that the
Council underpins the prime minister's leadership',44 As Kawakita and Onoue
observe, 'economic policy, which the bureaucratic side used to decide putting
the MOF at the top, has now shifted to decisions dependent on the political
leadership of the prime minister and the Minister of State for Economic and
Fiscal Policy'," Takenaka has commented that 'the Finance Ministry's knowhow is important, but it is also important for the prime minister to take the
initiative'," Media commentators also view the CEFP as having 'played up its
presence", [because of] the Koizumi cabinet's attachment of greater importance
to the panel, as well as to the necessity of making judgments beyond the
vertical administrative framework' ,47 One LDP spokesperson acknowledges that
Koizumi has 'strategically used the council in his favor', 48
The norm is for Koizumi to instruct the council on the basic directions in
which he wants policy to go, which the council then fotmulates into more
detailed and substantial proposals designed to implement these policy
directions. For example, Koizumi issued instructions to a CEFP meeting in
June 2002 on basic policy guidelines for tax system reform, administrative and
fiscal reforms of local governments, social security system reform, government
expenditure reform and a strategy for economic revitalisation. 49 In dot point
form these outlined in general terms the policy proposals that were subsequently
elaborated in the CEFP's final tax reform policy plan, Included on the list of
proposals was an actual reform to process rather than just simply policy content.
Koizumi suggested that a procedure should be established 'in which the Council
of Economic and Fiscal Policy is urilised, I the prime minister present basic
policy guidelines, and each minister works to basically reform policies and
expenditures'. 50
The changes to the structures of executive power as well as to the procedures
through which it is exercised have bolstered the prime minister's authority to
direct his government and to impose his own policy priorities in a top-down
fashion, Koizumi not only regularly instructs the CEFP as the main vehicle of
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his economic and fiscal initiatives, he also issues direct instructions to individual

ministers. In July 2002, for example, Koizumi instructed seven cabinet ministers
to work out proposals to bring about structural reform ofthe economy. Key measures .. .indude
a review of long~tcrm public works projects ... The prime minister aims to have the Council
on Economic and Fiscal Policy discuss the proposals in late August and have them. ,.reflected
in budget requests for next fiscal year, Each ministry must submir its requests to the Ministry
of Hnance by the end of Augu;;t,;'1

In sum, the c,cle of policymaking has now been altered with the prime
minister, togethet with his executive suppOrt structures, strongly initiating
policies at the beginning of the policymaking cycle. The Cabinet Office advisory
councils that the prime ministet chairs enable the executive to go on the policy
offensive. In particular, the CEFP allows the prime minister and his cabinet to
take the lead in setting economic policy directions." These changes have, to
some extent, licensed the executive to usurp the bureaucracy's conventional
powers of policy initiative. They have also intruded into the bureaucrats'
traditional sphete of policy formulation in those areas where the execurive is
concentrating its efrortS in policy initiation.
Cabinet ministers' positions ms-a-vis their own ministries have been bolstered
by the administrative reforms to political support structures within the
ministries. Replacing the old position of parliamentary vice-minister
(seimujikan), a greater number of Diet politicians are now appointed as more
powerful deputy ministers lfuku daijinJ5' and parliamentary secretaries
(seimukan)54 to support the minister and to make the ministries suhordinate.
The new system of deputy ministers is modelled on the UK system and is
designed to show that ruling party politicians (in their position as part of the
executive) are responsible for carrying our policies. The changes have produced
a total executive numbering 66 ministers, deputy ministers and parliamentaty
secretaries.
The new positions in theory allow the zoku to penetrate directly into the
ministries right at the top, because iI is important to select policy experts from
the LDP to these positions. This applies particularly ro the post of deputy
minister, which is a much more senior position than parliamentary secretary.
which is more of a policy training position. Unless deputy ministers are wellversed in policy matters, <hey will not be able to direct bureaucrats or answer
questions in the Diet, both of which are part of their new tasks. The presence
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of deputy ministers and parliamentary secretaries in the ministties may thus
tip the balance in favour of the party and against the bureaucracy in the
traditional balance of power between these two independent power centres,
but not necessarily towards the cabinet, although that was its intention."
"Whether it has actually done so) however, remains an open question. In the
view of one ministry bureaucrat, it has made no difference. The official
policymaking process has not changed. There may be meetings between toplevel ministry officials and the new deputy ministers, but they are just like the
old parliamentary vice-ministers' meetings and are not incorporated into the

official policymaking process." Moreover, the position of the top bureaucrat
in the ministry-the administrative vice-minister-as second only to the
minister remains the same, 57 and for cabinet approval to be reached, all policy
must still go through the vice-ministers' meeting. In fact, as the political
execurive in the ministty has now expanded from three to five, the influence of
the ministry over the LDP has been reinforced because the new political
executives in the ministry attend divisional meetings with the minister in order
to explain and persuade the Diet members to agree with the ministry's stance. 58
Takenaka also admits that the administration uses the deputy ministers and
parliamentary secretaries to act in the role of a 'pipe' to the LDp'59 To fortifjr
their position against ministry officials, Shiozaki suggests that the minister,
deputy ministers and parliamentary secretaries have to team up and tell theit
policies to bureaucrats." He implies that politicians still have difficulty in
asserting their policy leadership over the ministries.
Koizumi has also tried to reinforce the credibility and standing of his ministry
by breaking the stranglehold of the factions on ministerial appointments. He
violated factional norms in his selection of cabinet ministers, flouting the
tradition of appointment on the basis of seniority and factional balance, and
making appointments not only from outside politics altogether, but also
amongst non-factionally affiliated parliamentarians. On ascending to the prime
ministership, Koizumi vowed to rid the party of factions, to 'break the current
decision making system in the LDP',6! and choose his cabinet without regard
to the usual practices of selecting ministers. He took no lists of recommendations
for cabinet positions from faction leaders and insisted that he would not replace
his ministers until the end of his tenure with his defiant reference to 'one
cabinet, one ministry' (ichi naikaku ichi kakury6). He appointed an unusually
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large number of women (five) and outside experts (three) as he promised,
claiming that they were merit-based appointments. He thus ignored the LOP
conventions that usually dominate cabinet choices. In Koizumi's view, his
selection method worked: 'Over the past year, I made ministers, who used to
listen. to bureaucrats, ,"vork for me',61 As Curds observes, <Kotzumi has tried to
exert control over his cabinet, insisting that his ministers carry oUt his program.
It is a Koizumi cabinet rather than an LOP coalition cabinet'.~' Koizumi's
declaration that he would not change his cabinet line-up during his teome
was also a political message that he would not take orders from the factions in
the appointment of cabinet ministers or in his initiation of policies. It was a
clevet way of undermining faction leaders because their power is partly based
on being able to delivet positions in government and the party to rheir
supporters. 64
However, Koizumi's victory in the parry presidenrial election le& him in an
anomalous position Ilis-a-vis his own parry and its factions, For the first time,
an LOP Oiet member had become president without the majoriry support of
the members of the parliamentary parry. Party support was only nominal,
effectively elidted under duress by the revolt of the grassroots membership of
the prefectural branches and by cold c;llcularions of the LOP's prospects in the
forthcoming Upper House elecrions.
This exceptional siruation has subsequently made it very hard to determine
who Koizumi's supporters ate within the LDp in terms of the traditional division
between the so-called mainstream factions, who voted for the presidential
incumbent, versus the anti-mainstream factions. who voted against the
presidential incumbent. This, in turn, has compounded Koizumi's difficulties
in the policymaking process, where the parry's SUppOfI is so critical for the
passage of legislation, It has also deepened the rift berween the executive and
rhe LOP.
Factions that should in theory support the Koizumi prime ministership are
those run by Yamasaki and Mori, and members of the former Kato faction.
Conversely, tbose that have declared their open opposition to Koizumi are the
Hashimoto and Horiuchi factions, However, this divide does not include all
tbe factions (the Eto-Kamei faction supported Koizumi for ,he presidency in
2001, but has not necessarily supported his ptime ministership) and there are
also inter-generational divisions within individual factions. Koizumi tends to
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be supported by younger reform-orientated members from different factions
who are kept from realising tbeir ambitions by rbe senioriry system within tbe
parry, which is institutionalised in the factional system.
BUDGETMAKING
Budgetmaking is one of the severest tests of tbe new powers of the executive
and the CEFP in particular. Tbe council's new role under the Cabinet Office
Esrablishment Law is officially 'to rake charge of duties in relation to planning,
drafting and comprehensive coordination concerning important measures
relating to basic policies for budget compilation and fiscal management'. 65 As

Kawakita and Onoue emphasise, one of the reasons for establishing the council
was ro effect a shift in fiscal management and budget fotmulation from the
MOF to the cabinet. M The change was designed to destroy the ministry's
monopoly over tbe function of setting ovetall fiscal directions for the government
and to override entrenched MOF budgetary principles such as the balanced
budget, which had be,n discredited in the late 1990s undet the fiscal
reconstruction program of the Hashimoto administration.
According to the new model, tbe 'council and the ministry will jointly draft
several versions of the budgetary guidelines, including ceilings. After debating
the merits of each version, the council will give final approval to one at a
meeting slated for early August'.67 Under rhis new division oflabour, tbe council
has the final power of approval over the budget guidelines, while the MOF
uses the guidelines to draw up a draft budget for presentation to ministries
and agencies. The ministry does tbe detailed calculation and allocation of the
budget in accordance with the outline decided by the council. 68 The practice
of allowing the Finance Ministry to have the sole authoriry to set guidelines
for budgetary requests has thus been broken. As Kawai comments, Koizumi
and his cabinet have 'more control over the budget than any premier has had
in the past. "Before it was always the Ministry of Finance somehow dealing
with politicians and then issuing the guidelines for requesting monetary
spending ... [Blut this time it's going to be different"'."
Whether tbe CEFP will ever be able to move beyond mere guideline-setting
to actual budget-drafting remains an open question. The CEFP is the new
player on tbe block, but how much of the game it will be able to play is yet to
be worked out. In theory, it has a basis from which it can expand its role. As
the Asahi observed,
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[aJfter the guidelines are in place, the council \>\1.11 monitor the progre.ss of (he ministries and
agencies as they audine the ways in which they intend to spend meir allocations. To better
oversee that process, the council ¥-,11 ask the head of each minjstry .and agency to submit
progress reports t,m poUq development from late August through early September. After this
period. the council will serve as the key budgetary allocation coordinator, working in dose
cooperation with the Cabinet, N

In practice, there are as yet many unknowns about the matters that it will
acmally decide," The experience of the 2002 hudget formulation process
revealed that the CEFP had great difficulty in moving to the budget formul.ation
stage, The MOF has remained very protective of its budgeting powers because
they are the source of its influence over the line ministries, In the early months
of the Koizumi administration, when Takenaka attempted to give more power
to the CEFP in the budget compilation process, he was firmly rebuffed by
Finance Minister Shiokawa who rejected the suggestion that an 'outsider' could
intrude on his ministry's jurisdiction," The MOF reponedly 'took back the
initiative in making final decisions about specific items in the 2002 budget''''
The same battle was played OUt again Qver the 2003 budget. The CEFP's
draft policy on economic and fiscal management and smlctural reform of June
2002 stated that cabinet ministers should take the initiative in reforming policies
and expenditures of their ministries based on principles established by the
prime minister and advice from the counciL This statement was interpreted as
an attempt by the council to transfet greater budget drafting powers to the
cabinet as opposed to tbe Finance Ministry, Shiokawa warned, however, that
the CEFP 'should confine itself to outlining basic principles and leave the task
of deciding budget appropriations to his ministry, which would consult with
thc relevant government organisations?' Some MOF officials also expressed
doubts about whetber the council could win over the ruling parties and 'balance
conflicting interests amongst ministries and agencies'. 75
Furthermore, it iB 'questionable whether the Council on Economic and Fiscal
Policy will be able to obtain the necessaty fiscal information to create a budget,
because the quality of the information disclosed at present is awfu!'.'· The
CEFP remains a body for making grand budget strategy not for deciding microallocations, It endeavours to set the big objectives for the budget, but the
actual budget compilation process is a separate exercise altogether, It is doubtful
whether rhis has changed at all,
Besides the MOF's attempts to husband its budget formulation powers,
the most formidable political obstacle for the CEFP in attempting to reorder
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fiscal priorities and eliminate rigidities in Japan's budgetary structure is the
vertically segmented budget-making process dominated by individual ministries
and their allied politicians (zoku) in the PARe. Top-level financial initiatives
coming from the executive have traditionally amounted to little more than
blanket reductions in total expenditure by ministries (including public works
expenditure), leaving largely untouched the internal contents of ministry
budgets. The administration's macro-objectives apply some pressure to
ministerial budgets to conform to overall spending cuts, but ultimately there
is only limited change in ministry-determined targets of expenditure. Koizumi's
pledge to cap the issuance of government bonds at ¥30 trillion in the fiscal
2001 and fiscal 2002 years is rypical of this kind of blanket cut, but it has no
impact at all on the influence of the zoku and other LDP politicians with
vested interests in budget appropriation requests. It merely puts a lid on the
total amount available for pork-barrel expenditure. The politicised process, in
which politicians intervene in ministry-dominated budget formulation processes
that determine the actual content and allocation of funding, carries on regardless.
Eda further drives home the marginal nature of the CEFP's budgetmaking
role, noting that
Takenaka announced a so-called 'big-boned reform agenda' in June 2001, but in the final

budget revision stage, he commented that 'we were outside the loop'. What happened was
that

me MOP, each ministry and agency and the zoku giin-the usual budget formulation

corps-rL'Vised the budget in the way they wanted. These three groups produced a budget to
maintain their system. fu a result, it was not a budget that contributed to structural reform.

Moreover, even at this point, there was no sign that Prime Minister Koizumi intervened in
order to do something about this and change these old habits and practices,n

When the CEFP's June 2001 'Basic Policy Outline for Economic Reform'
tried to move beyond qnantitative adjustments to qualitative adjustments
involving areas that had traditionally been ministry prerogatives, such as
reviewing special-purpose tax revenues and public works projects, it was strongly
resisted by the line ministries. Takenaka claimed that the 'Basic Policies'
, .. formed the foundation for formulating me FY 2002 budget. Specifically ... seven priority
areas were identified, and issues for reforms in public investment, social security systems, and
local public finances were presented. Based on these, the guidelines for budget requests were
compiled in August. It was decided that the FY 2002 budget should be drafted based on the
principle of'decreasing budget allocation by 5 trillion yen in non-priority fields while increasing
[sic.] by 2 trillion yen in priority ones',78
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He later complained, however, that the ministries 'were more interested in
consnlring with Finance Ministry officials over the coming fiscal year budget
than proposing ideas to implement some of the items in the basic policy
outline'.'" Comments by a MAFF official suppOtt this contention. In his view,
the primary budgetmaking process occurs between the MAFF and the MOF.
CEFP opinion is reflected in the MOF's ditection towards the other ministries.
The kind of overall budgetary direction that 'vas previously provided by the
cabinet guidelines is now provided by ,he CEFP. This makes the process more
transparent because the council has members from many areas and attracts
different kinds of opinions. However, the key negotiations on individual
expenditure programs take place between the MOF and the MAFF. Tbe MAFF's
2002 budget was supposed to cut public works expend iture by 10 per cent,
but the MAFF (as usual) did not completely accept that instruction. In the
first draft, it reduced public works spending by 5 per cent, so the MOF had to
press it further m make mote cutS. RD
The MAFF is not the only ministry that disregards executive directives. The
budgetary request from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport fell
far short of the re-weighting of allocations sougbt by ,he Koizumi cabinet. In
fact, the allocation percentages for various projects in the ministry's request
deviated litde from the initial budget for 2001. The ministry, which brought
together four formerly separate ministries and agencies in January 2001,
appeared to be leaving tbe priorities of its constiment parts in place. As one
ministry insider commented: There was a tacit agreement not to fiddle with
the budget shares of each of the old ministries and agencies' .81 Moreover, there
were strong signs rhat the ministry was poised to defend long-standing policies
more deftly in order to resist pressures for reform. The 2002 ministty white
paper vows to increase effort, to explain and justify public works projects more
dearly with refereuce to the usefulness of public works in expanding the
economy and its role in providing employment. gz It shows little evidence of a
reconsideration of the need for public works in the first place, or the need to
redirect spending in more economicaUy efficient directions.
The 2002 budget also included ¥850 billion from the prime minister's
own 'purse' as a 'special quota fur structural reform' (kozo kaikaku waku)" In
the past, supplementary budgets and spedal budgetary fra.meworks or quorasa favourite of big-spending LDP governments-have provided the executive
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with an element of flexibility in channelling additional expenditute to priority
programs. They have provided a common pool of funds for whicb ministries
and agencies could make bids by re-jigging their expenditure programs to fit
with the new headings. They have done notbing for budget restructuring in
terms of the sbares going to each of the ministries and the spending priorities
decided by each ministry. Koizumi's waku was no exception. The 'structural
reform' spending of ¥850 billion was decided by traditional budgetary staff
within the ministries, and so it was not really used for structural reform but
for the usual sort of projects. 84
The same applies to the actual content of public works expenditure. Even
though expenditure was reduced by 10 per cent overall, nothing was achieved
with respect to the rigid framework of allocations within the public works
budget. Traditionally 90 per cent has been allocated to engineering projects
(doboku) such as roads and 10 per cent for building (kenchiku) of facilities such
schools and hospitals. This ratio of 90: 10 has nor changed for 20 years. Nor
did it change in the 2002 Koizumi budget. 85
A major restructuring of Japanese government expenditure in terms of
eliminating the distinction between public wotks and non-public works
spending and redirecting spending to more productive and needed fiscal targets
will require a top-down process of redirected expenditure, which would have
enormous implications for the expenditure ratios of individual ministries. The
process has only just begun with the attempted prioritisation of public
investment in the seven areas in the 2002 budget. As Shimada explains, this
... was one step towards structural reform. The cabinet recovered the initiative in the
formulation of the budget which up to now the Ministry of Finance Budget Bureau has drafted.
It was an historical achievement. There was no problem when the economic pie was expanding,
but for the first time, budgetary allocations that cut across the various ministry sectors was

possible. 86

In spite of Shimada's glowing assessment, the CEFP was, on balance,
successful only to a vety limited degree in restructuring public expenditure in
this exercise. Furthermore, the ¥2 trillion for the seven priority areas was a
drop in the bucket as a proportion of total general policy expenditures of
around ¥48 trillion (what remains after debt-servicing costs-interest payments
and bond redemption-and grants to local governments are taken our).
Budget prioritisation has continued with four new priority areas in the 'Basic
Policies for Economic and Fiscal Policy Management and Structural Reform
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2002'. However, although four priority areas are nominated for the 2003
budget. including science and technology,'7 the policy does not stipulate how
those key areas are to be treated in relation to conventional budget allocarions.
The 'Basic Policies for Economic and Fiscal Policy Managemem and
Structural Reform 2002' has put reform of the budget compilation process on
the agenda in an effort to impose a top-down, executive-dominated approach.
It proposes to
reinforce the decision-making system so that the prime minister fully exercises his leadership

(the prime minister will put forward it basic guidelines based on the deliberation at the Council
on Economic and Fiscal Polky> and thereby each minister shall fulfil his/her responsibility in
undcrtakingfundamenta1 reforms in the policies: .and expenditures of each ministry and agency);
to conduct strict policy and project evaluations so as to make objectives and effects of the policy
more transparent to the public; and to o.rg:m.ise the budget by minister and by priority area, ea

So far, however, Koizumi and the CEFP have made only small headway in
imposing macro"levei budgetary priorities on micro-level ministry programs
and thus undermining the sancrity of individual ministry 'shares' and
budgetmaking power. Without fiscal structural reform resulting in fur greater
flexibility in budgetary allocations across ministries and agencies, it will be
impossible fot Koizumi to make tbe drastic cuts in spending that he regards as
unptoductive, ot to redirect large amounts of funds from one particular sector
(like agriculture) to another (like welfare), Or from one type of region (tural
prefectures) to another (metropolitan areas), or from one specific categoty of
expenditure (like public works) to another (like employment programs), or
from one level of government (national) to another (local), Koizumi cannot
penetrate the minisrries wbere budgetary requests are decided within wellestablished policy frameworks.

POLICY STALEMATE
As the Japanese budgetmaking process illustrates, the fundamental problem
that Koizumi fuces in the policymaking process is that he is not able to overdde
the power structures that determine what happens to executive policy initiatives
once they are launched and which determine whether such initiatives ultimately
get accepted and implemented as government policy. The Koizumi
administration initiates proposal after proposal only to see them delayed"
modified, compromised and obstructed as rhey are channelled through the
traditional party-bureancraric policymaking process,
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The prime minister) cabinet and other executive support structures operate

largely at the srraregic, supra-coordinating polley level. They churn out policy
guideline after policy guideline, but in the final analysis tbese 'targeted policy
directions' amount to little more than reform plans, proposals and
recommendations. They often lack specific measures that the government will
address, and it always remains an open question whether and how these plans
will be formulated into concrete policies and implemented. The programs and
schedules released by the CEFP and other executive advisory bodies are general
lists of policy items requiring detailed implementation through policy
development and law-drafting. It is at this poim that they become subject to
the traditional policymaking process. The old pattern continues of executive
initiatives fallitlg on sterile ground in the bureauctacy, and fizzling out or
being blocked or modified in the committee, of the PARe. Koizumi's challenge
is to take control of the machinery of government for himself by directing the
process through his ministers, who in turn would direct their own nlinistries,

and by exduding tbe party machinery as a decentralised policymaking body
pursuing its own interests S9 Takenakis answer is for CEFP proposals to go
directly to the cabinet for decision on key economic reform issues without
consultation with relevant ministries and politicians. He 'believes that on such
matters, the prime minister should issue directives ro relevant cabinet members,
which ... [he] hopes will give the cabinet a leadership role in forging ahead
with structural reform'. 90
The difficulty that Koizumi faces in trying to enact a radical program of
economic reform which confronts vested imerests in rhe LDP and in the
bureaucracy is that none of the bureaucratic insriturions and parry groupings
that have traditionally held sway in the policymaking process has yet been
dismantled or had its powers significantly curtailed. The administrative reforms
to the executive have not generated sufficient power for it to dominate
entrenched policymaking structures in which the forces opposed to re[unn are
embedded. The LOP and the bureaucracy remain powerful channels for dissent
against Koizumi's reform proposals and thus operate as countervailing power
Structures to a beefed-up executive. They continue to parry, delay and water
down Koizumi's reforms. Koizumi himself commented in a newspapet interview
that 'he was as determined as ever to push through reforms, "despite Liberal
Democratic Parry or bureaucratic intervention"'!' As junior LOP Diet member
Shiozaki Yasuhisa has commented, 'everyone forgets that ruling party
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representative Diet members in the cabinet, namely ministers} deputy ministers

and parliamentary secretaries, should decide policies'.n In other words, the
party should onty play a role in government through the executive.
Neither Koizumi the charismatic leader, nor Koizumi the leader of a stronger
prime ministerial executive has been able to alter fundamentally Japan's
traditional policymaking structure. The CEFP has been Koizumi's main vehicle
of structural reform) bur it is undear whether or not government decisions are
actually made in the council." Its proposals are often watered down in the
debate that follows amongst the ruling coalition patties, and the bureaucracy.'"
Fot example, the CEFP document 'Basic Policies No. 2' "'"as significantly revised
by the ruling patty and the relevant ministries. Ai; part of this process, the
CEI;P failed to overcome MOF resistance to its plan to use funds from spending
cuts to reduce taxes. It could not finalise its draft proposal because of opposition
from the MaR" The Nikkei reponed that, '[fJacing repeated failures on tax
reform proposals, private-sector members of the CounciL.have begun feeling
a sense of despair. .. "Ministry section chiefs now have more power than the
prime nlinister> » said one council lnember from the private sector'. 96 As
\Villiamson and Haggard observe, although an economic team may exist,
economic reform is unsuccessful where 'the team did nnt receive the support
from the rest of the government that was needed to be able to act effectively'."
Given the continuing predominance of the dual policymaking system
alongside the revamped structures of executive power, Japau risks ending up
with a chronic policy stalemate in which the prime minister and his Cabinet
Office support team exercise stronger executive power but are not able ro impose
their policy will on tradirional power centres. The confrontation pattern over
policies and legislation has shifted from 'the ruling camp versus the opposition
bloc' to the 'prime minister versus the ruling camp'."
At almost <>very turn, Koizumi has to overcome resistance from the old guard
in his own party and from the bureancracy who want to revert to traditional
policies. Alliances of uncooperative bureaucrats and politicians actively resist
translating macro-policy proposals into micro-policies ro be implemented in
their own sectors" While the administration may issue new polic), direcrives
that challenge vested interests, such directives merdy impose a kind of ..'(temal
point of reference for policies tbat continue to emerge from entrenched and
dominant policymaking structures. Koizumi's leadership and vision are slowly
being ground down and dissipated in fighcing constant battles not Over grand
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strategy bllt over the implementation of these strategies in the form of specitlc
policies that pose a threat to parcicular interests. As former Prime Ministet
Hosokawa points out, Koizumi has the necessary leadership qualities such as
determination and vision to change history and prevent Japan's long decline,
but he is now caught up with the details of pushing his reforms through in the
face of forces resistant to his refurm plans. '00 He concludes that: 'Koizumi. .. has
no cboice hut to right the resistance forces that try to water down his reform
plans over minor issues' .101 This means that any changes achieved will simply
not matcb the efforc required, which may disillusion even the most ardent
reformers within the Koizumi administration, including Knizumi bimself.
Structurally speaking, Japan is only a little furcher towards genuine cabinet
government in spite of the administrative reforms designed to enhance the
power of the executive. Certainly tbe prime minister has been considerably
bolstered in his ability to initiate policy change. He bas more powers of
independent policy initiative and coordination with a tevamped Cabinet Office
and the legal authority to initiare discussions in Cabinet. He now presides
over 'a policy formation process in whicb ... [hel can exercise his executive power
and lead discussion in tbe Council of Economic and Fiscal Policy' .102
Koizumi is also deliberately trying to overcome the blockages in the system
by cutting the PARC out of the policymaking process or at least ignoring its
wishes. As Upper House LOP Diet member Masuzoe complains,
I am a member of eight committees and divisions in the PARe, but the serious discussion in

the ruling party's divisional meetings do not -seem to be reflected in the poUcies of (he Koizumi
adminisrration. Even though we discuss matters in party diviSIOns, the decisions are all made

by the cabinet which just asks us for ex pOJt focto approval. W3

The most dramatic test of Koizumi's attempts to subordinate the party ro
the executive came with the four postal bills. When tbe LOP's Public
Management, Home Affairs, Poses and Telecommunications Division objected
to Koizumi's proposed reforms to the postal service, his administration went
ahead and presented them to the Diet anyway. Sucb an act was virtually
unprecedented but, in the final analysis, it did not prevent the bills embodying
both tbe restrictions pre-imposed by the ministty and some of rhe moditlcations
desired by the LOP and extracted during the period of Lower House committee
examination. ~(}4
Thus, Koizumi does not run Japan, not does his cabinet decide policy, because
the party and the bureaucracy do not automatically follow the cabinet. As a
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result, Koizumi cannOt execute his structural reform program by the force of
his leadership and the policy will of his administration, In Japan's 'UnWestminister' system,105 the prime minister is still not able ro count on his
ministers in cabinet, and the cabinet is not the snpreme arbiter and
decisionmaking body for government policy. Rathet it is subordinate to the
parliamentary party and the bureancracy. The executive still has to negotiate
with its own majority party otherwise the cabinet cannot count on carrying
parliament, and cabinet ministers remain captive of the bureaucracy and
disconnected from their own party. Meanwhile, both the party and (he
bureaucracy continue to pursue their own interests independently of the
administration. In Japan's case, revamped prime ministerial power has not
prodnced authoritative cabinet government.
Further reforms are needed to push the system closer to the ideal of the
Westminster model. One such reform might be allowing the cabinet to operate
according to the majority principle. Although the Administrative Reform
Council under the Hashimoto administration recommended (his teform, the
proposal was not implemented because it would have enabled the cabinet to
ignore its traditional role of tepresenting ministry interests and the interests of
bureaucrats. 106 Indeed, Article 66, Clause 3 of the Japanese Constitution, which
states that the cabinet is collectively responsible to the Diet, created a commonly
accepted view that the cabinet had to operate on the principle of unanimous
consent. This was primarily driven by the bureaucracy in its own self-interest.
Its deliberate intention was to limit the prime minister's authority in order to
gain the upper hand in government in the guise of preventing the emergence
of a dictatorial prime minister. 107

Another potential reform is politicising the third position of deputy chief
cabinet secreta ry. Two of these posirions are political POStS filled by LOP
politicians (currently Abe Shinz6 and Ueno Kosei), but rhe third is an official's
post, filled by a bureaucrat, who stays in the post for at least seven years. The
deputy chief cabinet secretaty in the Koizumi Cabinet is a former ofHcial of
the Ministry of Health and Welfare, Furukawa Tadajir6. He has been in the
post since 1995. His predecessor was called rhe 'shadow prime minister' (kage
rW s6ri) because of the amount of power he wielded. The post is critical insofar
as the person holding this position exercises influence over bureaucratic
personnel appointments and is, therefore, in a position to appoint bureaucrats
to top positions in the ministries either to oppose or to wotk wirh prime
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The deputy chief cabinet secretary is also a key mediator between
bureaucrats and the prime miniSter and is influential in dealing directly with
the prime minister himself.108
Koizumi has not even fully exploited some of the new pawers given to him
under the new administrative system. For example, he has not fully utilised
his right to propose topics for debate at cabinet meetings, pteferring to exercise
his powers of instruction to other cabinet ministers at unofHcial conferences
held outside cabinet meetings. to, Despite the fact that Koizumi is entitled to
five cabinet-appointed assistants (slJridaijin hosakan), be has only one, whilst
the others are fulfilling their duties as advisers to the Cabinet Secretariat and
the Cabinet Offlce. 110
In addition, Koizumi has only one private secretary for policy (,eimu hishokau)
who is from the Koizumi camp, whilst ,he remaining four work in financial
affaits (zaimu), foreign affairs (gaimu), police (keiJa.tsu) and economy and
industty (keisan), and represent their former ministries, Il I In tact, this structure
is no different from Koiwmi's predecessors. The well-established uadirion in
which executive support positions were virtually 'owned' by particular ministries
(in order to maintain balance amongst the bureaucratic interests closest to the
prime minister) has not changed. Not surprisingly, these aides are generally
considered 'spies' for their former ministries. They report hack to their ministries
on discussions involving the prime minister, which can elicit ministry lectures
to the prime ministet about what is and what is not possible.'12 This is
particularly the case with respect to Koizumi's aide from the MOF, Tango
Yasurake. Ex-MOF ofHdals also act as secretaries fat Takenaka and Chief Cabinet
Secretary Fukuda. As Okamoto puts it, the 'commander-in-chief' of all these
secretaries 'is undoubtedly Finance Vice Minister Toshiro Muto 1 the ministry'S
top bureauctat'.1I3 One METI official commented that 'Mutu is the prime
minister and Koizumi is merely public relations'
Moreover, the three assistant deputy chief cabinet secretaries in the Kantei
are all from bnreaucratic backgrounds. One, Takeshima Kazuhiko, who until
recently was closest to Koizumi, was a former MOF mainstream official in the
Budget Bureau. He has exercised indirect influence over CEFP proceedings by
coordinating ministry proposals to the counciL The Chairman of the DPJ's
Diet Policy Committee, Kumagai Hitoshi, accused Koizumi of becoming 'a
pet of the Finance Ministry' on learning ofKoizumi's appointment of Takes hima
to head the Fair Trade Commission in June 2002. Kumagai commented that
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'[alwarding a former MOF official with the post of FTC chairman, who is in a
position of handling the Anti-Monopoly Law-equivalent to an economic
constitution-has revealed the rrue colors of the Koizumi administration which
is aiming at government of bureaucrats,

by

bureaucrats;. 115 He went on to

rebuke rhe MOP for expanding its power and influence.'" Significantly,
Takeshimas successor is also a former official from the MOF's Budget Bureau. 117
In Edas opinion, the influence of the MOF bureaucracy is too strong in the
administrative support structures to the executive, leading him to conclude
thar 'the Prime Minister's Office is virtually a colony of the Finance Ministry'. J J8
As Eda sees it, Koizumi is not interested in surrounding himself with aides
whom he can trust, the end result being that be is pushed around by the
MOP, which explains why almosr all of Koizumi's successes have been along
the line, ofMOF policy.'l9 He concludes that Kolzum;'s big weak point is the
insufficient number of non-bureaucratic appninrees as advisers, such as persons
from industry, scholars, think tank researchers and other 'private' individuals.'"
Japanese journalists charge that even though Koizumi has a dear posture of
confronting the bureaucrac), with his commitment to political leadership (siji
shud6), in fact he sticks pretty closely to bureaucrats (kanry8 bettart).l2J Even in
his answers to questions in the Diet about issues such as the state of the economy
and finance, he just reads the text of answers written b), officials in the MOF
and the Cabinet Office. m Most of the people he meets and consults with ate
officials, including the head of the MOP's Budget Bureau and policy counsellors
in the Cabinet Office also from the MOF who operate behind the scenes.'" In
fact, botb the MOP and METI exett influence through the Cabinet Office
and the Cabinet Secretariat because officials from these ministries hold posts
in the administrative organisations of these bodies. Tanaka Shlisei, a private
Knizumi adviser and former LDP Director-General of the Economic Planning
Agency 'believes the prime minister is doomed if he ends up simply a puppet
for the bureaucrats ... The prime minister needs to spend at least an hour a
day, head to head with civilian advisers. He needs to receive fresh, hands-on
economic reports and analyses from civilians, not versions concocted by
bureaucrats' .124

Administratots in the Cabinet Secretariat and rhe Cabinet Office also provide
backing for the CEFP. fu Eds points out, the initial plan was for over half of
the 150 administrative support staff of the CEFP to come ftom the private
sector, but in the end only one in 10 were recruited from outside bureaucratic
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ranks, 125 This key institutional weakness has prevented the CEFP from operating
as a tool of reform. 'U In Takagi's view, the council has 'turned into a rubber
stamp for policies drafted by the Finance and other ministries', 127 In particular,
the view that the council's decisionmaking process is controlled by MOF
bureaucrats is widespread,
Symptomatic of bure-ducratic infiltratinn of executive support structures is
the composition of the secretariat of tbe newly establisbed committee to oversee
the privatisation of four road-related public corporati.ons, Almost all are
bureaucrats, witb the largest number from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport, seven from the Ministry of Public Management, Home AtTairs,
Pusts and Telecommunications and two from the Ministry of Finance, A widely
held view is tbat the appointment of such personnel 'would give the public
corporation Uapan Highway Public Corporation] and rhe transport ministry
undue influence over the privatization process'. '" Ishihara himself has
complained that 'privatisation of the Road Public Corporation cannot be
implemented because he is surrounded by officials of the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure and Transport (Kokudo KiltsOshil).129
Similarly, the new Cabinet Secretariat structural reform special zone
promotion team, which is drafting the legislation to establish the zones, bas
around 10 preliminary staff members, They all wotk fot related ministries,
wbich presents an immediate conflict of interest because the zones inevitably
curtail the interventionist powers of bureaucrats, This makes it highly unlikely
that the ream will 'pursue projects against strong opposirion from their parent
ministries) ,BO

AN EMEI{GENT TRILATERAL SYSTEM
The policy stalemate consequent upon the continuing predominance of the
traditional policymaking system alongside revamped structures of executive
power risks becoming instituti<inalised in a quasi-trilateral policymaking
structure, Policymaking for tax reform illustrates this development. Three
councils are examining possible reforms to the raxation system and Koizumi
chairs twO of them. All three will have a role 1n drafting tax reform measures.
One is the CEFP, which is an arm of the executive and part of tbe Cabinet
Office. The second, which Koizumi also cbairs and which like the CEFP is an
advisory panel to the prime minister, is the government's Tax Commission
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(Zeisei Ch6sakai), which represents the MOF.>" The third is the LOP's Tax
System Investigation Committee (Zeisei ChOsakai) in the PARe.
The problem with achieving tax policy reform is that each of these groups
has its own mission and seeks to funher its own interests and objectives. 131
Naturally, the most radical proposals are emanating from the CEFP because of
its overarching concern with reinvigorating businesses and the economy,03
but the CEFP can only say what 'should' be done with respect to tax reform,
For example, it unveiled its final plan on tax teform policy in early June 2002,
In it was a raft of proposals for tax teform, but clearly these were only items for
negotiation with the LOl' and government tax panels, not the final word on
tax policy, Even this was giving the CEFP too much power according to
Shiokawa, who was quoted as saying: 'It's illogical that the Council on Economic
and Fiscal Policy has been given extraordinary authority (in rhe taxation system
reform), It's even tasked with setting the direction for reforming individual tax
items',"4 MOF interests emerge through the views of the government's Tax
Commission.135 Its top priority is securing tax revenue. 136 It has been criticised
by the Japanese economic ptess for using taX reform 'to help stabilize Japans
tlnances by eliminating deductions and other measures', 137
The LDP>s tax investigation committee, in contrast, seeks to protect and
promote the interests of major groups of LDP supporters. It 'tries to curry
favour with industries while holding fast to vested righrs and vorers', us
Furthermore, it has the strongest say and the last word in drafting tax reform
measures'" and is expected to begin full dehace on proposed changes to the
tax system, It is firmly in favour of tax cuts as a device for shoring up its
popularity, One of the members of the panel waS quoted as saying that 'I shall
never let them have their own way with tax reform, as long as I'm alive'.'40
LDP 'tax pand members warned Takenaka ... that the panel will not allow tbe
council to spell our specWc tax policy measures'.''' Takenaka, who attended a
meeting of the LOP's Tax System Investigation Committee in June 2002 prior
to the finalisation of the tax system draft guidelines by the CEFp, was bombarded
with calls 'not to bring up specific arguments', meaning 'do not propose specific
items for reform' which the LOP either wanted to block or for which the LDP
W1lJ1ted to rake the credit, depending on the nature of the proposaL At the
same time, the MOP's Tax Bureau called on rhe Cabinet Office to delete all
specifics from the basic guidelines,
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The effect of cross·cutting pressures and objectives from the three different
tax groupings is to block tax reform altogether. The political conflicts amongsr
the CEFp, the government's Tax Commission and the LDP's tax panel have
effectively stalled progress on this issue. lbe CEPP wants to reduce corporate
taxation as well as institute tax relief for specific policy areas, proposals that are
supported by some LDP politicians. In concrasr, the Tax Commission, reflecting
the priorities of the MOP, emphasise$ measures designed to secure rax revenue.
As a result, 'both sides have been at odds with each other, making deliherations
On tax system reform chaotic'. !42

Tax reform illustrates the nature of Japan's current policymaking process,
which is in transition to a more executive-driven system, but still has a long
way to go. The fact that the CEFP has now been hrought into a process that
was exclusively dominated for years by the government's Tax Commission and
the LDP's tax panel is symptomatic of this transition, However, while Koizumi
presides over both the CEFP and the government's Tax Commission, he has
failed to demonstrate bis leadership over the tax issue by imposing a unified
view on the two committees, Still less is he able to exert leadersbip over his
own party, which pursues its own independent interests through the LDP
committee. The dual structure of party-bureaucracy policymalcing continues
to assett itself, a1tbough it is overlaid by a more powerful executive structute,
which has not yet succeeded in imposing its policy will on the established
Centres of powet, As a result, it 'is unclear which organization-the Cabinet,
the government's Tax Commission or the LDP's panel-has the final say over
tax reform', 143 Moreover) because the executive is stronger and reformist, the

party and the hureaucracy have found common cause on many issues and
joined together to resist refurm in order to protect their vested interests.

POLITICAL STRUCTURAL REFORM
In order to strengthen executive power in Japan, policy decisionmaking has to
centre on the executive. This means rhat the hureaucrats have to beoome tOols
of theit ministers and party politicians have to become tools of the political
executive (that is, the party president and prime minister as well as the cabinet).
It also means that the lateral connections berween politicians and bureaucrats
which bypass the executive altogetber need to be outlawed, Such a solution
has heen identitled by several economic and political commentators in Japan.
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\'7hat is needed now is to set unv rules for the relations between politicians and bureaucrats.
The rules should prohibit policidans from speaking direcdy with bureaucrats about policy
issues. Politicians should be banned from negotiating with bureaucrats except through the
three political posts at ministries: ministers, senior vice-ministers and parliamentary secretaries,

It is also ne.cessary to require bureaucrats to report all personal contacts wlrh
poHticiaruL .. BurcauCGns, for their part, should -avoid developing working relations with
po!itida.11E .. ,They must give up aB effortS to implement po1ides with the help of specialinterest politicians, The incestuous ties between politicians and bureaucrats have theit mots
in Japan's political tradition, which is blamed fur many of the problems dogging the nation. 144

In this regard, some of Koizumi's political reform proposals may potentially
be more significant than any of his economic reform proposals, Koizumi certainly
wants to change the policymaking process, not only by directly challenging it
in the actual policymaking process but also by cbanging the rules of the game,
He believes that the prime minister should be able to take the initiative and
assert policy leadership, Otherwise, he will nOt be ahle to make changes from
a wide perspective; in the sense of policy changes that cut across narrow sectoral
inte,rests, and which ate currently blocked by policymaking structures
entrenching those narrow interests.
First, Koizumi wants to allow the policy making process to bypass the LDP
by abolishing rhe veto point rhar the LDP represents for initiatives coming
from the executive, In shon, he is aiming to refashion executive power along
standard Westminster lines, In Novemher 200], he instructed the LDP's
National Vision Project Headquarters {Kokka Senryaku Honbu)'45 to consider
ways in which the existing decisionmaking process could be refotmed ro grant
the cabinet sole authority in laying down government policy, a move that
would remove the ruling party from the process and significantly alter the
balance of power between the executive and the party. The headquarters replied
with a recommendation that the practice of allowing the ruling parties to
review government-sponsored bills prior to their submission to the Diet should
be scrapped, This would emasculate the powers of the LDP's PARe and enhance
the powers of both the Diet and the executive, Koizumi has also shown the
way himself by circumventing the LDP's prior approval requirement for some
of the bills presented to the Diet by his administration, In this respect he has
already begun the process of political reform,
Second, Koizumi WantS to outlaw collusinn between inHuential LDP
members with vested interests in particular industrial sectors and ministry
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officials with jurisdiction over those industries. In late February 2002 he
suggesred that any opinions conveyed by Diet members to officials should be
subject ro information disclosure requirements. 146 His objective was to unravel
some of the connective tissue between the bureaucracy and the LDP, where
direct, horizontal connections f.eilita(C influence peddling by individual Diet
members acting on behalf of constituents' intetests. In addition, he proposed
independently a review of the relationship between legislators and bureaucrats.
To complement such moves, he suggested the introduction of limits on the
amount of political donations that construction companies that bid for public
works could make wd also new legislation designed to raise political ethics by
stamping out bribery and collusion.
Reform of relations between politicians and bureaucrats is strongly supported
by younger members of the LOp, who are in the forefront of ,he political
reform movement witbin the party. They have presented their own plan to
prohibit in principle contact between Diet members and bureaucrats. Even
though the plan was withdrawn because of strong opposition within the party,
one of its drafters, KDud" Takeshi, proclaimed its significance, saying that
it is ohYloUS thar the LDP will oppose KOlzumi because their way of doing things has been so
suc>::es,5ful over a long period. But if you think about last year's LDP, hot even dlscussion about
these matters was allowed. Because of Koizumi, we ","'ere able to discuss this kind of issue.
This repre,<icnts one of Kohumi's successes. HI

To put Koizumi's political reform proposals into effect. the LOP's National
Vision Project Headquarters was asked to come up with ways to rework the
relationship amongst the Cabinet, politicians and bureaucrats.'" The
committee's draft report presented to Koizumi in March 2002
outlined three main principles for the cre2.Uon ofa new policy ciecisiorunaking system: leadership
by the cabinet, centring around the prime minister; elimination of the influence ofbureaucrars
in the process; and putting an end to party lobbies' ability to influence policy" .The proposal
calls for me elimination of the current practice of obtaining ruling party approval of bills
before the cabinet submits them to the Diet. Parries would still have some input into cabinet
decisions in the form of policy coordination state ministers. The new posts would be occupied
concurrently by the chairmen of the policy affairs research councils of the rttling coalition.
Committee chairmen in those poliCY affairs research councils would concurrently sit as either
senior vice-ministers or parliamentary secretaries, !15

This would be a roundabout way of bringing the zoku into the cabinet and
making their input into polkymaking more transparent. To reduce the influence
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of party lobbies over the amendment of bills, however, that process would be
left to Diet deliberations,
The Nationai Vision Project Headquarters also proposed that
politicians would also be; limited in their COntaCt'> with lower-ratL!':ittg bureaucrats. In principJe,
polhkians would onty be able to meet with political appointees, such a<; ministers, senior
and parliamentfuy secremries, Otherwise, contact between politicians. and
officials would be prohibited. Bureaucrats would have to report contacts with politicians to
their respective political roasters, and fife written reports jf they initiated contact with
politicians.:):)
vice~ministefs

Another recommendation in the report was 'the elimination of the meeting
of administrative vice-ministers the day before cabinet meetings, where
bureaucrats have a large say in what bills are taken up by the Cabinet. Policy
differences among ministries would instead be hammered out at cabinet
meetings' ,151 Such a move would facilitate discussion in cabinet amongst
ministers, 152 To drive this home, in February 2002, Koizumi attended and
gave instructions to the administrative vice~ministers' meeting
to bear in mind tbeir positions as the persons charged with the highest responsibility for their
respective bureaucracies as they carefully judge whether or not requests they receive from
members of both the ruling and opposition parties are appropriate flOm the perspective of
their bureaucracies, l~~

The report from the National Vision Project Headquarters also recommended
a number of measures to improve policymaking functions within the cabinet,
including the establishment of a national strategy council consisting of specialists
from various fields, an increa"c in the number of political appointees selected
for the ministries and the Cabinet Office, rhe appointment of policy assistants
and the strengthening of the Cabinet Office's intelligence-gathering function.
In May 2002, the final National Vision Project Headquarters report on
'Ru!es on Contact between Diet Members and Bureaucrats' proposed that
officials report to their ministers when politicians ptessure them to take measures
inconsistent with government policy and for ministers to deal with it
appropriately. The rules also required that ministers must make an exact note
when bureaucrats contact them and request a verification from the Diet member
if necessary. 154 TI,e probibition in principle on contact between ministry officials
and Diet members was dropped, but tbe report did require that 'wben
bureaucrat.~ need to come into contact to [sic] lawmakers) "the bureaucrats be
mandated to take action under the direc·tion of their respective ministers and
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make a report to the ministers'",''' The new rules also stipulated that the
information that was given to an administrative vice-minister had to be reported
withour fail to the cabinet and to deputy ministers in order to prevent
bureaucrats from supplying information that advantaged bureaucrats' vested
rights or which might cause a mistake in an impottaot policy decision through
the concealment of bad or inac<:urate information,156
The basic policy put together by the ruling coalition in June 2002 warered
down the report from the National Vision Project Headquarters. It only required
.. , that bureaucrats be acting ou the authority of their respective ministers when meeting with
Die. members. The buraucrarswlH nor even have to report such encounters to their ministers,

as originally propDst:d. Another provision 1.vould require bureaucrats to report to their respective
ministers if a Diet member makes a request of rh em thar differs markedly from the government's
policy [it wilJ be mandatory fat officials to report to their ministers about any 'unreasonable'
pressure fmm Diet members}, The turnabout foHows snong protests fmm LDP Diet
members ... 'Diet members are free to talk with the Cabinet Office and the •..arious mini.Hries
whenever they want,' said 1vfildo Aoki. m

The final July ruling party draft presented to Koizumi also differs from the
recommendations of the headquarters, It proposes that
1) When bureaucrats ate faced with a politician's suggestion they Hnd ditHcult to accept, they

should report it to Cabinet minjsters and their deputies, and Cabinet ministers should be
responsible for dcalir;.g w.iL.~ it; 2) When bureaucrats seek prior advice and consent &om politicians
in the cour5e of making decisions, they should follow the orders of Ca hi net ministers and their
deputies; and 3) ~1Jen bureaucrats keep notes on contacts with poliricians, they should have
the politiciws confirm the notes, ,. One problem wit.t" the drafi-... is the suggestion that bureaucrats
neced politicians to confirm what was said in mcmormdurus of conversations. Politicians could
try to disguise what was said to avoid embarrassment latet Oll. The principal problem wjrh the
draft is that it muddies the relationship between politicians and bureaucrats and bet\veen the
Cabinet and ruling political parties. A~ it is, it wiU not lead to genuine reform in politics,l5il

Moreover. considering chat any new rules will have no penalties for violation,
they can do no more than raise awareness amongst bureaucratic and Diet
members about the dangers of so-called 'influence-peddling', Nonetheless,
the National Vision Project Headquarters continues with its 'discussions on
ending the Diet's reliance on bureaucrats in the drilling of legislarion. It also
wants to find ways to stop ruling parries from intervening in the compilation
of bills before they are submitted to the Dier' ,1$9 In July 2002, it came up
with a draft recommendation to abolish the LOP's prior screening system,
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only to drop it in the face of strong opposition from the ill P. Other proposals
being mooted are eliminating the ptactice of binding members to abide by
patty decisions (clms getting around the prior screening process and reducing
zoku control over policy), abolishing the Executive Council's practice of requiring
a unanimous vore on policy issues (in order to prevent certain Diet politicians
from exercising strong influence on specific policy issues), allowing the same
person to serve as divisional chaitman and deputy minister (thus unilYing the
policymaking systems of the cabinet and the LDP), creating mini"'''iai assistant
posts, as well as introducing a political appointee system under whieb ministers
would be able to appoint the heads of bureaus and other senior postS in the
ministries,"ill Koizumi has also set up an 'LDP Council on Future Options for
Relations between Politics and Bureaucrats'.
These moves suggest that the old rules of the game, in which the LDP, as a
discrete set of interests, is able to insert itself so effectively into government
policymaking processes, and individual LDP Diet members are able to extmer
direct favours from rhe bureauctacy in pursuit of their own independent
interests, may be discarded ar some time in rhe future. It is not yet cl<:ar,
howevet, ro what extent the ne'!!! rules will buttress cabinet ministers' authority
and responsibility, reduce policy 'intervention' by the party and 'interference'
by individual LDP politicians and produce a more transparent poliLymaking
system. The reform process is still largely ar the discussion stage and even if
rhe new rules are implemented and strictly appiied they couid take years to
alter bad old habits. They may also dtive politician-bureaucrat collusion
underground.
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7
TEAM WEAKNESSES, TACTICAL FLAWS
AND POLICY DEFECTS

Some of the political conditions that are negative for structural reform in Japan
are given" like well-entrenched policymaking structures in which forces opposed
to refotm arc embedded. On the other hand, some factors in rhe political
environment can be positively manipulated to deliver reform outcomes. This
chapter continues the examination of structural obsracles to reform, bur ir also
ehtcidares deficiencies in Koizumi's economic team and its approach which
have limited the achievements of his administration. Finally, it offers an
explanation for the reduced effectiveness of eXTernal aid in the form of gaiat'u.

- The technopol serves in government hut has
little polity authority

nIJ

power base and therefore wields

The rechoopol, Takenaka Heizo, may have been officially appointed to the
pOst of Minister of State for Economic and Fiscal Policy and Minister of State
for IT Policy; but he lacks politic-rl power to implement his reform proposals.
His formal powers are limited. As a minister of state, he i.s granted
for the sake of'strong coordination', authority over the heads of rdated administrative orgahs,
such as to request materials and explanations, to recommend and request reports on measures

taken under such recommendations, and to make pro~s

to

the Prime Minister ,"yha has

power to control and supervise the administrative branches. l

These powers amOum to little more rhan the right to demand information
and explanations from ministries and to make recommendations to rhe prime
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mllllster. Takenaka's own remarks are illustrative of this point. He has
commented that '[tJhe organization at Kasumigaseki (home to the central
government bureaucracy) and Nagatacho (the center of the political world) is
gigantic ... I have come to realize that to do even one thing often involves more
problems than it is worth'.' Much of his energy is spent in trying to get
agreement with other ministers in charge of economic portfolios such as the
Finance Minister, the State Minister for Financial Affairs, the Health, Labour
and Welfare Minister, and the Economy, Trade and Industry Minister, but he
finds that he does not have the power to assert his authoriry over these other
ministers, let alone their ministries. As a MOF official claimed, 'Takenaka had
little sense for how bureaucracies work. He thinks that once you say "Do it"
the bureaucrats will follow his instructions, but that is not how it works'. 3
In reality, reformers in Koizumi's administration like Takenaka can only
work through the executive (namely the prime minister) as they have no
independent power base, unlike 'normal' ministers who, providing they follow
their ministries' policy ditections, have their own ministries hacking them up.
If Koizumi sides with his other economic ministers, Takenaka finds himself
totally isolated. When Takenaka wanted to abandon the ¥30 trillion ceiling on
the issuance of new government bonds following the 11 September 2001
terrorist attacks in the United States, Koizumi sided with Finance Minister
Shiokawa's insistence that the ceiling be adhered to, leaving Takenaka out in
the cold 4
Takenaka has even less influence over high-ranking LDP policymakers in
the PARC, who have attacked his understanding of the economy and strongly
objected to his attitude towards public works, which Takenaka describes as
'evil'.' Takenaga also alleges that the Nagatacho system (namely the LDP) has
been exhausted and it is this exhaustion that has created the opposition to
Koizumi's policies.' In pitting himself against the 'tesistance forces', Takenaka
has the same problem as Koizumi, only more so because he is not a member of
the LDP or a Diet politician. He operates outside the PARC-bureaucracy
policymaking system and increasingly finds himself isolated from these two
power structures.

Takenaka has also become the target of a kind of populist xenophobia. Personal
attacks against him border on the hysterical in their venom about his motives
in sponsoring market reforms and his pet saying: 'listen to the market' (mdketto
ni kike). 7 According to one 'theory',
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a conspiracy led by U.-5. capital is ruining the Japanese economy because of the presence of
'traitors' like ... Takenaka.". [who} as an 'agent' ofU,S. capitalism, has aHowed American banks
and investment -firms to pick over the hones of the Japanese economy. The result .. ,h-as been
an economy that has sUpped into an ~~glo-Sax.on recession' or more apdy a 'Takenaka
recession'.1\

Other criticisms have been directed at Takenaka's professionalism as an
economist and as a policymaker. Mizuno describes Takenaka's role as extremely
important because he is in the position of possibly committing a fatal mistake
in financial and fiscal policy, but at the same time Mizuno attacks Takenaga's
incorrect financial strategy created on the basis of armchair economic theory.
Mizuno lists seven major offences committed by Takenaka in bis role as Minister
of State for Economic and Fiscal Policy in addition to the wrong advice he gave
to the Obuchi Economic Strategy Council with respect to managing bad debt
between 1999 and 2000: Even Takenaka bimself admits that, although he
has laid out ideal policies based on economic principles, they have not produced
excellent results.'" The contents of the economic policies he has promoted
have been denounced as 'thin'," while Takenaka has been personally criticised
as 'doctrinaire and full of empty theories' (kftri kuron otoko)," as having a
limited knowledge of the bad debt problem and not being interested in this
issue,13 as 'still an economic commentator rather than an economic
policymaket',!4 and as a 'smooth-talking, policy vacuous, trend-following
darling of the media'.15

- Disunity is dppedring in Koizumi's economic team
One of the main deficiencies of Koizumi's economic team is that it is too large
and too disparate, and involves a plethora of advisory councils that Koizumi
telies 011 to genera re, legitimate and push forward various reform proposals.
Each of these councils has its own rerms of reference> which in some cases
overlap with those of other councils.
For example, the three advisory panels to the prime minister with all interest
in regulatory reform, and particularly in the concept of 'structural reform special
zones'-namely the Council for RegulatOry Reform, the CEFP and the Urban
Redevelopment Headquarters-have not been able to agree on how the policy
proposal for these zones should be advanced. The CEFP is calling for tax
incentives for investment and business startups in the zones. On the other
hand, the Council for Regulatory Reform opposes rhe idea of 'introducing tax
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incentives in only limited districts; ~ defining such a measure as bringing in a
'doling-out policy'.'6 Meanwhile the Urban Redevelopment Headquarters has
advocated measures to relax the ratio of building volume to lots and other
restrictions but only in big cities such as Tokyo and Osaka, together with
proposals to promote areas aronnd train stations throughout Japan. This kind
of scheme is reminiscent of one formerly pushed by the LDP's construction
'tribe' and the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport. l7 The differences
and inconsistencies in the proposals from rhe advisory bodies are causing delays
in the implementation of policy, confusion about which set of recommendations
should take precedence and a policy showdown amongst the vadous panels
concerned.
The tax councils are another good example of divisions in Koizumi's economic
team. In this case, the main dispute is berween the CEFP and the Tax
Commission, but here the causes of policy disagreement are more 'structural'.
As already noted, the Tax Commission focuses on tlscal principles and is opposed
to tax curs, particularly prior to substantial tax reform. It wants to expand the
individual income tax base by gradually cutting back on individual tax
deductions. It has also rejected the option of lowering corporate tax rates on
the grounds that they are already on a par with international levels. It has
called for a tise in the consumption tax 1:0 provide the necessary tlscal resources
for the government to fund its growing social security obligations."
When the CEFP 'moved to establish a basic policy for tax reform, the Tax
Commission opposed the plan'." The head of the commission., Ishi Hiromitsu,
sqUaIcd off with Takenaka aver underlying prindpJes of taxation. When the state minister

outlined a broad shift in '(he emphaSis from <neutral' to encouraging economk: activity in tax
reforms, . .Ishi rapped him, saying, 'I'm quite cririClll. It's meaninglc-<;s. Pushing ahead with
stimulus alone will leave holes in the tax system'.w

The dispute has continued over the prioriry to be given to cuts in cotporate
tax rates as a way of reviving the economy advocated by the CEFP as opposed
to levying corporate taxes on the basis of the size of a company's operations
rather than its income, which is supported by the MOF and the Tax
Commission as a revenue-raising rneasure.1:l The wrangle over tax reform in
mid 2002 spread to the entire package of 'Basic Policies for Economic and
Fiscal Policy Management and Strucmral Reform 2002'.
The level of disputation illustrates the structural origins of much of the
dissension and disagreement in Koizumi's economic team. As a group it is not
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united because ministers act in their customary role as spokespersons for their
ministries and thus for ministry interests. The Finance 1<finister consistently

advances his ministry's view, as do other ministers like the Minister for Economy,
Trade and Industry.12 They are otten opposed to Takenaka's view and the CEFP
itself, which they see as the vehicle for Takenaka's poliq proposals. Finance
Minister Shiokawa, for example, holds that the council should have little
influence over the details of economic policy. In the same fasbion, the zaikai
representatives push policy proposals that ate good fot cotporate enterprise.
Another long.standing area of conflict has been over the question of whether
the government should injecr public funds into the banks to resolve the non·
performing loans issue. Yanagisawa Hakuo, who is Srate Minister for Financial
Affairs and who heads tbe FSA, resists the idea of injectiug public funds into
financial institutions to enable them to cover bad-loan disposal, in spite of
calls from the rechnopo!, Finance Minister Shiokawa and LDP executives such
as Secretary-General Yamasaki, for it to do SO.'3 \'\?hen Koizumi, Takenaka and
the Minister of Economy, 11:ade and Indusrry agreed on a proposal to inject
public funds into troubled banb at a CEFP meeting in February 2002, it was
strongly tesisted by the FSA." Subsequently, the prime minister sided witl,
Yanagisawa by arguing that the situation in 1997-98, when such an injection
occurred, was exceptional, that there had been no further financial crisis and
that, accordingly, there should be no policy change. Yanagisawa also has running
battles with the Governor of the Bank of Japan, wbo argues in E,vour of a fund
infusion for ailing banb and who criticises FSA inspections as being too lenient.
Indeed, the alleged slackness of the FSA with respect to inspections has been
sheeted home to its deliberate policy of trying to avoid an injection of public
money inra the banb 25
Policy differences amongst Koizumi's economic tealn are inconsistencies in

view thar, in many cases, reflect vertical divisions within the Japanese
government which are entrenched and irreconcilable. The basic ptoblem with
tbe CEFP is that it contains elements from hoth the bureaucracy-government
side (thar is, ministers witb ministries) and the administration-executive side
(cl'"t is, state ministers in tbe Cabinet Office), in addition to outside members.
The interests of these groups are inherently dissimilar, as are their sources of
authority. In some cases-the private sector members for instance-they have
no authority beyond their functions in the CEFP. As Mizuno concludes,
'Shiokawa, Takenaka, Yanagisawa and Hiranuma should all support the prime
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ministet and fulfil their duties. However, the problem is tbe ability of the
ministers and disagreement in tbe cabinet'."
- Koizumis structural reform progmm is comprehensive, but its implementation is
neither comprehensive nor rapid
Reform) according to Koizumi is a matter of 'steady advances' and 'steady
implementation'.27 In the face of structural obstacles and resistance from various
countervailing forces, however, the teform achievements of the Koizumi
administration have acrually been piecemeal. Economist Okue Kunji, for
example, awards zero marks to tbe Koizumi administration for accomplishing
its reform program, saying that 'comprehensive measures should be
implemented at a stroke, embracing reform of the country's fiseal condition
and countermeasures for tlnancial crises and deflationary pressure'." Mizuno
is equally scathing in his assessment: 'Even rhough Koizumi has a slogan of
"structural reform without sanctuary", the situation has not changed much
despite spedal public service corporation reforms'."' A member of Koizumi's
own party has commented tbat Koizumi has only been a 30 per cent politician
from rhe beginning, which means thar the party cannot expect him to
accomplish more than three out of 10 of his goals."
A tongue-in-cheek repon card on Koizumi's performance in April 2002
awarded him rwo our of five for political reform:" on rhe economy and budget,
one ont of five for economic revival and rhree out of five for restoring the
nation's finances to health: on administrative reform, one out of five for postal
privatisation and three out of five for reform of special public corporations: on
foreign and security policy, four out of five for response to the terrorist attack
on rhe United States and one out of five for reforming the Foreign Ministry:
and for 'others', five out of five on response to the leprosy issue and one out of
flve for the handling of mad cow disease. Overall, the report card said: 'He
makes a lot of noise and is always making excuses for lack of results'. 32
Koizumi's scorecard oue montb later was equally unfavourable. A total of
108 journalists covering economic and political affairs canvassed by Kyodo
News rated him 10.6 out of 20 for leadership, 5.7 out of 20 for economic
policy, 10.3 out of 20 for structural reform, 6.3 out of 20 for foreign policy
and 7.6 out of 20 for leadership power in handling Diet affairs and the LDP,
for a total of 405 per cent out of 100, not even a pass mark." Other unflattering
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comments included epithets such as 'full of brave talk' (kuchisaki aloka), 'policy
idiot' (seisaku .nch,) and 'no good at personnel management' ijinji beta),"
Differential and partial outComes nom Koizumi's reform program suggest
that his OWll drive and commitment to particular reforms may vary. Certainly
Koizumi puts privatising postal services, abolishing public corporations and
refOrms to government expenditure at the head of the queue. These implicit
priorities are in part a reflection of his previous LDP, executive and Diet posts
in the fiscal, welfare and postal areas. Koizumi's background certainly points
to the fact that his primary interest and expertise lies in public sector and
budget reform issues." Moreover, as one Japanese political commentator points
out, Koizumi's biggest weak point is thar his lack of interest in particular
policy fields manifests itself as extreme disinterest.'6
In evaluating Koizumi's achievements, one also has to keep in mind that the
significance of his reforms may vary, as will their degree of political difficulty.
Two of the most important, core reforms-deregulation designed to tackle
low productivity sectors constrained by regulations and 'soaked in subsidies'
and finandal sector restructuting that leads to a resolution of non-performing
loans-have been conspicuous failures, One could argue that Koizumi has
succeeded in accomplishing the easiest, or most 'peripheral' reforms first, like
raising health insurance premiums and making modest cuts to budget and
public works spending, lr is questionable, however, whether these even deserve
the label 'structural reform'-tackling special public corporations and medical
fees are what Kanbara Eiji has called 'within system reforms' (taiseinai kaikaku) ,
meaning financial and administrative adjustments th at have the effect of
preserving exisring structures and systems} not: real structural reforms that

radically alter existing systems."
Koizumi's under-achievement as a reformer also reflects the insufficient speed
of teform." Deadlines for reform are constantly being pushed backwards, with
the slow tempo of change rather than public opposition to structural reform
per se the key to the decline in Koizurni's approval radng. 40 Even prominent
personnel in Koizumi's own administration make only modest claims for the
pace of reform. Chairman Miy-aucbi of the Council for Regulatory Reform,
said: 'Structutal reform is going in the right direction but it has been a little
slow'." Critics also note rhat the process whereby reform planning and
formulation reach tbe poim of execution is often difficult to see. Finance Minister
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Shiokawa has pointed out that strucrural reform requires 'not only discussion
but also execution' (chintara giron bakari shite inai de jikko 0).42
The delays in Koizumi's program are allowing groups opposed to tbe reforms
time to mobilise in defence of their positions. Because Koizumi has not been

able to burn bridges with rapid reform, the opposition forces have had time to
fortify them. Not only are Koizumi's reform proposals being gutted as they
pass rhrough the party-bureaucracy policymaking process, but those that do
emerge in altered form get slowed as they pass through the Diet. Regardless of
the coalition majority, LOP resistance, rumed feathers amongst juniot partners
in the coalition and strongly voiced objections from the opposition parties
have held back Koizumi's legislative program because they have created
difficulties for the passage of his reform bills through the Diet. Coordination
and adjustment of views in order to ensure the smooth passage of legislation
are time-consuming and the Diet simply runs our of time to pass bills during
particular sessions. The inability of the Koizumi administration to achieve its
legislative agenda gives the impression of incompetence and of not being
completely in control of the ship of state.
Moreover, not only is reform proceediog at a glacial pace but many reforms
are being relegated to a future time when Koizumi mayor may not be prime
minister. Some policies simply boil down to commitments to review existing

systems within certain time periods. As Table 1.1 indicates, many of the
deadlines for reforms are set for 2003 and beyond. The longer it takes to put
key reforms in place, however, the more antipathetic the environment can

potentially become. Because of the delays and compromises, Koizumi is
constantly being judged by his failures rather than by his successes. What
Japan needs is dramatic short-term solutions to long-term problems, whereas
it is getting incremental and piecemeal reform effected only by dint of extreme
perseverance.

At bottom, Koizumi is gradually losing his battle with the forces of resistance
in his own party. He was initially unafraid to face-off his opponents and
unwilling to flinch from his commirment to change but, as time has gone by,
he has shown increasing readiness to compromise and concede on the scale

and timing of his teform plans in order to acbieve anything at all. As a result,
his claim that he is going to 'demolish the LOP' and confront the forces of
resistance look more and more like an act. 43 For their part, the resistance forces

'are trying to outlast the Koizumi Cabinet by delaying his structural reforms'.44
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Koizumi's much vaunred claim that rhe 'resisrance forces are now cooperating
with me' is not based on their change of heart, bur on the greater willingness
of Koiwmi and his supporters to accommodate their wishes and demands. 45
Koizumi and his economic team a.re watering down their proposals and even
taking the patty's views into account in advance of announcing policies, which
amounts to pre-adjustment of policy recommendations. As a result, Koizumi
is giving grearer voice to the interests of the LDP in his policies, which is
further compromising his struCtural reform program.
The origins of Koizumi's appeasement strategy lie in his weaker public
support. As his approval ratings have declined. he has found it more difficult
to leverage his public backing to confront resistance forces within his own
party. He no longer has the people on side to act as a counterweight to rhose
opposing him within the LDP. He now has to rely more on party brokers (0
advance his policies and ensure that they get through the Diet. This is
antipathetic (0 Koizumi's individualistic style, which 'tends to bypass backroom dealmakil1g with political heavyweights'." On the other hand, as Kawakita
and Olloue point out\
even though the prime minister is chosen by election, he still has to be concerned about the
party's opinion and policies, and so he has to execute policy taking juto consideration what
the LDP thinks. The LDP tries to limit rhe sjgnifkance of the prime minister's revamped
executive power by describing him as jusc a coordinator. This allows them to rom:inue with
their policies that benefit local inrerests,47

Koizumi is learning a belated lesson rhat ignoting traditional processes of
consensus formation within the LDP not only fortifies opposing forces that
have grown stronger as Koizumi's own popularity has diminished, but risks
bringing his reform program to a halt. He now has to rely on old style consensusbuilding amongst party executives and policy bosses to advance his .initiatives.
As End6 pointS out, Koizumi has to be pragmatic. If he does not have majority
support within his own party, a bill will not be passed, and if he has all the
ruling coalition parties combined for an enemy, it is pointless even snbmitting
a bill to cl,e Diet." Koizumi is in the position of either achieving nothing or
achieving somerhing but with concessions to the other side. Neither option
does much for his potential to bring off his structural reform revolution or for
his public popnlarity. The former sees him as completely inelIectual, while the
latrer option lays him open to public criticism for compromising on his
commitments. K01zumi has put himself into a no-win situation.
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Furthermore, although Koizumi rejects the agenda of the Hashimoto !action
which epitomises LDP 'old politics', he listens to aod is inJ]uenced by SecretaryGeneml Yamasaki, former member of the so-called YKK power clique in the
LDP." Yam.saki frequently acts as spokesperson for LDP executives, putting
rhe patty line ro Koizumi on matters of policy. Koizumi shows increasing signs
of not only listening to Yamasaki, but also relying on Yamasaki and other
parry stalwartS to rake charge of the party-coordination process. For example,
Koizumi now says 'leave it to the party to handle' and 'leave it to the secretatygenetal', just as former Prime Minister Mori was fond of saying." In the view
of one young LDP Diet member-supporter of Koizumi, this is a bad
development because the party president is in fact in a superior position to the
secretary-general and, what is more, Koizumi should show leadership." 11.5
Curtis points out, the secretary-general works for the LDP and has no formal
roJe in government."
Koizumi aLso attends meetings of LDP executives who regularly argue the
standard party line on policy." As a result, Koizumi finds that he has to
compromise on his reform plans because he cannot advance his policies without
their cooperation. The party kingpins include PARe Chairmao /l.so, Chairman
of the LDP', Executive Council Horiuchi Mitsuo. former Chief Cabinet
Secretary Nakagawa Hidenao, Aoki Mikio, Secretary-Genetal and 'boss' of the
LDp Upper House caucus (an important tIgure because he is the leader of the
LDP in the Upper House and therefore guardian of the legislative process in
that house) and Koga, protege of Non aka. These executives often aCt as mediators
between the prime minister and LDP zoku on difficult issues relating to
structural refotm. When Koizumi has trouble wirh the LOP, he reportedly
seeks a compromise with Aoki. 54 The laner, for example, played a key role
'coordinating' between Koizumi and the yllst; zoku over the four postal service
detegulation bills in mid 2002.
Koizumi also relies on the consensus-building skills of Aoki and Koga for
help in handling Diet affairs aod for dealing with the coalition partners. Both
politicians have dose ties to the New Komeito and to the Conservative Party
and are well versed in Diet affairs. Aoki and Koga exercise what Saikawa calls
'coordinating power'." While Koga aodAso have become collaborators, however,
they are not in the reform faction. Their strategy is simply to support the
Koizumi administration in order ro protect LDP electoral interests which are
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tied to Koizumi's popularity. If this falls much below 40 per cent, the incentives
to collaborate with the Koizumi administration will diminish considerably."
Since Aoki also has close relations with Mori, a memor to Koizumi, the trio
has come to play a significant role in tackling key issues." Koizumi's closeness
to Mori and Aoki has led to the charge that the prime minister is controlled by
Mori and Aoki,"
The rise in the influence of these LOP stalwarts has accompanied the demise
of KatO Koichi and the decline in the influence of Yarnasaki because of his
repeated fumbling of Diet affairs." It was under the influence of these stalwarts
that Koizumi dismissed Tanaka Makiko, at great cost to his own popularity.'"
Observers now detecr three primary power axes in the LOP: the KoizumiYamasaki axis, the Mori-Aoki axis and Nonaka-Koga axis. It is suggested that
the future political situation will be determined by how the New Komeito
and Conservative Parry link up with one or other of these axes.·:
Koizumi's most striking compromise has affected the proposed privatisation
of postal services. The Koizumi Cabinet initially approved the bills over PARe
committee opposition, which meant that tbe bills proceeded to the Diet without
having received the prior approval of the party, although the agteement of
Nonaka was informally secured. The withdrawal of his opposition to the
submission of the bills at the time was repottedly due to his belief that the
terms and conditions of private sector emry into the mail delivery business
were so restrictive that it was highly unlikely private firms would enter the
business. In addition, Nonaka was counting on the assumption that pressure
to privatise postal setvices would stop with the passage of the roUt bills. There
was no commitment in the legislation for the planned public corpotation to
be privatised. Nonaka expected that Koizumi would not seek to proceed further
with privatisatiou of postal services if the bills passed the Diet." This explains
his anger when he heard Koizumi's remark accompanying the submission of
the bilts in which he said: '1 deem the bills to be the first milestone on the
road toward the privatization of postal services' and '1 don't regard the
establishment of the Postal Public Cotporation as my eventual goal'
Koizumi was subsequently forced to tone down his rhetoric and backpedal
on some of the more controversial aspects of his planG4 in order to appease the
conservatives in his own patty and facilitate the passage of the bilts through
the house. Koizumi specillcally agreed to 'lower his head' to the boss of the
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yiJsei zoku, Nonaka65 This was the price the LDP exacted for allowing the bills
to proceed formally through Diet processes. 66 At Koizumi's first attendance at
the debate in the Lower House Standing Committee on Public Management,
Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications that was considering the bills,
he claimed thar his earlier 'milestone' reply was no more than his 'pet theory
as a politician', thus conceding the point ro the LDP's postal policy clique."
In order to appease opponents within his own party and gain the support of
the two coalition partners, he agreed to pursue the issue of privatisation only
after the postal system was reorganised into an autonomous public corporation

in 2003 as planned." Wirh respect to his earlier proposal that prepararions for
ptivatisation should be statted soon after the creation of the postal public
corporation in April 2003, he commented: 'it is too soon to [talk abour] what
form [the postal public corporation] will take several years from now'.69
Ultimately, bypassing the PARC process made little difference to the ourcome
on the postal bills. The bills ended up being amended through an informal
negotiation process that took place alongside the deliberations of the Lower
House Standing Committee and involved Koizumi, the PARC chaitman, the
chief cabinet secretary and the secretaries-general of the three ruling coalition
parties. Koizumi accepted the LDP's tequest that revisions compiled by the
LDP S6mu Bukai be made to the bills, although not all of the postal tribe's
objections were accommodated. 70 Koizumi was keen to secure some sort of

victory with the passage of the bills in order to show the public that he could
really achieve an important reform. The old guard, and specifically the yusei
zoku, were concerned about not appearing to defeat Koizumi's reform program
entirely in view of the possible electoral consequences. 7l In the end, however,
Koizumi's plan for postal privatisation was so compromised that it only served
further to undermine his reputation and credibility as a reformer. The Executive
Director of Yamato Welfare Foundation, Ogura Masao, charged that since
Yamato Express had decided not to enter the postal business, many other
private companies would follow Yamato's example. In his view, Koizumi had
been duped by the postal 'tribe' into accomplishing a meaningless reform
since private companies had to get permission from the ministry to do
everything, which would discourage them from participating in the postal
service and competing with the new public corporation. In particular, private
companies would have to get a ruling on what constituted a letter (shinsho)
and the ministty had the right to order what they could and could not do.72
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Accommodation ofLDP wishes can also be seen in relation to the tax measures
incorporated into the 'Basic Policies fot Economic and Fiscal Policy Management
and Structural Refotm 2002'. The wide gap between Koizumi's insistence
that structural reform was the most etfective measure for economic recovery
and the coalition parties' insistence that anti-deflationary measures were
urgently needed to shore up the economy" was bridged by proposals for tax
cuts as part of the proposals for tax reform. Because of the Koizumi
administration's antipathy to restarting the fiscal gravy train, the LDP old
guard has jumped on the bandwagon of anti-deflationary policies. Such
measures ate seen as disguised economic stimulus packages which can be used
for electoral purposes. The pork-barrellers in the LDP are adept at turning
economic adversity to political advantage. as they did in the 1990s when the
fiscal gravy train got up tremendous speed with stimulus package after stimulus
package providing rich pickings for LOP politicians and their supporters. As
with straightforward economic stimulus packages whose impact on the economy
is highly dubious, economic commentators suggest that cutting taxes 'to shore
up weak domestic demand is nothing but a shot in the arm and the effects will
be short-lived'.'4
The CEFP June policy draft on t<LX reform ended up incorporating part of
the prime Ininister's drastic tax reform agenda at the same time as giving
consideration to the ruling parties' demand for urgent deflationary measures,"
After a meeting with .leaders of the three ruling coalition parties, Koizumi
agreed to cut raxes starting in January 2003, three months earlier than the
start of the new fiscal year, in spite of his reluctance to contemplate early tax
cuts becanse of his pledge to keep the issuance of government bonds under
¥30 trillion for fiscal 2002. In fact, Koizumi used his capirulation on tax cuts
as a way to strengthen ties with ruling coalition officials?' The proposed cuts
affected R&D spending by corporations and parent-ta-child monetary gifts,
The CEFP also watered down its draft tax policy hy rewriting some
expressioos in the final stage of the compilation process." Takenaka justified
this by saying: 'Before obtaining Cabinet approval, the panel needs to obtain
understanding ftom the ruling parties and the government agencies concerned,
We made fine adjustments to the expressions'?' In reality, howevet, Koizumi
discovered rhat his declining popularity had weakened his executive powet
and that of executive agencies like the CEFP on ruation policy, ,A.,s the Nikkei
observes)
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as if connected ,vith the dedjne in cabinet suppOrt rates, rhe ruling coalition and bureaucracy
have strengthened pressure on the CEFP. It can be said that the move (to incorporate ta-,\: cuts

into

tefurm proposals] by the government and ruling panjes hints at .signs the policy
under the initiative of the prime minister's official residence is wming
a standsriH.7)
ta:\

decision~nutking system
10

lndicativdy, the entire package of policies making up the 'Bask Policies for
Economic and Fiscal Policy Management and Structural Reform 2002' were
subject to a formal agreement between the execurive and party entitled 'Present
ECDnomic Revitalizing Policies--Acceletation of Measures Tackling Deflation(Agreement between the Government and tbe Ruling Parties)"" prior to the
announcement of the package in June 2002, The agreement incorporated a
number of LDP old favourites. Under the heading 'Advancing Economic
Revitalisation Policies', it included measures to promote urban and regional
revitalisation and technology development strategies, both of which could be
exploited as justification for lavishing public expenditure, including public
works expenditure, on various beneficiaries and regions. Not surprisingly, the
policies were viewed by ctitics as a w.ltered down version of the CEFP's initial
objectives. si
Draft fiscal policy for 2003 met a similar fute. In what ;"as widely perceived
as capitulating to pressure from the ruling parties and related ministries, the
CEFP backed off from its earlier position on slashing particular government
expenditures. The initial budget guidelines advocated curs in public works
spending, social security outlays and foreign aid allocations. Yet in the final
dtaft, there was reference only to 'further prioritization (of important projects)
and improved efficiency', 'review of overall expenses' and 'review of the size'
The basic problem was that Takenaka, who played a central role in drafting
the document, met opposition from LDP politicians, who pressured him into
toning down the phraseology of the original document. For example, 'scaling
down the public works budget' was redrafted as 'promoting more efficient use'
of public works outlays." The LDP did not approve the budget reforms during
its Executive Council meetiug, although it did give its assent to the document
being endorsed by the cabinet on the ptoviso that the party would continue to
have a 'tree hand' in discussing specific items of expenditure." The Chairman
of the Executive Council, Boriuchi, asserted publicly that the party reserved
the right to discuss the contentS of the policy outline freely. In addition to the
spending cuts, rhe LDP was also concerned thar the budget did not include
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sufficient measures to support the financing of small business. As a result. the
package was reworded to include phrases such as 'efforts will be promoted to
smoothly implement fiscal loans and investments' for smaller firms."
Another pivotal issue between the prime minister and his party is the question
of a cabinet reshuffie. Koizumi is considering such a move in September 2002
because of his increasing inability ro defY repeated demands for the appointment
of new ministets from the senior factional hierarchy now that the cohesive
power of his administration is waning, However, reorganising his cabinet is
not risk-free. Changing the cabinet jine.up might be seen by the public as a
compromise with the 'forces of resistance', consequently bringing down cabinet
suppOrt rates even further. S6 Former Prime Minister Nakasone has pressured
Koizumi to create a 'heavy duty cabinet' (jukfi naikaku) by enlisting LDP
heavyweights such as Kega, Aoki and Aso, thus unifYing the party and cabinet.
This view is also supported by a majority of LDP members." In order to head
off the criticism that he is capitularing to the LOP anti-reform reactionaries,
however, KoizUtni has asserted that he intends to appoint politicians favouring
his reform policy line as cabiner members and party executives."
Pressures for a reshuffle, like Koizumi's increasing inclination to rely on
party kingpins to ger his policies successfully throngh the party and the Diet,
are testimony to the fact that Koizumi has failed completely in his bid to
reform the LDP's t:'ction system. The factions remain as strong as they were at
rhe start of his administrarion. KoizUtni in fact retained in his cabinet several
ministers from the December 2000 Mori Cabinet: Hiranuma as Minister of
Economy, Trade and Industry, Sakaguchi from the New Komeito as Minister
of Health, Labour and Welfare, Fukuda as Chief Cabiner Secretary, Yanagisawa
as State Minister for Financial Affairs, and Katayama 1oranosuke as Minister of
Public Management, Home AtTairs, Posts and Telecommunicatioos. The last
appoinrment was highly significant insofar as Katayama worked on Hashimoto's
t:~iJed bid for the LOP presidency, cominues to receive full support from the
Association of Special Postmasters, has stopped shon of supporting the
privatisation of the government's postal businesses and in facr openly opposed
it, and is dearly one of the resistance forces and a member of LDP 'old guard'.
Furthermore, Koizumi's cabinet, while supposedly appointed on the basis of
non-factional cnnsiderations, strangely had good faetional balance, with the
Hashimnto faction (the largest in the LDP) having aB many as the Mori faction
(Koizumi's own faction).
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- External help hasn't helped
Foreign pressure, to the extent that it has been applied to the Koizumi
administration, has been largely powerless, neutered, frustrated, resisted and
blunted. In fact, the absence of true gaiatsu is bemoaned as the principal reason
why economic reform will not be achieved in Japan under Koizumi s9
The ineffectiveness of external pressure as a factor propelling Koizumi's
structural reform revolution has several causes. First, policy issues thrown up
as part of Koizumi's structural reform program are not ideal targets for external
pressure. As already noted, they are not in areas where external actors stand to

gain directly. Moreover, these areas go to 'the very heatt of Japan's state-controlled
economic structure'." Incremental shifts in policy (which is a standard Japanese
response to gaiatsu) will not suffice.
Second, Koizumi's structural reform revolution is primarily being driven by
domestic pressure (naiatsu), which means that the major impetus for reform is
coming from inside Japan (Koizumi and his cohorts) not outside it. Gaiatsu is
irrelevant where the Japanese executive is already on the side of external forces
in agreeing that strucrural reform is necessary. The United States as the
traditional agent of gaiatsu faces the same problem as Koizumi-how to get
the LDP and the bureaucracy to agree to the needed reforms. The targets for
pressure are actually insulated within the Japanese policymaking process.
Thitd, because of the weakness of the Japanese economy, there are very few
batgaining chips that can be leveraged or thteats that can be applied that
would be approptiate Ot powerful enough to move the Koizumi administration.
The US government can hardly say to the Japanese government 'teform or
else'. All the US side can hope to do is influence the situation in a general
sense, by providing suggestions, suppott, exhortations and advice on specific
reforms and by exerting a modicum of influence.
Fifth, the United States can no longer exploit connections to powerful LDP
figures who could 'fix' deals in which specific concessions were made to US
interests. As Ayukawa observes, 'ftom the late 1980s to the early 1990s, there
was a kind of 'push button' which American officials could press to get Japan
to change in the way it wanted politically and economically, but there is no
more "push buttonO? in Japanese politics now'.91

Last, as time has gone by, the Bush administration has become more
impatient and disillusioned with and critical of the Koizumi administration
for lack of delivery, for not arresting deflation, for allowing the yen's value to
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full too low, and for specific policies they regard as regressive, such as the ban
on short-selling in the stockmarket which was part of the Fehruary anti-defladon
package, They have increasingly distanced themselves from Koizumi with the
view that: 'It is not the United Srntes that can settle Japan's reform problem',92
As the Yomiuri commented: 'The United States bas pinned high hopes on
Prime Minister Koizumi's reform drive, It is now casting an increasingly cold
eye at him, The "Washington Post compared Prime Minister Koizumi to past
President Gorbachev, who failed to reform the USSR' 93 Doubts about the
leadership of the Koizumi administration and Koizumi's capacity to solve Japan's
economic problems are dearly rising in the Bush administration,"

- The absence of a pro-reform coalition
The deficiencies in rhe economic reform team and its policies are compounded
by the failure of Koizumi and his economic reform team to build a strong proreform coalition that would have provided impetus and support to Koizumi's
reform program, This is partly a consequence of nor delivering accelerated
gains to winners, which might have attracted some important sectional interest
groups that could have then turned around and backed the government to
accomplish other aspects of its reform program. Other potential groups of
heneficiaries of structural reform-consumers and taxpayers--are amorphous
and, in rhe £~ce of the usual collective action prohlems, not highly organised
to

promote reform.

Big business, together with its media voice-the economic press represented
by the Nihon Keizai Shinbun--is the only special or 'concentrated' interest in
Japan actively lobbying for structural reform, The reform agenda of business
has included deregulation, the injection of public funds into the banks,
accelerated corporate restrucruring and tax reform, The Japan Business
Federation (Nippon Keidanren), for example, has made strong representations
on deregulation 9' and tax reform, hoping for lower corporate tax rates and
other tax measures as a vehicle ro unleash economic growth potential, For
example, it has been lobbying for tax measures to encourage corporate
investment in research and development, new plants and equipment and
sophisticated IT systems, % It has also pushed for a cut in the gift tax, expansion
of tax credits to promote housing investment and a review of real estate taxes to
SpUt greater liquidity in the land matket which it regards as helpfnl in dealing
with deflation,
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Other business organisations have pressed for similar measures. The Japan
Federarion of Employers Associations (Nikkdren) has called for effective antideflation measures, the Japan Association of Corporate Executives, or JACE
(Keizai Doyilkai), has lobbied for deregulation and tax system reforms designed
to increase domestic demand, and the Japan Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (Nissho) has pressed for tax cuts and additional fiscal spending."
Koizumi has iailed to deliver strongly and positively on any of these fronts.
Most of the demands from business groups have gone unheeded, except for
some action on the disposal of bad loans and prospective tax breaks to promote
research and development by companies, which was incorporated into the
June 2002 policy package. In their despair, business leaders have teamed up
with those from the United States to urge the government
to move with 'greater urgency and boldness' to push through structural reforms and get Japan's
moribund economy back on a path toward sustajnable growrh' ... According to the statement,
some 60 business leaders ... backed the economic reform agenda of Prime Minister Junichito
Koimmi, but expressed 'strong concerns' rhat difficult but JHX:(,~ry decisions to implement
it are being delaye.d. S3

A June 2002 poll of members of JACE revealed that only 25 per cem of
them regarded rhe Koizumi reforms as 'advancing, while 56 per cent were
dissatisfied with the progress of his structural reforms, insisting that the
administration should speed up the reforms."
Although big business is represemed in various advisory councils of the
executive, including the CEFplOD where the private sector representatives propose
initiatives that support business imerests and the developmem of a more
competitive economy, big business as a sectoral interest group has become
significantly weaker in the past decade. It is certainly ineffective in comparison
with the combined weight of governmeot ministers on the council. For example,
passages pertaining ro individual tax items submitted by private-sector members
of the CEFP, inclnding a proposal for reviewing (he structure of the burden of
the income and corporate taxes, were all deleted from the basic guidelines for
reform of tile tax system finalised by the CEFP in June 2002.101
Sevetal factors have been responsible for the declining influence of the large
enterprise sector in Japanese policies, and particularly vis-a-vis the LDP. When
the parry fractured in 1993, rhe Federation of Economic Organisations
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(Keidanren) relinquished its role as a pooling body for donations fwm its
member-companies to the party via its sponsored political funding organisation,
the People's Association (Kokumin Kyilkai). Tbe splintering of the conservative
side of politics, followed by the continuous and bewildering gyTations of parties
dissolving and reforming as well as moving in and out of coalition arrangements
over subsequent years, impossibly complicated Keidanren's political funding
function. Ivforeover, as Japads economic recession became 'structural', the
business downturn became more or less permanent and company restructuring
costs became burdensome, the financial basis of business organisations inevitably
diminisbed. Membership fees, donations and entertainment expenses associated
with membership of the two dominant business federations-Keidanten and
Nikkeiren-imposed a heavy financial burden on companies. Political donations
from companies shrank commensurately-Irom nearly ¥10 billion in annual
political donations before 1993 when Keidanren stopped arranging them to
¥3 billion in 2000.'02 The decline in business political influence over the LDP
accompanied the shrinking of their financial donations to the patty. In 2002,
the two major business federations (Keidanren and Nikkeiren) restructured
themselves, merging into Nippon Keidanren 3$ a means of reducing expenses
for their member-firms.
Finally, government policies and lack of deregulation have helped ro dtive
many producets who have wished to remain internationally competitive offShore.
Putting in place strucrural reform policies with positive gains to big business
might have turned the tide, assisted the recovery of business enterprise and
restored some political clout to big business as an interest group. In the absence
of such gains, the interests of the 'intervened'seemrs' remain in the ascendanty
and business remains a weak ally for Koizumi and his reform team.
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This book has analysed the poHtics of Koizumj's structural reform program
against a general framework of hypotheses rhat posit the political conditions
for economic reform. The study has thrown into stark relief the obstacles to
reform that persist in Japan and which serve to override the many positive
political conditions for reform that Koizunri has enjoyed. Despite widespread
acknowledgment that radical reform is urgently needed, and despite a proactive" pro-reform administration, Japan represents a case where econo,mic reform
is being attempted Ot initiated, but the process remains superficial, partial,
incomplete and unconsolidated.
1b those sreeped in the assumptions of parliamentary democracy, particularly
of the Westminsrer variety, snch lack of progress for a leader bent on reform is
paradoxical. Surely, given Koiznmi's commitment to a genuine program of reform,
he should nave much more to show for his efforts. The combination of sincere
reform intentions plus limited outcomes can only be understood against the
background of Japan's unique, and to Westminster eyes, unusual structure of
policymaking. 1 The Japanese model of poJicymaking deviates from rhe
Westminster system in that the power of the executive is undermined by two
alternative power stroctures: the parry and the bureaucracy. They prevent rhe
prime minister from exercising his rightful and proper authoriry and are thus
the main factor stopping Koizumi from exercising sttong and effective leadership. 2
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Even those who were previously key players in the traditional policymaking
structure acknowledge the source of Koizumi's difficulties. Former MOF
Administrative Vice-Minister, Sakakibara Eisuke, has caHed it the 'party/
hureaucracy complex', which, according to lshizuka, 'lies at the heart of the
LOP's old-style politics ... [and is] Japan's No. 1 enemy'." A former MITI
Administrative Vice-Minister has reached much the same conclusion
Although Prime Minister Juniduro Koizumi is now advocating structural reform, the dual
PO'n'et structure made up of the government and the ruling coalition parries is unfortunately
redudng the nation's capacity to make correct judgements of economic and social conditions
and to create appropriate policies.4

Koizumi is endeavouring to rid Japan of the instirurional legacies of rhe
high growth era and to convert Japan from an interventionist declining srate
into an expanding market-led economy. He is a genuine reformer who does
not carry the usual LDP ba~e, Likely alrernatives as prime minister are all
covert supporters of the status qWJ wearing the cloak of reformist rheroric. Under
rheir stewardship the 'old economy' and 'old polirics' would quickly emerge
triumphant,'
Nevertheless, Koizumi's attributes will fail to make the difference. In
attempting to realise his reform goals, Koizumi is pitted against roo many
opposing power structures that represenr profoundly anti-reform interests. As
a result. rhe Koizumi administration's reform outcomes will not be all that
distinguishable from those of his predecessors. Authoritative executive leadership
is needed for the Japanese government to carry through programs of
deregulation, fiscal reconstruction and other pnlicy chang"s necessary to restore
the economy to growth.' But, because Japan's political system is strucrured to
undermine the power of the executive, prime ministerial leadership lacks power
as an engine of reform.' Ineffective government thus compounds Japan's
economic recession. As a result, solurions to economic problems continue to
be delayed and postponed.' Koizumi needs a stronger power base from which
to subdue rival power centres. In other words, Japan needs strucrurnl reform of
irs political system before it can embrace Structural reform of its economic
system. As former Prime Minister Hosokawa emphasises, 'The structute of
power mURt change'.' At present Japan has a dysfunctional political system lO
thar is incapable of achieving real reforms in spire of a reforming prime minister.
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JapanTs economic future cannot~ therefore, be understood without
comprehending its political system, rhe reason for its chronically weak executive
and the reason why it is proving structurally resistant to economic reform.
Because the political system is a drag on the economic system," Japan's economic
crisis is in reality a political,sysrem crisis. Although Koizumi's performance in
achieving his structural reform agenda and in reviving the Japanese economy
should be evaluated separately,12 there is no doubt that the two are linked,
particularly in the longer term. As Takenaka has observed: 'Structural reform
is the key to fundamentally solving the problems besetting rhe Japanese
economy'.13 Furthermore, 'Koizumi's prescription is the only scenario in which
the Japanese economy can survive' ,14 Economic reform is thus critical to the
recovery of the Japanese economy, but the political system is not delivering rhe
needed changes.
In SUIll, evaluating the prospects for the success of Koizumi's economic reforn1
program requires an understanding of the political conditions thar may fuvour
or hinder rhese reforms. Reformist leaders in democratic systems may nor have
the support of power blocs who are in a position to obstruct reforms, wherher
this power is formally defined in constitutions or rules, or informally exercised
by convention. In Japan's case, a necessary condition for reform is for the
executive to be able to exert its primacy in the policymaking process over
entrenched policymaking structures in which forces opposed to reform are
embedded. Koiznmi's push for refotm faces the de foeto veto power of bureaucrats
and LDP politicians.
Revamping the executive branch must remain an important goal of Japan's
political reform process. Although rhe coalition parry configuration in the
Diet assures passage of government legislation and thus supports a more assettive
,,-xecurive leadership, the checks on the power of the prime minisret and cabiner
are independent of parliamentary majorities, and lie in the ascendancy of rbe
bureaucracy and party sub, groupings. Koizumi has not been able to achieve
the establishment of an executive-led policymaking mechanism that circumvents
tbe LDP and the bureaucracy and which has the power to impose its will on
both these traditional policymaking structures. As Nakatani points out, Koizumi
has 'failed to overhaul the decision,making process, the most important element
of structural reform'." A top-down power structure will require changes to
entrenched policymaking norms and cooventions, as well as the beefing up of
independent policy advisory structures to support both the prime minister
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and cabinet ministers. Sugimoto, for example; mistakenly argues that an
increased role for individual Diet-member policy experts is a solution to excessive
zoku power within the LDP.16 But the most appropriate solution in a
parliamentary cabinet system is to reStore the rightful powers of the executive.
If individual politicians develop their policymaking abilities, these could he
pUt to the use of rhe executive by their selecdon as ministers or deputy ministers.
If Koizumi can bring about this kind of political transformation he will
have laid a solid foundation on which any reform-minded executive can build.
But, if he fails, his likely successors may turn to a kind of populist xenophobia
that conveniendy lays rhe blame fOr Japan's economic troubles on outside forces
and which uses nationalism as a force ro gain public support in rhe absence of
constructive policies. Thete have already been manifestations of this, with
allegations that Japan's economic problems are really rhe United States' faulr
and sympromatic of a US conspiracy to take over the Japanese economy by
buying up its assets cheaply." As the economic crisis takes a higher social toll,
the risks of xenophobic reactions rise.
Given the mutual exclusivity of LDP interests and structural reform, a
necessary condition for reform may be removing the LDP from power. The
LDP represents the bloc votes of outdated, inefficient and protected indmtries
which have drained the fiscal coffers dry and which cannot withstand the kind
of market reforms that Koizumi is trying to institute. In this light, some are
advising that Koizumi should split from the party and Jead a new opposition
force in the Diet with a strong public mandate to effect reformY This might
also unravel. the tight nexus between the LDP and the bureaucracy that protects
vested interests. 19 The bureaucracy would lose its political base and main
protector in the LDP. 20 As Miyauchi has commented, Koizumi 'is trying IQ
change rhe LDP from within, bur probably in vain ... It seems more reasonable
to me for him to leave the party'.21 In an artide in the Sankei Shinbun on 4
April 2002, Nakatani argued along similar lines that
Ko11.urrU should leave the LDP, which is full of antireform politicians, and create anew political
party with proreform lawmakas. He should then dissolve the Lower House for a snap election.
After an del-lion, he should establish a stronger Cabinet with me same Vte\\'$ as the ruling
parry. Unless the ruling party and the Cabinet have the same policy stance, the nverlap of
power will continue to trouble the nation.;)

Although Koizumi's power base in theory remains stronger if he stays in the
party, which is the largest single party in the Diet and which is supported by
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more Japanese people than any other,23 it is highly unlikely that he will be
able to remain immune to the political pressure that party stalwarts will
increasingly bring to bear on him if he stays within it. If he is 'captured' by the
party and is forced to compromise too much on his program, he is finished as
a reformer. AB Nakatani observes, 'tbe Koizumi Cabinet could revert to the
traditional Japanese politics controlled by vested interests' 24 Shiozaki adds
that he wants Koizumi to destroy the LDP before he, Koizumi himself, falls."
One suspects, however, that Koizumi is content to be a 'reformer within the

system' and that he prefers his LD P base over his commitment to reform. If
the latter took priority he would show more courage in delivering ultimata to
his own party: reform or else! The 'or else' would entail calling a general election
to try and obtain stronger public endorsement for his reform program,
establishing a pro-reform party of his own and gathering like-minded politicians
from the LDP and opposition parties around him. When his public support
was sky high, such a scenario was a real possibility, in which case, the Koizumi
administration might have represented an opportunity for significant partisan
realignment in Japan. This would have seen market reformers from the LDP,
DPJ, Liberal and Conservative parties join up to confront the forces of
conservative socialism. Because all these parties contain elements that span the

market-interventionist spectrum, it might have been possible for such a shift
to occur along economic lines, especially between parties' senior and junior

members." The fact that Japan's party system has changed from a semipermanent single ruling party system to a semi-permanent coalition party
system in the 1990s also makes partisan realignment easier. Japan could have
finally acquired a party that represents the broad mass of urban, consuming
voters, particularly as the reformers would represent mainly urban
constituencies. It would take such an event to create the much vaunted but
aborted 'regime shift' of the early 1990s.27
With the decline in Koizumi's popularity, however, splitting from the LDP
has become less likely because Koizumi is on less sure ground within his own
party and also amongst the opposition. There is less kudos for other Diet
politicians to hitch themselves to the Koizumi star if he is no longer a star. 28 At
the crucial moment it would appear that Koizumi was not prepared to lay his
political life on the line by calling an election based on a reform platform,
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potentially sacrificing his links with mates in the LDP, striking om on his own
and gatheting like-minded reformers around him. In this respect, Koizumi
failed the test as a true reformer.
Even if Koizumi fails, his efforts will nor have been totally been in vain. His
administration ha, had a significance that is only now becoming apparent and
will become even mort so in retrospect. First; Koizumt has shown in stark
terms the de focto power of the LDP and the bureaucracy as discrete and
independent sources of power in the policymaking process and as a major
blockage to refotm of the economy. His experience undoubtedly signifies that.
the dual LDP-bureaucracy structure of power is incapable of contemplating
and cartying out reform. Koizumi has, therefore, driven home how the
traditional policymaking system is contributing to 'Japan sinking' (Nihon
chinbotsu),29 As long as this naditional machinery of government grinds on, no
reforming prime minister, even one in the Koizumi mold, will be able to achieve
substantial reform, Japan's current policymaking structure is incompatible with
a thriving Japanese economy,
Second, leaders without public appeal and public suppott who cannot relate
directly to the Japanese people through the media will be short-lived and at a
severe political disadvantage.l" Kiraoka suggests: 'The sryle of politics in whkh
politicians speak only to insiders is".coming to an end'." Curds reaches the
same conclusion, arguing that politicians henceforth will have to follow
Koizumi's lead in being able to manipulare the media rather rhau manipulate
the LDP factions. Jl Moreover, strong signs are emerging that leadership
attributes are very important in attracting votes. As Kabashima and Imai's
research has underlined, voting behaviour is being increasingly inflnenced by
the image of the leader rather than the policies of each political party."
Kabashima recently claimed: 'if a party appoints a young and talented person
outside of Nagata-cho to tl,e top, the party can leap forward'.33
Third, Koizumi has provided a Stfong example of a new style of prime
ministership. He has operated as a top-down leader and exploited new powers
of policy initiative centring on executive struCtures. For instance, he has made
a lot more use of the CEFP than either of his predecessors. So he has effected
political structural reform in a modest way and paved the way for a further
strengthening of this system under a like-minded leader.
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Overall, however, Koizumi is jusr a rransitional politician, Although definitive
judgment on his structural reform program cannot be passed because it is still
work-in-progress, and although Koizumi shows great will and detetmination
to change Japan, he is a structural reformer who will not achieve structural
retorm, 'W'hat he has done is show the way for fumre leaders to follow. As one
Japanese policy researcher commented, Koizumi 'will be the man who starts
the job of reform, but he won't be the one to finish it'."
A scholar of Japanese history, Kaku K6z6, has observed that,
even in a time of crisis in Japanese histor'J> a new hero does not emerge easily, The only times
Japan succeedeo.d in rerorming quickly were the Mdj; Restoration and the Taika Reform of

645AD, which shifted cemralised power out of the hands of indjvidual families. The point in
common between the twO rdt~rms was gaiatsu: invasion from the Korean peninsula for the
Taika Reform and Matthew Perry's 'black ships' for the Mdji Restoration, Only -after the
Japanese have no way OUt of their trouble does a revolution break out. Then the people in
power abandon their immediarc interests and refurm, These 's...~ips' w~u come soon. TheJ-apanese
do not fed a crisis until it is upon them. ~5
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